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ABSTRACT

The first essay discusses the effects of fiscal decentralisation on economic growth 

in Pakistan, where the resource distribution formula was based on single-criterion (i.e. 

population only). Following the cointegration approach, this is the first ever study to 

disentangle the short run effects of fiscal decentralisation from its long run implications on 

the economic growth in Pakistan. The automated general-to-specific (Gets) modelling 

technique was adopted to find a representative parsimonious model, for a relatively short 

time series dataset. The study identified that in Pakistan, the focus mainly remained on 

partial fiscal decentralisation, where the provinces remained dependent upon federal 

transfers. Evidence suggests a long run cointegrating relationship between fiscal 

decentralisation and economic growth, making us aware of the immediate consequences of 

a resource shift policy, in addition to its long-run effects. Analysis suggests that in order to 

stimulate economic growth, emphasis should be shifted towards entrusting provinces with 

higher taxation powers. In addition, the diversification of the resource distribution formula, 

with the inclusion of efficiency enhancing measures, might also help in achieving higher 

economic efficiency.

Education and health sectors are known to have massive impact on the quality of 

human life. In this context, health sector is discussed in the second essay to analyse the 

impact of fiscal decentralisation on various health sector indicators in Pakistan. Two 

datasets were used for the separate analysis of the national (1974-2009) and provincial 

(1980-2001) health indicators. It was learnt that health sector remained neglected both at 

the national and provincial level. To a surprise, negative long run cointegrating relationship 

was found for the effects of federal transfers on health expenditures at the national level. 

The provincial analysis however suggests that federal transfers improved hospital beds 

availability in the economically active provinces, which were presumably more efficient. 

Provincial autonomy failed to play a role in the improvement of the health sector. The 

analysis highlights the social implications of federal transfers. Differences in results for 
economically distinct provinces hint towards the efficiency aspect of resource utilisation.

The third essay estimates the effects of fiscal decentralisation on education sector. 

A rich panel data from 59 countries were used that covers period from 1972-2010. This 

essay provides empirical evidence on the effects of fiscal decentralisation policies for 

OECD and Non-OECD countries. It was found that different sources of subnational 

revenues have distinct effects for education expenditures and education quality. The most

IV



important finding was that when subnational governments are financed through own tax 

revenues, they increase the education funding. Subnational governments seemed relatively 

less sensitive towards maintaining the teaching quality. Thus this study provides evidence 

that decentralised set up reflects upon and cater with the local social needs. Hence, in order 

to achieve Millennium Development Goals, government can use fiscal decentralisation as 

an important policy instrument. Especially, fiscal decentralisation is of importance to the 

relatively less developed countries, which are still lagging behind on major Millennium 

Development Goals.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
Localization-the growing economic and political power o f cities, provinces, and other 

sub-national entities will be one o f the most important new trends in the 21st century

(World Development Report 1999-2000)

1.1 INTRODUCTION

This thesis comprises of three essays to analyse the important dimensions of fiscal 

decentralisation. Keeping in view the importance of sustainable economic growth, the first 

essay analyses fiscal decentralisation as a determinant of economic growth and separately 

looks at the effects of different fiscal decentralisation policies. The following two essays 

concern the service provision aspects of fiscal decentralisation, and investigate its link to 

health and education sectors, as their importance for better quality of life is well-known. 

Thus, fiscal decentralisation as a policy instrument is of great importance because it has the 

potential to simultaneously affect all the three important dimensions of human 

development. The empirical analyses for the first two essays are based on evidence from 

Pakistan, while the third essay presents cross-country panel data analysis to quantify the 

effects of fiscal decentralisation on education sector.

Analysis of the determinants of economic growth has always remained an 

important field in the empirical research. It is mainly because of the fact that sustained 

economic growth provides the national governments with much needed financial resources 

for development. Hence, in the earlier period of empirical analyses in fiscal 

decentralisation, researchers focused more on the quantification of the direct effects of 

fiscal decentralisation on economic growth. Though evidence was found for the assumed 

direct effects, however, some of the studies came up with different results. These findings 

raised questions about the direct link between fiscal decentralisation and economic growth 

and later on broadened the research spectrum to the analysis of certain indirect channels 

through which fiscal decentralisation can have an impact on the quality of human life.

As we are aware that in 1980’s, human capital emerged as one of the important 

determinants' of economic growth (Romer, 1986; Lucas, 1988), opening up another area of 

research to identify the determinants of human capital itself. Clearly, human capital 

directly depends upon the education and health systems that are in place in a country; 1

1 It was stated that healthy minds and productive labour force endogenously accumulate knowledge and are 
involved in “learning by doing” practices, which increases the overall productivity
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hence it further increased the importance2 3 of these given sectors, apart from their 

traditional social role. Under these circumstances, how to improve the education and health 

sectors in a society are important research questions. The pertinence of these questions is 

enhanced by the fact that we live in a world where targets for the universal enrolment, 

completion of primary education and similarly reduction in child and maternal mortality 

are still considered part of the unfinished agenda (MDGs report, 2012). In this scenario, 

fiscal decentralisation as a policy can play a key role in the improvement of these two 

sectors, along with having an indirect effect on economic performance (via these).

Theoretically, Tiebout (1956), Oates (1972) and recent contribution has argued that 

fiscal decentralisation warrants efficiency and improves services. The major argument that 

flows from the theory is that localisation results in people-focused policy making. Fiscal 

decentralisation is also said to be cost effective and has the ability to cater diverse needs of 

the people by accommodating indigenous geographical and societal needs. Nevertheless, 

how diverse societies are, the need for better health and education services always remains 

the first priority and cannot be ignored. In fact, fiscal decentralisation is believed to 

provide the basic fiscal and administrative ability to the lower tiers of the government to 

devise policies, which are fed from local input and are framed to accommodate local 

conditions. Similar arrangements are difficult to realise under centralised policy making 

where the formulation and implementation is carried out by relatively non-motivated, 

unanswerable civil servants. On the other hand, local politician has a stake in the whole 

process and by accommodating local demands they seek their re-election and thus have an 

incentive to be efficient and attractive than their competitors. These competitors can be 

thought of as both the rival politicians and the other competing local jurisdictions (which 

are trying to attract the well-off tax payers by offering better services).

Nevertheless, it is obvious that the localised setup is not free from risk and errors. 

In the real world, local governments are reported to have suffered from; lack of 

administrative capacity (which hampers their ability to serve the people), corruption, self- 
centred leviathan government and are also vulnerable to become victims of elite capture. 

Nevertheless, if we set aside the well-developed democracies, similar problems prevail 

even at the central government level, and clearly the situation is much worse in the third 

world countries. Given that the issues summarised above basically relate to governance, 

these hence fall in the domain of institutions, which needs to be improved both at the

2 Because of their role in determining human capital
3 To the local people
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central as well as local level. Even though the issues are not necessarily because of the 

decentralisation but these can however reduce its benefits.

To sum up, in the recent literature on fiscal decentralisation, the major focus of 

research is to empirically test the theoretical claims relating to fiscal decentralisation. 

Hence in line with recent research, this study analyses the three important dimensions of 

fiscal decentralisation. In the first two essays concerning the economic growth and health 

sector, analysis is based on the time series data evidence from a single country i.e. 

Pakistan. Due to the incomplete data availability for the education sector, however, we 

present a cross country panel data analysis for education sector in the third essay. 

Furthermore, for the essay related to the health sector, data from both the national and 

provincial level is used to arrive at better results. Thus, this exercise contributes to the 

existing literature by improving evidence related to fiscal decentralisation by using a single 

country as well as cross country data analysis. This effort presents a combination of time 

series and panel data analysis4 and benefits from a mix of suitable econometric techniques. 

Lastly, this study opens up ways for future research as well, by identifying areas of 

concern and potential for new research.

1.2 BACKGROUND

During the second half of the twentieth century, nations shifted their focus to 

decentralisation to improve local service provision (Oates, 1999). History of advocacy for 

decentralisation goes back to Tiebout (1956), Musgrave (1959) and Oates (1972). They 

lead the way by arguing in favour of decentralisation when the rest of the world was not 

paying enough attention to the matter. Earlier researchers assumed a welfare maximising 

local government and basic theme of decentralisation was envisaged as empowering the 

local people to ensure efficiency which ultimately enhances productivity and brings higher 

economic and social gains.

Broadly, fiscal decentralisation deals with the empowerment of lower tiers of the 

government so as to enable them to carry out local service provision. Under fiscal 

decentralisation, lower tiers of government are given appropriate financial resources and 

are entrusted with spending responsibilities at the local level. This process helps the 

subnational governments (SNGs) to be more innovative, responsible and efficient. Fiscal 

decentralisation is consequently assumed to enhance economic growth due to efficient

4 Two different types of panel data was used i.e. the provincial analysis where we have small “N” and large 
“T” while a vice versa situation was dealt with in the case of cross country analysis
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resource allocation^, engaging SNGs in positive competition, increasing accountability and 

transparency5 6 and by avoiding rent seeking behaviour7. Hence, the proponents of fiscal 

decentralisation argue that allocation of spending responsibilities to the local authorities 

helps in efficient and effective use of scarce resources while at the same time the 

delegation of taxation powers increases competence, innovation and responsibility aspects 

at the local level. Thus, a well-designed system of fiscal decentralisation is assumed to 

achieve economic efficiency and will positively contribute to the economic and social 

indicators.

1.2.1 Theoretical Background

Discussing the basic theory of Fiscal Federalism, Oates (1972, 1999) elaborated the 

basic framework where government assignments are carried out by the appropriate level of 

government that is equipped with proper fiscal instruments. Assigning responsibilities 

along with resources leads to the achievement of higher degree of efficiency and finally to 

the provision of public goods in accordance with public preferences. Oates reduces the role 

of central government to the responsibility of macroeconomic stability and income 

redistribution along with provision of certain national public good like national defence. 

On the other hand, local governments are assumed to provide basic local public goods like 

health, education, water and sanitation, streets and roads. Basic argument is that as local 

government representatives are located near to the people, they are better informed about 

local circumstances. Therefore, local representatives are better positioned to accommodate 

heterogeneous preferences which result in efficient allocation of scarce resources. In 

addition, local representatives also know the local cost conditions which guide them 

towards better allocation. Efficient allocation of resources thus ensures maximum return on 

public spending and helps in enhancing economic growth (Oates, 1999).

With the development of theoretical foundation of a presumed positive relationship 

between fiscal decentralisation and economic growth, economists worked out models to 

empirically quantify the relationship between the two. The seminal work of Aschauer 

(1989) and Barro (1990) provided basis for modelling the link between fiscal 

decentralisation and economic growth. These researchers were among the first ones to pin 

down the effects of aggregate government spending on economic growth and productivity.

5 Because local representatives are better informed about local preferences, needs and circumstances
6 By making local government answerable to public who will elect the local politicians
7 Reducing the local government’s ability to externalise their costs to other SNGs; without putting-in due 
effort. Fiscal decentralisation ensures this through a suitable, multi-criteria resource distribution mechanism
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These studies disaggregated government spending into public consumption and public 

investment and analysed their impact on economic growth. Following their guidance, 

Davoodi and Zou (1998), Zhang and Zou (1998) and Xie et al. (1999) expanded the 

Barro’s endogenous growth model and looked into the effects of public spending that is 

carried out by different levels of the government. The above stated studies worked out 

theoretical models to find growth maximising optimum shares for different tiers of 

government. Development of the appropriate theoretical models helped in the empirical 

quantification of the assumed relationship between fiscal decentralisation and economic 

growth. These studies agreed that as long as government spending at different tiers is not in 

line with their growth maximising shares, country can achieve higher economic growth via 

switching to optimal shares, without even changing the total expenditure share in GDP at 

the national level.

Overtime, research in the field of fiscal decentralisation can be divided into two 

phases. The first generation fiscal federalism (FGFF) is basically a normative 

representation of government functions where local representatives are assumed to work 

for the maximisation of local people welfare. It explains the rules, principles, mechanism 

and rationale for the better fulfilment of local preferences and equilibrium among the upper 

and lower tiers of government. Flowever, with the passage of time, theory of fiscal 

decentralisation was enriched with the addition of new dimensions and certain potential 

discrepancies were identified and analysed. This was later called the second generation 

fiscal federalism (SGFF) that discusses the required political, economic and institutional 

preconditions which are necessary to make welfare maximising rules work properly. Thus, 

one can say that the SGFF discusses the limitations of FGFF theory.

As higher level of fiscal decentralisation can be either achieved via higher taxation 

powers at the SNG level or by transferring more funds from the centre, this topic earned 

significant attention. Boadway (2001) pointed out the importance of federal transfers as 

these shape fiscal relation among the given levels of government. Fie argued that federal 

transfers from national government come with distinct objectives. First of all, provision of 

local public goods is the prime priority for the government and local authorities often 

suffer from the limited resources and thus normally need federal transfers to complete the 

given tasks. Secondly, upper tier of the government advance conditional grants to drive the 

local authorities towards certain national and international goals. Lastly, federal transfers 

are aimed to achieve equalisation among the constituent parts of the country. Moreover, 

Boadway (2001) discussed certain negative externalities related to revenue delegation
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aspects of fiscal decentralisation. It was elaborated that different jurisdictions have varying 

taxable capacity and face different cost conditions for service provision. Consequently, 

delegation of revenue assignments at lower levels might adversely affect equity and 

efficiency at the national level and it will only help the jurisdictions that have favourable 

conditions. Hence, it was concluded that if not designed properly, decentralisation can 

possibly lead to greater regional disparities within a nation. Study suggests a structure for 

the fiscal grants and transfers between the upper and lower tiers of government, so as to 

limit its negative externalities and to gain the benefits of decentralisation.

During the same time, another strand of literature looked at the trade-off between 

centralisation and decentralisation. The work of Besley and Coate (2003) and Lockwood 

(2002) analysed relative merits of the two. Both the studies agree that benefits of 

decentralisation depend upon the extent of externalities, spill overs and differences in 

tastes among jurisdiction. Using the political economy approach, Besley and Coate (2003) 

managed to confirm what is found in the standard approach i.e. policy making under 

centralisation suffers from the inability to accommodate heterogeneous preferences, which 

is possible under decentralisation. Lockwood (2002) terms the suboptimal choice of 

projects as a source of inefficiency in centralisation instead of policy uniformity. 

Lockwood (2005) further strengthens the discussion by providing a comprehensive review 

of related literature that discussed various influences which can shape outcomes under 

centralisation and decentralisation. Hence instances were highlighted where 

decentralisation can fail to bring benefits, as suggested.

During that time when economists were trying to find empirical evidence for the 

direct relationship between fiscal decentralisation and economic growth, Martinez- 

Yazquez and McNab (2003) added new directions to this debate. They pointed out certain 

channels through which fiscal decentralisation can indirectly influence economic growth. 

The potential channels which can positively or negatively influence economic growth were 

identified as: consumer efficiency8, producer efficiency, income distribution, 

macroeconomic stability, corruption and role of elites. This study discussed both the direct 

as well as the indirect effects of fiscal decentralisation on economic growth and pointed out 

several shortcomings and potential threats which might lead to the misunderstanding of 

results.

Increase in consumer welfare, by providing goods and services that match local preferences
6



Although, there were remarkable efforts by researchers to quantify the presumed 

positive effects of fiscal decentralisation and economic growth however, studies came up 

with different results. Weingast (2009) asserted that there are basic institutional differences 

across countries and these cause differing results for different studies. Basing his argument 

on second generation fiscal federalism (SGFF) theory, he discussed various preconditions 

for the success of fiscal decentralisation policy. It was stated that the political and 

economic circumstances of a country determines its degree of fiscal decentralisation. As 

discussed earlier, first generation fiscal federalism (FGFF) explains the benefits of fiscal 

federalism while SGFF spells out the preconditions9 and necessary arrangements for fiscal 

federalism to deliver desired results. SGFF also discusses the incentives that fiscal 

decentralisation bring to local representative including local revenue generation that makes 

local government financially independent, responsible as well as responsive to local 

choices. It also reduces corruption and provides incentives for market enhancing public 

goods provision. Thus, Weingast (2009) argued that if fiscal decentralisation policy lacks 

in these properties, it will remain incapable of enhancing economic growth.

Local government in developing and transitional countries often fail to match their 

expenditure needs from their local tax resources10. Brueckner (2009), presented this 

departure from ‘Tiebout tradition' as ‘partial fiscal decentralisation’ where SNG are 

responsible for spending at the local level while the central government collect revenues 

and provide funds to the local levels. Brueckner (2009) developed a model for the stated 

situation and analysed alternative scenarios including ‘full decentralisation’, ‘full central 

control' and ‘partial decentralisation’. Author concluded that if transfers under partial 

fiscal decentralisation are provided optimally, it is still superior to full central control 

because local governments can take decisions according to local preferences. The paper 

deliberated that under partial fiscal decentralisation, public will not be able to have full 

variety of public goods (presumed to be available under full decentralisation) but the 

incidence is reduced when SNGs collect certain amount of revenue from local taxes.

9 SGFF delineate the properties of an ideal federalism where deviation from these properties impedes the 
fiscal decentralisation gains. First of all, political authority of each level of government needs to be clearly 
and efficiently demarcated. Secondly, SNGs should be able to adopt such policies which suit their local 
demands and circumstances. The third important pre-requisite for an ideal market preserving federalism is to 
ensure a common market where products and factors of production can move freely across jurisdictions. The 
forth condition for an efficient federalism is to observe hard budget constraint, which hold SNGs answerable 
for their actions. Lastly, Federal government should not intervene in local affairs so that regional 
governments are free to devise endogenous policies which address local demands and their consistency is 
ensured (Weingast, 2009).
10 The reason lies within the fact that even though local authorities are given taxation powers, the resources 
they have to tax are more often inadequate and exhausted. In addition, the tax bases are not uniform for 
different jurisdictions. Thus they have to rely on transfers from the federal government.
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Qiao et al. (2008) touched upon an important dimension of fiscal decentralisation 

and studied the effects of fiscal decentralisation on regional inequality. Authors presented 

comprehensive theoretical debate and developed a model where government has to decide 

about a trade-off between economic growth and (reduction in) regional inequality. 

Different scenarios were systematically discussed where the central government’s prime 

objective is (i) growth only; (ii) achievement of given level of equity; and (iii) equity only. 

Fiscal decentralisation was considered the policy instrument for switching across the given 

alternatives. It was theoretically shown that for perfect or given equity, central government 

will be the one to spend more while its revenue will mainly be contributed by the richer 

provinces. On the contrary, if the policy maker has more emphasis on growth, central 

expenditure should be lower and richer jurisdiction will be contributing the smallest share 

to the central pool. Hence, this study was also in favour of the positive effects of fiscal 
decentralisation on economic growth.

1.2.2 Insights from the Empirical Analysis

Along with the theoretical literature, many researchers focussed on the empirical 

quantification of the effects of fiscal decentralisation. Most of the studies presented in the 

previous section had also carried out empirical estimation to test their theoretical models. 

The detailed discussion will be presented in the relevant chapters; however, few studies 

that explored the effects of fiscal decentralisation on important social dimensions are 
presented in this sub-section.

Faguet and Sanchez (2008) looked into the effects of fiscal decentralisation on 

public investment in Bolivia and Colombia. In both the countries, evidence was found that 

decentralisation has led to greater investment in social services (like health and education) 

instead of infrastructure that was given more attention under the centralised set up. They 

found that fiscal decentralisation has improved school enrolment in Colombia. In the case 

of Bolivia, evidence suggested that decentralisation has resulted in disproportionate 

increases in public investment in areas that were previously neglected and decentralisation 

hence seemed to be responsive to immediate local needs.

Jimenez-Rubio (2011) showed for OECD countries that fiscal decentralisation 

helps in reducing infant mortality, provided that subnational governments enjoy substantial 

autonomy in revenue collection. Similarly, Khaleghian (2004) analysed data from 140 

countries and found that fiscal decentralisation helps in higher immunisation coverage in 

low-income countries. Uchimura and Jutting (2009) also found that decentralisation in
8



China has helped in achieving lower infant mortality. Authors emphasised that local 

government effectiveness increases when local spending responsibilities are matched with 

their local revenue raising capacity.

In the similar way, Falch and Fischer (2012) analysed OECD panel data on student 

test scores and found that fiscal decentralisation helps in improving student performance. 

Importantly, authors argued that this improvement can be achieved even without increasing 

the education spending and hence this study provides evidence for efficiency gains under 

decentralised set up. Galiani et al. (2008) however, pointed out that if poor communities 

lack the ability to raise their voice and faces elite capture in local governments, they will 

not be among those which ultimately benefits from the positive effects of school 

decentralisation. Evidence was based on the situation in Argentina where authors found 

that although school decentralisation has resulted in higher student’s test scores, poor were 

left out.

Aslam and Yilmaz (2011) analysed the effects of localisation on the provision of 

various local services including street paving, construction of water canals, sanitation, and 

school facilities in Pakistan. They found that decentralisation had a positive impact on the 

local service provision. Authors found that improvement in services was evenly distributed 

across different villages without any favouritism. Thus, decentralisation was considered 

responsible and responsive to local needs. Similarly, Bjornskov et al. (2008) analysed the 

effects of decentralisation on the overall life satisfaction of the people in a cross sectional 

study for 66 countries". They also came up with the results that fiscal decentralisation 

increases subjective well-being of the people and on average people were more satisfied 

with decentralised provision of services.

Thus the given discussion makes different channels clear which can have an impact 

on the effectiveness of fiscal decentralisation policy. With the passage of time, theory of 

fiscal decentralisation has evolved and certain indirect influences are also identified. It 

seems clear that despite having different analysis, researchers have agreed that fiscal 

decentralisation can play an important role in determining the economic and social 

indicators. Important features of fiscal decentralisation were outlined as; the efficient 

provision of local public goods, responsiveness to local needs and higher degree of 

responsibility, accountability and innovativeness. Thus, fiscal decentralisation was 11

11 The dependent variable was measuring the subjective well-being and was based upon the direct question 
asked during the World Values Survey, 1997-2001 i.e. “How satisfied are you with your life these days?”
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envisaged to have the potential to affect economic and social indicators, however, its 

magnitude and sign depends upon the institutional factors that differ across countries.

Summary

This review provided broad guidelines and pointed out various stages in the 

development of literature that relates fiscal decentralisation to economic and social sectors. 

It started with the FGFF where the basic sketch of growth enhancing intergovernmental 

fiscal relationships was developed. Provision of public service by local decision makers, in 

accordance with local preferences, was considered as growth enhancing. Although related 

empirical literature for each essay will be discussed later, number of efforts has been made 

to empirically quantify the theoretical relationship between fiscal decentralisation and 

different economic and social indicators. For empirical analysis, fiscal decentralisation 

mainly was defined as the revenue collection ability and/or spending responsibility at the 

sub-national governments level. Flowever, several researchers showed their discomfort and 

objected to the use of these indicators as proxy for fiscal decentralisation. They were of the 

view that these measures are not representative of the local authority in decision making. 

However, due to the absence of adequate measures, which can fully take into account the 

autonomy of SNGs, researchers had to resort back to the given measures. Another 

important finding was that revenue decentralisation and expenditure decentralisation suits 

different kinds of political economies and the effects of decentralisation depend upon the 
political and geographical structures of the economy.

Researchers that considered the empirical estimation of the given relationship came 

up with a number of issues that are worth considering. One important issue was of 

heterogeneity in the cross country studies. It was pointed out that there are cultural, 

institutional and historical differences across the countries and if different countries are 

pooled together, it can lead to the distorted results. Similarly, the fear of endogeneity was 

shown in the case of single countries studies. Moreover, available literature has discussed 

different strands of fiscal decentralisation theory. There are studies that analysed the 

departure from the actual theory fiscal decentralisation and analysed the partial fiscal 

decentralisation policy where the centre provides funding and local governments provide 

services in accordance with local preferences. Similarly, the SGFF theory discussed the 

pre-requisites for the fiscal decentralisation policy to come up with positive outcome. It 

discussed the incentives that a local government enjoys after the implementation of fiscal
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decentralisation policy and pointed out the bottlenecks which could hinder the assumed 

gains.

The availability of huge literature on this topic thus reflects its importance. 

However, there are other important issues which can directly as well as indirectly affect the 

outcome of the policy. Fiscal decentralisation can only work if it is implemented with its 

true spirit. Institutions play an important role in the final implications of fiscal 

decentralisation policy whereas the quality of institutions directly relates to the stage of 

country’s development. Difference in institutional quality is one of the strong reasons for 

causing different results across different countries. Hence, in order to get reliable 

estimates, country’s characteristics needs to be thoroughly looked at and appropriate 

variables should be used to isolate important dimension. Finally, this section improves our 

understanding of the concept and identified issues which need to be considered during 

estimation.

1.3 SYNOPSIS OF THE THESIS

Having discussed the background of fiscal decentralisation, it would be interesting 

to look into its effects for Pakistan, which is a developing country. The basic motivation 

for this study is to analyse the effects of fiscal decentralisation on economic growth, health 

and education sector. Thus, this study investigates the human face of fiscal decentralisation 

along with its effects on the economic growth. The first two essays on economic growth 

and health sector are exclusively based on data from Pakistan and separate the immediate 

and long run effects of resource distribution policies on the economic growth and health 

sector in Pakistan.

However, for the third essay, data scarcity left us with no chance to analyse the 

education sector indicators in the particular case of Pakistan. Yet, the improved and up-to- 

date data availability across countries provided us with an opportunity to benefit from 

international panel evidence for our topic of interest. The third essay thus re-examines the 

effects of fiscal decentralisation on education sector, using an updated version of World 

Bank’s Fiscal Decentralisation Indicators data (which was recently released in October, 

2012). Thus, for the analysis of education sector, panel data from 59 countries was used for 

the analysis. Although, fiscal decentralisation data for Pakistan was not available in the 

World Bank’s data, it was incorporated into the dataset using the available national data for
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Pakistan. Unfortunately, as Pakistan had only 16 observations available for the education 

indicators therefore, it was not possible to have a separate analysis for Pakistan in the case 

of third essay.

This effort contributes to the existing pool of knowledge by analysing Pakistan, 

which was exceptional in its use of single-criterion fiscal resource distribution mechanism. 

The single criterion of population, though brings simplicity into the resource distribution, it 

lacks in incentives for the federating units, which hampers their efficiency. The said
n

exercise will bring to light whether the National Finance Commission awards , despite its 

troubled history, brought any benefits to the people of Pakistan. The analysis will broadly 

identify the areas of focus for Pakistan to consider.

Moreover, another important contribution of this study is to distinguish between the 

effects of different fiscal decentralisation policies. Using the revenue approach (to measure 

fiscal decentralisation) this study tries to separate out the effects of two distinct policies i.e. 

provincial autonomy factor and the factor of partial fiscal decentralisation. Similar analysis 

is not possible with the expenditure approach. The section below will discuss the 

measurement of fiscal decentralisation in greater detail.

1.3.1 How to Measure Fiscal Decentralisation

Decentralisation is a complex theoretical concept that is related to the decision 

making ability of the lower tiers of the government and determines the level of service 

availability to local people. Decentralisation thus covers a range of issues including 

revenue raising capability, the administrative capacity to make decisions as well as the 

spending responsibilities at the subnational12 * 14 governments. Collectively these factors 

determine the effectiveness and efficiency of the lower tiers of government. Therefore, it is 

not easy to find a precise measure that can gauge the exact degree of decentralisation. 

Bossert and Mitchell (2011) elegantly discussed that even within the same country the 

effects of decentralisation can differ because of the difference in the executive’s 
commitment and willingness to practice the ‘de jure ' decision making powers.

Nevertheless, over the time researchers have tried different ways to proxy the 

decision making ability of the local governments and literature guides us to certain

1 2 *

12 For education sector indicators i.e. from 1974-1990 while the values for 1988 was missing
Ij Meant for amicable fiscal resource distribution in Pakistan
14 During this discussion the provincial, state and local levels will be used interchangeably to refer to the 
subnational levels of government
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measures that can be used to proxy the level of decentralisation. In this connection, the use 

of fiscal instruments has dominated. Studies linked the decision making ability of the 

SNGs to their fiscal abilities to measure the extent of fiscal decentralisation. This was done 

either directly or through the use of dichotomous variables to capture the revenue raising 

abilities of the SNGs. In addition to the revenue approach, the expenditure incurred at the 

local level is also used in various studies to scale the degree of fiscal decentralisation. For 

this study, we thoroughly considered both the revenue and expenditure approach to 

quantify fiscal decentralisation. However, as this study concerns Pakistan for the first two 

essays, the available national data makes it difficult to exclusively discriminate between 

the federal and provincial expenditures in Pakistan. Provincial expenditures include 

development spending that are partly financed by federal government15 or funded under 

foreign project assistance. Moreover, no clear demarcation is available to separate federal 

and provincial spending for the whole period of analysis. Therefore, in case of Pakistan it 

is hard to capture the true degree of fiscal decentralisation using the expenditure approach.

On the contrary, the revenue approach (i.e. revenue raised by the lower levels of 

governments) provides us with the required diversity for the analysis in this study. The 

revenue approach not only makes it possible to identify the resource generation potential of 

the provinces but it also enables us to capture the effects of federal transfers that are used 

to cover vertical fiscal imbalance. Analysis of federal transfers is important as although 

these helps in bridging the gaps due to the cost disabilities, these at the same time 

illustrates provincial dependence on federal resources to carry out its functions. Revenue 

approach thus helps in identifying the effects on provincial resources flow and their 

revenue raising capacities, which resulted from various NFC awards overtime. While on 

the other hand, analysing federal transfers would help us to separate its effects on the 

SNGs efficiency to serve the people. Hence, in this study the revenue approach is used to 

proxy fiscal decentralisation. Any increase in the revenue of the provincial government 

would indicate the higher degree of fiscal decentralisation (although the alternative sources 

of provincial revenue are supposed to have different implication on the efficiency of the 
local governments).

As we know, provincial revenues consist of domestic tax revenues, domestic non

tax revenues and the federal transfers to provinces. In the literature, it is a common practice 

to use more than one measure of fiscal decentralisation due to the complex nature of the

15 Under the central government initiatives like Khushhaal Pakistan Programme, Social Action Program or 
projects financed through parliamentarians’ development funds (that are funded by the federal government 
but projects are executed by the local authorities)
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topic as discussed earlier. Therefore, depending on the essay, this study used four different 

measures of fiscal decentralisation to cover all the dimension of provincial revenues and 

hence to capture a broader picture. This exercise will help in identifying the distinct effects 

of different sources of provincial revenues on the efficiency of provincial governments and 

would make us able to critically evaluate the effectiveness of different fiscal 

decentralisation policies. The four measures of fiscal decentralisation are outlined here as 

below:

1) Revenue Autonomy: is defined by the provincial domestic tax revenues. Domestic 

taxes are the ones that are collected and retained by the provinces and provinces 

have the mandate to fix the rates and bases for these taxes. This indicator measures 

the revenue raising authority of SNG and represents the autonomy factor as SNGs 

have full discretion over the use of these funds. If SNGs have higher own source 

revenues, it shows higher fiscal autonomy and would indicate higher degree of 

fiscal decentralisation. Moreover, to capture the degree of fiscal decentralisation 

overtime and to make provincial autonomy measure economically meaningful, the 

share of provincial tax revenues will be expressed as ratio to total government 

revenues.

2) SNG’s Local Revenues: is an additional measure of local autonomy and takes into 

account the domestically generated revenues within provinces. Provincial local 

revenues consist of the domestic tax revenues and non-tax revenues. Non tax 

revenues comprise of user charges, prices, fines and profits from autonomous 

bodies as well as interest, dividends, international grants and assistance at the 

provincial level. This measure presents the SNG’s local revenue generation 

capacity and would be indicative of local autonomy in decision making. To be used 

as a measure for fiscal decentralisation, provincial local revenues will be used as a 

ratio to total government revenues.

3) Federal Transfers: are decided out of the total divisible pool and present provincial 

shares in the revenues collected at the federal level. In both the developed as well 

as developing countries, federal transfers to provinces play an important role in 

shaping local budgets. Although, federal transfers increase funds availability to 

provinces, at the same time these indicate fiscal dependency of SNGs on the centre. 

Intergovermnental transfers depict the vertical fiscal imbalance in the country. 

Higher the share of federal transfers in the local revenues, higher would be the
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influence of federal government in local decision making, which will be a deviation 

from the basic theory of fiscal decentralisation. Nevertheless, it also carries the 

benefits as described under partial fiscal decentralisation analysis by Brueckner 

(2009). Hence, it is important to thoroughly assess the impact of fiscal transfers on 

the overall efficiency of the SNGs. Federal transfers would thus be analysed as a 

third measure of fiscal decentralisation to find out its overall impact on economic 

growth, health and education. This measure is also expressed as ratio to total 

government revenues to capture its economic effects.

4) Total Provincial Revenue: Lastly, total provincial revenue is used to represent total 

budgetary strength of the SNG. This measure takes into account the total 

availability of financial resources to the province. Total provincial revenue hence is 

the sum of the second and third measures explained above and consists of the 

domestic tax and non-tax collections as well as revenues from federal tax sharing 

(i.e. federal transfers). Thus, it indicates the total funds availability to SNGs which 

provinces can use for the provision of local public goods within their jurisdictions. 

Importantly, although we are not using the expenditure approach, this measure 

would provide a mirror image for it (as in the presence of federal transfers, 

provinces are expected not to generate substantial fiscal deficits). As we assume 

that in accordance with fiscal decentralisation theory, local representatives are 

aiming at local welfare maximisation and they have better information of local 

needs and preferences therefore this measure would capture the effects of spending 

ability of local representatives. Total provincial revenues will indicate the SNG’s 

share in total government revenues and therefore would be presented as ratio, to 

capture the degree of fiscal decentralisation overtime.

Lastly, it is also important to mention that this study uses both the national and 

provincial level data; therefore different denominators were used for fiscal decentralisation 

measures in the two cases. For the sections of the study which uses the national data, fiscal 
decentralisation measures were expressed as ratio to total government revenues (i.e. sum of 

federal and provincial government revenues). On the other hand, for sections involving the 

provincial data analysis, the fiscal decentralisation measures are expressed as ratio to the 

respective provincial total revenues.
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Hence, with this scheme of measures for fiscal decentralisation, this study tried to 

minimise the shortcomings related to empirical assessment as identified by the existing 

literature. It would reduce the limitations of using a single measure and will enable us to 

quantify the potential impact of fiscal decentralisation on the given economic and social 

indicators. Moreover, in addition to looking at the total provincial resources (depicting the 

ability of the SNGs to serve its people), this study tries to capture other important aspects 

of provincial revenues as well i.e. the provincial autonomy (including provincial tax and 

local revenues-that were considered net of intergovernmental transfers) and the federal 

transfers. Thus this study separates the effects of these important aspects of provincial 

revenue which were assessed separately in the regression so as to analyse their individual 

effects.

1.3.2 The Hypothesis

In this study the focus is to examine the hypotheses given below which rest on the 

assumption that fiscal decentralisation improves allocative efficiency and will results in 

better economic, health and educational outcomes. Main hypothesis regarding the effects 

of fiscal decentralisation in this study are given below:

Hypotheses

1. Fiscal decentralisation positively affects the economic and social outcomes:
Increased level of fiscal decentralisation helps in efficient resource allocation and 

translates public demand into required actions. The coefficients for fiscal 

decentralisation measures will identify whether or not fiscal decentralisation has 

produced significant effects and whether those effects improved the indicators in 

question.

2. Different fiscal decentralisation policies results in distinct outcome: The

analysis will help us to analyse whether it is only the resource availability at local 

level that matters or different sources of local revenues can in fact produce different 

results. During the analysis, the pattern of the different measures of fiscal 

decentralisation i.e. SNGs autonomy and federal transfers to SNGs would be 

observed to examine whether these produce similar results or they differ in effects
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for the indicators in question. This comparison will highlight the effectiveness of 

different sources of subnational revenues.

The given hypotheses will not only help in examining the effects of fiscal 
decentralisation but it will also make a clear distinction among the available fiscal 

decentralisation policies, if any. The comparison of the effects of local tax revenues and 

federal transfers at the subnational level will potentially help us in comparing the effects of 

local autonomy versus that of partial fiscal decentralisation. Increased provincial autonomy 

is expected to result in independence in local decisions making while federal transfers 

ensure that the provincial government has the financial capability to do what is necessary 

for the locality.

Proper information regarding the effects of resource distribution arrangements is 

believed to result in better policy formulation and thus would ultimately help the country to 

catch the development path faster. Thus the study segregates various economic concepts 

related to fiscal decentralisation and helps in clearing ambiguity among various closely 

related concepts in the study of resource distribution. Present study will also bring to light 

the strengths and weaknesses of the fiscal resource distribution mechanism in Pakistan and 

will connect it to the broader picture of the effects of fiscal decentralisation. The next 

section presents a brief history of fiscal resource distribution in Pakistan.

1.4 BRIEF HISTORY OF THE FISCAL RESOURCE DISTRIBUTION 

MECHANISM IN PAKISTAN16 17

Pakistan is a federal country and is administratively divided into four provinces 

which constitute the second tier of the government . Due to the turbulent political history, 

Pakistan always had a strong federal government at the centre whereas provinces remained 

politically and economically dependent upon the central government; despite the fact that 

the lower tiers of government had the constitutional mandate to devise local policies. To 

fulfil the expenditure needs of different tiers of the government, various taxes and duties 

collected by the federal government are included in the divisible pool and are then 

redistributed among the federal and provincial governments in two stages. In the first 

stage, vertical resource sharing takes place between federal and provincial governments

16 This section is based on the work done during the MPhil degree which has also been published as a 
working paper i.e. Ahmed et al., 2007
17 In addition, there are areas which are directly administered by the federal government and these include the 
tribal areas, northern areas and Islamabad (the Capital of Pakistan)
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and once the provincial share is decided, the horizontal resource sharing takes place among 

the provinces in the second stage.

In Pakistan, due to prolonged autocratic regimes, federal government has 

overstretched itself with issues which could be better performed at the lower levels of 

government (Shah, 1998). The distribution of responsibilities and revenue assignments 

among different tiers of the government are sub-optimal. According to Khan (2006), 

during 2004 federal government collected about 93 percent of the total tax revenues while 

its expenditure stood at 72 percent. Hence, the lower tiers were left with exhausted 

resources of only 7 percent while it accounted for 28 percent of total expenditures. This 

situation resulted in the provincial dependency on the federal government to fulfil their 

obligations.

In Pakistan, resource transfers between the federal and provincial governments are 

determined in the form of revenue shares, grants, straight transfers and ability to take 

loans. The divisible resource pool comprise of various taxes including sales tax, income 

tax, custom duties, and excise duties (Jaffery and Sadaqat, 2006). In addition, provinces 

also collect certain minor taxes like agriculture tax, property tax, motor vehicle tax, stamp 

duty etc. Moreover, provinces receive straight transfers which though collected by the 

centre, are paid back to provinces on the basis of origin of collection. Straight transfers 

comprise of royalties for oil and gas extraction, profits from hydroelectric projects and 

sales tax on services. Lastly, special grants are extended to the economically backward 

provinces to cover for their development needs as well as to bridge their cost disabilities. 

Finally, it is worth mentioning that the total revenues at centre as well as at the provinces 

also includes the non-tax revenues (including interest, dividends, user charges, fees, prices, 

fines and profits) that are levied, collected and retained by both tiers of the governments 

according to their constitutional jurisdiction.

1.4.1 National Finance Commission (NFC)

Before discussing the effects of resource distribution in greater detail, it was 

considered useful to describe the constitutional arrangement which elaborates the fiscal 

decentralisation mechanism in Pakistan. For judicious resource distribution in Pakistan, the 

National Finance Commission is constituted and given mandate to ensure amicable 

resource distribution. The 1973 constitution of Pakistan, under the Article 160(1), states 

that for judicious resource distribution, National Finance Commission (NFC) should be 

formed at an interval of five years. The commission consists of finance ministers from
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federal and provincial governments as well as other experts (appointed by the President of 

the country). The commission is headed by the federal finance minister and the same acts 

as its Chairman. NFC has the mandate to look into the matter and give recommendation 

regarding the following financial matters (G.o.P., 2006, b):

1. To decide and disaggregate the pool of resources (taxes and duties) between federal 

and provincial governments.

2. To decide upon the total amounts of grants to be distributed among the provinces.

3. To determine the limits to which the federal and provincial governments can 

borrow from different sources.

4. To recommend on any other financial matter that is referred to it for consideration.

Hence, the 1973 Constitution of Pakistan outlines NFC as a forum to achieve 

mutually acceptable resource distribution mechanism in Pakistan. The commission is 

required to develop such an apparatus which can ensure amicable resource distribution 

between the centre and its constituent parts. Nevertheless, in a political economy like 

Pakistan, various hurdles barred the development of this set up and at times this 

mechanism failed to achieve optimum solution to deadlocks. Therefore, there is need to 

review, analyse and find out effects of NFC awards over time. In brief, this section will 

provide the background to understand the empirical results in better way and will help us 

to come up with plausible recommendations.

1.4.2 Financial Arrangements in 1973 Constitution

As discussed earlier, the 1973 Constitution of Pakistan provided the country with a 

forum to make the resource distribution mechanism smooth and acceptable to all the 

stakeholders. The National finance commission (NFC) was designated to suggest and 

review the resource distribution mechanism in Pakistan. Under the given statutes, several 

attempts were made to reach at an amicable resource distribution and the section below 

will highlight the important developments over the time.

The first NFC was constituted in 1974, where the commission was required to 

decide upon and distribute the divisible pool. Divisible pool consisted of limited resource 

pool, including sales tax, income tax and export duty on cotton, collected at the federal 

level. Out of the given resource pie, federal government was allotted 20 percent share
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while the remaining 80 percent of the resources were distributed among the four provinces. 

Due to the provincial reservations over different criteria for distribution, the commission 

finally resorted to population as the only criterion for horizontal resource distribution. 

However, the adoption of population as the single criterion for resource distribution only 

favoured provinces with greater population and there was no incentive available to 

promote efficiency and competition among the provinces. The commission also decided to
1 Q

support the financially weak provinces i.e. KPK and Balochistan by extending grants. 

The overtime development relating to the resource distribution mechanism can be 

summarised as presented in Table 1.1.

With an autocratic government in control, political issues were not of great concern 

during the 1977-1985. Therefore, the 1979 NFC never held any meeting throughout its 

constitutional term and consequently made no improvement to the resource distribution 

mechanism. The only change was the expansion of divisible pool which now included 

excise duty on tobacco as well while the divisible pool was apportioned according to the 

recommendation of the 1974 award. In addition, on July 1st, 1983, provincial shares were 

considered for revision in accordance with the new population census of 1981. 18

Table 1.1: Vertical and horizontal resource distribution during 1974-2010 (percent)
Distribution Vertical share Horizontal share

NFC Award Federal share Provincial share Punjab Sindh KPK Balochistan

1974* 20 80 60.25 22.50 13.39 3.86

1979** 20 80 57.97 23.34 13.39 5.30

1985** 20 80 57.97 23.34 13.39 5.30

1991* 20 80 57.88 23.28 13.54 5.30
1997# 62.5 37.5 57.88 23.28 13.54 5.30

2001* 62.5 37.5 57.36 23.71 13.82 5.11

2006## 551 451 57.36 23.71 13.82 5.11
* G.o.P., 1991, ** G.o.P., 2006 (b), # G.o.P., 1997, ## G.o.P., 2006,(a)

To annually adjust one percent and achieve 50% mark by the end of 5th year 

Note: The huge change in vertical resource sharing in 1997 was accompanied with phenomenal expansion 

in resource pie, when all the federal taxes were included in the resource pool for the first time

18 Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, formerly known as North West Frontier Province (NWFP)
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Upon the completion of the constitutional term of the 1979 award, the third NFC 

was constituted in 1985. The commission was headed by the then Federal Finance Minister 

and renowned economist, Dr. Mahbubul Flaq. The commission held nine meetings 

however due to lack of consensus, the commission could not decide the optimal resource 

allocation mechanism. In fact, the political scenario within as well as outside the country 

(Afghan war) left this issue with little importance. Consequently, this NFC too could not 

recommend any improvement in distribution mechanism as population still remained to be 

the sole criterion for resource distribution. The resources continued to be distributed in the 

light of the 1974 NFC award with the amended provincial population figures and some ad 

hoc changes overtime.

With the full restoration of democracy in the country, the fourth NFC award for 

1990 finalised its recommendations in April, 1991. This award achieved consensus after a 

gap of almost 12 years and came up with a number of positive recommendations. Most 

importantly the resource pool was expanded with the inclusion of more taxes in the 

divisible pool. The expanded divisible pool now consisted of the major taxes and duties 

which increased the size of the pie. Custom duty was the only buoyant tax which was 

retained by the federal government. Although the expansion of the divisible pool was a 

positive step nevertheless, the commission once again failed to reach any agreement on the 

diversification of the resource distribution formula. Both the vertical and horizontal 

resource distribution still had to take place according to the 1974 NFC award and 

population size served as the only criterion to decide the provincial resource shares. Grants 

were extended to the provinces according to their budget deficits.

However, this award significantly increased total transfers to provinces as 

compared to the 1974 NFC award. Under the new arrangements, with the expansion of the 

divisible pool provincial share was raised by 18 percent. Provinces were not only able to 

get more resources but their right on net hydel profits, gas development surcharge and 

excise duty was also acknowledged. Resultantly, straight transfers to the provinces were on 
the increase as well. According to the 1991 NFC award, the horizontal resource share of 

the provinces registered an increase from 28 percent to 45 percent of federal tax revenues 

(Ghaus and Pasha, 1994). Another positive measure of the 1991 NFC award was a move to 

capacitate the provinces for the first time as they were asked to generate more revenues 

from their own resources. However, during the implementation stage, the federal 

government failed to announce proper incentives while the required motivation for revenue 

generation at the provincial level was also lacking (Jaffery and Sadaqat, 2006).
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In December 1996, the new NFC was nominated and it holds an important position 

in the resource distribution history of Pakistan. The 1997 award continued the reform 

process and caused significant changes in the resource allocation of the provinces. For the 

first time all the federal taxes and duties were included in the divisible pool and the new 

resource pool comprised of sales tax, income tax, wealth tax, capital value tax, custom 

duties, export duties, excise duties, and any other taxes that were levied or collected by 

federal government at that time. Similarly, royalties on crude oil and net development 

surcharges on natural gas were extended to the provinces in the form of straight transfers. 

In addition, to improve the efficiency at the provincial level, this commission also 

announced an incentive of matching grants19 for the provinces (G.o.P., 1996). However, to 

contain the risk of excessive fiscal burden, limits were specified for each province, up to 

which they could claim amounts under the matching grants scheme.

Despite these positive steps this award also took some decisions which proved 

critical for the provinces. Contrary to the earlier arrangements for vertical distribution, this 

award allocated 62.5 percent of the divisible pool to the federal government while the rest 

of 37.5 percent was spared for the horizontal distribution among the provinces (Table 1.1). 

This abrupt change, coupled with the poor economic situation caused by political 

instability, ultimately hampered the financial situation of the provinces. Figure 1.1 presents 

the 5 years before and after situation associated with the 1997 NFC award. Given changes 

were suggested on the basis of optimistic expectations of the economy during the 

implementation period. Nevertheless, the economic situation of Pakistan remained poor 

and provinces actually suffered under the new award. According to Sabir (2001), provinces 

might have not suffered to the extent, if the previous NFC award of 1991 was followed 

instead of the new one, which is also clear from Figure 1.1. With population still being the 

single resource distribution criterion, the provincial share did not change. However, special 

grants were allocated to only two financially weak provinces i.e. KPK and Balochistan.

19 Provided that they exceed the target of 14.2 percent growth in revenue generation
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Despite having problems at the implementation stage, the two NFC awards of 1991 

and 1997 remained successful in experimenting and bringing improvements to the resource 

distribution mechanism. However, the 6th NFC for year 2001 was once again held in 

jeopardy when the commission held eleven meetings but remained unsuccessful in 

finalising any recommendations. Provinces were not only demanding for higher share out 

of the divisible pool but were also lobbying for the inclusion of different criteria in the 

resource distribution formula which could favour their distinct situation. Concluding 

unsuccessfully, the commission could not achieve consensus on the resource distribution 

mechanism. On July 1st, 2002, provincial shares were adjusted according to the new 

population census, held in year 1998.

After the unproductive ending of the 6th NFC, the final National Finance 

Commission constituted during the period considered for this study (i.e. 1974-2009) was 

nominated on 21st July, 2005. However, due the uncompromising situation among the
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members, as a last resort all the provincial chief ministers vested the authority to the 

President to declare an amicable and justified fiscal resource sharing formula. Hence, the 

President amended the “Distribution of Revenues and Grants-in-Aid Order, 1997” by 

issuing Ordinance No. 1 of 2006. Thus finally after a delay of six years, the resource 

distribution mechanism for the period 1997-2001 was amended with effect from 1st July, 

2006 (G.o.P., 2006, a).

Considering the provinces’ demands, the provincial share was increased against the 

federal share and they were given gradual increase in their shares under the 2006 NFC 

award. Sufficient financial space was provided to the provinces as it was decided that total 

provincial share including tax revenue and grants (for first financial year of the award) 

would make 45 percent of total divisible pool. The provincial share was subsequently 

subject to one percent increase each year till it reaches 50 percent of total federal revenues 

(G.o.P., 2006, a). Although the provincial demand for the expansion in their share out of 

the divisible pool was entertained, the diversification of the distributional criteria was not 

touched upon to avoid controversy. Population remained to be the single criterion for 

resource distribution and the respective shares out of the allotted provincial share remained 

the same as depicted in Table 1.1. During this period, the provincial shares were on the rise 

not only because of the increase in provincial allocation against the federal but also due to 

the sharp increase in the total revenue collection at the centre. In addition, as a result of the 

devolution plan in year 2002, l/6th of the net proceeds of the sales tax were allocated to the 

local governments and cantonment boards, which also resulted in higher share for the 

lower tiers of the government (G.o.P., 2006, a).

1.4.3 Critical Review of the NFC Awards

Judicious resource sharing is considered an important goal for the balanced economic 

development of the country. Equitable and efficient resource distribution ensures balanced 

growth in all regions of the country. From the previous discussion, it is clear that fiscal 

federalism has yet to achieve its optimal level in Pakistan. Since 1974, seven commissions 

were formed out of which only three could come up with noticeable recommendations. Till 

the 1997 NFC award, no effort was made to capacitate and encourage the provinces for 

resource generation as provinces lacked proper incentives. This barred the overall 

development and negatively affected the provincial government's ability to raise revenues 

and also made it transfer dependent. Federal government collected huge tax revenues in 

comparison to the provincial governments. It can be noticed that the buoyant taxes like
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income tax, sales tax, excise duty and surcharges were collected by the federal 

government; leaving inappropriate and exhausted tax assignments for the provinces. Table 

1.2 summarises the situation for the period under analysis in this study (i.e. 1974-2009).

Another important element of resource distribution in Pakistan was the criterion of 

population which was the only parameter for determining provincial shares out of the total 

allocation. Despite repeated demands for the diversification of formula, all the NFC awards 

stuck to this single criterion, which is not observed anywhere else in the world. Due to the 

stagnancy of the resource distribution formula, the overtime distribution of resources 

among the provinces remained almost the same as is shown in Table 1.1.

Table 1.2: Major Revenue Assignments at the Federal and Provincial Governments
Governments Direct Taxes Indirect Taxes

Income Tax General Sales Tax

Worker’s welfare tax Federal Excise Duty

Wealth Tax Custom duty

Federal Government Capital Value Tax Import Duty 

Export Duty

Gas & Petroleum Surcharge 

Foreign Travel Tax

Land Revenue Provincial Excise Duty

Urban Immovable property tax Stamp duty

Provincial Tax on transfer of property Motor vehicle tax

Government Agricultural income tax Entertainment tax

Tax on professions and trades Electricity duty
Source: SBP, 2010; G.o.P. 2006(b), Provincial Budgets

Note: These are the taxes for which rates and bases are determined by the respective level of government

Analysing the expenditure assignments in Pakistan, Table 1.3 presents the major 

spending heads at the federal and provincial levels. Federal government spending is mainly 

concentrated at the macro level; however there were sectors where spending overlap 

occurred, especially in health, education and social protection. Over the period, the 

noticeable burden" on federal budgets was recorded as the repayment of loans (under the 

spending head for ‘Economic affairs’) and the defence spending. Basically federal 

government assumed the role of; policy making and guidance, taking macroeconomic 20

20 Where these two spending heads accounted for 34.5 percent of the total government spending in year 2009, 
dropping from 53 percent in year 2000
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decision and spending on new initiatives (for which regional governments were not 

interested), while the provincial government remained focussed on the administration and 

to reach out to the people in public goods provision.

Figure 1.2 presents the overtime trends in government spending at the federal and 

provincial levels. Over the period, a slight increase in the share of provincial expenditures 

can be noticed, as in 1978, provincial spending stood at the 21 percent of the total 

government spending while it touched its maximum point (32%) during 2005. Hence, total 

government spending is dominated by the federal government; which as mentioned earlier, 

includes the huge expenditures on loans (and interests) repayments and defence.

Table 1.3: Major Expenditure Assignments at the Federal and Provincial
Government level

Federal Government Provincial Governments

A Current Expenditures A Current Expenditures
General public services Governance

Defence affairs and services Security

Public order and safety Education (primary, secondary, 

elementary and technical 

education)

Economic affairs

Environmental protection Health

Housing and community amenities Social protection

Health affairs and services Local development

Recreational, culture and Religion Access and roads

Education affairs and services- 

(mainly higher education)

Irrigation

Social protection

B Development Expenditures B Development Expenditures
Public Sector Development 

Programme (PSDP)

Provincial Annual Development 

Programme (ADP)

Other Development expenditures District Annual Development 

Programme (ADP)
Source: SBP, 2010; G.o.P. 2006(b), Provincial Budgets

Note: Over the period of the study, there was overlap in spending where some of the sectors were financed 
both by the federal as well as the provincial governments
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Figure 1.2: Trends in Federal and Provincial Government Expenditures

Note 1: Both the series are expressed as percentage of Total government expenditures, therefore are 
collectively equal to 100
Note 2: Total expenditure consists of current and development expenditures at the two levels 
Note 3: Fedexp refers to Total Federal expenditure

Provexp refers to Total Provincial expenditure (consolidated, for all the provinces)
Source: SBP, 2010________________________________________________________________________

The federal government generally defended its decision for higher tax collection by 

floating the argument of higher efficiency, equity and economy in collection. Moreover, as 

compared to the provincial governments, federal government has the ability to levy and 

collect taxes more efficiently (Kardar, 2006). This is important excuse for the less- 

developed countries that suffer from a number of socio-political as well as capacity issues 

at the lower tiers of the government. However, once collected various criteria are followed 

around the world to ensure efficient resource allocation among the regions. These criteria 

include revenue generation, geographical area, backwardness, income distribution, tax 

collection efficiency and sector specific requirements (like health and education). 

However, due to non-availability of reliable data and political economy issues, all the 

finance commissions have retreated to the single-criterion formula for resource 
distribution.

Analysing the resource distribution situation thoroughly, it can be noticed that the 

reform process for increased fiscal decentralisation started with the 1991 NFC award. 

There was expansion in the divisible pool and more buoyant taxes were included in the
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resource pool. The situation further improved with the 1997 award, when all the taxes were 

included in the divisible pool. This resulted in increased transparency, simplicity and 

predictability in resource allocation. In addition, provinces were pushed for higher revenue 

generation with the introduction of matching grants incentive. Nevertheless, the abrupt 

change in resource allocation among the federal and provincial governments (i.e. from 

20:80 to 62.5:37.5) negatively affected the provinces performance. Similarly, the adverse 

economic situation, droughts, huge debt servicing requirements and unstable political 

situation of the country, contributed to the miseries of the provinces.

The NFC award for year 2006, although was enforced through a presidential 

ordinance, it made significant changes. It resolved the provinces grievances over the 

vertical resource sharing. It is encouraging to note that upon the conclusion of this NFC 

award, provinces were having 50 percent share out of the divisible pool, which is a bold 

decision in a country like Pakistan that has the lowest tax-to-GDP ratio in the region 

(Sherani, 2006, G.o.P., 2009). The single-criterion formula for resource allocation among 

the provinces had always caused friction and resulted in deadlocks, despite the fact that the 

inclusion of additional parameters in the resource distribution formula could have ensured 

efficient and equitable horizontal resource distribution. It is important to note that except 

two awards of 1974 and 1991. the rest were announced by the non-democratic 

governments which has less consideration for public demands. The other two awards 

which came up with recommendations were those of year 1997 and 2006. The 1997 award 

was announced by a caretaker government while the one for year 2006 was implemented 

through a presidential ordinance.

Flistory of NFC indicates that the resource distribution in Pakistan by and large has 

the shades of failure although certain achievements cannot be overlooked. On its positive 

achievements, NFC has a best system to ensure amicable resource distribution as it takes 

all the decision makers on board and decides over resource distribution with their consent. 

In addition, with the passage of time more financial resources were delegated to the 
provinces and there is greater realisation of fiscal decentralisation especially in two NFC 

awards of 1997 and 2006. Onwards from 1991 NFC award, resource allocation for the 

provinces increased either due to inclusion of taxes in the divisible pool or due to the 

higher provincial share against that of federal. In addition, increased grants and straight 

transfers were channelized to the provinces over time. Similarly, the incentive of matching 

grants was aimed to motivate the provinces, inviting them to enhance efficiency, have their 

own resource generation and obtain financial autonomy.
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However, on its negative side, NFC has experienced various deadlocks too, mainly 

due to the non-agreement among the provinces. In a political economy like Pakistan, all the 

provinces have differing characteristics and thus offer different economic opportunities to 

its people. Varying interests of the provinces resulted in stringent claims and barred their 

bargaining power. Over the time, provinces have demanded for inclusion of different 

criteria in the resource distribution formula. For example, Sindh has emphasised on the 

revenue generation criteria, KPK demanded for inclusion of backwardness as a criterion, 

Balochistan advocated for area while Punjab insisted for taking the agriculture produce as 

a criterion to be considered while distributing the resources. Thus, due to the failure in 

bargaining and absence of consensus, provinces retreat to the adoption of a single criterion, 

which is sub optimal. The institutional set up of NFC has failed in amicably progressing 

and tackling the problem of fiscal decentralisation. Lack of consensus had given way to 

interim awards & grants which needs to be assessed for its impact. Furthermore, provinces 

remained under capacitated due to the dependence on federal transfers instead of exploring 

their own potential. This situation capped the province’s ability to come up with innovative 

and distinctive development plans based on their potential resources and local preferences.

1.5 THE MAIN RESULTS

This research study comprises of five chapters. Following this introduction, the 

second chapter discusses the effects of fiscal decentralisation on the economic growth in 

Pakistan. The second chapter provides detailed discussion of the basic economic 

environment and the pattern of different determinants of economic growth in Pakistan. 

Results exhibit that different fiscal decentralisation policies not only bring differing results 

but also differ in their short run and long run impact. Provincial autonomy emerged to have 

long run cointegrating positive relationship with economic growth.

The third chapter contains the essay relating the effects of fiscal decentralisation 

and the health sector indicators in Pakistan. This essay discussed the health sector in 

Pakistan and elaborated the role of different stakeholders in greater details. Both the 

national and provincial data was used for the analysis and the short run and long run effects 

of different fiscal decentralisation policies are segregated using the cointegration technique 

under a data scarce situation. Results obtained using the national aggregate data suggested 

that health sector has not received the desired attention from the SNGs. However, the 

provincial analysis identified the fundamental differences among provinces which
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determined the effectiveness of federal transfers in achieving better health services. The 

analysis also identifies certain area for future research.

Chapter four uses a rich cross-country panel data to analyse the effects of fiscal 

decentralisation on education sector indicators. This essay uses the recent data set that was 

released in October, 2012, thus presumably this will be the first study to make use of this 

data and contribute to the literature. Three sets of result are presented using Tull-sample’, 

‘OECD countries’ and ‘Non-OECD countries’ data to rigorously analyse the effects of 

fiscal decentralisation on education sector. It was found that fiscal decentralisation policies 

differ in effectiveness under different economic setups. This once again highlighted the 

need for a balanced resource distribution formula that can ensure simultaneous use of 

alternative fiscal decentralisation policies. This chapter concludes with the identification of 

areas of concern which opens ways for future research.

Lastly, chapter five finally concludes the study and presents key policy 

recommendations. It contains recommendations that are deduced from the empirical 

analysis. In addition, certain specific recommendations are presented to address the given 

issues in the particular case of Pakistan. Elence, this study presents a decent blend of 

concepts, literature, methodologies and data to analyse the effects of fiscal decentralisation 

in the special case of Pakistan as well as using the international data evidence.
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CHAPTER 2 FISCAL DECENTRALISATION AND ECONOMIC 

GROWTH

2.1 INTRODUCTION

At the doorstep of new century, comparison of localisation to globalisation by the 

World Bank“ highlights the potential of decentralisation for development. Oates (1999) 

assessed that in order to improve the performance of public sector, both the industrialised 

and developing countries are turning to devolution. In fact, theory of fiscal federalism 

identifies the basic framework that deals with the issue of aligning responsibilities and 

fiscal instruments to the appropriate levels of government. It thus specifies the appropriate 

fiscal mechanism that is required for carrying out the assigned functions. Hence, fiscal 

federalism determines the administrative and financial boundaries of different tiers of the 

government through the distribution of responsibilities as well as resources. In this 

connection, fiscal decentralisation is an important part of fiscal federalism that facilitates 

the mechanism of devolving fiscal powers/resources to match the responsibilities of lower 

tiers of government. Appropriation of regional revenue raising powers and 

intergovernmental fiscal transfers helps in ensuring amicable regional resource allocation. 

The resource distribution mechanism is designed in a manner such that the lower levels of 

government get entrusted with adequate finances and suitable taxation powers. Hence, 

fiscal decentralisation seeks to internalise the efficiency gains from justified resource 

allocation.

The importance of the discussion is evident from the availability of the literature 

associated with fiscal decentralisation and it goes back as far as Tiebout (1956) and 

Musgrave (1959). To start with, Musgrave (1959) identified three major functions of 

government including macroeconomic stability, judicious income distribution and 

amicable resource distribution. In this connection, Oates (1972) emphasised that in order to 

ensure efficient resource distribution among jurisdictions, "public service should be 

provided by the jurisdiction having control over the minimum geographic area that would 

internalize benefits and costs o f such provision This paves the road to decentralisation so 

as to achieve better resource management through competition among the local 

governments (Ebel and Yilmaz, 2002). Hence, this is now widely accepted that effective 

government will require a well-chosen mix of local and central decision making (Inman & 

Rubinfiled, 1997). 21

21 “Entering the 21st Century”, the World Development Report, 1999-2000
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Generally, fiscal imbalances do exist among different tiers of government because 

of the mismatch between revenues and expenditures at any particular level of government. 

In developing countries, federal government often have more resources than the 

responsibilities. This is mainly due to two reasons, firstly, it is more efficient to collect 

major taxes at the centre and secondly, as major taxes are more buoyant so central 

government try to keep these under its control. Shah (2004) pointed out that in developing 

countries there are large dominant central governments, that are mainly relying on indirect 

taxes and local governments have limited own source revenues; this ultimately limits the 

subnational autonomy. On the other hand, fiscal imbalances might also arise across the 

provinces due to differences not only in their fiscal capacity but also due to the cost 

disabilities in quest for providing comparable services to its people (Ma, 1997). In this 

situation, fiscal decentralisation provides the required mechanism of local revenues and 

fiscal transfers from centre that can solve the issue. Thus, fiscal transfers help to achieve 

equity and efficiency as well as ensure stability and predictability in provincial budgets. 

Judicious resource distribution within the federation enhances the efficiency as well as 

effectiveness of different tiers of government. It encourages the provinces to contribute 

towards the development of the country by streamlining their capabilities through having a 

better voice, innovation, experimentation of policies as well as ensuring better 

accountability.

Keeping the basic theory of fiscal federalism in mind, this study concerns the 

structure and effects of fiscal decentralisation in Pakistan. Pakistan was selected for the 

analysis because of its unmatched resource distribution mechanism. It remained a unique 

country in the world that adopted single criterion (i.e. population) for horizontal fiscal 

resource distribution. Hence, there is need to assess whether such simplicity22 of resource 

distribution mechanism contains the required incentives for the federating units to grow? 

Therefore, it would be interesting to know that whether or not this special fiscal resource 

distribution stance of Pakistan has contributed to its economic performance over the time? 

In the given context, this paper would isolate the effects of single resource distribution 

stance whereas most of the countries are concerned about additional criteria to ensure 

amicable and effective resource distribution.

In brief, present study aims to identify the economic effects of the fiscal resource 

distribution mechanism in Pakistan; that was exercised during the period 1974-2009.

22 That ensures predictability and provinces can have better idea about the future stream of resources, that 
presumably results in stability of the policies at regional level.
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Proper information regarding the given resource distribution arrangement would provide 

basis for future policy formulation. This study would use different fiscal decentralisation 

measures to identify the financial autonomy as well as fiscal dependence of the sub 

national governments and resultantly quantify their long run returns towards economic 

growth. Hence, the analysis would eventually lead us to decide about the economic 

outcome of fiscal decentralisation and will also provide an insight to evaluate the 

consequences of using a uni-criterion formula for resource distribution, which will help in 

finding the way forward.

This study comprises of five subsections which are explained as below. Following 

the introduction, the second section discusses the basic theoretical link between fiscal 

decentralisation and economic growth. It also discusses the fiscal decentralisation 

mechanism in Pakistan, elaborates the approaches used and explains the one that is adopted 

for the estimation of fiscal decentralisation stance in this study. Section three encompasses 

the data and methodology part where the theoretical model for the study and data over the 

time were thoroughly commented upon. Third section also elaborates the variables used for 

the empirical estimation as well as presents these graphically. Section four presents the 

estimation results and interpretation, while the last section concludes the study.

2.2 BACKGROUND

This section gives an overview of the theoretical and empirical background 

concerning fiscal decentralisation and economic growth. Existing proxies for fiscal 

decentralisation, related criticism, the decentralisation mechanism in Pakistan and lastly, 

the suggested measures of fiscal decentralisation for this study are elaborated in this 
section.

2.2.1 Fiscal Decentralisation in Literature

Fundamental presumption in literature favouring fiscal decentralisation exhibits 
that a decentralised system is conducive to influence political outcomes in accordance with 

public desires and increases political participation. The political decentralisation having 

features of local decision making could consequently sustain a productive and growing 

economy (Oates, 1999). Main idea is that policies related to local public service provision 

are better undertaken by local governments. Being located near to the people, local 

representatives have better access to information regarding local preferences and needs. 

Hence, for services like basic infrastructure and education, which are sensitive to local and
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regional conditions, indigenous decisions will prove more effective, hence will help in 

enhancing economic growth, as compared to policies designed by central authorities 

(Oates, 1993). Empirical studies have found statistically significant positive relationship 

between decentralisation and national performance (both in political or economic terms). 

Decentralisation leads to increased inter-jurisdictional competition, hence, act as discipline 

force that restraint the tendencies in public sector toward excessive spending and 

unproductive use of resources. In this context, the study by Hatfield and Kosec (2013) 

discuss that inter-jurisdictional competition among local governments result in higher 

efforts to raise more taxes and consequently spend more under decentralisation. This 

competition also bars the local government’s ability to obtain additional federal transfers. 

They argue that as local governments has to compete for investment and better residents, 

therefore, decentralisation increases productivity and hence, enhances economic growth.

Fiscal decentralisation can help in better targeting and eliminate unnecessary 

engagements of the central government. Focusing on federal transfers, Bird and Smart 

(2002), explained that ‘ for services to be effectively provided, those receiving transfers 

need a clear mandate, adequate resources and sufficient flexibility to make decisions 

Thus, by decentralisation, central government empower the sub national23 governments 

(SNGs) in such a manner that can help in better use of resources, improve general public 

living standards and at the same time share the work load (Gordin, 2005). Nevertheless, 

from financial point of view, decentralisation may pose danger if it is weakly designed so 

that provinces are able to externalise their costs to others, without putting in their due effort 

(Rodden and Eskeland, 2003; Von Hagen et al. 2000). Similarly, Koethenbuerger and 

Lockwood (2010) presents a situation where tax levels under decentralisation can be even 

higher than the centralized level and authors thus presents situations where fiscal 

decentralisation can also result cause lower economic growth. Rodden (2002) theoretically 

proved that though local autonomy (i.e. domestic revenue raising powers) restricts the size 

of the government, intergovernmental transfers on the other hand result in higher spending 

behaviour on the part of SNGs. Similarly, the inferior administrative capacity of local 

authorities, corruption and leviathan government are also counted as the potential threats 

linked with fiscal decentralisation.

In brief, theory of fiscal decentralisation predicts that resource appropriation 

improves efficiency and thus promotes economic growth. Basic aim behind the process of

23 In this discussion the provincial, state, regional and sub national level of governments will be used 
interchangeably.
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decentralisation is the provision of public services by local administrators who can help in 

the allocation of scarce resources in accordance with local needs and territorial 

requirements. This mechanism is thus assumed to enhance economic efficiency, ensure 

accountability (through local elections) and results in better resource allocation. Thus, 

appropriate resource distribution is assumed to produce favourable effects towards 

economic growth, provided that SNGs frame local spending in accordance with local 

preferences and development needs of the local people.

Having discussed the theoretical link between fiscal decentralisation and economic 

growth we will now provide a glimpse of the literature on the empirical quantification. A 

number of empirical studies can be found which quantified the potential contribution that 

channelizes from fiscal decentralisation towards economic growth. As compiled in Table 

2.1, it can be noticed that researchers have analysed different datasets to explore the link 

between fiscal decentralisation and economic growth. However, empirical results were not 

conclusive in the sense that there are studies which found negative or insignificant effects 

of fiscal decentralisation on economic growth. Most of the studies pointed out that finding 

an appropriate measure for the quantification of fiscal decentralisation is the most 

important and delicate issue for its analysis. Literature suggests that fiscal decentralisation 

measure should be designed in a way that can smartly capture the local autonomy factor 

which will help in quantification of the resulting efficiency gains.

Authority of SNGs regarding revenues and expenditures decisions in their 

jurisdictions determines the degree of fiscal decentralisation in the country. According to 

Akai and Sakata (2002), to correctly identify the effects of fiscal decentralisation on 

economic growth one should be able to know the degree of decision making authority at 

local level. Nevertheless, it is very difficult to empirically quantify the inherently 

constitutional authority of different tiers of the government and we are left with the 

financial measures only. These financial measures consist of local revenues and 

expenditure assignments, which though are suboptimal measures in this case. Researchers 
criticised the ability of these measures to capture the true degree of fiscal decentralisation. 

It is indicated that revenues or expenditures at the local level may not necessarily represent 

local government’s decision making autonomy. It is also argued that these measures 

merely show the revenue collection or spending responsibilities which may or may not be 

according to local needs and does not necessarily indicate the decision making authority.
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Table 2.1: Empirical evidence relating fiscal decentralisation and economic growth

Study Countries Period Method
Effects of fiscal 
decentralisation

Lin and Liu (2000) Chinese Provinces 1973-1993 Fixed Effects Model Positive

Yilmaz (1999)

17 Unitary states 

and 13 Federal 

Countries

1971-1990
Fixed Effects Model, 

GLS

Positive, Not 

significant

Akai and Sakata 

(2002)
50 US States 1992-1996

Maximum Likelihood 

estimation
Positive

Zhang and Zou 

(2001)
Indian States 1970-1994 OLS Positive

Thieben (2003)
21 OECD 

countries
1975-1998 OLS Positive

Zhang and Zou 

(2001)
Chinese Provinces 1978-1992 Fixed Effects Model Negative

Zhang and Zou 

(1998)
Chinese Provinces 1987-1993 Fixed Effects Model Negative

Davoodi and Zou 

(1998)

46 Developing and

Developed

countries

1970-1989 Fixed Effects Model
Negative, Not 

significant

Woller and 23 Developing Fixed Effects Model,
1974-1991 Not significant

Phillips (1998) countries OLS

Xie et al (1999) USA 1951-1992 OLS Not significant

The most crucial disapproval regarding the two approaches is that local 

governments receive federal transfers as well as grants from the central government. 

Transfers are aimed at fulfilling the local budgetary needs while grants help to compensate 

for cost disabilities and address equity issues. Thus, it was pointed out that SNG often has 

revenues for which it has no authority to determine its rates and bases (i.e. SNG lacks 

decision making authority over these funds from centre). In addition these federal transfers 

might actually originate in the other jurisdiction and this can encourage externalizing costs 

to others. Similarly, from the expenditure side it is argued that federal transfers might 

move SNG's spending away from local preferences. Transfers from the centre possibly 

may carry certain guideline for its spending which will influence decision making authority 

of SNG. Hence, the use of local expenditure shares as a measure of fiscal decentralisation 

would be an over estimation of local autonomy factor.

Despite this strong criticism, the fact remains that no alternative measure was

pointed out which can accurately quantify the decision making authority of SNGs so as to
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identify the exact degree of fiscal decentralisation. On the contrary, it can be argued that 

local revenue availability/spending decisions are influenced by local preferences. One can 

assume that the share of domestic revenues in the total revenues of the province, represent 

the autonomy factor in resources over which provincial government have full discretion. 

Similarly, as the total provincial budget consists of local revenues and federal transfers, 

therefore, total revenues of SNG will indicate the pool of funds which is available to 

provincial government to address local needs. From the expenditure side, as the local 

representatives would like to be re-elected therefore, local expenditures will be influenced 

by local needs and preferences. Similarly, federal transfers to SNGs present the case of 

partial fiscal decentralisation in the economy where funds are collected by federal 

government while it is spent by the SNGs (Brueckner, 2009). Hence, one can conclude that 

although these measures are not perfect, still they provide somewhat good approximation 

of fiscal decentralisation trends in the country. Thus, provincial data on 

revenues/expenditure is assumed to provide fair basis to decide the direction of 

decentralisation and is widely used to approximate fiscal decentralisation.

2.2.2 Fiscal Decentralisation Mechanism in Pakistan

Decentralisation is a complex phenomenon and it covers a range of issues including 

revenue raising capability, the administrative capacity to take decisions as well as the 

spending responsibilities of the subnational governments. Hence, as discussed previously it 

is very difficult to precisely measure the exact degree of decentralisation. Nevertheless, 

literature guides us to certain measures which can be used to proxy the level of fiscal 

decentralisation. In this connection, both the revenue and expenditure approaches were 

thoroughly considered to measure fiscal decentralisation for this study. With the later 

approach, the expenditure incurred at the sub national level of government is generally 

used for measuring the degree of fiscal decentralisation. However, with the available 

national data it is difficult to exclusively discriminate between the federal and provincial 

expenditures in Pakistan. Provincial expenditures include development spending that were 
partly financed by federal government or funded under foreign project assistance. 

However, no clear demarcation is available to separate federal and provincial spending for 

the whole period of analysis. Therefore, in case of Pakistan, it is hard to capture the true 

degree of fiscal decentralisation using the expenditure approach.

Contrary to it, the revenue approach (i.e. revenue raised by different levels of 

governments) fits properly in our instance. Revenue approach to measure fiscal
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decentralisation provides the required diversity for analysis. Using this approach, it is 

possible to identify the resource generation potential of the provinces while at the same 

time it enables us to capture vertical fiscal imbalance that illustrates provincial dependence 
on federal transfers in the case of Pakistan. Revenue approach helps in identifying the 

effects on provincial resource flow and their revenue raising capacities that resulted from 

various NFC awards overtime. Hence, in this study the revenue approach was used to 

proxy fiscal decentralisation. Any increase in the revenue24 of the provincial government 

would indicate the higher degree of fiscal decentralisation (although the alternative sources 

of provincial revenue are supposed to have different implication for the economy).

To understand the variables of interest that were actually used in the analysis, it 

would be helpful to properly elaborate the nature of federal and provincial revenues in 

Pakistan. Overtime several changes were made to the definitions of federal and provincial 

resource pool which has made it quite cumbersome to disaggregate the national fiscal data. 

Therefore, serious attempt is made to avoid measurement errors and to accurately 

disentangle federal and provincial revenues data, keeping special attention at 

intergovernmental transfers between the two tiers. It is important to note that in Pakistan, 

provinces were never able to finance their expenditures that is why federal transfers always 

constituted a lion share of provincial revenues.

In financial terms, total provincial revenues consist of domestic own tax revenues, 

non-tax revenues and share in federal taxes (i.e. the federal transfers to provinces). 

Provincial taxes represent resources which were collected and retained by the provinces. 

These include minor taxes that are the provincial subject and provinces were allowed to fix 

rates and bases for these taxes. On the other hand, federal transfers to provinces were 

decided out of the total divisible pool at the centre and these present provincial shares in 

the federally collected taxes (see Ahmed et al. for details). Thus, there appears to be two 

important aspects of provincial revenues in Pakistan; one is provincial domestic revenue 

potential (including tax as well as non-tax revenues, that were considered net of 
intergovernmental transfers) while the other is the federal transfers. This study separates 

the effects of these important aspects of provincial revenue, which were assessed 

separately in the regression so as to analyse their respective effects on economic growth of 

Pakistan.

24 Either through its own sources or through federal transfers (both decided through National Finance 
Commission awards)
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2.2.2.a Measures of fiscal decentralisation

As discussed previously, for the estimation of the degree of fiscal decentralisation in a 

country and its impact on economic growth, the authority of SNG needs to be assessed. 

Keeping in view the theoretical and empirical discussion in the literature, more than one 

measures of fiscal decentralisation were used to capture the potentially distinct implication 

associated with different aspects of fiscal decentralisation. Provincial consolidated data on 

local revenue raising capacity, federal transfers to provinces and total provincial revenues 

were used (relative to total government revenues) to gauge fiscal decentralisation variable. 

Hence, four measures were used to precisely evaluate different dimensions of fiscal 

decentralisation and to assess their implications on economic growth in Pakistan. These 

measures of fiscal decentralisation are explained as below;

1) Revenue Autonomy: is defined as the provincial own tax revenues25. This indicator 

measures the revenue raising authority of SNG and represents revenues over which 

provinces has full discretion. If SNGs have higher own source revenues, it shows 

higher fiscal autonomy and would indicate higher degree of fiscal decentralisation. 

To capture the degree of fiscal decentralisation overtime and to make provincial 

autonomy measure economically meaningful, the share of provincial tax revenues 

will be expressed as ratio to total government revenues.

2) Provincial Local Revenues: is an additional measure of local autonomy and takes 

into account the domestically generated revenues within provinces. Provincial local 

revenues consist of the domestic tax revenues and non-tax revenues. Non tax 

revenues comprise of user charges, prices, fines and profits from autonomous 

bodies as well as interest, dividends, international grants and assistance at 

provincial level. This measure presents the SNG’s local revenue generation 

capacity and would be indicative of local autonomy in decision making. To be used 

as a measure for fiscal decentralisation, provincial local revenues will be used as a 
ratio to total government revenues.

3) Federal Transfers: In developing countries, federal transfers to provinces play an 

important role in shaping local budgets. Although, federal transfers to provinces 

increase funds availability to provinces however at the same time it indicate fiscal 

dependency of SNG on the centre. Intergovernmental transfers depict the vertical

25 A tax at provincial level was imagined as ‘own tax’ revenue source when the provincial government has 
the authority to determine its rate, base or both.
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fiscal imbalance in the country. Higher the share of federal transfers in the local 

revenues, higher would be the influence of federal government in local decision 

making, which will be a deviation from the basic theory of fiscal decentralisation. 

Nevertheless, it also carries the benefits as described under partial fiscal 

decentralisation analysis by Brueckner (2009). Hence, it is important to thoroughly 

assess the impact of federal fiscal transfers on the overall economic growth of the 

country. Federal transfers would thus be analysed as a third measure of fiscal 

decentralisation to find out its overall impact on the economic growth of Pakistan. 

This measure is also expressed as ratio to total government revenues to capture its 

economic effects.

4) Total Provincial Revenue: Total provincial revenue would represent total budgetary 

strength of the SNG. This measure takes into account the total availability of 

financial resources at the provincial level. Total provincial revenues hence is the 

sum of the second and third measures explained above and consist of the domestic 

tax and non-tax collections as well as revenues from federal tax sharing (i.e. federal 

transfers). Thus, it indicates the total availability of funds to SNGs which provinces 

can use for the provision of local public goods within their jurisdictions. 

Importantly, although we are not using the expenditure approach, this measure 

would provide a mirror image for it (as in the presence of federal transfers, 

provinces never generated substantive fiscal deficits). We assume that in 

accordance with fiscal decentralisation theory, local representatives are aiming at 

local welfare maximisation and they have better information of local needs and 

preferences, therefore, this measure would capture the spending ability of local 

representatives. Total provincial revenues will indicate the SNG’s share in total 

government revenues and therefore would be presented as ratio, to capture the 

degree of fiscal decentralisation overtime.

Lastly, it is also important to mention that this study uses both the national and 
provincial level data (as a robustness check); therefore different denominators were used 

for fiscal decentralisation measures in the two cases. For the sections of the study which 

uses the national data, fiscal decentralisation measures were expressed as ratio to total 

government revenues (i.e. sum of federal and provincial government revenues). On the 

other hand, for sections involving the provincial data analysis, the fiscal decentralisation 

measures are expressed as ratio to the respective provincial total revenues.
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Hence, with this scheme of measures for fiscal decentralisation, we tried to minimise 

the shortcomings related to empirical assessment as identified by the existing literature. It 

would reduce the limitations of using a single measure and will enable us to deduce 

relevant information and quantify the potential impact on economic growth.

2.3 DATA AND METHODOLOGY

This section contains the discussion regarding the basic economic model that 

relates fiscal decentralisation to economic growth. In addition, the variables used, data 

properties and the estimation techniques for empirical analysis are also discussed below.

2.3.1 Theoretical Link between Fiscal Decentralisation and Economic Growth

In economics, generally the empirical assessment is preceded by the theoretical 

claims discussing the link between the variables in question. Economists first try to 

establish the theoretical link between variables, which is then examined with the help of 

data analysis to provide empirical support to the theory. For this study, we follow the 

theoretical model developed by Davoodi and Zou (1998), which provided theoretical link 

between fiscal decentralisation and economic growth. They extended the endogenous 

growth model of Barro (1990) which states that production function has two inputs i.e. 

capital spending and public spending. Davoodi and Zou (1998) based their argument on the 

assumption that public spending is carried out by different tiers of government and 

therefore it is important to find out which tier is more efficient in public spending.

Davoodi and Zou (1998) argued that spending by different tiers of the government 

will have different effects on the overall economic growth. Their model explains that 

appropriation of public spending" among different levels of government can lead to higher 

economic growth; provided that the prevailing spending pattern is different from the 

growth enhancing expenditure shares. Hence, Davoodi and Zou (1998), along with Zhang 

and Zou (1998) and Xie et al. (1999), provided theoretical base for the argument that fiscal 

decentralisation can have an effect on the economic growth. Once the link between fiscal 

decentralisation and economic growth is explained, researchers later on tried different 

ways to accurately quantify fiscal decentralisation. This led to the use of different 

approaches for the quantification of fiscal decentralisation including the expenditure 

approach, revenue approach, taxation ability at SNG and the use of dichotomous variables. 26 27

26 Though in recent times certain studies have also used the data driven approaches to search for economic 
relationships (especially for financial markets)
27 Even without changing the existing budget’s share in GDP
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This study, as explained earlier, uses the revenue approach to measure fiscal 

decentralisation.

In the context of this study, we will follow the stated model to determine the effects 

of fiscal decentralisation on economic growth. The desired regression equation can be 

written as Eq. (1):

ARGDP, = ao+a.i FD, + 0.2 D,+ 03 Controlt+ £, Eq.(l)

where ‘t’ refers to time, ARGDP, represents growth rate of real gross domestic product 

(GDP). FD, presents the fiscal decentralisation measures for Pakistan. As mentioned 

above, different proxies would be separately used in the regression to correspond to 

alternative measures of fiscal decentralisation. Dt is the dummy variable representing years 

hit by political instability. The inclusion of dummy for politically volatile years is expected 

to contain the effects of certain events that presumably affected the economic outcomes in 

Pakistan. Furthermore, literature has identified a number of important variables that affect 

economic outcome of the country and are therefore included in the regression. Control, 

variables like investment, government expenditures, trade openness, inflation 

(representing macroeconomic situation), labour force and tax to GDP ratio were considered 

during the estimation to get reliable results (Table 2.2). Lastly, e, represents the error term.

Mainly following Levine and Renelt (1992)
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Table 2.2: Variables names, definition and data sources
Variable Name Definition Data sources

Economic Growth Argdp Real GDP growth (at constant prices) WDI, World Bank

Investment inv Investment to GDP ratio
SBP, 2005; G.o.P. 2009, 

2010

Government

expenditures ge

Government current expenditures 

(at constant prices) to GDP ratio WDI

Trade openness open (Export + Import) /GDP WDI

Macroeconomic stability inf Inflation WDI

Labour force If Labour force participation rate WDI

Government revenues taxtgdp Tax to GDP ratio WDI

Provincial tax revenue fd ta x Provincial tax revenue ratio*
SBP, 2005; G.o.P. 

Various issues

Provincial local revenue fd lo c Provincial tax + non-tax revenue ratio* -do-

Federal transfers fd -trans Federal transfers to provinces ratio* -do-

Total provincial revenue fd tp r Total provincial revenue ratio* -do-

All series were expressed in log form as indicated by lower case letters

Note: * Fiscal decentralisation measures were expressed as ratio to total government (federal and provincial) 

revenues

2.3.1.a Coefficient interpretation

While discussing the basic model for the empirical estimation for the effects of 

fiscal decentralisation on economic growth, it is equally important to present the way 

coefficients of fiscal decentralisation be interpreted. As we know that fiscal 

decentralisation represents the resources to facilitate spending according to local 

preferences and hence it produce better economic outcome. Nevertheless, there are certain 

assignments for development and sustainability that has to be carried out by the central 

government and these include defence, currency, foreign policy, immigration and mega 

development projects at national level. As central government needs resources in order to 

carry out these functions, therefore, fiscal decentralisation is plausible only up to a certain 

limit and beyond that fiscal decentralisation will have negative implications for the 

economy as a whole. Hence, resources should be allocated among the tiers of government 

in a way that can improve spending efficiency, keeping national cohesion intact. Theory 

suggests that there is an optimum level of fiscal decentralisation which once achieved will 

be the maximum possible outcome for fiscal decentralisation to influence economic growth 

in a desired way. According to Thieben (2003) and Xie et al. (1999, pp. 235), fiscal
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decentralisation affects economic growth positively at the start and once the optimum level 

is obtained, it starts to have negative implications for the economy.

Hence, in the analysis of fiscal decentralisation, the sign of coefficients are very 

important and it carries more information than in the conventional models. Therefore, it is 

worth mentioning that positive coefficient depicts that higher degree of fiscal 

decentralisation will improve economic growth and the optimum level is still not achieved. 

On the other hand, a negative sign of the coefficient will indicate efficiency losses in the 

economy and that fiscal decentralisation has crossed the growth enhancing optimum level. 

Therefore, special attention is required while explaining the coefficients in the analysis 

containing fiscal decentralisation.

2.3.2 Data

As we know from the previous discussion that the major focus of this study is to 

investigate the empirical relationship between fiscal decentralisation and economic growth 

in Pakistan. For this purpose we use time series data for 36 years covering the period from 

year 1974-2009. Although, the length of the data can be considered short for the time 

series analysis but still there are valid reasons that restrict the availability of meaningful 

data for this study. The major reasons included; the promulgation of new constitution of 

Pakistan in 1973 that explicitly elaborated the resource distribution mechanism in the 

country and following that, data was available in legible form. Another reason is that prior 

to year 1974, Pakistan was struggling to recover from; adverse economic conditions due to 

the 1971 war, the end of eleven years of dictatorship and the separation of the then East 

Pakistan. In addition, during the period 1955-1970, country was declared as one unit and 

there were no provincial boundaries. Therefore, to have data for relatively normal years, 

this study is constrained to start with year 1974. On the other hand, we restrict the analysis 

to year 2009 in order to avoid the worse hit years of terrorism for Pakistan. Furthermore, 

drastic changes occurred in resource distribution due to the NFC award in year 2010 

(where the provincial share in resource pool was increased from 47.5 percent to 57.5 

percent) and the rest of the years were not enough to exhibit the long run contribution of 

such changes.

2.3.2.a Important determinants of economic growth

This section discusses the overtime behaviour of the variables that were used in the 
analysis. Graphical representation of the series can be seen at Figure 2.1 and 2.2, where the
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variables series are presented in log form to give a clear idea of the relative degrees of 

change overtime. As this study considers fiscal decentralisation a determinant of economic 

output therefore growth rate of real GDP (Argdp" ) was used as the dependent variable in 

ECM representation. The GDP series (in level) shows fairly stable positive trend overtime 

in Pakistan. However, during the 1990’s there was a phase of relatively low economic 

growth and this largely can be attributed to non-stable political environment and frequent 

change of power.

Among the important control variable on the right hand side, investment is always 

considered crucial for economic growth. This study uses ‘Total Investment’ to capture 

investment behaviour in Pakistan. To benchmark any changes and for ease of explanation, 

Total Investment was expressed as a ratio to GDP. The Investment to GDP ratio in 

Pakistan shows a steady behaviour with a downfall during 1990’s. The main reason can be 

found again in the political volatility and 1998 atomic tests followed by a military coup, all 

being in the same era. Later on, investment in the country showed a sharp increase during 

2005-2007.

Government expenditure is considered as another important contributor to 

economic growth in developing countries. Developing countries often face problems like 

concentration of power at the centre and therefore bulk of resources pours into the 

economy in the shape of public spending. Thus, government expenditure“0 was used and 

expressed as ratio to GDP. Greater volatility can be noticed in government expenditure 

over the period due to unstable internal politics (during 1990’s) and external factors 

(afghan war, tension with India and terrorism). Government expenditure in its relative 

perspective peaked during 1989 but then it showed a downturn during 1990’s. However, 

after 2005, due to the deteriorating peace situation and ‘War on Terror’, there is sharp rise 

in the expenditures incurred to accordingly equip and train the law enforcing agencies and 

thus government expenditures once again showed an upward trend.

Another important contributor to economic growth in the globalised world is the 

international trade, usually represented with trade openness. Measure for trade openness 

for this study is defined as ‘exports plus imports’ of goods & services and is expressed as a 

ratio to GDP. Due to nationalisation policies, dire political instability and military coup, 29 30

29 the lower case letters indicates the values in log form
30 “General government final consumption expenditure includes all government current expenditures for 
purchases o f goods and services (including compensation o f employees). It also includes most expenditure on 
national defence and security, but excludes government military’ expenditures that are part of government 
capital formation ” (WDI-definition).
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trade openness touched its minimum point in year 1978. However, there were signs of 

improvement later on. During 1990’s, the widespread economic sanctions after the 1998 

atomic tests by Pakistan and subsequent military takeover, resulted in a down turn of the 

trade indicator when it reached the minimum point again. This fall was also contributed by 

the severe drought in year 2000, which stringently affected the exports of Pakistan: that 

mainly consists of primary agricultural or agro-based items including textile, cotton, rice 

and leather goods among others. However, some stability can be noticed later on.

Furthermore, tax to GDP ratio and labour force participation rate were also 

considered during the analysis. Pakistan has the lowest tax-to-GDP ratio in the world 

(Sherani, 2006). The total tax as a ratio to GDP remained almost stagnant over the period
O 1

(hovering around 11 percent), and has witnessed even further reduction in the recent past . 

Total labour force relative to total population also indicates that the demographic bonus 

phase for Pakistan has started (Arif and Choudhry, 2008; Hussain et al. 2009). During the 

last decade, Pakistan has started to experience the growing labour force mainly due to the 

higher population growth rate in the past and increased female participation. Lastly, 

inflation was used to proxy macroeconomic situation in the country, which remained quite 

volatile in Pakistan during the period under analysis. 31

31 This variable had stationarity issues and was later dropped from the analysis
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Figure 2.2 : Log of; Investment to GDP ratio (inv), Government Expenditure to GDP 
ratio (ge), Trade Openness {open) and Labour force participation rate {Ilfratio)

2.3.2.b Graphical representation of the fiscal decentralisation measures

Having discussed the fiscal decentralisation mechanism and the important 

determinants of economic growth, we are now in a position to discuss proxies for the 

variable of interest i.e. fiscal decentralisation. As stated previously, revenue approach was 

adopted in this study to isolate the effects of two major sources of revenues i.e. the 

provincial own source revenues and federal transfers. Fiscal decentralisation measures 

were expressed as ratio to total government revenues and are presented in Figure 2.3. Due 

to the significant nature and its magnitude in the provincial revenues, federal transfers are 

discussed earlier.

Federal transfer indicates two periods of trough during 1980-86 and 1997-2005. 

During the first period i.e. 1980-86, federal transfers to the provinces remained very low 

because of a strong federal government at the centre under the dictatorship, whereas 

provinces were ruled by governors, hence provincial governments had limited role. 

Immediately after the 1985 elections, provinces started to receive greater transfers. During 

1986, provinces received these transfers in the form of non-tax revenue i.e. as grants/loans 

but as those were not part of the systematic federal transfers (being unplanned ones),
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therefore, federal transfers posted the lowest value. This issue was however, resolved in 

1987 and there seems improvement in the federal transfers there on. On the other hand, 

following 1991 National Finance Commission^2 (NFC) award, provinces started to receive 

more resources due to the expansion of the divisible pool and there is a visible increase in 

federal transfers to provinces during 199 lto 1996. Nonetheless, these arrangements could 

not continue for long and the subsequent NFC award in year 1997 significantly reduced 

funds availability to the provinces, as is visible in the figure. Lastly, after year 2004 federal 

transfers to the provinces are on the rise again.

After discussing overtime behaviour of federal transfer to provinces (ftrans), we 

now consider the second important aspect of fiscal decentralisation i.e. the provincial own 

revenues. The impact of provincial own resource base is used in two ways i.e. provincial 

own tax revenues {tax) and provincial local revenues (loc), where the second measure 

consists of the own tax revenues plus the non-tax revenues. Figure indicates that there is 

noticeable decline in the share of provincial tax revenues, overtime. Nevertheless, 

provincial local revenues posted somewhat steadiness with a dip during 1988-1990. 

Flowever, provincial ability to generate revenues had remained very low. It is obvious that 

provinces were not entrusted and thus remained under-capacitated in taxation power with 

respect to federal government.

Lastly, in order to take into account the overall effect of fiscal decentralisation 

arrangements (with increasing federal transfers but stagnant taxation powers), we also used 

total provincial revenues (tpr), that includes revenues from all the stated sources. Figure

2.3 indicates that total provincial revenues has increased overtime but this increase was 

clearly not funded by provincial own revenues except the initial period. Instead, figure 

indicates that provincial revenues from other sources has increased overtime while 

provincial tax revenues has reduced in its relative contribution to total provincial revenues. 

Therefore, total provincial revenues share similar trends with federal transfers and was 

mainly driven by the transfers.

To sum up, this section elaborated two important constituents of revenue sources 

for the provincial budget which were taken into account during the analysis. Firstly, 

‘federal transfers to provinces’ were used by the federal government to correct vertical 

fiscal imbalance overtime. This presents the government’s fiscal stance and provides 

overtime evidence regarding the central government’s emphasis, i.e. explaining the way to 32

32 National Finance Commission is the constitutional set up which is responsible for intergovernmental fiscal 
resource distribution
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decentralise. Similarly, the second measure used for reflecting fiscal decentralisation is 

ability of the provinces to raise revenue from own sources. This indicator reflects the 

relative taxation power of the provincial governments and demonstrates fiscal autonomy of 

the provinces. These measures of fiscal decentralisation would thus proxy the incremental 

improvement (or deterioration) associated with the given decentralisation mechanism. It is 

supposed that by using the above stated proxies for fiscal decentralisation in this study, we 

would be in a position to properly analyse the fiscal decentralisation stance in Pakistan.

Figure 2.3: Fiscal decentralisation measures (as ratio to Total Government revenue) 
(in logs)

Notel: Total government revenues consists of federal and provincial government revenues 
Note2: tax indicates Provincial Tax Revenues ratio,

loc refers to Provincial Local (tax + non-tax) Revenues ratio 
ftrans refers to Total Federal Transfers to Provinces ratio, 
tpr presents the ratio of Total Provincial Revenues

2.3.2.c Analysis of the data properties

Graphical examination of the time series properties of the data will give us a rough 

idea about the behaviour of the data and will help in application of appropriate tests. Based 

on the information obtained from the earlier graphs, both the informal graphical methods
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as well as the formal unit root test (Augmented Dickey Fuller test) was used to investigate 
the stationarity of the variables.

First of all, we present the core variables in log levels to grasp their overtime 

behaviour. Figure 2.4 presents GDP (rgdp), investment (rim), government expenditure 

(gexp), total labour force (tlf), federal transfers to provinces (rftrans), provincial tax 

revenues (ptax) and federal tax revenues (/tax), where all the variables were presented in 

constant values. The graphical inspection of the series in levels makes it clear that the 

variables share common trend and seems cointegrated. Figure 2.4 contains important 

information and provide basis to investigate the cointegrating relationships among the 

series.

Figure 2.4: Log level representation of variables (deflated values)

Note: All variables were expressed in real terms (deflated to the base year 2000) where; 
rgdp refers to Real GDP, rinv refers to Real Total Investment, 
rgexp presents Real General Government Expenditures, 
rftrans means Real Federal Transfers to Provinces
rptax indicates Real Total Provincial Tax Revenues, rftax refers to Real Total Federal Tax Revenues

To supplement the graphical presentation, the correlograms for Autocorrelation 

function (ACF) and Partial autocorrelation function (PACF) are presented graphically at 

Appendix I. Firstly the ACF and PACF correlograms for series in real terms are presented
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as Figure A2.1. Being in levels, variable indicate monotonic adjustment overtime as is 

clear from ACF correlograms. Flowever, the effects are dampening out with time.

After observing the general behaviour of the variable in real terms, we now turn to 

the variables that were actually used in the analysis. For the empirical estimation, series 

were expressed in ratio form which yields better economic interpretation. The correlation 

functions for variables that were expressed in ratio form are given at Figure A2.2 at Annex 

I. It can be noticed that expressing the time series variables in ratios has dampen the 

autocorrelation within the series (e.g. for investment, government expenditure and 

provincial local revenues).

We know that if the data generation process is white noise, the autocorrelation 

function should remain within the five percent confidence level at any lag greater than 

zero, which is not the case for all the variables. Most of the variables in our data set present 

a consistent trend of gradually reducing lag spikes. The ACF correlograms shows 

persistent correlation among the successive lags of the variables. This property is reflective 

of a non-stationary process. However, it can be noted that the correlograms starts with high 

spikes which then die out with the successive lags; this provides evidence for the reduction 

in correlation among the successive lags. On the other hand, PACF correlograms reveal 

that each variable has only one significant spike which then disappears for further lags, 

illustrating that the autocorrelation problem is only significant at the first lag. Thus, the 

PACF indicates that autocorrelation problem settles down at the second lag for almost all 

the variables. The bars remain in the 95 percent confidence interval except for the first lag 

which exhibits the presence of strong autocorrelation for one lag only. Hence, the PACF 

correlograms suggest that the first difference operators of the given time series should 

result in stationary process.

Based on the insights from graphical analysis, data is expressed in first difference 

form (presented at Figure A2.3, Appendix I). At first difference the data plots clearly 
indicate the absence of trends in the data. Similarly, the ACF and PACF correlograms for 

the differenced data are presented in Figure A2.4 (Appendix I) and there is no evidence of 

autocorrelation. The differenced series were white noise (except one variable i.e. the 

government expenditure to GDP ratio). Both the ACF and PACF values for the given 

variables were well within the 95 percent confidence interval for the first lag. Thus, 

graphical representation indicates the removal of time trends after differencing and the 

analysis suggests that the series are first difference stationary. Nonetheless, graphical
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method alone is not enough to conclude about the stationarity issue rather it provides a clue 

regarding the issue. Hence, to further confirm the degree of unit root in the data, the formal 

Augmented Dickey Fuller (ADF) test is used and elaborated in the following section.

2.3.2.d Results for Augmented Dickey Fuller test

As the stated variables represent the time series data therefore these were 

transformed into log levels so as to dampen the short run fluctuations. In addition, log 

transformation improves the distributional properties of the time series data by reducing 

the skewness of the data and help in achieving symmetry. Generally, it is normal to expect 

unit root problem in time series data due to time variation in mean, variance and/or 

auto-covariance. Using non-stationary data might lead to spurious regression results 

because if the data contains time trends, the estimated regression coefficient will not 

present the actual behaviour of the variable alone and these are quite likely to carry effects 

of the time trend. Therefore, before initialising the analysis of time series data it is always 

important to investigate the true order of integration for data series. For this purpose the 

Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test was undertaken for all the series.

We included up to two* 34 lagged differences for each variable and used the more 

general form as presented in Eq. (a) that contains the deterministic terms i.e. ‘constant’ and 

‘trend’ factors. Hence, the null hypothesis H0: n = 0, is tested against an alternative 

hypothesis that variable is stationary i.e. Hp n < 0. During the first stage of estimation, we 

check for the significance of deterministic terms35, otherwise, model is estimated without 

it.

Ayt = a0 + Stt + n y t_x
v-1

+ ^  Y A  Y t - i  +  St

i = 1 (a)

The ADF test results for the set of variables used in this study are presented in 

Table 2.2a. The test produces interesting results for variables in levels. It is interesting to 

note that variables expressed in ratio form indicate stationarity straight away. An important 

variables i.e. inv was stationary at levels with zero lag (the higher lags were insignificant 

and thus ADF test reduces to simple Dickey-Fuller test only). Results also indicate that 

one of the fiscal decentralisation variables namely fd tpr was trend stationary with zero lag.

”  where the abbreviations in small letter refers to the log values
34 As a rule of thumb, two lags are used for annual data to ensure a serially uncorrelated error term
35 Because the limiting distribution only changes with the presence of either of the intercept and trend terms, 
consequently different critical values are required in each case.
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The rest of the variables were non stationary in levels. However, the ADF test results for 

the first difference form suggest that all variables are first difference stationary. Whenever 

the higher lags were insignificant, results were estimated at zero lag. In brief, results 

indicate that the data set contains a mix of variables that are trend stationary, level 

stationary as well as some are integrated of order one.

Table 2.2a: Results for ADF test
T-ADF r - ADF with

I - ADF with
Variables Var with Constant and

Variables Constant
Constant Trend

Real GDP rgdp -1.445 Argdp -4.484**

Investment inv -3.723** A inv

Government Expenditure ge -1.865(2) Age -2.988*(1)

Openness open -2.492 A open -6.085**

Labour Force
-1.216 A// -5.357**

participation i f
Inflation in f -2.764 A in f -5.527**

Federal transfers fd,ax -2.850(2) Afdtax -5.254* *( 1 )

Provincial tax revenues fdloc -2.767(2) Afd,oc -3.946**(2)

Provincial local revenues fd trans -0.9914 trans -4.745**

Total provincial revenues fdtpr -2.183 Nfdtpr -6.077**

Critical values 1%=**, 5%=*
-3.64 -4.26 Critical values -3.64

-2.95 -3.55 ]%=**, 5%=* -2.95

Note: All variables were expressed in logs

2.3.4 Methodology

There are number of econometric techniques which can be used to quantify the 

relationship between economic variables. Selection of appropriate estimation technique 

from the available alternative methods depends upon the nature of data, its availability and 

the kind of relationship in which researchers are interested. In our case, National Finance 
Commission decides the resource distribution mechanism and awards are constitutionally 

required to be announced after every five years. These awards reflect government 

decentralisation policy that remains implemented for fairly long period and therefore, 

should be analysed for long run implications.

Similarly, fiscal resource distribution mechanism is favoured on the grounds that it 

help the local governments to channelize government spending towards such public goods
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that are in line with local needs and preferences. This setup is expected to eventually 

increase productivity of local population and would add to economic growth due to their 

increased satisfaction with local development. Fiscal decentralisation can thus lead to 

improved efficiency for local enterprises and would result in higher and more sustainable 

economic growth (Qian and Roland, 1996). Resultantly, due to the increased satisfaction 

level, such developments are supposed to convince people to contribute more towards 

economy both in monetary terms36 and in terms of increased productivity. Local 

representatives are also under closer scrutiny by their electorates and elections provide 

them greater incentives to work in public interests over the long run (Lin and Liu, 2000). 

Hence, there is evidence that fiscal decentralisation will have long term implications for 

economic growth (Oates, 1993) and therefore, it needs to be analysed for the long run 

impact on the economy.

Nevertheless, it is important to consider that this arrangement may also carry 

certain short run consequences and the quantification of short run effects would add to the 

analysis. Therefore, in this study we are interested to find both the short term as well as the 

long run effects of fiscal decentralisation in Pakistan. This analysis is aimed to present the 

net effect of government’s stance over fiscal decentralisation and identify areas of focus. 

So in brief, the appropriate econometric technique for estimating such kind of relationship 

can rightly be pointed out as the “Cointegration technique” and Error Correction Model 
(ECM).

For the identification of cointegrating long-run relationship among the variables, 

several techniques are in practice and their selection is dictated by the research interest and 

data availability which explains the model specification requirements. Available 

techniques include the Error Correction Mechanism (ECM) approach by Sargan (1964), 

the single equation residual based Engle and Granger (1987) technique; the maximum 

likelihood approach of Vector Autoregressive (VAR) model by Johansen (1988, 1991, 

1995), Johansen and Juselius (1990), and Juselius (2006); the fully modified OLS 
procedure by Phillips and Hansen (1990), and quite recently, the ADL approach, which is 

catching attention again. Hendry (1995), Pesaran (1997), Pesaran and Shin (1998), 

Banerjee et al. (1986, 1993, 1998) and Kiviet and Phillips (1992) contributed to the 

Autoregressive Distributed Lag (ADL) model. These researches presented the short run 

and long run coefficient estimates in an ECM representation that is derived from ADL 

specification. The most noticeable property of the ADL single equation approach is that it

,6 Such as reduction in tax evasion, which is crucial in developing countries
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is the only cointegration technique that allows for the instantaneous inclusion of 1(0 ) and 

1(1) variables in the single equation estimation. Moreover, this modelling technique 

produces better results in small samples as compared to other available techniques.

To provide some background, Engle and Granger (1987) can be regarded as 

pioneer in developing the cointegration technique. They argued that if the linear 

combination of non-stationary variables produce a stationary series of residuals, it manifest 

a stable long run relationship among the variables. However, this technique suffers from 

small sample bias. On the other hand, the Johansen VAR approach to cointegration is 

nowadays the most widely used method to model the long run relationship in multiple 

equation framework. This method is preferred for being more elaborative as it gives 

information about the number of cointegrating vectors among the given series. 

Nevertheless, the Vector Autoregressive (VAR) model requires the inclusion of enough 

number of lags (for its unrestricted model) in the first stage of estimation so as to 

determine the true lag length of the cointegrating series. This technique is quite data 

intensive and requires large number of parameters for better results. In addition, the above 

stated techniques produce better results if all the variables are integrated of same order i.e. 

1(0) or 1(1). Hence, these techniques are not feasible in samples as is the case in this study.

In our case, we have 36 annual observations therefore such technique needs to be 

used which is consistent with small samples. Furthermore, as our dataset contain variables 

that are integrated of different orders i.e. 1(1) and 1(0), therefore, we will use the ADL 

approach following Kiviet and Phillips (1992). As the ADL models encompass all the 

nested models, authors build their analysis on this property to derive the ECM set up and 

suggested test for cointegration. The test uses the dependent variable in lagged level form 

as the error correction term to correspond to the existence of long run relationship. The 

unrestricted dynamic model presented by Kiviet and Phillips (1992) can be written as Eq. 

( 2 ):

Ay t = a'Axt + (3 y t_! +  9 x t_t +  et Eq.(2)

where y, is the dependent variable and x t is the vector of independent variables. In 

the above equation a represents the short run effect of changes in x  on y. It is important to 

note that in ECM models, the long run effects are not readily available. The long run 

multiplier effects for the set of independent variables are calculated using the 0 '
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O H
estimates . Lastly, the coefficient of lagged dependent variable i.e. /? indicates the error 

correction term and helps in finding that following a shock, how much of the 

disequilibrium is adjusted each period. Thus, (/M ) can also be explained as the rate at 

which model achieves equilibrium in the long run. The value of the y3 lies between zero and 

minus two ( fie  0 . - 2 ) where zero mean no long run relationship among the variables while 

value above minus one (J3 > -1) represents over shooting (Kiviet and Phillips, 1992, pp. 

359; Banerjee et al. 1998, pp. 269). Hence, any value of p below “-1 ” (0 < P < -1) 

indicates stability of the model.

Finally, to empirically estimate the stated relationship in this study we applied the 

General-to-specific (Gets) model selection procedure following Krolzig and Hendry 

(2001); Hendry and Krolzig (2003, 2005). According to the Gets approach, analysis should 

start with a plausible general model, followed by removing the insignificant variables and 

consulting the diagnostic checks till the final specification is reached where all the 

variables are significant. Gets approach in our case will benefit the analysis by providing a 

congruent parsimonious model and will eliminate the insignificant variables and lags thus 

providing better degree of freedom for the rest of the variables to be estimated* 38. However, 

it should be noted that in ADL specification the most crucial problem is the presence of 

autocorrelation in error term (captured by AR-test) which if exists, would indicate 

inconsistent estimates. Therefore, various misspecification tests including error 

autocorrelation, heteroscedasticity, non-normality and functional form misspecification 
were applied to get reliable results.

2.4 EMPIRICAL QUANTIFICATION

This section presents the chronological progress of the estimation process that was 

adopted for the empirical quantification of the relationship of interest. First of all, a general 

economic model was developed to find out the determinants of economic output in 

Pakistan. This model was investigated for the existence of long run cointegrating 

relationship using ADL specification. Following that, once a parsimonious specific model 

was obtained through Gets approach and it was established that cointegration exists among 

the variables in the general model, the effects of fiscal decentralisation proxies were

'7 Long run elasticities are calculated by dividing the coefficient of lagged level explanatory variable over the 
lagged level dependent variable i.e. k = 8 '/-/?, in accordance with equation (2) specification
38 Kirchgassner and Wolters (2007) applied similar general-to-specific methodology to arrive at a 
parsimonious model of the identical specification
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analysed using the ECM setup associated with the given ADL model. The section 

concludes with the results interpretation and discussion.

2.4.1 Modelling Economic Output in Pakistan

In order to get reliable results, it is very important to specify empirical model in 

such a manner that avoid common econometric misspecification problems, omitted 

variables bias and endogeneity issues. Therefore, it is always of interest and equally 

important at the same time to explain the procedure adopted for finding a representative 

model. In this connection, first of all search was conducted to get; a prudent economic 

model, its correct functional form and workable econometric technique that is reliable 

enough to explain economic output in Pakistan. Once these targets were achieved, the 

resulting model was used in the next subsection to explore the relationship between fiscal 

decentralisation and economic growth.

In this study, first of all we aimed to identifying important variables, their adequate 

lags and to find appropriate control variables that can best explain the situation in Pakistan. 

Hence, to investigate the long run relationship and identify the important exogenous 

variables for general economic model, the Autoregressive Distributed Lag (ADL) 

modelling approach was adopted (Hendry,1995; Pesaran 1997; Kiviet and Phillips, 1992). 

Following the ADL methodology, all the variables were expressed in levels to explain the 

long run economic output. It is important to note here that the soundness of the final 

specific model depends upon the adequacy of the initial general unrestricted model, that is 

assumed to correctly approximate the data generation process (Hendry and Krolzig, 2004). 

Keeping this in mind, viable general model was framed whilst minimising the risk of 

missing out any important variable. Initially, five explanatory variables were identified 

including investment, government expenditure, trade openness, inflation and labour force 

for explaining the dependent variable i.e. real GDP. The resulting conditional 

autoregressive distributed lag (ADL) model can be written as Eq. (3):

m n V

Eq. (3)
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Furthermore, Hassler and Wolters (2006) showed that if explanatory variables are 

exogenous, the inclusion of instantaneous effects for the explanatory variables would lead 

to more powerful cointegration test. However, according to the specification used in this 

study, three explanatory variables (i.e. investment, government expenditure and trade 

openness) appeared as ratio to GDP . At the same time, the real GDP appears on the 

L.H.S. as dependent variable, so any output shock will affect both the sides of the equation 

simultaneously, which points to the possible endogeneity issue and the explanatory 

variables might relate to the error term. Therefore, to have plausible outcome, the 

contemporaneous effects were avoided for the above mentioned explanatory variables and 

only their lagged values were used. The deterministic part of the equation consist of a 

dummy variable lD,' that represent the politically volatile years* 40 while trend 7 ’ was used 

to capture the effects of time trend in the equation (if any). The general unrestricted model 

was framed using two lags as rule of thumb for annual data. In addition, it is important to 

mention that all the variables used in the estimation were expressed in log form so that the 

coefficients could be explained as elasticity which is easy to interpret. Based upon the 

above procedure, it is most likely that the given model would produce reliable outcome.

As next step, once the appropriate specification is finalised, the automated general- 

to-specific {Gets) model selection procedure was applied using PcGets to eliminate the 

redundant regressors and to obtain a congruent parsimonious model. This procedure drops 

the insignificant variables out of the general model without causing efficiency loss 

(Krolzig, 2001; Hendry and Krolzig, 2005). Hence, during the selection process, two 

regressors i.e. labour force and government expenditure failed to gain statistical 

significance and were excluded from the final specific model. Furthermore, for investment, 

the 2nd lag remained insignificant and was eliminated. Last to mention is inflation, for 

which the contemporaneous effect and first lag was eliminated. Thus, the specific model 

contains investment, openness and inflation alongside the dummy41 and trend. The general 

and specific model can be seen in Table 2.3.

Once the specific model was obtained using the PcGets, the Kiviet and Phillips 

(1992) test for cointegration was applied to the model (which is embedded in the PcGive

’9 where GDP was used as a measuring rod to capture the overtime behaviour of the variable
40 These include disturbed election years (1977, 1988, 1991, 1993, 1997, 2007), invasion of Afghanistan and 
huge influx of refugees into Pakistan (1979), Nuclear tests (1998), Military Coup (1999) and year worse hit 
by terrorism and political instability (2008)
41 Dummy for the political instability is retained in the model, despite being insignificant, due to its important 
nature and its potential effects on growth.
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unit root test42) to investigate the cointegrating relationship among the given variables. The 

Kiviet and Phillips (1992) test statistic has the empirical value equal to “-4.29” which is 

statistically significant at 10 percent level of significance. Thus, results reject the null 

hypothesis of “No Cointegration”, establishing that real GDP is cointegrated with the given 

explanatory variables and evidence exists for the long run relationship among the given 

series. Nevertheless, before proceeding further it is important to check the economic 

validity of the resulting empirical estimates. Considering the economic interpretation of the 

final specific model, results suggest that 10 percent increase in investment (relative to 

GDP) will result in 2.4 percent increase in the level of real GDP in Pakistan. The positive 

relationship of investment and GDP is thus an exposition of Solow (1956) and is in line 

with the already established research results by Barro (1991), Bleaney (1996) and Levine 

and Renelt (1992). Similarly, trade openness positively affects the level of economic 

output in Pakistan which marks the importance of international trade. Lastly, coefficient 

for inflation appears with negative sign and is in accordance with Barro (1997) and Zhang 

and Zou (2001) and depicts the negative supply side shocks for Pakistan. The dummy 

representing the politically non-stable years also have posted a negative sign as expected. 

Hence, all the coefficients in the specific model are according to expectations and the 

specific model parsimoniously explains economic growth in Pakistan. In addition, all the 

diagnostic tests against error autocorrelation (AR), heteroscedasticity (ARCH and hetero), 

non-normality (Normality) and functional form misspecification (RESET) were satisfied. 

Therefore, as the results were validated from the economic theory, have desirable 

econometric properties and cointegration is established, the next section is based upon the 

given specific model to enquire the effect of fiscal decentralisation in Pakistan using the 

ECM technique.

42 It is important to note that the Error Correction term (rgdp_ 1) does not follow the standard t-distribution, 
instead, the PcGive unit root test provides the correct significance test for ADL representation of the models 
(see Baneriee and Hendry, 1992 and Ericsson and MacKinnan, 2002, Baneriee et al., 1993, pp. 54-55, Kiviet 
and Phillips, 1992)
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Table 2.3: Results for ADL representation of General Economic Model 
(Dependent Variable-rg /̂p)_____________________________________

Variables
General ADL Model 
(with 2 lags) Specific Model 1

Solved static LR Equation 
for Model 1

Constant Constant 3.80* 2.01*** Variables Model 1
rgdp j 0.56*** 0.69*** Constant 6.57***

Real GDP rgdp_2 -0.001 —
• Ümv 0.24

inv 1 0.11* 0.07* open 0.69***
Investment inv 2 -0.01 — inf -0 il***

Government ge_\ 0.03 Dummy -0.03
Expenditure ge_2 -0.01 —- Trend 04** *

open_) 0.10 0.10** — —

Openness open 2 0.17** 0.11** — —

If 0.35 — — —

I fJ -0.30 — — —

Labour force If 2 -0.33 — — —

inf 0.01 — — —

inf_\ -0.01 — — —

Inflation inf 2 -0.04*** -0 03*** — —

Political
instability* D , -0.01 -0.01
Trend t 0.02** 0.01** — —

Number of observations 34 34 . . . . . . . .

Number of parameters 17 8 . . . .

PcGive Unit root test** -4.29* . . . . . . . .

AR 1-2 test 1.9382 [0.1784] 1.6821 [0.2072] — —

ARCH 1-1 test: 0.88209 [0.3547] 0.21440 [0.6465] . . . .

Normality test: 3.8888 [0.1431] 2.1323 [0.3443]

hetero test:
Not enough 
observation 0.89304 [0.5731]

RESET test: 3.0451 [0.1002] 1.8114 [0.1851] — . . . .

Significant at 1%=***, 5%=**, 10%=* ,
# marginally insignificant at 10% level of significance
Notel:m PcGive Unit root test represents the Kiviet and Phillips (1992) test for cointegration 
Note2: All variables were expressed in logs

2.4.2 Error Correction Model for fiscal decentralisation variables

From the above discussion it has established that the economic output and the 

explanatory variables i.e. investment, openness and inflation are cointegrated. Hence, the 

specific model explains the long run effects of explanatory variables in relation to real 

GDP. Now as the variables in the general economic model are cointegrated, the inclusion
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of fiscal decentralisation proxies in the model is expected not to distort the established 

relationship. Therefore, it is reasonable to use the Error Correction Model (ECM) 

associated with the above level relationship in ADL so as to estimate the relationship 

between fiscal decentralisation and economic growth. The proxies for fiscal 

decentralisation fi.e. fd tax, f d !oc, f d trans and f d tpr) were incorporated into the ECM to find out 

both the short run and long run effects of the variables of interest. However, the proxies of 

fiscal decentralisation were incorporated turn by turn into the model due to the degrees of 

freedom issue and to avoid possible collinearity among alternative measures of fiscal 

decentralisation (Table 2.4). Once again Gets approach was applied, however, being the 

variables of interest, both the dynamic and lagged level effects of fiscal decentralisation 

variables were kept fixed 43 (alongside the variables in levels from the earlier specific 

model i.e. from Model 1 (given at Table 2.3) and a restricted model is estimated with 

PcGets. Finally, the ECM specification of the estimated model can be presented 

algebraically as below in Eq. (4) while the empirical results for the given specific models 

are reported in Table 2.4. The equation follows general explanation as is given for Eq. (2) 

whereas two lags were used for the dynamic short run effects while avoiding the 

contemporaneous effects for inv and open.

m  n  V

f3rM nvt_ f  +  ^  phAopent_ h
e=l f= 1 h=1

Q r

+  ^  piAinft_i +  ^  PjAfdt_j +  Yirgdpt-i  +  Y2™vt_1 +  y ^ p e n ^  
i= 0 7=0

+ Yfinft - 1  + Y sfd t- i  + £t

A rgdpt = v + St + QDt +

Eq.(4)

43 With PcGets, variables of interest can be forced into the model by keeping their status as F.fixed, so as to 
avoid their deletion
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Table 2.4: ECM Results for the effects of fiscal decentralisation on economic growth
(Dependent Variable Argdp)

Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5
Constant Constant —- 2.754** 2 253*** 2.200***
Openness Aopen 1 -0.109* -0.115* -0.119** -0.124**
Inflation A inf 1 0.033*** 0.027** 0.023* 0.025*
Real GDP rgdp_ 1 -0.12*** -0 38*** -0.35*** -0.34***
Investment inv 1 0.069 0.081* 0.091* 0.104**
Openness open 1 0.257*** 0.206** 0.241** 0.235***
Inflation in f j -0.045*** -0.031*** -0.035** -0.038**
Ratio of Provincial tax 
revenues to Total Govt.

& fâ ta x  _1 -0.056

fd ta x  _  1 0.088***revenues

Ratio of Provincial local A f d io c  _ l 0.023
rev to Total Govt, revenues f d io c  _1 -0.029
Federal Transfers to 
Provinces as ratio to Total

A f d t ram 0.074**

fd tra n s  _1 0.007Govt, revenues

Ratio of Total Provincial ^ f d t p  r 0.083*
rev to
Total Govt, revenues fd -tp r _ 1 0.015

Dummy D , -0.018** -0.010 -0.018** -0.018**

Trend t 0.006*** 0.018*** 0.015*** 0.014***

Number of observations 34 34 34 34

Number of parameters 10 11 11 11

PcGive Unit root test## 3.63** 3.38 4.59** 4.72**
Long run Elasticity for Provincial tax revenue 0.752

3.2678 1.3956 1.4984 1.5817
AR 1-2 test [0.0572] [0.2697] [0.2464] [0.2292]

0.0008 0.4699 0.0355 0.8684
ARCH 1-1 test: [0.9776] [0.5005] [0.8518] [0.3584]

0.57928 0.7124 0.4998 0.1053
Normality test: [0.7485] [0.7003] [0.7789] [0.9487]

0.99023 0.1968 1.5195 1.6805
hetero test: [0.5179] [0.9906] [0.2146] [0.1629]

1.0539 0.4194 1.1967 0.9589
RESET23 test: [0.3655] [0.5240] [0.3220] [0.3995]
Significant at 1%=***, 5%= **, 10%=*,
Notel:m PcGive Unit root test represents the Kiviet and Phillips (1992) test for cointegration
Note2: All variables were expressed in logs
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2.4.3 Results Interpretation
The results for the ECM model are presented at Table 2.4. Most importantly, results 

satisfied the test for the existence of long run cointegrating relationship between fiscal 

decentralisation and economic growth in Pakistan. The error correction term depicted by 

the lagged level dependent variable {rgdp 1) has coefficient ranging between 0.12 - 0.3544 * 

across alternative models. The PcGive unit root test43 for the models once again 

substantiate the rejection of the null hypothesis of no cointegration (Table 2.4) and 

confirms what we observed in ADL model. As the error correction term indicates that with 

each period following a shock, the relationship will converge to its long run steady state at 

the given rate (i.e. 0.12 - 0.35) for alternative models as presented in Table 2.4. Hence, 

analysis provides evidence that the long run cointegrating relationship do exist among the 

variables discussed in the study.

To start with, Table 2.4 contains the result for the different aspects of fiscal 

decentralisation. As we have used two measures to gauge provincial autonomy i.e. 

provincial tax revenues and provincial local revenues, Model 2 presents the relationship 

between ‘provincial tax revenues’ and output growth. A/dtax 1 reports the dynamic short 

run effects for the stated variable on the economic growth and is statistically insignificant 

with negative sign. Despite being insignificant, it guides us that an increase in provincial 

revenue raising capacity may have short run distortionary effects for the economy. On the 

contrary, over the long run enhanced provincial taxation powers positively contribute to 

economic output. This is depicted by the lagged level ‘provincial tax revenues’ ifdtax_ 1) 

which is statistically significant and has positive sign. Thus, results suggest that provincial 

autonomy makes the SNGs more productive and responsible which stimulate economic 

output in the long run. The adjustment in provincial taxes may lead to short run 

fluctuations in the economic output but over the long run it contributes positively. 

According to Model 2, the long run elasticity for provincial tax revenues is 0.7546. 

Although it seems quite high, nevertheless, due to slow adjustment (indicated by the lower 

error correction term for Model 2 i.e. -0.12) it was not unexpected. Furthermore, for this

44 Because the LR relationship for Model 3 is statistically insignificant
44 As the PcGive unit root test provides the significance test for the lagged dependent variable only (which in 
the ECM representation is not the error correction term) therefore, the critical values and p-values used for 
the significance for the PcGive unit root test in Table 2.4 were obtained using the response surfaces in 
Ericsson and MacKinnon (1999), as implemented in the program ECMtest.xls (version 1.0) and discussed in 
Ericsson and MacKinnon (2002), pp. 316
46 Where k = y5i/-y i, in accordance with equation (4) specification, and i refers to proxy for fiscal 
decentralisation variable which is fd lax in this case
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analysis due to small sample we are not interested in magnitudes but instead signs are more 

important so as to detect the effects of alternative fiscal decentralisation reforms policies.

However, same effects could not be validated for the second proxy of provincial 

autonomy i.e. the provincial local revenues as presented in Model 3 within Table 2.4. The 

coefficients for the fdjoc turned insignificant both in the short run and the long run. 

However, it is surprising to note that lagged level coefficient (i.e. fdioc _1) has a negative 

sign. This hints that any increase in the unplanned revenues of provincial governments lack 

any positive impact on the economic output. Despite the fact that fdioc is statistically 

insignificant, still if we calculate the multiplier effect it is very small (0.076). This suggests 

that economic returns from provincial autonomy, in form of higher taxation powers only, 

has positive and significant long run effects on the GDP of Pakistan.

In this study, the separation of distinct aspects of fiscal decentralisation provides an 

opportunity to have an in-depth analysis of different sources of decentralisation. In this 

regard, the third important measure for fiscal decentralisation was the ‘federal transfer to 

provinces’ (Model 4). This measure characterises the partial fiscal decentralisation and it 

has posted reverse short run and long run implications in terms of significance as compared 

to provincial tax autonomy measure that is discussed earlier. Results indicate that federal 

transfers have positive effects in the short run only. According to the results, 10 percent 

increase in federal transfers will increase real GDP by 0.7 percent in the short run, 

nevertheless, this arrangement will not cause any long run contribution as fd trans remains 

statistically insignificant. This shows that any further increase in federal transfers, that 

actually constitute enormous portion of the provincial revenues, will have no effect 

towards the long run economic output.

Lastly, as total provincial revenues were dominantly financed through federal 

transfers, similar results were obtained for fd tpr_ 1 as well i.e. having significant short run 

effects only (Model 5). Empirical results hence suggest that an increase in total provincial 

revenues without increasing the provincial autonomy will not contribute to the long run 

economic productivity. Thus, the current mechanism of increasing total provincial 

revenues in Pakistan through higher federal transfers seems ineffective in enhancing the 

economic efficiency of the provinces and continuation of such policy might lead to 

diseconomies. The emphasis is therefore needed to alter the respective share of own 

revenues and federal transfers in provincial budgets and to encourage provinces to generate 

more revenues from own resources. This can be achieved through diversification of the
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resource distribution formula to include efficiency enhancing measures which can help to 

tape efficiency gains instead of just increasing the share of SNG at national level.

Finally, following the signs of the control variables across different models we are 

confident that the results are robust. The investment measure had insignificant short run 

effects and was therefore eliminated following the general-to-specific (Gets) approach. 

However, it produced statistically significant lagged level effects (inv_ 1) in three out of 

four models in Table 2.4. Similarly, openness measure had produced the statistically 

significant short run and long run coefficients. In the short run, it has negative effect on 

economic growth which may be driven by the heavy imports and trade deficits. But it is 

established in the literature that international trade enhances economic growth and the 

same is depicted by the statistically significant positive coefficient for openness i.e. 

open \. On the other hand, inflation produced a significant positive short run coefficient 

but it posted negative lagged level effects which is consistent with economic theory. Thus, 

variables continued to carry the same signs and significance with comparable magnitudes 

as indicated in the general economic model in Table 2.3 and results were consistent across 

the given ECM models in Table 2.4. Tastly, the same control variables across different 

models (for alternative measures of fiscal decentralisation) allows for precise comparison 

among available estimates and help in better analysis. Most importantly the control 

variables and proxies for fiscal decentralisation have produced almost the same results with 

comparable magnitudes, signs and significance in Table 2.4. Hence, with such careful 

analysis, results are believed to be reliable and representative of the actual state of affairs.

2.4.4 Discussion

The highlight of this analysis is that, to our knowledge it is the first study that 

applied the cointegration technique to the topic and have separated the short run effects 

from the long run implications of fiscal decentralisation on economic growth. This study 

not only quantified the effects of different sources of provincial revenues but also bifurcate 

their short run and long run implications attached to the economic output. As different 

measures of fiscal decentralisation have been used, this exercise identified the avenues 

where added emphasis is required so as to enhance economic growth in the long run. Short 

run effects help in recognising instant effects of a policy change whereas the long run 

analysis bring to the light the actual economic contribution of the fiscal decentralisation 

stance in Pakistan. Thus, despite the fact that fiscal decentralisation is a long run
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phenomenon, this study make us aware of the immediate consequences of a resource shift 

policy and for the first time we are able to weigh both the effects, simultaneously.

Empirical analysis made it clear that fiscal decentralisation can influence economic 

growth only through the channel of efficiency enhancement. Out of the given fiscal 

decentralisation measures, only provincial tax autonomy depicted long run positive 

implications which reflects that increase in provincial autonomy will improve economic 

productivity. Findings suggest that if SNGs are given higher revenue raising 

responsibilities, it will enhance economic growth through the channel of fiscal 

decentralisation. This mechanism increases their capability, make the SNGs innovative as 

well as responsible (Oates, 1993; Thornton, 2007; Martinez-Vazquez and McNab, 2003). 

Thus, provinces respond efficiently to local needs (Brennan and Buchanan, 1980) due to 

the yardstick competition (Besley and Case, 1995) which in turn increases productivity of 

economic agents and stimulates economic growth. Moreover, difference between the 

coefficients of fd,ax and fdioc reflects that provincial tax revenues are relatively more 

efficiency enhancing and reliable source of SNG revenues and therefore it has positive 

impact on economic growth as compared to revenues generated from non-tax sources. 

Thus, with the given fiscal decentralisation system in Pakistan, provincial autonomy in 

domestic revenue generation has not yet achieved its growth consistent optimum level and 

there are opportunities available which can stimulate economic growth.

On the contrary, in the long run, any further increase in the already dominant factor 

of provincial revenues (i.e. federal transfers which contributed 76 percent on average) will 

be non-productive in terms of its contribution to economic output (though it may have 

social dimensions). The poor provincial capacities to generate own resources and dominant 

dependence on federal transfers seems to have undermined the long run net effects of fiscal 

decentralisation in Pakistan. On the other hand, if we follow Xie et al. (1999) explanation, 

results suggest that the partial fiscal decentralisation mechanism adopted in Pakistan has 

reached its maximum level to achieve higher levels of productivity and efficiency at 
provincial level47. Further increase in federal transfers with the given distribution 

mechanism (i.e. adopting single criterion of population) may harm the economic 

performance of the country.

As results differ for distinct fiscal decentralisation measures in their short run and 

long run implications, these correctly identify the weaknesses of fiscal decentralisation

4' Although, there is no econometric evidence for that from the given analysis
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mechanism. In Pakistan, provinces had negligible taxation powers which makes around 15 

percent of total provincial resources on average over the period under analysis (while it 

was recorded as only 7 percent of total provincial revenues in 2009). Similarly, provincial 

local revenues which include both the tax as well as non-tax revenues has contributed 

around 23.5 percent to total provincial revenues on average over the period from 1974- 

2009 (although it was recorded as 20 percent in 2009). On the other hand, federal transfers 

has constituted on average 76 percent of the total provincial revenues (while its 

contribution was recorded as 80 percent in year 2009). What seems obvious from this 

information is that in Pakistan the focus of decentralisation was mainly through the partial 

fiscal decentralisation mechanism and it was evident from this analysis that any further 

increase will not generate any long run positive outcome for economy of Pakistan. We 

have detected that with the enhancement of provincial capacities to generate own revenues 

i.e. greater level of provincial autonomy will result in positive long run effects. However, 

provincial own source revenues contribute a modest portion to the total provincial revenues 

and the overall effect of fiscal decentralisation is thus far from optimal.

Another line of argument could be that as federal transfers were being decided only 

on the basis of a single criterion (i.e. population) thus it merely presented expenditure 

needs of SNGs. Resource distribution formula in Pakistan was deficient of any 

consideration for the efficiency aspects, which is the main stay of fiscal decentralisation 

theory. Similarly, federal transfer to provinces represents transfer payments to the 

provincial governments from the funds that are already collected by the federal authorities 

therefore; on its own it will not stimulate the economic efficiency of the provinces. Instead, 

federal transfers might have resulted in higher consumption spending by SNG’s, not 

necessarily in accordance with local needs. Rodden (2002) stated that increase in transfers 

from national to SNG lead to much higher consumption expenditures as compared to 

similar increase originated from the local resources, which means that provincial autonomy 

makes the SNGs more responsible. Same pattern was observed by Ahmed et al. (2007), 

that with the increase in federal transfers, the non-developmental expenditures of the 

provinces had increased, which had no bearing on long run economic output through the 

channel of fiscal decentralisation.

Thus, excessive dependence on federal transfers coupled with single criterion 

formula has presumably failed to affect provincial capacity to grow optimally and bared 

efficient contribution to economic growth in the long run. One can say that under the given 

fiscal decentralisation system, provinces were not better positioned to take advantage of
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these transfers. This reflects that during the period under analysis, decentralisation 

mechanism in Pakistan was lacking the required incentives that could make the SNGs 

more responsible, innovative and productive. Lastly, inconsistencies with respect to fiscal 

decentralisation and disturbed political setup in the country might also be responsible for 

the outcome. In brief, it was found that the fiscal decentralisation mechanism adopted in 

Pakistan still have avenues to explore so as to produce optimum results.

2.5 ROBUSTNESS CHECKS

This section provides important robustness checks for the analysis. It provides 

information on the direction of causality and examines the validity of using linear 

regression model for estimation. In addition, the provincial panel data is also analysed to 

investigate the validity of results that were obtained with the national data analysis.

2.5.1 Is it really the Fiscal Decentralisation which causes Economic Growth?

During the study, it has been explained that fiscal decentralisation in Pakistan was 

subject to policy decisions. During the period under analysis i.e. 1974-2009, a number of 

policy decisions were taken and noticeable changes occurred to the definition of the 

divisible pool. In addition, province’s right on a number of endowments were accepted at 

different times and provinces started to receive amounts in the form of straight transfers48; 

that were the amounts not transferred before. With this background, therefore, fiscal 

decentralisation was treated as the exogenous determinant for the economic output in 

Pakistan, during this analysis. However, fiscal decentralisation mechanism had certain 

deadlocks as well, where the given fiscal resource distribution formula remained 

implemented for longer period of time (e.g. 1974-1990). In those situations, there are 

chances that economic progress of the country might have taken the driving seat and have 

started to determine the resource availability at the provincial levels. If that happened, it 

will violate the assumed relationship, where fiscal decentralisation determines the 

economic output. For this reason, it is worth to consider the direction of causality between 

fiscal decentralisation and economic growth. In econometrics, for this purpose the Granger 

causality test can be used to potentially establish the direction of causation.

The Granger causality test is valid for enquiring the direction of causality for one- 

step-ahead prediction, where the lagged values49 are used to predict the contemporaneous 

values of the dependent variable. Nevertheless, it is important to note here that this test is

48 like royalties for oil, gas and hydel power generation
49 Lags of the variable in question and that of the explanatory variable(s)
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valid for predicting one-step-ahead values only and it does not tell us anything about the 

long run relationship among the variables. Having mentioned that, now we will use the 

Bilateral Causality test to enquire whether it is the fiscal decentralisation which causes 

economic output (FD —» GDP) or it is the other way around (i.e. GDP —> FD); where the 

arrow indicates the direction of causality. As it has already been discussed (in section

2.3.2.d) that fiscal decentralisation and GDP variables are first difference stationary, 

therefore, the variables used for this test were expressed in first difference form, because, 

stationarity is crucial for Granger causality test (Gujarati, 2004).

In order to address the question of direction of causality with Granger causality test, 

the following two equations need to be estimated. In accordance with the question asked in 

this section, Eq.(2.6) shows that the current values of FD (Afd) are related to the past 

values of itself50 51 as well as that of real GDP growth31 (Argdp); while Eq. (2.7) depicts the 

vice versa situation. Eq. (2.6) indicates that the direction of causality in the form of 

Argdp —> Afdtax. The significance of the distributed lagged coefficients in each equation 

will determine the importance of past values of the right hand side variable in predicting 

the left hand side variable, and thus will determine the direction of causality. The equations 

are given below:

m  n

A/dt = ^  ae Af d t_e + ^  /3f Argdpt_f  + u lt
e= l f=1

Eq. (2.6)

m  n

Argdpt = ^  ah Argdpt_h + ^  /?, A /dt_É + u2t
h=1 i=l

Eq. (2.7)

As the selection of lagged values has important implications for the test results, 

therefore, the test is performed at different lags and results are presented below. Table 2.5 
presents the results for Granger causality test32 and indicates that there is no concrete 

evidence to establish that fiscal decentralisation measures were caused by the economic 

growth in Pakistan. For all the fiscal decentralisation measures, the calculated p-values 

were statistically insignificant at 5 percent level of significance and hence we cannot reject

50 The autoregressive (AR) part
51 The distributed lagged values (DL); where it is the DL part, the significance of which determines the 
results for the Granger causality test

Which is also called ‘Granger Non-Causality Test’ at times, due to the nature of the null hypothesis
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the null hypothesis ; which embeds that the lagged values of the variable used to explain 

(the dependent variable) does not play a role in determining the current values of the 

dependent variable. The Granger causality test thus at least solves the question and 

confirms that the direction of causality does not flow from economic growth towards fiscal 

decentralisation, and that fiscal decentralisation was the exogenously determined policy 

decision.

Table 2.5: Granger Causality Test Results
1) Provincial Tax revenues and Economic growth
Direction of causality Number of lags F-value P-value Decision1

Argdp —> Afdtax 2 2.60467 0.0917 Accept H0

Argdp -> Afdlax 3 1.62205 0.2094 Accept H0

Argdp -*• Afdtax 4 2.00070 0.1296 Accept H0

Afdlax ->• Argdp 2 0.02506 0.9753 Accept H0

Afdtax -»■ Argdp 3 0.09169 0.9639 Accept H0

Afd,ax -*• Argdp 4 0.23685 0.9145 Accept H0

2) Provincial Local revenues and Economic growth
Direction of causality Number of lags F-value P-value Decision1

Argdp —► Afd,oc 2 0.71223 0.4992 Accept H0

Argdp -»■ Afdioc 3 0.76889 0.5223 Accept H0

Argdp -> Afdioc 4 1.13867 0.3643 Accept H0

Afd/oc —> Argdp 2 0.82334 0.4493 Accept H0

Afdioc -*■ Argdp 3 0.48684 0.6945 Accept H0

Afdh,c -*■ Argfijp 4 0.43407 0.7825 Accept H0

Note 1: At 5 percent level of significance

2: Variables were expressed in first difference form to achieve stationarity

3: Ho; Variable under consideration does not ‘Granger cause’ the other variable; whereas arrow (—>) 

indicates the direction of causality

53 In both the cases i.e. (EG —> FD) and (FD —> EG)
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Table 2.5: Granger Causality Test Results (cont...)
3) Federal Transfers to Provinces and Economic growth
Direction of causality Number of lags F-value P-value Decision1

Argdp —> Afdflram 2 0.63754 0.5361 Accept H0

Argdp -* Afdßram 3 0.63970 0.5966 Accept H0

Argdp -* Afdfram 4 0.62729 0.6481 Accept H0

Af d f r a n s  —► Argdp 2 0.49999 0.6118 Accept H0

Afdf,ram-r  Argdp 3 0.35335 0.7871 Accept H0

Afdßrans -> Argdp 4 0.32142 0.8606 Accept H0

4) Total Provincial revenues and Economic growth
Direction of causality Number of lags F-value P-value Decision1

Argdp -> Afdlpr 2 0.91825 0.4109 Accept H0

Argdp -> Afd,pr 3 0.80928 0.5007 Accept H0

Argdp —► Afd,pr 4 0.97011 0.4437 Accept H0

A f d lp r  -> Argdp 2 0.97825 0.3885 Accept H0

Afdlpr -> Argdp 3 0.66504 0.5814 Accept H0

A f d j p r  -»■ Argc/p 4 0.52000 0.7219 Accept H0

Note 1: At 5 percent level of significance

2: Variables were expressed in first difference form to achieve stationarity

3: H0: Variable under consideration does not ‘Granger cause’ the other variable; whereas arrow (—►) 

indicates the direction of causality
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2.5.2 Is the Relationship between Fiscal Decentralisation and Economic Growth 
Non-Linear?

One of the important questions that arise is to enquire whether or not the 

relationship between fiscal decentralisation and economic growth is linear. If the 

relationship proves to be non-linear then it will have serious impact over the results 

interpretation and the effect of fiscal decentralisation on economic growth will need to be 

assessed differently. Hence, to enquire the non-linearity in relation, a squared level series 

of fiscal decentralisation proxies was entered into the given specification of Eq. (2.5) so 

that the possibility of long run non-linear relationship between fiscal decentralisation and 

economic growth can be explored. The resulting specification can be presented in Eq. 

(2 .8), where the statistical significance of y6 will determine the acceptance or rejection of 

the hypothesis about the non-linearity in relationship between fiscal decentralisation and 

economic growth.

A rgdpt
III, IL t'

= v + St + 6Dt -I- (3eArgdpt_e + ^  fd^Ainvt_f + ^  (3hAopent_
e = l /= 1 h= 1

Q r

+ ^  PiAinft-i + P jA fd ^ j  + Yxrgdpt_ x + y2invt_1 + y3opent _ 1 

i=o 7=0

+ Y tin ft-i + Y sfd t-i + Y6 f t f - i  + £t

.................................................................( 2 .8)

In order to estimate the given model with PcGets, the series in levels for control 

economic variables (i.e. investment, openness and inflation) and the observed as well as 

squared series of fiscal decentralisation proxies were kept fixed while the estimated results 

are given in Table 2.6. Results indicate that during the estimation none of the squared 

proxy of fiscal decentralisation could achieve statistical significance. Therefore, the 
hypothesis of non-linear relationship is rejected and in accordance with the available 

evidence from the given data set, the relationship between fiscal decentralisation and 

economic growth is linear.
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Table 2.6: Testing for Non-Linearity 
(Dependent Variable -- Argdp)

in effects of Fiscal Decentralisation

Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5
Constant Constant —- 2.727** 2.757*** 3.503**
Openness A open  1 -0.090* -0.115* -0.128** -0.134**
Inflation A inf_\ 0.034*** 0.028** 0.024* 0.024*
Real GDP rgdp  1 -0.12*** -0 37*** -0.36*** -0.38***
Investment inv 1 0.699 0.084* 0.080 0.091*
Openness open_1 0.258*** 0.209** 0.258** 0.248***
Inflation i n f j -0.046*** -0.033** -0.036** -0.039**

Ratio of Provincial tax 
revenues to Total Govt.

A fdtax _1 -0.055

fdtax _1 0.073
revenues f i ?  tax J 0.005

kfdioc _1 0.021

Ratio of Provincial local fdioc _ i -0.095
rev to Total Govt, revenues fd*iocJ 0.019

Federal Transfers to 
Provinces as ratio to Total

A fdtrans 0.085**
fdtrans _1 -0.258

Govt, revenues I i 0.044

Ratio of Total Provincial 
rev to

A fdtpr 0.110**

fdtpr _1 -0.631
Total Govt, revenues fd 2 tpr _1 0.099

Dummy D, -0.018** -0.011 -0.019** -0.020***

Trend t 0.006*** 0.016*** 0.015*** 0.016***

Number of observations 34 34 34 34
Number of parameters 11 12 12 12

AR 1-2 test
3.3188

[0.0559]
1.6689

[0.2136]
1.2085

[0.3196]
1.4151

[0.2662]

ARCH 1-1 test:
0.0008

[0.9776]
0.3560

[0.5549]
0.04381
[0.8355]

0.6457
[0.4276]

Normality test:
0.5289

[0.7676]
0.5719

[0.7513]
0.6536

[0.7212]
0.2315

[0.8907]

hetero test:
0.9902

[0.5179]
0.8482

[0.6403]
1.2042 

[0.3727]
1.4243 

[0.2594]

RESET23 test:
0.8856

[0.6080]
0.8384

[0.4470]
0.7300

[0.4943]
0.7453

[0.4873]
Significant at 1%=***, 5%=**, 10%=*, 
Note: All variables were expressed in logs
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2.5.3 Data and Methodology for the Analysis at the Provincial Level

This section discusses the effects of fiscal decentralisation on provincial economic 

growth and is based on the provincial data. According to the nature of the data, two 

estimations techniques were adopted to analyse the provincial panel data for three 

provinces.

2.5.3.a Economic model and determinants of provincial GDP

Based on the economic rationale advanced in the earlier sections, analysis of the 

effects of fiscal decentralisation on economic output can be extended to the provincial 

level. Quantification of the effects of fiscal decentralisation on the provincial GDP will 

provide a robustness check to the results found at the national level estimation. In addition, 

the provincial analysis will also highlight the fundamental differences among the provinces 

(if any). With the provincial level analysis, it will also be possible to figure out that 

whether or not the effects of fiscal decentralisation were uniform for all the provinces in 

Pakistan or these differed among the provinces. Hence, the provincial panel data was used 

to investigate the effects of fiscal decentralisation on provincial GDP at the SNG level.

Despite the potential benefits for the provincial level study, the data availability 

issues cannot be ignored. As we know, there are number of economic indicators which are 

mainly available explicitly at the national level like openness, inflation and national 

investment^4. In addition, availability of disaggregated data at SNG level is particularly 

problematic in the developing countries, including Pakistan. For this reason, the economic 

model is kept simple and explicit. To evaluate the effects of fiscal decentralisation on the 

economic performance at the SNG level in Pakistan, the provincial GDP (pgdp) is used as 

the dependent variable. On the other hand, the set of independent variables included^5, the 

proxies for fiscal decentralisation (i.e. federal transfers to SNGs and SNG’s domestic tax 

revenues-both expressed as ratio to respective total provincial revenues), human capital 

indicators (proxied with education and health indicators) and investment by the provincial 
and national governments. Hence, the general economic model for the relationship under 

consideration can be presented as Eq.(2.9).

pgdpu =  a  +  pxf d jit +  P2lp riit +  p3lhbedit +  /?4Zde v it +  p sinvit +  et

Eq.(2.9) 54 55

54 Which, due to the huge spillover effects, cannot exactly be separated on the basis of geographical location
55 Provincial population was left out of the model due to stationarity issues
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Where i refers to province, t refers to time while in the case fiscal decentralisation j  

refers to the two measures of fiscal decentralisation. The above equation provides basic 

model that would be used to assess the effects of fiscal decentralisation on the provincial 

GDP (pgdp). It is important to note here that the human capital measures (pri and hbed) 

along with the provincial development expenditures (dev) are expected to be influenced by 

the prevailing level of fiscal decentralisation. Therefore, to avoid endogeneity issues, these 

variables were lagged by one period in the model, represented by (Ipri, Ihbed and Idev). 

The assumption here is that although the current level of fiscal decentralisation can have an 

effect upon the contemporaneous values of the given explanatory variables, it cannot affect 

the previous year's predetermined values. In this manner the problem of endogeneity is 

tackled and hence the letter “f  ’ at the start of given measures indicates their lagged values. 

The discussion below elaborates basic rationale for the inclusion of the important 

explanatory variables.

Fd: Fiscal decentralisation is our main variable of interest. It is obvious from the literature 

that informed policy making results in better resource allocation and hence positively 

affects economic performance. Two measures are used to proxy fiscal decentralisation i.e. 

share of SNG tax revenue (ptax) and the federal transfers to the SNGs (ftrans). Both the 

fiscal decentralisation measures are expressed as ratio to total provincial revenues (of the 

respective province). These measures will help to distinctly identify the effects of different 

sources of subnational government’s finance on their economic performance. Different 

sources of subnational government’s revenues are assumed to have distinct incentives for 

the local governments and the research question is that whether it is the resources or the 

autonomy that enhances local government productivity.

Pri: in order to explain the economic output, human capital is considered to have very 

important role. If the population in a society is educated, it is assumed to be better 

equipped to engage in the ‘learning by doing’ practices and people are relatively more 

efficient and productive. Therefore, we use two measures to proxy the human capital at the 
provincial level, and primary school enrolment (pri) is one of these. As the data on literacy 

rate is not available (even at the national level) in Pakistan therefore, primary school 

enrolment is used to capture the given effect in each province. This variable is thus an 

important determinant of economic productivity in the provinces and captures an important 

aspect of human capital.
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Hbed: another important contributor to better human capital is considered to be the health 

sector. Healthy minds and bodies are capable to work in better way and can explain the 

difference in the economic performance. Here we use the health facilities measure to 

capture the effects of health sector in the larger preview of human capital. The available 

health facilities at each province will be captured by using the measure of hospital bed 

availability per 1000 population (hbed), at each province. Hence, in the broader concept of 

human capital, this indicator of health facilities will help in explaining the economic 

performance of the provinces.

Dev: Among the other very important determinants of economic output includes the 

investment level. Once again two measures were used to capture the effects of investment 

on economic output in each province and SNG’s development expenditure (dev) is used as 

one of the indicator of investment. The provincial development expenditure (as ratio to 

total provincial expenditures-of the respective province) is used to capture the effects of 

investment, financed by provincial government, on the provincial GDP. Each provincial 

government allocates certain amounts for the development expenditures within the 

province and this measure will thus help in identifying the effects of indigenous public 

investment on the SNG’s economic output.

Inv: lastly, it is equally important to take into account the trends at the macro level and 

therefore, total investment carried out at the national level is also analysed for its effects on 

provincial GDP. The fact is that federal government undertakes mega investment projects 

like building dams, motorways, ports, and similar kind of other projects, which carry huge 

spillover effects and hence, potentially affects the economic performance of the provinces. 

Thus total investment at the national level (as ratio to national GDP-/«v) is used to capture 

the said effects.

Having discussed the economic model, Table 2.7 provides basic definition for each 

of the variable while the next sub-section provides the data sources.
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T a b le  2 .7 : V a r ia b le  n a m e s  a n d  d e fin itio n s
Variable Name Definition

Economic prosperity pgdp Provincial GDP (at constant prices)

Provincial own source 

revenues ptax
Provincial tax revenue as ratio to total provincial 
revenues (for each province)

Fiscal

decentralisation Federal transfers to SNGs ftrans
Federal transfers to provinces as ratio to total 

provincial revenues (for each province)

Enrolment at Primary 

level pri
Number of students enrolled at the primary 

schools (in 000s)

Human Capital

Hospital Beds relative to 

population hbed Number of Hospital Beds per 1000 population

Development 

expenditures by the 

Provincial Govt. dev
Provincial development expenditures relative to 

total provincial expenditures (for each province)

Investment

level

Investment at national 

level inv Total investment at the national level

Provinces i

Prov: 1 = Punjab 

Prov:2 = Sindh

Prov: 3 = Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KPK) *

Note 1: All variables were expressed and used in logs for estimation (as indicated by lower case letters) 
Note 2: * formally known as North West Frontier Province-NWFP

2.5.3. b Data and Methodology

This section summarises the data availability situation and the methodology 

adopted for the analysis at the provincial level.

2.5.3. C Data availability

For the provincial analysis, data set represents three out of four provinces of 

Pakistan. The three provinces include Punjab, Sindh and KPK, while Balochistan is left out 

of the analysis due to its troubled political history and unique demographic condition56. 
Data was collected from a number of sources including Provincial Development Statistics 

(various issues for Punjab, Sindh and KPK), State Bank of Pakistan (2005, 2010), World 

Bank Economic Reports (for Punjab and KPK), Pakistan Economic Survey (G.o.P., 2007), 

Provincial budget statements and Bengali and Mahpara (2006). Data covered the period 

consists of 22 annual observations, from 1980-2001. In fact, following the promulgation of

56 This province represents only 5.1 percent of the total population while it constitutes 44 percent of whole 
area of Pakistan, hence it faces severe cost disabilities as compared to the other provinces
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‘Local government ordinance, 2001’, the local government system for the third tier of 

government was implemented in Pakistan since 2002. The devolution plan allocated 

various spending responsibilities to the district levels (114 in total) and due to the 

ambiguity regarding data collection responsibilities, the data for provincial level spending 

is not systematically available thereafter. Hence, for the data we have, the time dimensions 

‘T’ (22 years) is much longer than the cross-sectional dimension ‘N’ (3 provinces) of the 

panel. Therefore, different econometric techniques were used to get reliable results.

2.5.3.d Estimation technique at the provincial level

Analysing provincial data for empirical estimation in this study provides a unique 

opportunity for learning and deducing information in a challenging situation. Time series 

dimension of the data is very long as compared to the cross-sectional element; that was 

only three provinces. With the small ‘N’ and long ‘T’ dimensions of the available data, it is 

not suitable to use the most popular techniques such as the IV estimator by Anderson and 

Hsiao(1982), the first difference GMM by Arellano and bond (1991) and the System GMM 

by Blundell and Bond (1998). These estimators hold its properties best for data sets which 

have large cross-sectional dimension ‘N’ then time series dimension i.e. ‘T’ (Baum, 2006, 
Bruno, 2005).

The long panel data set with large ‘T’ and small ‘N’ has different issues to focus 

on. Large ‘T’ inherently carries the time series characteristics and therefore requires 

efforts to avoid spurious regression. As a result, such panels need to be assessed for the 

cointegrating relationship among the variables, using the dynamic panel data analysis 

techniques. Recently a number of new techniques emerged for the analysis of long panels 

e.g. the residual based cointegration models and the error correction mechanism (ECM) 

based models. The residual-based cointegration tests are however much criticised for the 

assumption of common factor restriction. As pointed out in Banerjee, Dolado and Mestre 

(1998) and Kremers, Ericsson and Dolado (1992), in the residual-based tests the long-run 
parameters for variables (in levels) are required to be equal to the short-run parameters (i.e. 

variables in differences). Once this assumption is not fulfilled, it can cause significant loss 

of power for residual-based cointegration tests. On the contrary, the ECM based 

cointegration tests are developed by using the structural, rather than residual, dynamics. 

Starting from the mid 1990’s, different tests were developed for panel cointegration 

estimation including Pesaran, Shin and Smith (1999) and Westerlund (1997). One of the
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distinctive advantage of ECM based tests is that these can be applied to data irrespective of 

the fact that the variables are 1(1) or 1(0 ).

Pesaran, Shin and Smith (1999) proposed Pooled Mean Group (PMG) estimator, 

where both the pooling of the data as well as averaging of the coefficients, is offered. This 

estimator allows for intercept, short-run dynamic effects and error variances to differ 

among the groups, however, the long run coefficients are constrained to be the same across 

the groups and uses the whole pooled data for estimation of the long run coefficients. The 

significance of the error correction terms is taken as evidence of the cointegration for the 

given panel unit. On the other hand, Westerlund (2007) devised four new tests for panel 

cointegration, which were inspired from the Banerjee, Dolado and Mestre (1998). These 

new tests were also based on ECM mechanism and the tests are so general that these can 

accommodate unit-specific short-run dynamics, serially correlated errors, unit-specific 

“trend, intercept as well as slope parameters” and are reportedly able to tackle cross- 

sectional dependence (Westerlund, 2007). Under this technique, once the individual unit- 

specific regressions are estimated, the resulting information is then used to calculate the 

given four tests. Two group-specific tests are designed to test the alternative hypothesis 

that at least one individual unit is cointegrated (Gt, Ga), while the other two panel-specific 

tests deal with the alternative hypothesis that panel as a whole is cointegrated (Pt, Pa).

Given the nature of data, both the estimation techniques, namely the Pooled Mean 

Group (PMG) estimator and the Westerlund (2007) tests were used to investigate panel 

cointegration.

2.5.3.e Empirical Results

Estimation results for Eq.(2.9), representing the model for provincial GDP, are 

given below. Table 2.8 and Table 2.10 represent the results for two proxies of fiscal 

decentralisation and estimates are based on the Pooled Mean Group (PMG) estimator, 

which uses ECM specification for Eq.(2.9). Similarly, the empirical results for 

Westerlund's Estimation technique are presented at Table 2.9 and Table 2.11, to present 

the effects of federal transfers and provincial own source revenues, respectively. 

Estimations were performed in Stata 12.1.

This exercise has produced valuable insights and broadly confirms the earlier 

results obtained with the national data. The regression estimates has produced relatively 

better results for the federal transfers (ftrans) as a measure of fiscal decentralisation and
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the explanatory variables has mostly produced the expected signs. Overall, the PMG has 

produced better results and this can be attributed to the efficient use of the available 

information in the panel. The PMG technique uses the whole panel data to calculate the 

long run coefficients as against the Westerlund’s technique, which treats each unit 

separately. Hence, to start with, we will first discuss the results for model containing the 

federal transfers that is estimated with PMG estimator, followed the Westerlund’s 

estimation results (Table 2.8 and Table 2.9).

Before going into detailed discussion, it is important to evaluate the performance of 

estimation techniques and to confirm whether the assumed long run cointegrating 

relationship did appear to be intact. Most importantly, we found evidence for long run 

cointegrating relationship between provincial GDP and fiscal decentralisation measures. 

Both the estimation techniques reject the null hypothesis of no cointegration; when fiscal 

decentralisation was proxied with federal transfers to provinces (ftrans) as presented at 

Table 2.8 and Table 2.9. The PMG estimation provides evidence regarding the long run 

relationship for the given economic model, where most of the long run coefficients along 

with the error correction terms for each province (_ec), are statistically significant. 

Similarly, Westerlund’s estimator rejects the null hypothesis (no-cointegration) at 5 

percent level of significance for the group and unit specific tests i.e. ‘Ga’ and ‘Pa’. Hence, 

evidence exists for cointegrating relationship between provincial GDP and federal transfers 

to provinces and the results are not spurious.

However, outcome is not very encouraging for the second measure of fiscal 

decentralisation i.e. ptax. Despite the fact that the PMG estimation indicates evidence for 

long run cointegrating relationship for all the provinces (based on the statistical 

significance of the error correction terms (_ec57)), only 2 out of 5 long run coefficient 

could achieve significance (Table 2.10). In addition, the Westerlund’s estimator also 

accepts the null hypothesis (no-cointegration) even at 10 percent level of significance for 

the entire four tests (Table 2.11). So in econometric terms, with the given dataset, results 
are not very strong for provincial tax revenues as a determinant of provincial GDP. 

Nevertheless, the signs for the two measures of fiscal decentralisation are consistent with 

what was found at the national level.

37 Where the error correction terms are also less than 1, indicating the stability of the economic model
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Results for federal transfer to provinces as the determinant of provincial GDP 

Pooled Mean Group (PMG) estimation

Having discussed the outcome for the cointegrating relationship, now we move on 

to the explanation for the results involving ftrans. Analysing the long run coefficients at 

Table 2.7, results are very encouraging. Explanatory variables have produced expected 

signs and are mostly statistically significant. The long run coefficients are more important 

and are therefore discussed here one by one.

The fiscal decentralisation measure i.e. federal transfer to provinces (ftrans_ 1) is 

highly statistically significant and has produced negative sign, which is consistent with the 

earlier estimation results at the national level. It reconfirms that without any consideration
C Q

for efficiency , higher federal transfers will cause negative effects for the economic output 

in the long run. This though is discouraging, but explains the efficiency loss associated 

with the use of single criterion resource distribution formula (based on population) in 

Pakistan.

The other important long run coefficients at Table 2.10 include the proxies of 

human capital. The coefficient for primary school enrolment (lpri_ 1) is statistically 

significant at 1 percent level of significance and has produced positive sign, as expected. 

Thus, higher the educated people in the society, higher would be the productivity, resulting 

in the positive effects for provincial economic output (pgdp). Similarly, the second proxy 

for human capital is the health sector indicator i.e. hospital beds availability to population 

(,Ihbed). Any deterioration in the provision of health services is assumed to have negative 

implications for the productivity and similar results were exhibited for the statistically 

significant coefficient of lhbed_ 1. The negative sign indicates that as the number of people 

per hospital bed increases, people will be left worse-off in health facilities, which 

ultimately will result in lower economic output in the provinces.

Lastly, investment level was also proxied with 2 measures that are provincial 

development expenditures and the national total investment. Out of the two, the national 

level investment (inv_\) could not explain the provincial GDP and it was insignificant both 

as the long run coefficient as well as in the provincial short run dynamics. However, the 

provincial development expenditures (ldev_ 1) appeared with wrong sign for the long run 58

58 It is important to remember that only population was used to apportion the federal transfer among the 
SNGs
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coefficient, despite being statistically significant. It is important to note though that within 

the individual dynamic short run effects, the provincial development expenditures (Dl. 

Idev) appear with the positive sign.

As the most important long run coefficients are discussed, we will not go into 

details for the short run dynamics for each province, however, the most important finding 

at the individual province level is that provinces behave differently to the economic 

shocks. Analysing the error correction terms (_ec) it is obvious that following a shock, 

Sindh appears to be adjusting at a faster rate (0.57 percent each year) followed by KPK and 

Punjab. However, it is a fact that we need more observations and data on different 

variables39 to further comment on the speed of adjustment for each province.

Westerlund’s estimation technique

Now we would discuss the empirical results obtained with the Westerlund’s 

cointegration test and as discussed above, we have the statistical evidence for the long run 

cointegrating relationship between federal transfers to provinces and provincial GDP 

(Table 2.9). In the Westerlund’s estimation technique, the error correction term is indicated 

by the lagged level dependent variable which is pgdp_ 1 in this case. Once again the focus 

of discussion will be the significance of error correction terms and the long run coefficients 

for each province, so as to remain focussed on the more important issue.

To start with, the error correction term {pgdp_ 1) is highly significant at 5 percent 

level of significance and the respective coefficient for each province is well below the 

numerical value of ‘1’, which indicates the stability of the model. Once again the speed of 

adjustment, following a shock, is highest for province Sindh (0.74) followed by KPK and 

Punjab. The long run coefficient for federal transfers as measure of fiscal decentralisation 

(f t r a n s l ) has once again produced negative sign though it was insignificant for Punjab. 

Hence, once again we have evidence that federal transfers produced negative effects for the 

economic performance and apparently, this was because of the absence of proper 
efficiency enhancing measures in the resource distribution formula.

Among the other important long run coefficients, pri_ 1 is positive and significant 

for all the three provinces and indicates that increase in education positively affects 

provincial GDP in the long run. The second measure of human capital i.e. hbed_ 1 has 

produced the expected negative sign for Punjab and Sindh. Lastly, investment level could 59

59 Like governance, law and order, and data on agriculture, industry and natural resource endowments
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not produce the expected signs, whenever it achieved significance, which is disappointing 

result. However, as the Westerlund’s technique treats the each member of the panel 

separately to estimate individual long run effects, therefore, the observations60 might have 

not been enough to exhibit the long run effects for investment.

Results for Provincial tax revenues as the measure of fiscal decentralisation

This section discusses the effects of provincial tax revenues on provincial GDP. 

Table 2.10 presents the PMG estimation while the result for Westerlund’s cointegration 

technique is presented at Tables 2.10. As already mentioned above, the estimation results 

for model involving provincial tax revenues as a measure of fiscal decentralisation are not 

up to the mark and we need to be careful in the interpretation of results.

P ooled  M ean Group (PM G) estim ation

To begin with, the empirical results obtained with Pooled Mean Group (PMG) 

estimation are discussed first (Table 2.10). The positive aspect of the empirical results is 

that the long run coefficient for provincial tax revenues (ptax l ) has produced positive and 

significant coefficient for provincial GDP. Thus it confirms the finding obtained with 

national dataset. Results suggest that any increase in provincial autonomy, via higher own 

tax revenues will have positive implications for the provincial GDP in the long run.

The second important determinant of the provincial GDP which has produced 

positive and significant long run coefficient is the primary school enrolment (pri); proxing 

the positive effects of human capital on provincial GDP. Despite these encouraging results, 

it is important to mention that the rest of the explanatory variables are insignificant. The 

long run coefficients for llibed, Idev and inv  have failed to achieve statistical significance 

at the given economic model involving ptax . On the other hand, the error correction terms 

(_ec), for each individual province, are statistically significant and exhibits the stability of 

the model. Under the given circumstances, we leave this question to future research when 

more data is available.

W esterlund’s estim ation technique

Lastly, the empirical results obtained with the Westerlund’s cointegration test are 

presented at Table 2.11. The Westerlund’s estimation technique has indicates the 

acceptance of null hypothesis for no-cointegrating relationship for the model relating

60 Which are only 20 annual observations left for the calculation of the ECM representation
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provincial tax revenues and provincial GDP (Table 2.11). In addition, the error correction 

term (indicated by the lagged level dependent variable) pgdp_ 1 is statistically insignificant 

for Punjab. On the other hand, though the error correction term (pgdp_ 1) is statistically 

significant for Sindh and KPK provinces, still none of the long run or short run coefficients 

could achieve significance. Thus the Westerlund’s estimation technique could not produce 

any meaningful results for the model relating provincial tax revenues and provincial GDP.

2.5.3.f Summary

To conclude, the provincial analysis provided us with the opportunity to check the 

robustness of the results that were obtained at the national data analysis. It is encouraging 

to note that to the extent of fiscal decentralisation measures, the result confirmed that the 

two fiscal decentralisation policies contain different implications for the economic 

performance. In addition, as the coefficients of error correction terms for the provinces in 

question were different, which indicated that provinces have fundamental differences and 

do not adjust a equal speed to any economic shock. Hence, while devising economic 

policies, the basic economic capabilities of the SNGs should be particularly considered to 

avoid inefficiencies.

2.6 CONCLUSION

Lower own tax revenue was termed by Brueckner (2009) as an obstacle in 

achieving the true local autonomy and would restrict its benefits in Tiebout style. In this 

study we captured different aspects of fiscal decentralisation i.e. SNG’s autonomy and 

factor presenting partial fiscal decentralisation. By using different measures for fiscal 

decentralisation we responded to the Thornton (2007) criticism for not differentiating 

between revenues accruing from provincial own sources and other sources. With the 

revenue approach we tried to avoid the criticism attached with earlier studies using 

expenditure approach for not discriminating between the expenditures made by SNGs 

indigenously and those mandated by national governments. In addition the revenue 
approach helps us to identify the weak aspects of fiscal decentralisation mechanism in 

Pakistan.

This study provides important results for Pakistan and identified the areas for focus. 

Results were supportive of the fact that SNGs have limited autonomy and if they were 

allowed and incentivised for more revenue generation, those arrangements will help in 

achieving higher economic output for Pakistan. For the other important aspect of fiscal
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decentralisation i.e. federal transfers, we observed from both the national and provincial 

analysis that any further increase without taking appropriate measures will have negative 

effect on the economic growth of Pakistan. Similarly, the total provincial revenues share of 

SNGs appears to have no long run effects under given resource distribution mechanism. 

Thus, there is a need to balance the provincial autonomy factor to have future economic 

gains. We also identified potential areas of efficiency losses in the process. Most 

importantly, federal transfers were apportioned following a single-criterion formula, so 

there is potential available to tape by diversifying the resource distribution formula. To 

conclude, if appropriate efficiency enhancing measures are taken, fiscal decentralisation in 

Pakistan still has the potential to contribute to the economic productivity in the long run.
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R e su lts  f o r  F e d e ra l  t r a n s f e r  to  P ro v in c e s  as D e te rm in a n t  o f  P ro v in c ia l  G D P

Table 2.8: Results for Pooled Mean Group Regression 
(Dependent variable-Provincial GDP i.e. D pgdp)

Panel Variable (i): prov Number of obs = 60
Time Variable (t): year Number of groups = 3

Obs per group: min = 20
avg = 20.0
max = 20
Log Likelihood = 157.3674

Coefficient Standard Error z P > z [95% Conf. Interval]
LR-coefficients
fitrans 1 -0.157 0.034 -4.56 0.000 -0.225 -0.090
lp rij 0.395 0.049 8.11 0.000 0.299 0.490
lhbed 1 -0.751 0.302 -2.49 0.013 -1.344 -0.159
ldev_l -0.122 0.029 -4.23 0.000 -0.179 -0.066
inv 0.146 0.218 0.67 0.504 -0.281 0.572
SR-coefficients

PUNJAB
_ec -0.158 0.071 -2.22 0.027 -0.298 -0.018
D1. ftrans -0.003 0.025 -0.10 0.919 -0.051 0.046
D1. lpri -0.179 0.101 -1.77 0.076 -0.377 0.019
D1. lhbed 0.011 0.157 0.07 0.946 -0.298 0.319
Dl. ldev 0.042 0.023 1.81 0.070 -0.003 0.087
Dl. inv -0.016 0.089 -0.18 0.853 -0.191 0.158
_cons 1.815 1.061 1.71 0.087 -0.264 3.895

SINDH
__ec -0.575 0.136 -4.21 0.000 -0.842 -0.307
Dl. ftrans 0.053 0.026 2.05 0.040 0.002 0.104
Dl. lpri -0.130 0.080 -1.61 0.107 -0.287 0.028
Dl. lhbed 0.074 0.183 0.40 0.686 -0.285 0.433
Dl. ldev 0.036 0.022 1.64 0.100 -0.007 0.080
Dl. inv -0.093 0.090 -1.04 0.300 -0.269 0.083
cons 6.605 2.447 2.70 0.007 1.809 11.401

KPK
__ec -0.298 0.126 -2.36 0.018 -0.546 -0.050
Dl. ftrans -0.054 0.045 -1.19 0.234 -0.142 0.035
D1. Ipri -0.058 0.079 -0.74 0.461 -0.213 0.096
D l. lhbed -0.222 0.246 -0.90 0.367 -0.704 0.260
D l. ldev 0.043 0.030 1.42 0.157 -0.016 0.101
D l. inv 0.017 0.120 0.14 0.890 -0.218 0.251
cons 3.351 1.568 2.14 0.033 0.277 6.425

Note: All variables were expressed in logs
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T a b le  2 .9 : R e su lts  f o r  W e s te r lu n d  E C M  p a n e l  c o in te g ra t io n  te s ts
(D e p e n d e n t v a r ia b le -P ro v in c ia l  G D P  i.e. D p g d p )

PUNJAB Coefficient Standard Error z P > z
ftransl -0.027 0.033 -0.84 0.403
Lpri 1 0.349 0.165 2.11 0.035
Lhbedl -0.560 0.299 -1.87 0.061
Ldevl 0.048 0.053 0.90 0.370
inv 1 -0.380 0.189 -2.01 0.044
cons 6.950 4.386 1.58 0.113

pgdp _1 -0.541 0.215 -2.52 0.012

D1. ftrans -0.044 0.027 -1.64 0.101
Dl. lpri 0.143 0.138 1.04 0.299
Dl. Ihbed -0.019 0.243 -0.08 0.938
Dl. ldev 0.055 0.036 1.51 0.132
Dl. inv -0.082 0.142 -0.58 0.565

SINDH
ftrans_l -0.133 0.065 -2.06 0.040
Lpri_l 0.308 0.130 2.36 0.018
Lhbed 1 -0.782 0.586 -1.34 0.182
Ldev 1 -0.100 0.049 -2.05 0.040
inv_l 0.118 0.231 0.51 0.610
_cons 10.082 5.705 1.77 0.077
pgdp _1 -0.744 0.252 -2.95 0.003

Dl. ftrans -0.082 0.070 -1.17 0.243
Dl. lpri 0.130 0.111 1.17 0.242
Dl. lhbed -0.478 0.288 -1.66 0.097
Dl. Idev -0.040 0.026 -1.54 0.125
Dl. inv 0.053 0.188 0.28 0.779

KPK
ftrans 1 -0.140 0.050 -2.78 0.005
Lpri 1 0.273 0.108 2.53 0.012
Lhbedl 0.752 0.433 1.74 0.082
Ldev_l -0.065 0.051 -1.28 0.200
inv 1 -0.005 0.189 -0.03 0.979
cons -1.492 3.092 -0.48 0.629

pgdp _1 -0.637 0.275 -2.31 0.021

D 1. ftrans -0.117 0.063 -1.85 0.065
D1. lpri 0.173 0.105 1.64 0.100
DL lhbed -0.040 0.378 -0.11 0.915
D l. ldev 0.010 0.045 0.22 0.822
DL inv -0.005 0.169 -0.03 0.977
Note: All variables were expressed in logs
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Table 2.9: Results for Westerlund ECM panel cointegration tests (cont...)
(Dependent Variable-Provincial GDP i.e. Dpgdp)_______________________________
Results for HO: no cointegration
With 3 series and 5 covariates____________________________________________________________
Statistic Value Z-value P-value Robust P-value

Gt -2.594 0.094 0.538 0.210
Ga -12.370 0.547 0.708 0.010
Pt -4.379 -0.249 0.402 0.210
Pa -11.317 -0.000 0.500 0.030
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Results for Provincial Own Source Revenues as Determinant of Provincial GDP 
Facilities

Table 2.10: Results for Pooled Mean Group Regression 
(Dependent variable-Provincial GDP i.e. D pgdp)

Panel Variable (i): prov Number of obs = 60
Time Variable (t): year Number of groups = 3

Obs per group: min = 20
avg = 20.0
max = 20
Log Likelihood = 154.8181

Coefficient Standard Error z P > z [95% Conf. Interval]
LR-coefficients
ptaxl 0.130 0.040 3.25 0.001 -0.208 0.051
lpri 1 0.206 0.049 4.20 0.000 0.110 0.303
lhbed 1 -0.373 0.308 -1.21 0.225 -0.977 0.230
ldev_l -0.029 0.026 -1.13 0.258 -0.080 0.021
inv 1 -0.279 0.194 -1.44 0.149 -0.659 0.100

SR-coefficients
PUNJAB
_ec -0.113 0.051 -2.19 0.028 -0.214 -0.012
Dl. ptax 0.022 0.026 0.86 0.391 -0.028 0.072
D1. lpri -0.156 0.100 -1.57 0.118 -0.352 0.039
D1. lhbed -0.033 0.146 -0.23 0.821 -0.319 0.253
D1.ldev 0.023 0.024 0.94 0.345 -0.025 0.070
Dl. inv -0.012 0.089 -0.13 0.893 -0.186 0.162
cons 1.227 0.735 1.67 0.095 -0.213 2.668

SINDH
_ec -0.392 0.095 -4.13 0.000 -0.578 -0.206
D I. ptax 0.027 0.016 1.70 0.089 -0.004 0.058
D l. lpri 0.053 0.075 0.71 0.481 -0.094 0.199
Dl. lhbed -0.182 0.143 -1.27 0.203 -0.462 0.098
D l. ldev 0.014 0.018 0.78 0.437 -0.021 0.049
Dl. inv -0.071 0.089 -0.80 0.422 -0.245 0.103
cons 4.284 1.692 2.53 0.011 0.968 7.600

KPK
_ec -0.589 0.183 -3.22 0.001 -0.949 -0.230
D1. ptax 0.026 0.046 0.56 0.576 -0.065 0.116
Dl. lpri -0.125 0.081 -1.54 0.124 -0.285 0.034
Dl. lhbed -0.060 0.275 -0.22 0.827 -0.598 0.478
D1. ldev 0.027 0.032 0.82 0.412 -0.037 0.090
D1. inv 0.032 0.129 0.25 0.802 -0.221 0.286
_cons 6.142 2.520 2.44 0.015 1.204 11.081
Note: All variables were expressed in logs
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T a b le  2 .11 : R e su lts  f o r  W e s te r lu n d  E C M  p a n e l  c o in te g ra t io n  te s ts
(D e p e n d e n t  v a r ia b le -P ro v in c ia l  G D P  i.e. D p g d p )___________________
PUNJAB Coefficient Standard Error z P > z
ptax_l 0.000 0.027 -0.01 0.988
Lpri _1 0.242 0.157 1.54 0.123
Lhbed 1 -0.371 0.203 -1.83 0.067
Ldev 1 0.087 0.046 1.91 0.056
inv 1 -0.259 0.177 -1.46 0.143
_cons 4.105 3.094 1.33 0.185

Pgdp _1 -0.333 0.216 -1.54 0.124

D1. ftrans 0.000 0.028 0.00 1.000
Dl. lpri 0.051 0.163 0.31 0.756
D1. lhbed 0.042 0.201 0.21 0.836
D1. ldev 0.074 0.034 2.15 0.031
Dl. inv -0.072 0.133 -0.54 0.590

SINDH
ptax_l -0.053 0.041 -1.28 0.201
Lpri l 0.112 0.161 0.70 0.485
Lhbed 1 -0.128 0.388 -0.33 0.741
Ldev_l -0.013 0.024 -0.56 0.578
inv 1 -0.130 0.229 -0.57 0.571
_cons 4.331 3.991 1.09 0.278
pgdp _1 -0.432 0.198 -2.18 0.029

Dl. ftrans -0.023 0.034 -0.69 0.493
Dl. lpri 0.154 0.153 1.01 0.314
Dl. lhbed -0.332 0.271 -1.23 0.219
Dl. ldev 0.000 0.028 0.00 0.997
Dl. inv -0.200 0.191 -1.05 0.294

KPK
ptax_l -0.082 0.092 -0.90 0.370
Lpri 1 0.115 0.093 1.25 0.213
Lhbedl -0.041 0.560 -0.07 0.942
Ldevl -0.013 0.072 -0.19 0.853
inv 1 -0.137 0.322 -0.43 0.670
cons 4.708 5.492 0.86 0.391

pgdp _1 -0.577 0.309 -1.87 0.062

D l. ftrans -0.063 0.080 -0.78 0.436
D1. lpri 0.000 0.123 0.00 0.998
Dl. Ihbed -0.222 0.479 -0.46 0.644
D l. ldev 0.018 0.056 0.33 0.741
D l. inv -0.129 0.293 -0.44 0.661
Note: Ail variables were expressed in logs
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Table 2.11: Results for Westerlund ECM panel cointegration tests (cont...) 
(Dependent Variable-Provincial GDP i.e. D pgdp)_____________________________
Results for HO: no cointegration
With 3 series and 5 covariates____________________________________________________________
Statistic Value Z-value P-value Robust P-value

Gt -1.861 1.427 0.923 0.490
Ga -7.966 1.473 0.930 0.100
Pt -3.144 0.893 0.814 0.470
Pa -7.495 0.794 0.786 0.140
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A p p e n d ix  I

Graphical presentation for untreated variables in log levels

Figure A2.1: Correlograms for ACF (Red bars) and PACF (Blue bars)
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Graphical presentation for data series in logs, as used for the analysis (i.e. in ratio 

form)

Figure A2.2: Correlograms for ACF (Red bars) and PACF (Blue bars)
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Figure A2.3: Data in 1st difference form
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Figure A2.4: ACF and PACF correlograms for data at 1st difference form
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C H A P T E R  3 F I S C A L  D E C E N T R A L I S A T I O N  A N D  I T S  E F F E C T S  O N  H E A L T H  S E C R T O R  IN  P A K I S T A N
3.1 I N T R O D U C T IO N

Decentralisation is advocated to ensure improved local service provision, which is 

in line with public preferences and territorial needs. Decentralisation is believed to mould 

public spending into local’s interest, which results in improvement of economic and social 

indicators. Therefore, assessing the effect of localisation on service provision is of great 

importance in the empirical research involving decentralisation. Recent literature on fiscal 

decentralisation tells us that over the past decade, emphasis has shifted away from the 

analysis of fiscal decentralisation and macroeconomic indicators (like economic growth, 

inflation, budgets deficit and public debt). Researchers are now interested in the 

investigation of the human face of fiscal decentralisation i.e. its impact on the social 

indicators especially health, education, basic local services61 and poverty alleviation. 

Therefore, in line with modern research, the purpose of this essay is to analyse the effects 

of fiscal decentralisation on health service provision, with special reference to Pakistan.

Thorough review of literature suggests that the discussion in favour of 

decentralisation revolves around better service provision. It is argued that decentralisation 

improves governance, reduces corruption62 as well as provides incentives for competition 

among the local jurisdictions; which ultimately yield positive economic and social returns 

(Tiebout, 1956; Oates, 1972). In another perspective, the theory of decentralisation has hint 

of “division of labour” rule, since the work of single central planner is distributed among a 

number of local managers. These local representatives has the advantage of being located 

near to the people, are resultantly better informed about the local needs and preferences, 

which leads to informed policy making.

Decentralisation also makes it easy to compare the performance of different 
jurisdictions and thus opens up prospects for policy experimentation. Local representatives 

from different jurisdictions have the opportunity to learn from the success stories. There is 

greater chance to imitate the innovative activities related to revenue generation, local 

spending and development projects; and to modify these policies according to local 

preferences and territorial characteristics. Hence, decentralisation potentially improves the 

resource utilisation, capacitates local population and increases productivity by providing

61 including water and sanitation, streets paving and lighting
62 as local election holds the government machinery accountable to local people
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opportunity to contribute (Oates, 1972 and 1999). Hatfield and Kosec (2013) discuss that 

inter-jurisdictional competition results in higher efforts to compete for investment and 

better human resources and thus increases productivity. Decentralisation also helps in 

defining roles and responsibilities for each tier of the government and helps protect co

sharing of responsibilities (Martinez-Vazquez, 2001). Where we know that, co-sharing 

cause ambiguity in the determination of the exact responsibilities, which causes delay in 

implementation and results in economic inefficiency due to the mismanagement of 

resources (Vo, 2010). Similarly, Koethenbuerger and Lockwood (2010) presents a 

situation where tax levels under decentralisation can be even higher than the centralized 

level, which will retard economic growth. Hence, to obtain fruitful results, a well- 

conceived system of checks and balances is explicitly mentioned in the literature, as the 

necessary condition.

With decentralisation, public goods provision is assumed to improve due to people 

focussed public spending. This also leads to the selection of better projects, which are 

consistent with local conditions and accommodate public preferences. In addition, revenue 

raising from local resources make local representative more responsible and resultantly 

more sceptical about public spending, which ensures efficient allocation. Similarly, local 

revenue raising makes the representatives accountable to the people. Thus, local 

governments are assumed to channelize public spending towards sectors which need more 

attention. In this context, health sector qualifies as one of the important sector to analyse 

the effects of fiscal decentralisation on service provision. We know that, health has always 

remained one of the central point of attention, both in the developed and developing 

countries. Therefore, health sector appears to be the first choice for this study to analyse 

the effects of fiscal decentralisation on public services.

Nevertheless, the positive effects of fiscal decentralisation cannot be 

overemphasised without mentioning the prerequisites for its success. Theoretically, to 

realise its potential benefits, decentralisation has to be cost effective, efficient and 
responsive to local public needs. Similarly, there is need for special attention in the case of 

developing countries, where the lower tiers of government suffer from the dearth of 

administrative capacity, corruption and lower levels of democracy (Khaleghian, 2004). 

There are certain other limitations attached to decentralisation from the service provision 

aspect and these also need to be assessed alongside. For example, economies of scale 

cannot be realised under decentralisation (Jimenez and Smith, 2005). Free rider problem 

and national issues like the increased inequalities among jurisdictions can rightly be
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pointed out as the potential issues. Lastly, from the perspective of empirical quantification,
63it is always very difficult to quantify the precise effects of decentralisation.

Regardless of these issues, health is an important social sector, which has long- 

lasting effects on the welfare of the population. Hence, despite issues, literature 

quantifying the effects of fiscal decentralisation on social indicators like health is 

expanding. Therefore, main objective of this study is to contribute to the discussion 

regarding the potential effects of fiscal decentralisation on health sector. Keeping in view 

the importance of the topic, both the national and provincial data from Pakistan is used in 

this study, so as to arrive at results which can adequately approximate the situation in 

Pakistan.

3.2 L I T E R A T U R E  R E V IE W
This section summarises literature on the effects of fiscal decentralisation on 

service provision in general and health sector in particular. Hence, this section provides the 

basic theoretical and empirical background for the analysis ahead.

3.2.1 Decentralisation and Public Service Provision
During 1990’s, researchers tried to explore the relationship between fiscal 

decentralisation and macro-level variables. Later on, however, emphasis shifted towards 

the analysis of the indirect effects of fiscal decentralisation on economic growth. The 

positive effects of fiscal decentralisation were assumed to take place via improved service 

provision and by realising efficient allocation of resources. Hence, new direction was 

introduced to the empirical analysis of fiscal decentralisation, which focused on the 

analysis of its link to service provision. We can find a number of studies that applied 

qualitative methods to explore the link between fiscal decentralisation and service 

provision, however, later on researchers formally called for rigorous empirical analysis. 

Martinz-Vazquez and McNab (2003) emphasised the need for explicitly examining the role 
of fiscal decentralisation in health and educational outcomes, so as to find its impact on the 

basic component of growth i.e. human capital. However, they admit the difficulties 

involved in such analysis, especially the data availability issues. Still a number of attempts 

have been made to analyse the effects of fiscal decentralisation on service provision. 63

63 There are certain matters that are out of local governments’ control and these can positively or negatively 
contaminate the empirical results. For example, international compliance on different issues (e.g. universal 
education, achieving lower infant mortality rate and eliminating poverty) can have a positive effect on 
services while geographical area and cost disabilities can distort the picture of local government’s 
effectiveness, therefore, we need to be careful in results interpretation
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Following are some of the studies which discussed the topic using the primary and 

secondary as well as qualitative and quantitative data sources.

To begin with, Bjomskov et al. (2008) analysed the effects of decentralisation on 

the overall life satisfaction. International micro data from 66 countries, covering 60,000 

individuals, was used for this study. Four measures were used to proxy fiscal 

decentralisation, which includes subnational government (SNG) total revenues, SNG’s 

expenditures, federal transfers to SNG and domestic tax revenues. To capture the long run 

effects, proxies for fiscal decentralisation were averaged over 1980-2000. Weighted 

ordered probit model was used to analyse the dependent variable, which was categorical in 

nature i.e. “the subjective well-being64”. Other explanatory variables included government 

consumption, openness, infant mortality, individual income levels and socio-ethnic 

dummies. Authors found results in favour of fiscal decentralisation, as result indicated that 

people were relatively more satisfied with decentralisation.

Faguet and Sanchez (2008) discussed the effects of decentralisation on education 

and health sector. This study analysed two countries (i.e. Bolivia and Colombia) to 

examine the effects of decentralisation on basic social services including health, education, 

water, urban development and agriculture. Authors used panel data and applied a mix of 

different methodologies (including Principal Component Analysis, panel OLS and IV 

method) to arrive at reliable results, under data-scarce situation. Authors found that local 

governments have redirected public investment from infrastructure to social services 

sector. Results were mainly driven by the previously neglected rural municipalities, which 

were in greater need of basic services. This study identified clear difference in the 

priorities of central and local government. The former channelized public spending 

towards investment in economic production and infrastructure. Whereas the major 

spending in the case of later i.e. local government, was on social services and human 

capital formation; which has relatively quick trickle down effects. To sum up, this study 

concludes that under decentralisation, public spending has become more responsive to 
local needs.

Ahlin and Mork (2008) analysed the effects of decentralisation on school resources 

in Sweden, where the responsibilities were decentralised from central government to local 

government level i.e. municipalities. Two measures were used to investigate the school 

resources i.e. spending per student and teacher-pupil ratio. This was panel data study for

64 The dependent variable was measuring the subjective well-being and was based upon the direct question 
asked during the World Values Survey, 1997-2001 i.e. “How satisfied are you with your life these days?”
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277 municipalities covering the period from 1989-2002 to analyse the major 

decentralisation reforms in 1991, 1993 and 1996. However, the study could not find any 

overwhelming results in favour of decentralisation.

Aslam and Yilmaz (2011) analysed the impact of decentralisation on service 

delivery in single county case i.e. Pakistan. Authors argued that by restricting their analysis 

to single country, they avoided the issues such as incomparability and aggregation 

problems, which are attached with cross county analysis. Authors used panel data set from 

183 villages in Pakistan. Study analysed the effects of decentralisation on certain local 

services like street paving, construction of water canals, sanitation facilities and provision 

of basic amenities to schools65. Major focus of the study was to look at the local 

government reforms period in Pakistan following the promulgation of ‘Local Government 

Ordinance 2001’. Data for 13 years covering the period from 1995-2007 was used to cover 

both the pre and post reform periods. Decentralisation was defined as dummy variable 

while fixed effects model was employed for estimating poison regression model. Data was 

collected from the primary source i.e. though local focus group discussions whereas figures 

on government projects were cross checked from secondary sources i.e. municipalities’ 

records. This study found positive relationship between decentralisation and service 

provision. Results indicated significant improvement in service provision after the 

decentralisation reforms in 2001. The highest impact was noted on water canals, followed 

by schooling facilities, street paving and lastly, the sanitation.

Hence, there is evidence on the link between fiscal decentralisation and basic 

service provision. Studies cited above acknowledged the data limitation issues and used 

different forms of data including the cross country, aggregate national-level and primary 

data, to analyse the link. In the next section, we will concentrate upon the specific literature 

that examined the relationship between fiscal decentralisation and health sector indicators.

3.2.2 Decentralisation and Health Sector
For this section, before going deep into the discussion, it is important to discuss the 

general determinants of health care expenditures. Prieto and Lago-Peñas (2012) provided 

rigorous review of existing literature related to health care. Summarising the earlier studies 

on the said topic, authors discussed the methodologies, data and important variables that 

were used in different analysis. On the empirical side, this study provides brief background

65 measured by construction of boundary walls, provision of teacher aides and drinking water provision at 
schools
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of Spanish health services and used panel date set from 17 Spanish regions for the period 

1992-2005. Per capita health expenditures was used as the dependent variable while the set 

of independent variables included per capita income, population (to represent demographic 

structure), number of general medical practitioners (per 1000 population) and number of 

beds for acute care (per 1000 population). Fixed effects model was used for estimation 

while dummies were introduced to isolate the administrative/political differences among 

the jurisdictions. Authors used different econometric methodologies including the simple 

panel OLS, OLS corrected for first order autoregressive errors and fixed effects model for 

estimation. Study identified that in regions where there is higher tax autonomy, higher 

regional GDP growth resulted in greater health care expenditures. Thus, indirectly their 

results favour decentralisation although it was not the subject matter of the study.

Jiménez and Smith (2005) discussed the effects of decentralisation on health 

outcome i.e. infant mortality rate. Authors systematically summarise important literature 

on decentralisation and developed theoretical model for the proposed relationship between 

decentralisation and health outcomes. Model suggests that enhanced level of health status 

depends upon level of prosperity (sub national income), federal transfers, local and non

local government health expenditure, social capital (education) and decentralisation. To 

test the implicit relationship between fiscal decentralisation and health outcomes, they used 

panel data from 10 provinces of Canada for the period 1979-1995. Decentralisation was 

defined as the ratio of subnational health spending over the total health spending (by sub 

national and federal governments) in Canada. Health outcome was measured through the 

infant mortality rate. Study concludes that decentralisation in Canada has positively and 

significantly influenced public policy, which resulted in better public health.

In the similar fashion, Robalino et al. (2001) developed a theoretical model to 

explore the effects of fiscal decentralisation on health outcome. Health outcome was once 

again proxied by the infant mortality rate. Based on the theoretical model, they estimated 

the relationship using the panel data for 67 countries covering the period 1970-1995. Fiscal 
decentralisation was defined as the proportion of local government expenditures to the total 

expenditures of the central government. Fixed effects model was employed for estimation 

and results suggested that fiscal decentralisation is consistently associated with lower 

infant mortality rate. Results also indicated that the effect is relatively large in the low 

income countries. Authors supplemented the results by reporting that in order to get 

desirable health outcomes associated with fiscal decentralisation, one of the pre-condition 

is the existence of appropriate institutional capacity at local level. In addition, optimal
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allocation of local expenditure assignment, proper coordination between regions and 

adequate transfer mechanism were suggested as important contributors for the desired 

effects.

Similar results were found by Yee (200166 67 68) for panel data analysis based on data 

from 29 Chinese provinces. They covered the important period of reforms in China that 

was from 1980-1993. Different proxies, including the number of doctor per 1000 people, 

the number of hospital beds per 10,000 people, the mortality rate and the local health care 

expenditures, were used to represent health sector. Moreover, decentralisation was 

measured by four different indicators. Random and fixed effects models were employed 

for the estimation and it was found that decentralisation results in higher health spending 

and lower mortality rate.

Jimenez-Rubio (2011, a) analysed the impact of fiscal decentralisation on infant 

mortality rate using panel data for 20 OECD countries, covering the period from 1970- 

2001. Fiscal decentralisation was reflected using two indicators i.e. revenue
s n z o

decentralisation and local autonomy . Infant mortality rate was described as an indicator 

for health status in OECD countries. The explanatory variables included decentralisation, 

total health care expenditures, level of income (per capita GDP), the education level and 

the consumption of alcohol and tobacco. Results were in support of significant relationship 

between fiscal decentralisation and lower infant mortality rate.

Uchimura and Jutting (2009) analysed the effects of decentralisation on health 

outcomes. Study was based on the panel data set for twenty six Chinese provinces, 

spanning over seven years from 1995-2001. Two measures were used to proxy 

decentralisation i.e. local expenditure responsibility69 and local fiscal autonomy70. To 

measure health outcomes, infant mortality rate was used as the dependent variable while in 

addition to fiscal decentralisation measures other independent variables included illiteracy 

rate, birth rate, rural/urban ratio and provincial per capita GDP. Fixed effects model was 

used for estimation to take into account the differences among provinces. Results were in 

support of the argument that higher fiscal transfers contribute to better health outcomes i.e. 

by reducing infant mortality rate. Moreover, authors argued that increased level of

66 As cited in Jiménez and Smith (2005)
67 Share of sub national revenue over the total government revenues
68 Based on the Stegarescu (2005) definition of autonomy over taxes by local government relative to general 
government
69 local expenditure as ratio total expenditures at national level
70 local expenditure share out of local own revenues to indicate vertical balance
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spending will have better results if provinces can finance greater part of consumption from 

their own resources. Hence, this study implicitly mentioned that local revenue generation 

makes provinces responsible and this results in higher efficiency in spending.

Mahal et al. (2000) used primary data from 1750 rural villages covering 15 states of 

India to empirically analyse the link between decentralisation and child mortality rate. 

Decentralisation was defined as dummy for the states that had decentralised during the 

period 1974-1994. Results showed the expected negative relationship between 

decentralisation and child mortality rate. Study concluded that decentralisation is crucial 

for the improvement of local service delivery.

Ebel and Yilmaz (2001) analysed decentralisation for its effects on immunisation 

like DPT and measles for children under-12 months of age. Data for six developing 

countries was used for the period from 1970-1999. Fixed effects model was used for the 

estimation of the given panel data and results show that decentralisation increases the 

immunisation coverage for measles.

Khaleghian (2004) examined the similar relationship between decentralisation and 

immunisation coverage for DPT and measles (for children of age one year). They analysed 

cross-sectional time-series data for 140 low and middle income countries for the period 

1980-1997. Dummy variable was constructed to proxy decentralisation, which was based 

on the presence of taxing, spending or regulatory authority at the lower level of 

government. Results indicated that decentralisation results in higher coverage rate in the 

low income countries only.

Habibi et al (2001) analysed infant mortality rate for its relationship with fiscal 

decentralisation. Two proxies were used for decentralisation e.g. “the ratio of revenue
71derived from co-participation, royalties and provincial taxes” to total resources and 

secondly, the ratio of locally generated resources to locally controlled resources. Authors 

used the panel data set for 23 Argentinean provinces for the period from 1970-1994. 

Analysis indicated that decentralisation results in better health in the shape of lower infant 

mortality rate.

Bossert and Mitchell (2011) discussed the relationship between health sector 

decentralisation and local decision making in Pakistan, following the decentralisation 

reforms in 2001. They covered 17 districts across Pakistan and collected primary data from 71

71 The locally controlled resources
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health official and local decision makers. Mainly, the study targeted the scenario after the 

introduction of Local Government Ordinance, 2001. Authors focussed on three important 

aspects of decentralisation that were; the authority (decision space), institutional capacity 

and the accountability of local officials (to locally elected politicians). Responses were 

transformed into qualitative measures for four health sector functions i.e. strategic and 

operational planning, budgeting, human resource management and service delivery. Most 

importantly, despite having the similar decentralisation policy in place across provinces, 

official’s actions and efficiency were not uniform across districts. Authors therefore 

deduced that decentralisation is collective responsibility and its outcome depends upon the 

interaction among the decision makers and facilitators. Results related to decentralisation 

were also influenced by official’s involvement and willingness to practice the ‘de ju re ' 

decision making powers. This study was based on the qualitative assessment of the 

questionnaire responses and did not make use of any econometric technique. Authors 

concluded that in order to bring improvements to health services, decentralisation should 

be designed in a way that can increase the decision making powers at local levels, 

strengthen the institutional capacities and should be capable of ensuring accountability.

In another study, Mitchell and Bossert (2010) described health sector as one of the 

complex public good in social services, mainly because of the multiple stakeholders 

involved in it. Authors identified various organisational functions which determine the 

decision space in health sector. This paper was based on the qualitative analysis and 

authors present good summary of the situation. Data from six countries including Pakistan 

was used to analyse the effects of decentralisation on performance of heath sector. Based 

on the comparison among countries, Pakistan was ranked at the lower side of 

decentralisation in health sector (along with some other counties). Commenting on the 

situation in Pakistan; authors cited ADB (2004), mentioning that over the time, funds were 

normally allocated by the higher levels of the government, which left local levels with 

negligible decision space. They further elaborated that about 40 to 90 percent of 

development grants in health and education sector were determined by the vertical 

programmes. Similarly, citing Nayyar-Stone et ah, (2006), authors described that locally 

collected user fees were passed on to the parent departments, at the province level, so as to 

be reallocated horizontally among all the local governments in Pakistan . Mitchell and 

Bossert finally concluded that due to limited financial resources, the local discretion on the 

fiscal and administrative decentralisation is very limited. However, this study lacks 72

72 Hence there was no incentive for better performance
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specialised econometric analysis and conclusion was arrived at only with the help of the 

descriptive analysis of the situation.

Kristiansen and Santoso (2006) assessed the impact on health services following 

the reforms of decentralisation and privatisation in Indonesia. They used data from primary 

sources including interviews, focus group discussion and household surveys. Study found 

negative effects of the given reforms and identified that the lack of accountability, in fact, 

incentivised the health centres towards profit orientation and thus caused the reduction in 

preventive health care. They used percentages and analysed comments from individuals 

(interviews and focus group discussions) to arrive at the conclusions. Decentralisation in 

2001 (alongside the economic downturn in Indonesia) was thus reported to have worsened 

the health facilities, compared to the earlier situation in Indonesia.

To sum up, there is ample evidence on the relationship between fiscal 

decentralisation and health outcomes, where the results are influenced by the 

country/region specific conditions. Empirical evidence was based on different types of 

datasets including the time series, panel and cross-sectional, as summarised in Table 3.1 

and Table 3.2. In addition, some of the studies used primary data, to investigate the 

relationship between fiscal decentralisation and health. Hence, this section makes the 

importance of the topic clear and provides the economic rationale for the analysis under 

consideration. In brief, the discussion above elaborated important factors attached to health 

sector and helps to understand the role of fiscal decentralisation in health outcomes. Given 

below, Table 3.1 presents the summary of the general determinants of health sector 

indicators, while Table 3.2 specifically summarises the effects of fiscal decentralisation on 

health indicators.
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Table 3.1: Summary of empirical studies in health sectorDependent variable: Health Care Expenditure/ Health outcome
Countries
and Estimation Dependent Explanatory variables with their

Study Studied
Period

technique Variable(s) Significance and Signs

Abbas and Pakistan Johansen’s Health care Significant Variables: Per capita income
Hiemenz 1972-2006 cointegration expenditure per (+), population per hospital Bed (+),
(2011, WP#) Technique capita unemployment (-), development health 

care expenditure as percentage of GDP 
(+), population of age 14 or below (+) 
and urbanisation (-)
Insignificant variables: nil

Siddiqui et al Pakistan Multivariate Health care Significant Variables: Per capita GDP
(1995) 1974-93 regression expenditure per (+), urbanisation (-), Govt, expenditure

capita (+)
Insignificant variables: education, 
political dummy

Doctors per Significant Variables: Per capita GDP
(000) pop, (+), urbanisation (+), Govt, expenditure
Nurses per (000) 
pop and

(+)

Hospital beds Insignificant variables: Education,
per (000) pop political dummy, Health exp.

Toor and Pakistan OLS, Engel Health care Significant Variables: Per capita GDP
Butt, (2005) 1972-1998 and Granger expenditure per (+), literacy rate (+), urbanisation (-),

Cointegration capita crude birth rate (+),share of health exp. 
in total public exp. (+), foreign Aid (+)

Insignificant variables: share of 
population under-15 and over 65, 
literacy rate

Prieto and Spain, OLS, fixed Health care Significant Variables: per capita Income
Lago-Peñas region effects, Baltagi expenditure per (+), population, Doctors per 1,000 pop
(2012) level data, and Wu [1999] capita (+) and acute care beds per 1,000 pop (-)

1992-2005 estimator 
(xtregar) Insignificant variables: nil

Cantarero Spain OLS, fixed Health care Significant Variables: Per capita income
and Lago- region effects. expenditure per (+),general practitioners per 1000 pop
Peñas (2010) level data dynamic panel capita (+), pop (+), dummy for Autonomous

for 17 estimators Communities (+)
regions
1992-
2003

(xtabond) and 
(xtregar)

Insignificant variables: Acute care beds 
per 1000 pop. Dummy for common 
Communities

Filmer and Cross- OLS, Child mortality Significant Variables: Per capita income
Pritchett country Instrumental and (-), health exp. (-), income inequality
(1999) data Variables (IV) Infant mortality, (+), female education (-)

1990 estimators
Insignificant variables: a variety of 
socio-economic variables
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Table 3.2: Summary of empirical studies relating fiscal decentralisation and healthDependent variable: Health outcome/expenditure
C o u n t r i e s  

a n d  S tu d ie d  

P e r io d

E s t im a t i o n D e p e n d e n t E x p la n a to r y  v a r i a b l e s  w i th  t h e i r

S tu d y te c h n iq u e V a r i a b l e ( s ) S ig n i f i c a n c e  a n d  S ig n s

C o s ta - F o n t - S p a in - O L S , F le a l th  c a r e S ig n i f i c a n t  V a r i a b l e s :  D e c e n t r a l i s a t i o n

a n d r e g io n  le v e l R a n d o m e x p e n d i tu r e ( + ) ,  r e g io n a l  p e r  c a p i t a  G D P  ( + ) ,

M o s c o n e d a ta e f f e c t s p e r  c a p i t a p o p u la t i o n  ( - ) ,  N o .  o f  D o c to r s  ( + ) ,  N o .  o f

( 2 0 0 8 ) 1 9 9 5 - 2 0 0 2 m o d e l B e d s  ( + ) ,  p o p u la t i o n  o f  a g e  6 4 - 7 5  ( + )  

a n d  f i s c a l  r e s p o n s i b i l i t y  ( + )

I n s ig n i f i c a n t  v a r i a b l e s :  T im e  f r o m  

d e c e n t r a l i s a t i o n

J im é n e z - 2 0  O E C D E r r o r I n f a n t S ig n i f i c a n t  V a r ia b le s :  F is c a l

R u b io  ( 2 0 1 1 , c o u n t r i e s C o r r e c t io n m o r ta l i ty d e c e n t r a l i s a t i o n  ( - ) ,  h e a l th  c a r e

a) 1 9 7 0 -2 0 0 1 M o d e l e x p e n d i tu r e  ( - )  a n d  e d u c a t io n  ( - )

I n s ig n i f i c a n t  v a r ia b le s :  G D P  p e r  c a p i ta ,  

A lc o h o l  c o n s u m p t io n ,  S m o k in g

J im é n e z - C a n a d a - F ix e d I n f a n t S ig n i f i c a n t  V a r ia b le s :  H e a l th

R u b io  ( 2 0 1 1 , 10 p r o v in c e e f f e c t s m o r t a l i t y d e c e n t r a l i s a t i o n  ( - ) ,  G D P  p e r  c a p i t a  ( - ) ,

b ) d a t a m o d e l r a te p e r  c a p i t a  f e d e r a l  h e a l th  c a r e

1 9 7 9 - 1 9 9 5 . s p e n d in g  ( - )  a n d  e d u c a t io n  ( - )

I n s ig n i f i c a n t  v a r ia b le s :  H e a l th  c a r e  b lo c k  

g r a n t s ,  M u n ic ip a l  g o v e r n m e n t  h e a l th  

s p e n d in g  in  p e r  c a p i t a .  P r iv a t e  h e a l th  

c a r e  s p e n d in g  in  p e r  c a p i t a ,  S m o k in g  a n d  

L o w  b i r th  w e ig h t

K h a le g h ia n 1 4 0  lo w - O L S M e a s le s S ig n i f i c a n t  V a r ia b le s :  F is c a l

( 2 0 0 4 ,  W P #) a n d  m id d le - r e g r e s s i o n a n d  D T P 3 D e c e n t r a l i s a t i o n  ( + ) ,  G D P  p e r  c a p i t a  (+ ) ,

in c o m e im m u n iz a - p o p u la t i o n  d e n s i ty  ( + ) ,  a n d  t h e  i l l i t e r a c y

c o u n t r i e s t i o n r a te  ( - )

1 9 8 0 -  1 9 9 7

I n s ig n i f i c a n t  v a r ia b le s :  p o p u la t i o n  s iz e

U c h im u r a C h i n a F ix e d I n f a n t S ig n i f i c a n t  V a r i a b l e s :  f i s c a l

a n d  J U ttin g p r o v in c e - e f f e c t s m o r t a l i t y d e c e n t r a l i s a t i o n  ( - ) ,  p r o v in c i a l  p e r  c a p i t a

( 2 0 0 9 ) le v e l  d a t a m o d e l r a te G D P  ( - ) ,  p r o v in c i a l  f e r t i l i t y  r a te  ( + )  a n d

( 2 6 ) th e  i l l i t e r a c y  r a te  ( + )

1 9 9 5 - 2 0 0

I n s ig n i f i c a n t  v a r ia b le s :  r u r a l / u r b a n  r a t io
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Table 3.2: Summary of empirical studies analysing the effects of decentralisation Dependent variable: Health outcome/expenditure (cont...)
S tu d y

C o u n t r i e s  

a n d  S tu d ie d  

P e r io d

E s t im a t i o n

t e c h n iq u e

D e p e n d e n t

V a r i a b l e ( s )

E x p la n a to r y  v a r i a b l e s  w i th  t h e i r  

S ig n i f i c a n c e  a n d  S ig n s

H a b ib i  et al A r g e n t in a O L S , I n f a n t S ig n i f i c a n t  V a r ia b le s :  f i s c a l

( 2 0 0 1 ,  W P #) p r o v in c e - G e n e r a l i s e d m o r t a l i t y d e c e n t r a l i s a t i o n  ( - ) ,  p r o v in c i a l  p e r  c a p i t a

le v e l  d a t a L e a s t r a te G D P  ( - ) ,  p u b l i c  e m p lo y e e s  ( - ) ,  d u m m y

( 2 3 ) S q u a r e s , f o r  a u t o c r a c y  ( - )

( 1 9 7 0 - 9 4 ) F ix e d -

e f f e c t s I n s ig n i f i c a n t  v a r ia b le s :  p e r  c a p i t a  G D P ,

m o d e l R o y a l t i e s /C o n t r o l l e d  R e s o u r c e s ,

C o n d i t i o n a l  T r a n s f e r s /  T o ta l  T r a n s f e r s

J im é n e z  a n d C a n a d a O L S , I n f a n t S ig n i f i c a n t  V a r i a b l e s :  D e c e n t r a l i s a t io n

S m ith 1 9 7 9 - 1 9 9 5 I n s t r u m e n t a l m o r t a l i t y ( - ) ,  p r iv a t e  s p e n d in g  o n  h e a l th  ( + )

( 2 0 0 5 ,  W P #) V a r i a b l e s r a te

( I V )  m e th o d I n s ig n i f i c a n t  v a r ia b le s :  G D P  p e r  c a p i ta ,

p o p u la t i o n ,  e d u c a t io n  a n d  lo w  w e ig h t  a t

b i r th

A s f a w  et al I n d ia ,  R u r a l B e tw e e n I n f a n t S ig n i f i c a n t  V a r i a b l e s :  f i s c a l

( 2 0 0 4 ,  W P #) v i l l a g e s e f f e c t s , m o r t a l i t y d e c e n t r a l i s a t i o n  in d e x  ( - ) ,  p e r  c a p i t a

f r o m  14 F ix e d r a te in c o m e  ( - )  a n d  P e r c e n ta g e  o f  l i t e r a te

m a jo r e f f e c t s  a n d w o m e n  ( - )

s t a te s , R a n d o m

1 9 9 0 - 1 9 9 7 e f f e c t s I n s ig n i f i c a n t  v a r ia b le s :  P o l i t i c a l

M o d e ls d e c e n t r a l i s a t i o n  in d e x

C a n ta r e r o S p a in - F ix e d I n f a n t S ig n i f i c a n t  V a r ia b le s :  R e a l  p e r  c a p i t a

a n d  P a s c u a l r e g io n  le v e l e f f e c t s m o r t a l i t y in c o m e  ( - ) ,  p r o p o r t i o n  o f  S N G  h e a l th

( 2 0 0 8 ) d a t a a n d r a te e x p .  ( - ) ,  a n d  g e n e r a l  p r a c t i t i o n e r s  p e r

1 9 9 2 - 2 0 0 3 R a n d o m 1 0 0 0  p o p  ( - )

e f f e c t s

m o d e l I n s ig n i f i c a n t  v a r ia b le s :

A c u te  c a r e  b e d s  p e r  1 0 0 0  p o p

ffW P : W o r k in g  p a p e r

3.3 S IT U A T IO N  IN  P A K IS T A N
Before going into the empirical analysis section, it is always helpful to discuss the 

ground realities of the country under analysis as it provides the basic background to 

understand the estimation results in better way. The section ahead elaborates the basic 

structure of the health sector in Pakistan.
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3.3.1 Status, Financing and Organisation of Health Sector in Pakistan

P ak istan  is in the  m idd le  o f  ep id em io lo g ica l transition . In P ak istan , the in fectious 

and com m u n icab le  d iseases  co n stitu te  a lm o st 40 percen t o f  to ta l b u rd en  o f  d isease  (B O D ). 

M o st im p o rtan t o f  these  are d iarrhea l d iseases, acu te resp ira to ry  in fec tions, m alaria , 

tu b ercu lo sis , hep a titis  B & C , and  im m unisab le  ch ild h o o d  diseases. S econd  im portan t 

p ro b lem  rela tes to the rep ro d u c tiv e  hea lth  w h ich  m akes 12 p ercen t o f  to ta l B O D . S im ilarly , 

there  is p rev a len ce  o f  N u tritio n a l defic ien c ies  particu la rly  iron  defic ien cy  anem ia, 

V itam in -A  defic ien cy  and  iod ine d efic iency  d iso rd ers w h ich  co llec tiv e ly  accoun ts for 

fu rther 6 percen t. F o llow ing  that, the n o n -co m m u n icab le  d iseases asso c ia ted  w ith  

unh ea lth y  life sty les, env iro n m en ta l p o llu tion , irra tional d ie ta ry  h ab its  and  sm ok ing  resu lts  

in  card io  v ascu la r d iseases, cereb ro -v ascu la r accid en ts  (h em ip leg ia), d iabe tes and  cancers 

w h ich  co n stitu te  a lm o st 10 percen t o f  the  B O D . In  P ak istan  the  life exp ectan cy  is 

im prov ing  and  th is  has also  caused  rise  in  d iseases/d isab ilitie s  o f  e lderly  espec ia lly  eye 

p rob lem s, p ara lysis  and  bone d iseases. A n o th er im p o rtan t p ro b lem  ex ists  in the  shape o f  

d rug  ad d ic tio n  w h ich  is g row ing  fast, espec ia lly  in  the  youth . T here  are  ap p ro x im ate ly  5 

m illio n  d rug  add ic ts  and  50 percen t o f  these  are  h ero in  addicts. T h is is also  co n tribu ting  to 

the  w orsen in g  situ a tio n  o f  the  h id d en  cases o f  H IV /A ID S  and  h epatitis-C  am ongst the 

ad d ic t pop u la tio n , m ain ly  due to  the shared  use  o f  in fec ted  in jec tio n s (M T D F , 2005).

O n the o ther hand , in  P ak istan  the in fan t m orta lity  and  ch ild  (under-five) m orta lity  

is still a cha llenge  as it s tands am ong  the h ig h est in  the reg ional coun tries as ev iden t from  

T ab le  3.3. D uring  2009 , th e  life ex p ectan cy  at b irth  w as a lm o st 65 y ears h o w ev er the  in fan t 

m o rta lity  w as reco rd ed  as 71 ou t o f  1000 live b irths th a t is the  h ighest and not even 

co m parab le  to  the o th er d evelop ing  coun tries in the reg ion . T o red u ce  ch ild  m orta lity , 

im m u n isa tio n  is reco m m en d ed  as one o f  the m o st effec tive  hea lth  in terven tion . In  th is 

regards, ch ild ren  are im m u n ised  ag a in st D T P 73, tu b ercu lo s is74 75, p o lio 77 and  m easles, 

how ever, P ak istan  has still no t ach iev ed  u n iversa l co verage  fo r ch ild  im m unisa tion . T able

3.4 rep resen ts  that ov er the tim e  Pak istan  has lagged  b eh in d  all the  reg ional coun tries 

(excep t N ep a l) in D T P  and  m easles im m u n isa tio n  coverage . A cco rd in g  to W orld  B ank 

data , 15 percen t o f  ch ild ren  under 1 2 -m o n th s-ag e  d id  no t ge t im m u n isa tio n  aga inst D TP 

w hile  20  p e rcen t w ere  no t im m u n ised  aga inst m easles in  P ak istan  du rin g  2009. H ence, 

a lth o u g h  there  is s ig n ifican t im p ro v em en t ov er the  tim e ye t th ere  is m u ch  left to  be  done.

7' d ip h th e r ia , p e r tu ss is  a n d  te ta n u s
74 B C G
75 O ra l P o lio  V a c c in e  (O P V )
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Table 3.3: Regional Comparison of Health Indicators (2009)
Country Life expectancy at 

birth, total (years)
Infant mortality rate 
(per 1000 live births)

Mortality rate under- 
five (per 1000)

Pakistan 6 4 .9 6 7 0 .7 0 8 7 .9 0

India 6 4 .7 8 4 9 .5 0 6 4 .7 0

Sri Lanka 7 4 .5 7 1 4 .7 0 1 7 .1 0

Bangladesh 6 8 .3 3 4 0 .0 0 5 0 .7 0

Nepal 6 8 .0 0 4 3 .3 0 5 2 .2 0

China 7 3 .0 6 1 6 .8 0 1 9 .6 0

Malaysia 7 3 .7 9 5 .6 0 6 .6 0

Indonesia 6 8 .4 7 2 8 .1 0 3 6 .8 0

S o u r c e :  W o r ld  D e v e lo p m e n t  I n d i c a to r  ( W D I ) - 2 0 12

Table 3:4: Immunization coverage- DPT and Measles, A Regional Comparison (% of
children ages 12-23 months)

Country

DPT Measles

1990 1995 2000 2005 2009 1990 1995 2000 2005 2009
Pakistan 5 4 5 8 6 2 8 0 85 5 0 4 7 5 9 7 8 8 0

India 7 0 71 6 2 6 7 7 2 5 6 7 2 55 6 4 74

Sri Lanka 8 6 9 3 9 9 9 9 9 7 8 0 8 7 9 9 9 9 9 7

Bangladesh 6 9 6 9 83 9 6 9 6 6 5 7 9 7 2 9 4 9 8

Nepal 4 3 5 4 8 0 7 5 8 9 5 7 5 6 7 7 7 4 9 0

China 9 7 8 0 85 8 7 9 9 9 8 8 0 8 4 8 6 9 9

Malaysia 9 0 9 4 9 5 9 5 9 5 7 0 8 6 8 8 9 0 9 5

Indonesia 6 0 6 9 71 7 2 8 2 5 8 6 3 7 4 7 7 8 2

DPT vaccination is for diphtheria, pertussis and tetanus diseases, Source: WDI (2012)

3.3.2 Basic Structure of Public Health Services in Pakistan

In  P ak istan , serv ice  de livery  in p ub lic  h ea lth  is co m p rised  o f  fo u r com ponen ts. W e 

can  start w ith  (a) the  O u treach  and  C om m u n ity  b ased  ac tiv itie s , w h ich  deals w ith  the child  

im m u n iza tio n , m ala ria  con tro l, m aterna l and ch ild  hea lth , fam ily  p lan n in g  and  the L ady  

H ealth  W o rk er p ro g ram m e. T he second  com p o n en t o f  h ea lth  serv ices are  (b) the  p rim ary  

care fac ilitie s , w h ich  basica lly  p ro v id e  the ou tp a tien t care and are loca ted  near to  the 

peop le  in local areas. A d m in is tra tiv e ly , th e  p rim ary  care  fac ilities  (B asic  H ea lth  un ites 

(B H U ) &  R ural H ealth  C en tres (R H C )) are m o stly  m anaged  by  m ed ical o fficer w h ile  lady
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hea lth  v is ito r76 (L H V ) is in -charge  o f  the  m ate rn ity  and  ch ild  h ea lth  cen tres (M T D F, 

2005). T he th ird  im p o rtan t and  re la tiv e ly  spec ia lised  hea lth  fac ilities  ex ist in the  shape o f  

(c) tehsil and  d istric t head q u arte rs  ho sp ita ls  w h ich  p rov ide  the in p atien t as w ell as 

ou tp a tien t care and  are o p era tiona l day  and  n igh t. T hese  fac ilities  p rov ide  trea tm en t for 

no rm al cases w h ile  p a tien ts  in  need  o f  sp ecia lised  care are referred  to  m ajo r hosp ita ls. 

L astly  the  h ig h ly  spec ia lised  h ea lth  fac ilities  appear in the  shape o f  (d) tertia ry  care 

h o sp ita ls , w h ich  are loca ted  in the  m ajo r c ities and  p ro v id e  the  h ig h est level o f  specia lised  

care. T h ese  are m ain ly  the resea rch  and  teach in g  o rg an isa tio n s and  are 24 hours 

operational.

U sing  the  g iven  in frastructu re , a n u m b er o f  d iffe ren t v e rtica l and  horizon tal 

p ro g ram s are in itia ted  fro m  tim e  to  tim e in  o rder to  im prove  the  basic  hea lth  sta tus in  

P ak istan . T he v ertica lly  funded  p ro g ram s include L ady  H ea lth  W o rk er P rogram m e; 

M ala ria  C on tro l P rog ram m e; A ID S  C ontro l P rog ram m e; N ational TB  con tro l p rogram ; 

N atio n a l P ro g ram m e fo r P rev en tion  and C ontro l o f  B lindness; N a tio n a l P rog ram m e for 

F am ily  P lan n in g  &  P rim ary  H ea lth  C are; N a tio n a l M aternal, N ew -b o rn  and  C h ild  H ealth  

P rogram m e; the E x p an d ed  P rogram m e on Im m unisa tion ; C ancer T rea tm en t P rogram m e; 

D rug  A buse; Food  and  N u tritio n  P rog ram m e, and; the  P rim e M in is te r P ro g ram m e for 

P rev en tion  and  C on tro l o f  H epatitis  B &  C (G oP , 2009-10 , G oP , 2010-11). D uring  the 

study  period , the  M in is try  o f  H ea lth  at the  federal level w as in -charge  fo r the various 

vertica l hea lth  in te rv en tio n s (sta ted  above) and fo r the federal ho sp ita ls  in  cap ital area. 

W hereas the  p ro v inc ia l hea lth  d ep artm en ts en su red  serv ice  de livery  at the  p ro v in c ia l level 

and  has the  resp o n sib ility  fo r the budgetary , adm in is tra tiv e  and  m ain ten an ce  op era tio n  o f  

the ex isting  hea lth  fac ilities  in clud ing  P rim ary  hea lth  care  u n its  and H osp ita ls  (G oP , 2009- 

10).

3.3.2.a Organisation of health sector

A cco rd in g  to  the  co n stitu tio n  o f  P ak istan , H ea lth  is p ro v in c ia l m atter. P rov inces are 

resp o n sib le  fo r the  se rv ice  de liv e ry  in hea lth  secto r w h ile  federal go v ern m en t has the 

resp o n sib ility  to dev ise  necessa ry  p o lic ies  in o rder to; ach ieve  stra teg ic  goals, do 

m o n ito rin g  and  ev a lua tion , ach ieve  in te r-p rov inc ia l coo rd in a tio n , he lp  in  ep idem ic 

ou tb reak  and  to  ensure  com p lian ce  w ith  in te rn atio n a l ob ligations. D esp ite  th is  there  are 

n u m b er o f  vertica l p ro g ram s w h ich  are in itia ted  and  fu n d ed  by  federa l go v ern m en t (in 

co llab o ra tio n  w ith  fo re ign  donors). O ver the tim e, effo rts  are b e in g  m ade  to  g radually

76 M o re  sp e c ia lise d  th a n  th e  lad y  h e a lth  w o rk e r
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decen tra lise  vario u s p ro g ram s h ow ever, it o ften  has led to  the du p lica tio n  o f  e ffo rt and 

resu lted  in  in effic ien cy  (W H O , 2007). F o llow ing  is the  ro le  p lay ed  by  d iffe ren t stakeho lder 

in  the  p ro v is io n  o f  hea lth  serv ices.

Federal Level

D esp ite  the  fact th a t hea lth  is in  the p ro v in c ia l d om ain , federal go v ern m en t assum es 

the  resp o n sib ility  o f  dev e lo p in g  the N ational H ea lth  P o licy  and  m o n ito rs  its 

im p lem en ta tio n  to ensu re  equ ity  am ong  the  p ro v in ces  and  to  ach ieve  the n a tional and  

in ternational goals. M in is try  o f  H ealth  at federal level p ro v id e  su p p o rt fo r p rev en tio n  and  

con tro l o f  com m u n icab le  d iseases like M alaria , T B , H IV /A ID S , H epatitis , six  fatal 

d iseases o f  ch ild ren  un d er E PI, d iarrhea l d iseases and  o ther g astro -in testina l d iseases. T hus 

M in istry  o f  hea lth  k eep  v ig ilan ce  on  the  ep id em ics  and  o th er h ea lth  issues that a rise  from  

tim e  to  tim e anyw here  in  the  country . In  th is  regard , federa l go v ern m en t n o t only  

co o rd in a ted  hea lth  ac tiv itie s  o f  the  p ro v inc ia l H ealth  D epartm en ts, bu t also  keep  close 

re la tio n sh ip  w ith  the  in te rnational agencies like  W H O , U N IC E F , JIC A , U S A ID , D F ID , 

W orld  B ank , A sian  D ev e lo p m en t B ank, inter alia (M T D F, 2005).

Provincial Level

P rov inc ia l h ea lth  departm en ts co o rd ina te  the vast n e tw o rk  o f  hea lth  care facilities 

at the p ro v in c ia l level. T he fac ilities  run  by  the  p ro v in c ia l go v ern m en ts  com prise  o f  

H osp ita ls, D ispensaries, B asic  H ealth  U nits and  R ural H ea lth  C en tres, M o th er and  C hild  

H ea lth  C en tres, and  TB C entres (M T D F , 2005). P rov incia l g o v ernm en ts are responsib le  

fo r the bu d g e ta ry  needs, in frastructu re , h um an  capital and  g overnance  m aters  o f  the stated  

fac ilities. In add ition , fu n d s are also  a llocated  fo r th e  p ro v is io n  o f  firs t a id  item s and  for the 

basic  and  em erg en cy  d rugs fo r p o o r and  in ju red  patien ts.

Local Level

L ocal go v ern m en t system  in P ak istan  su ffered  from  lack o f  co n tinu ity  and  w as 

m ore  as an ‘O N ’ ‘O F F ’ p o licy  for po litica l reasons. A fte r  the  ab o litio n  o f  ‘B asic 

D em o crac ie s’ in  1971, local g o v ernm en t system  w as defic ien t o f  serious co n stitu tio n a l role 

till 1979. ‘L ocal go v ern m en t o rd inance, 1979’ estab lish ed  the local go v ern m en t system  

w here  local councils  w ere  resp o n sib le  fo r local serv ice  p ro v is io n in g  in clud ing  pub lic  

health . H ow ever, th is setup  w as defic ien t o f  the  app ropria te  ad m in is tra tiv e  and  financia l 

po w ers  and fell v ic tim  to p o litica l in terference. D uring  2001 , the p ro m u lg a tio n  o f  ‘L ocal

go v ern m en t o rd inance, 2 0 0 1 ’ w as a serious a ttem pt to  in troduce  an em pow ered  local
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go v ern m en t structure . A cco rd in g  to  the  level o f  h ea lth  in frastructu re , these  w ere  p laced  

u n d er the  con tro l o f  d istric t, tehsil and  u n io n  councils  how ever, m ajo r teach in g  h osp ita ls  

rem ain ed  u n d er the p ro v in c ia l governm en ts. N e w  local go v ern m en t system  w as in troduced  

w ith  the  in ten tio n  to tran sfe r resp o n sib ilitie s  to  the local rep resen ta tiv es  at all levels 

how ever, it fa iled  to co n tinue  due to po litica l in te rference  and  is n o w  on  h a lt since 2007.

Private Health Services

A lth o u g h  go v ern m en t is an  im p ortan t p ro v id e r o f  the  basic  hea lth  care to  the 

peop le , ye t p riva te  secto r is v e ry  d om inan t in  P ak istan . T he p riva te  secto r m ain ly  acts as 

fo r-p ro fit fac ilities  and  by far it is one o f  the m o st im p o rtan t p rov iders o f  h ea lth  services. 

D uring  2005, sp end ing  at p rivate  m ed ical serv ice  accoun ted  for up  to 60%  o f  to tal 

ex p en d itu res  on  health , w h ich  w as m ain ly  o u t-o f-p o ck e t spend ing  by pa tien ts . T he private  

secto r fac ilities  are p red o m in an tly  located  in  u rban  areas as on ly  27  percen t o f  all are 

situated  in  the  ru ral a reas (M T D F, 2005). A cco rd in g  to  A kram  and  K h an  (2007) a lm o st 80 

p ercen t o f  o u tp atien ts  are  served  b y  the priva te  sector. S im ilarly , P S L M  (2 004-05) dep ic ts 

n early  the  sam e p ic tu re  by  sta ting  th a t 76 p e rcen t o f  the h o u seh o ld s  consu lt the  priva te  

secto r (T ab le  3.5).

In  fact, there  is lack  o f  serious effo rt fo r the m ean in g fu l d o cu m en ta tio n  o f  the 

ex is tin g  p riva te  sector, how ever, su rvey  n am ely  P rivate  Sec to r H ealth  F ac ilities  (1989) 

show ed  som e 42 ,700  p riv a te  fac ilities . T hese  m ain ly  co nsist o f  c lin ics and  chem ist shops 

(69% ), m ed ical stores (27% ) and  550 p riva te  h o sp ita ls , how ever, n u m bers are defin ite ly  

m u ch  h ig h er now . S im ilarly , the  pharm aceu tica l industry  is qu ite  large in  P ak istan  w ith  

33 ,000  reg is te red  d rugs p ro d u ced  by  over 343 licensed  m an u fac tu rers  (M T D F , 2005). In 

add ition , a large n u m b er o f  u n reg iste red  p rac titio n ers  are a lso  in  the  m arket. In P ak istan , 

the  trad itional system  o f  m ed ic ine , too , is ac tively  p ro v id in g  h ea lth  care  espec ia lly  in rural 

areas. T he M T D F , 2005 reports  ab o u t 55000 T abb ibs (H ealers) w ith  31 U nan i (G reek  

M ed ic ine) d ip lo m a aw ard in g  in stitu tio n s ex ists w h ile  there  are th ree  u n iv ers itie s  w hich  

aw ard  deg rees in  herbal m edicines. S im ilarly , 135 H o m oeopath ic  in stitu tio n s o pera te  in the 

p riva te  secto r and  h ave  the degree  aw ard in g  status.
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Table 3.5: Health consultation in past two weeks (%)
P r o v in c e P r iv a te

H o s p i t a l /

D i s p e n s a r

y

P u b l ic

H o s p i t a l /

D i s p e n s a r

y

R H C /

B H U

H a k e e m /

H e r b a l i s t

H o m e 

o p a t h i c

C h e m is t /

P h a r m a c y

E l d e r O th e r

Urban Areas 71.50 20.47 0.52 1.76 1.54 3.10 1.01 0.11
P u n ja b 7 3 .5 0 1 5 .4 2 0 .2 6 3 .0 9 2 .2 8 3 .9 1 1 .3 7 0 .1 8

S in d h 7 8 .9 3 1 7 .7 9 0 .7 5 0 .7 5 0 .9 6 0 .1 4 0 .6 5 0 .0 3

K P K 5 5 .8 1 3 1 .3 1 0 .3 9 0 .6 7 1 .4 4 9 .1 3 1 .0 9 0 .1 6

B a lo c h i s ta n 5 6 .4 7 4 0 .6 8 1 .2 0 0 .9 9 0 .1 0 0 .1 3 0 .4 3 0 .0 0

Rural Areas 64.31 20.68 3.50 2.32 0.60 6.89 1.36 0.35
P u n ja b 7 1 .0 8 1 5 .2 7 1 .2 0 4 .7 4 1 .2 2 3 .8 5 2 .2 8 0 .3 5

S in d h 7 6 .2 9 1 8 .7 1 3 .2 3 0 .5 3 0 .1 6 0 .2 8 0 .5 2 0 .2 9

K P K 5 1 .7 3 2 1 .7 3 3 .6 0 1 .1 5 0 .4 4 1 9 .9 0 1 .1 3 0 .3 2

B a lo c h i s t a n 4 7 .5 7 3 7 .5 1 1 0 .2 2 .1 3 0 .1 7 0 .6 9 1 .2 0 0 .5 1

Overall 67.40 20.59 2.22 2.08 1.00 5.26 1.21 0.24
P u n ja b 7 2 .2 7 1 5 .3 4 0 .7 4 3 .9 3 1 .7 4 3 .8 8 1 .8 3 0 .2 7

S in d h 7 7 .6 0 1 8 .2 5 2 .0 0 0 .6 4 0 .5 6 0 .2 1 0 .5 8 0 .1 6

K P K 5 2 .9 2 2 4 .5 3 2 .6 6 1.01 0 .7 3 1 6 .7 5 1 .1 2 0 .2 8

B a lo c h i s ta n 5 0 .3 4 3 8 .5 0 7 .4 1 1 .7 7 0 .1 5 0 .5 2 0 .9 6 0 .3 5

S o u r c e :  P S L M  2 0 0 4 - 0 5

3.3.2.b Healthcare financing in Pakistan

In P ak istan , h ea lthcare  fin an c in g  is based  on  tw o  m ain  sources. T he first source  can 

be m en tio n ed  as the go v ern m en t spend ing , w h ich  is fin an ced  th ro u g h  tax  revenues, w h ile  

the  second  one is the p rivate , ou t-o f-p o ck e t spending . G overnm en t spend ing  in  hea lth  

secto r is ca rried  ou t by  b o th  the  federal and  p ro v inc ia l governm en ts. O u t o f  the  federal 

h ea lth  budget, d ev e lo p m en t spend ing  in  h ea lth  sector co n stitu tes a lm o st 50 percent. 

H ow ever, the  p ro v inc ia l g o v ernm en ts m ain ly  rem ain  co m m itted  to  the non -d ev e lo p m en t 

spend ing  (a lm ost 70 percen t), as sum m arised  by  R a jp u t (2005). Social insu rance  and 

priva te  in su rance  has little  ro le  in  h ea lthcare  financing  in  P akistan . O ut o f  the  to tal 

p o p u la tio n  o f  154 m illio n  in  2005 , social hea lth  in su ran ce77 w as av a ilab le  to  one m illion  

em p loyees in  the pub lic  secto r (M T D F , 2005). In add ition , au to n o m o u s p ub lic  sector 

in stitu tio n s in clud ing  un iversities , P ak istan  In ternational airlines (P IA ), W ater and  P ow er 

D evelopm en t A u th o rity  (W A P D A ), P ak istan  R ailw ays, P ak istan  T e leco m m u n ica tio n  

C om pany  L im ited  (P T C L ) and  Fau ji F o u n d a tio n  also  p ro v id ed  hea lth  fac ilities  to

Which does not guarantee the full cost of medication
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add itiona l 0.93 m illio n  peop le , during  2005. L astly , a rm ed  fo rces are  a lso  co vered  w ith  

social hea lth  insurance.

A ro u n d  the  w orld , g o v ernm en ts are in creasing  the  am oun ts invested  in  h ea lth  and 

ed u catio n  secto rs to  a tta in  be tte r h u m an  cap ital. H ow ever, over the  tim e  hea lth  secto r in 

P ak istan  rem ain ed  neg lected . O ver the  study  p e rio d  (1 9 7 4-2009), average  governm en t 

spend ing  on hea lth  secto r rem ain ed  on ly  0.78 p e rcen t o f  G D P, w h ile  it w as reco rd ed  as 

on ly  0.6 percen t o f  G D P in 2009  (G oP , 2009 , W D I). D ev e lo p m en t sp end ing  w as reco rded  

at 31 percen t, on  average , w h ile  it co n stitu ted  48 percen t o f  to ta l p u b lic  h ea lth  expend itu res 

during  2009. F igure  3.1 ch arac terises the  re la tiv e  p o sitio n  o f  pub lic  secto r developm en t 

spend ing  in  h ea lth  to  to ta l p ub lic  hea lth  expend itu re . O verall, ou t o f  the  to ta l hea lth  

ex p en d itu re  at the n a tional level, p u b lic  spend ing  w as reco rd ed  as 33 percen t during  2009, 

w h ile  the  rest w as m ain ly  financed  th ro u g h  o u t-o f-p o ck e t p riva te  ex p end itu re , due to 

neg lig ib le  social insu rance  sector. T ab le  3.4 p resen ts  the overa ll p ic tu re  o f  p ub lic  spend ing  

on  hea lth  ov er the  p eriod  o f  tim e.

T he co n so lid a ted  pub lic  hea lth  spend ing  (i.e. to ta l spend ing  on  hea lth  by  federal 

and  p rov inc ia l g o vernm en ts) rem ain ed  a la rm in g ly  low , th ro u g h o u t the  p erio d  under 

ana lysis  i.e. 1974-2009 (F igure  3.2, T ab le  3.6). P ublic  hea lth  ex p en d itu re  co n stitu ted  less 

th an  one p ercen t o f  G D P, w ith  the ex cep tio n  o f  on ly  tw o  y ears w hen  it c rossed  one p ercen t 

m ark  du ring  1986 and  1987. H ealth  spend ing  rem ain ed  qu ite  v o la tile  fo r m o st o f  the period  

u n d er an a lysis, h o w ev er during  past n ine  y ears it co n stan tly  h o v ered  around  0 .6-0 .7  

p ercen t o f  G D P. T here  w as gradual increase  in th e  share o f  p ro v in c ia l spend ing  on  hea lth  

re la tive  to  federal spend ing . F igu re  3.3 ind ica tes that ov er the tim e, p a tte rn  o f  pub lic  

spend ing  on  hea lth  has  rev ersed  as p ro v inc ia l spend ing  on  hea lth  has in creased  from  35 

p ercen t (d u rin g  y ear 1974) to  69 p ercen t (in  y ear 2001 ) o f  to tal pub lic  hea lth  spend ing  in 

P akistan .

It is o bv ious th a t hea lth  secto r in P ak istan  is n o t su ffic ien tly  funded . D esp ite  

nom inal increases, h ea lth  spend ing  re la tiv e  to G D P has ra th er decreased  ov er tim e. 

D u p lica tio n  in  the  federal, p ro v inc ia l and local g o v e rn m en t’s effo rts  is also  an im p o rtan t 

source  o f  ineffic iency . A d d itiona lly , capac ity  issues and  lack o f  financia l m an ag em en t at 

p ro v inc ia l level are am ong  the  s ign ifican t issues felt at the  ground. D ecisions are  no t 

derived  from  the  co st-b en efit analysis  and  p o licy  m akers lack  in fo rm atio n  and ab ilities  to 78

78 A fte r  th e  d e v o lu tio n  p la n  2 0 0 1 , ce r ta in  sp e n d in g  re sp o n s ib ili t ie s  ( in c lu d in g  h e a lth )  w e re  sh if te d  to  d is tr ic t 
g o v e rn m e n ts  (1 1 4  in  to ta l) . T h u s , th e se  sp e n d in g  w ere  n o  lo n g e r  re c o rd e d  a t p ro v in c ia l  b u d g e t s ta te m en ts .
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e ffic ien tly  a llocate  reso u rces  (M T D F , 2005). S im ilarly , no  effo rt has b een  m ade  so far to 

reg u la rise  p riva te  sector.

Figure 3.1: Share of development expenditure in total public health expenditure

N o te : D e v e lo p m e n t sp e n d in g  in  p u b lic  h e a lth  s e c to r  is u se d  fo r; c o n s tru c tio n  o f  n ew  h o sp ita ls , p u rc h a se  o f  

e q u ip m e n t, t r a in in g  o f  d o c to rs  an d  p a ra m e d ic  s ta ff , a n d  in c lu d e s  o th e r  ca p ita l sp e n d in g  in  p u b lic  h ea lth

Figure 3.2: Total Public health expenditure relative to GDP
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1980 1985 1990 1995 2000

Figure 3.3: Percentage share of provincial health spending out of total public 
health spending

Table 3.6: Public sector Consolidated (Federal and Provincial) Health Expenditures 
1974-2009 (Rs. Billion)
Fiscal year Total Health Development Current

Expenditure Expenditure Expenditure
1974 0.64 0.36 0.28

1980 1.74 0.94 0.79

1985 4.27 1.88 2 .39

1990 7.74 2.74 4 .99

1995 16.35 5.74 10.61

2000 24.28 5.94 18.34

2005 40.00 16.00 24 .00

2009 78.86 37.86 41 .00

Source: G .o .P . (1996  and  2010)

3.3.3 How to Measure Fiscal Decentralisation?

H aving  d iscu ssed  the  basic  hea lth  in frastru ctu re  in  P ak istan , w e re tu rn  to the basic  

a im  o f  th is  s tudy  w h ich  is to  find  out the  effec ts  o f  p o litica l d ecen tra lisa tio n  o f  au thority , 

from  cen tre  to  subnational g o v ernm en ts in P ak istan . T h is s tudy  w ill ana lyse , w h e th e r or 

n o t fiscal d ecen tra lisa tio n  has resu lted  in e ffic ien cy  gains and  h o w  it has affec ted  the 

serv ice  p ro v is io n  in the  local ju risd ic tio n s . In  th is  con tex t, it is im portan t to no te  th at th is 

study  ana lyses the  e ffec ts  o f  p o litica l d ecen tra lisa tio n  on  hea lth  serv ices, w h ereas  the
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secto r specific  adm in is tra tiv e  or m in iste ria l d éco n cen tra tio n  is no t the  sub jec t m atte r  o f  th is 

study. W e have seen  that federal go v ern m en t h ad  a  do m in an ts  ro le  in the  h ea lth  secto r in 

P ak istan , overtim e; hence, as decen tra lisa tio n  reduces the  cen tral go v ern m en t in fluence, 

the  an a lysis  w ill iso la te  its e ffec ts  on  hea lth  secto r and w ill m ake  c lear the  co n trib u tio n  o f  

the  subnational governm ents.

D ecen tra lisa tio n  is a m u ltiface ted  p o licy  in te rv en tio n  th a t a im s at enhancing  

effic ien cy  in  reso u rce  u tilisa tio n  th ro u g h  in fo rm ed  p o licy  m aking , therefo re , researchers 

o ften  find  it h a rd  to  get an  op tim al em pirica l p roxy  fo r it. O ne o f  the  p o ssib le  w ay-ou t, 

n o rm ally  p u rsued  in  the  litera tu re , is the  use o f  fiscal in strum en ts to  gauge decen tra lisa tion . 

It is no rm al p rac tice  to use the secto r specific  or to ta l ex p end itu re  in cu rred  at the sub 

n a tional level (i.e. the ex p en d itu re  approach ) to  p ro x y  d ecen tra lisa tion . S im ilarly , revenue  

accrued  from  d iffe ren t sources at the  local level, is a lso  u sed  to  m easu re  local au tonom y or 

local spend ing  cap ac ity  (revenue  approach).

In  th is  s tudy , revenue  ap p ro ach  is ad o p ted  fo r the  analysis. F in an cia l ind ica to rs 

reg ard in g  the  revenue  ra is in g  pow ers o f  p ro v in ces  h e lps in  m easu rin g  the level o f  local 

au tonom y. In add ition , federal transfers  also  need  to  be ana lysed  as these  co n tribu te  to the 

fiscal capac ity  o f  the p rov inces. Flence, tw o m ain  sources o f  p ro v inc ia l finances are used  to 

assess the level o f  fiscal d ecen tra lisa tio n  in  P ak istan . Such  defin itio n  is in  co n fo rm ity  w ith  

K ha leg h ian  (2004), R o n d in e lli, N e llis  and C heem a (1984), T ho rn to n  (2007); R odden  

(2002) and  Iim i (2005). F o r th is  study, the  ex p en d itu re  ap p ro ach 79 w as no t adop ted
O A

because  o f  the  am b igu ity  (w ith  resp ec t to  the  use o f  dev e lo p m en t funds ) and  n o n 

ava ilab ility  o f  d a ta  fo r th e  w ho le  p erio d  un d er analysis.

3.3.3.a Measures for fiscal decentralisation

A s d iscussed  earlier, m easu res o f  fiscal d ecen tra lisa tio n  in  th is  s tudy  are b ased  on  

the  level o f  fiscal au th o rity  as w ell as econom ic  capac ity  at the p ro v in c ia l level. T hree 

p ro x ies  fo r fiscal d ecen tra lisa tio n  w ere  used  to  m easure  the  level o f  au to n o m y  in d ec is io n 

m ak ing  at the local level. T he p ro v in ces’ m o st o bv ious sources o f  funds are e ither their 

ow n  resources (tax  as w ell as non-tax  revenues) o r the tran sfe rs  rece iv ed  from  the cen tral 

governm en t, and  bo th  are  equally  im portan t. T herefo re , the first tw o  p ro x ies  are derived  

from  ow n source  rev en u es i.e. i) p ro v inc ia l tax  revenues fro m  d om estic  sources and  ii) * 80

'9 as is done in many studies including Davoodi and Zou, 1998; Xie, Zou, Davoodi, 1999; Zhang and Zou, 
1998 and 2001
80 Provincial expenditures include development spending that were partly financed by federal government or 
funded under foreign project assistance
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P ro v inc ia l local revenues, w h ich  co nsist o f  the  dom estic  tax  and  non -tax  revenues. N on-tax  

revenues co m p rise  o f  u se r charges, p rices, fines and p ro fits  from  au to n o m o u s bod ies as 

w ell as in te rest, d iv id en d s, in te rnational g ran ts  and assis tan ce  at p ro v in c ia l level. B oth  

m easu res are  ex p ressed  as ratio  o f  to ta l go v ern m en t revenues. P rov inc ia l g overnm en ts are 

free to spend  these  fu n d s and  th ere  are no strings a ttached  to  these . T hus these  m easu res 

w ill p resen t the  S N G ’s local revenue  gen era tio n  capac ity  and  w ou ld  be  ind ica tive  o f  local 

au tonom y.

T he th ird  p ro x y  fo r fiscal decen tra lisa tio n  is federal transfers  rece iv ed  by  the 

p rov inces. T h ese  funds orig ina te  from  the co n so lid a ted  resou rce  poo l and  are d istribu ted
o  1

am ong  th e  p ro v in ces  acco rd ing  to  the resou rce  d istrib u tio n  fo rm u la  . It is im p ortan t to 

n o te  th at these  transfers  co n stitu te  lion  share o f  the  p ro v in c e s’ resou rces. T hus, enhanced  

federal tran sfe r increases funds ava ilab ility  to  the SN G s. T o p roxy  fiscal d ecen tra lisa tion , 

federa l tran sfe rs  are also  exp ressed  as ra tio  to  to ta l go v ern m en t revenues. T hus, the h igher 

level o f  d om estic  rev en u es or federal transfers  rep resen ts  g rea ter flex ib ility  in dec ision  

m ak ing  and  th is  study  analyses its e ffec ts  on h ea lth  secto r o u tcom es in  P ak istan .

Hypothesis:

A s d iscussed  above, th is  s tudy  ex am ines the e ffec ts  o f  fiscal d ecen tra lisa tio n  on  

hea lth  secto r ind icato rs. T he h y p o theses rests  o n  the  assu m p tio n  th a t fiscal decen tra lisa tio n  

im proves the  reso u rces  a llo ca tio n  at local level, tak in g  care  o f  local n eed s and  p references; 

and  th is  w ill lead  to  po sitiv e  e ffec ts  in hea lth  sector.

Main hypothesis regarding the effects of Fiscal decentralisation:

1. Provincial Autonomy: H igher revenue  co llectio n  from  dom estic  sources im proves 

p ro v in c ia l au to n o m y  and  leads to  indep en d en ce  in  local d ec isio n s m aking . T he 

hypo th esis  is that h igher level o f  p ro v inc ia l au tonom y w ill resu lt in be tte r health  

fac ilities  to the  peop le , as im proved  hea lth  ensu res b e tte r qu a lity  o f  life.

2. Provincial Capacity: Federal tran sfe rs  are im p o rtan t to  p ro v id e  the subnational 

go v ern m en t w ith  adequate  financia l capab ility , so that th ey  can  ach ieve  w hat is 

n ecessary  fo r the peop le . T his m easu re  w ill q uan tify  th e  e ffec ts  o f  h igher resource  

transfers  from  federal to  subnational governm ents. T hus, ana lysis  o f  p rov incial 81

81 W h ich  w as  b a s e d  on  p ro v in c ia l  p o p u la tio n , d u r in g  th e  p e r io d  u n d e r  a n a ly s is
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capacity  w ill m ake  it c lear, w h ether o r no t the  in creased  level o f  federal transfers  

he lp ed  P ak istan  to  ach ieve the  desired  po sitiv e  e ffec ts  in  h ea lth  sector.

T hese  hypo th eses  w ill he lp  in  ex am in in g  the e ffec ts  o f  fiscal decen tra lisa tio n  on  

hea lth  secto r in  P ak istan . F iscal decen tra lisa tio n  in  the  fo rm  o f  p ro v inc ia l au tonom y is 

assum ed  to ensu re  th a t resou rces are  a llocated  to  the m o st im m ed ia te  and  im p ortan t pub lic  

needs, w h ich  is also  expected  to  y ie ld  e ffic ien cy  gains due to  be tte r targeting . S im ilarly , 

fiscal d ecen tra lisa tio n  in  the  form  o f  h ig h er federal tran sfe rs  is a lso  very  im portan t, 

because  in  P ak istan , p ro v in ces  are  h eav ily  tran sfe rs  dependen t. B y estim atin g  the  e ffects o f  

federal transfers , the  p u rp o se  is to  ana lyse  the  e ffects o f  partia l fiscal d ecen tra lisa tio n  

(B rueckner, 2009), w h ere  the  federal g o v ernm en t co llects  rev en u es and  the p rov inc ia l 

g o v ernm en ts has the resp o n sib ility  to spend  it in  acco rd an ce  w ith  local needs.

3.4 METHODOLOGY

T he av ailab le  litera tu re  on  hea lth  secto r ex h ib its  its im portance  and  the  resea rch e r’s 

in terest in  the top ic . D iffe ren t hea lth  ou tcom e ind ica to rs like  in fan t m o rta lity  rate , life 

exp ectan cy  and  ch ild  im m u n isa tio n  w ere used  to analyse  the  e ffects o f  decen tra lisa tio n  on 

hea lth  sector. H o w ever, the  fundam en ta l issue w ith  such  long  term  ind ica to rs is that, health  

ou tcom e ind ica to rs are  inheren tly  in flu en ced  by  a n u m b er o f  local and  fo re ign  facto rs 

in clud ing  level o f  aw aren ess  in the society , ed u catio n  level, vacc in a tio n  cam paigns, food 

and  hyg iene  s itua tion  as w ell as fund ing  from  the  in te rnational donors and  co m pliance  w ith  

in te rn atio n a l ob lig a tio n s like M illen n iu m  D ev e lo p m en t G oals. A s ev iden t, som e o f  these  

fac to rs are far from  local go v ern m en t con tro l, w h ich  m akes it d ifficu lt to  accu ra te ly  

ana lyse  the  true  im petus. In add ition , A k in  et al. (2001) p o in ted  out an in te resting  situa tion  

in  d evelop ing  coun tries w here  the  in creasin g  level o f  d ecen tra lisa tio n  in  hea lth  secto r is 

a sso c ia ted  m ain ly  w ith  the  in cen tives p ro v id ed  fo r p rim ary  h ea lth  care assistance . It w as 

e lab o rated  th a t in te rnational d onor ag encies like W H O  and  U N IC E F  m akes the 

inv o lv em en t o f  local co m m u n ity  m an d a to ry  to advance  g ran ts  and  h ence, it w as the  p re 

req u isite  fo r hea lth  secto r assistance  that led  to d ecen tra lisa tion , n o t the  o ther w ay  around. 

T herefo re, res tric tin g  m ere ly  to  hea lth  ou tcom es m ig h t leave us w ith  in su ffic ien t 

in fo rm ation . W hat w e need  to ana lyse  is the  e ffects o f  fiscal d ecen tra lisa tio n  on  input, 

ou tp u t and  o u tcom e variab les  in h ea lth  secto r to p ro p erly  ana lyse  its short, m ed iu m  and 

long  term  effects.
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H ence, desp ite  the  m en tio n ed  issues in  g au g ing  effects re la ted  to  hea lth  ou tcom es, 

w e canno t ignore  these . O ne can  on ly  co m m en t on the  situa tion , once the re la tio n sh ip  is 

em p irica lly  es tim ated  and  assessed  using  ap p ro p ria te  eco n o m etric  techn iques. T herefo re, 

as first step , th is  s tu d y  estim ated  the  e ffec ts  o f  fiscal d ecen tra lisa tio n  on  v arious hea lth  

ind ica to rs and  resu lts  are  assessed  th ereafte r to in fer accord ing ly . A  th o ro u g h  analysis 

w ou ld  he lp  in find ing  out, w h e th er fiscal d ecen tra lisa tio n  m ech an ism  in P ak istan  w as 

successfu l in  m ate ria lis in g  the expected  p o sitiv e  gains; in  the  fo rm  o f  be tte r targe ting , 

en h an ced  e ffic iency  and  b e tte r u tilisa tio n  o f  scarce reso u rces?  B esides, th is  study  aim s to 

assess w h e th er the im p ac t o f  fiscal d ecen tra lisa tio n  w as u n ifo rm  o r it d iffered  am ong  the 

p rov inces, fo r w h ich  the p ro v in c ia l da ta  w ou ld  be  used.

3.4.1 Nature of Analysis

To p ro ceed  w ith  the analysis, firs t o f  all the  agg reg a te  national level d a ta  is 

exp lo red  to  find  out ho w  hea lth  secto r w as a ffec ted  by  the  decen tra lisa tio n , overtim e. A s 

d iscu ssed  earlier, fiscal d ecen tra lisa tio n  at local level w ill be ana ly sed  bo th  in  the shape o f  

local au to n o m y  in dec is io n  m ak ing  (ow n  sou rce  rev enues) as w ell as by an a ly sin g  the 

e ffects o f  fiscal cap ac ity  (federal transfers), a t p ro v inc ia l levels. D ec isio n  m ak ing  

au to n o m y  h e lp s  SN G s in  b e tte r targ e tin g , w h ile  federal tran sfe rs82 enhances p rov inc ia l 

fiscal cap ab ility  to  serve the  people.

T he m ost im p o rtan t e ffec t at nationa l level is p rim arily  to  an a lyse  the  e ffects on 

hea lth  ex p en d itu re  b ecau se  in the  cen tral se tup  like  P ak istan , a nu m b er o f  hea lth  

in te rv en tio n s are  fin an ced  by  federal governm en t. T herefo re , it w o u ld  be in te resting  to 

ana lyse  the  to ta l hea lth  spend ing , w h en  the  p ro v in ces  sta rted  to en joy  g rea ter resou rces 

from  the cen tre. T he seco n d  im p o rtan t effec t to  analyse  is th a t ho w  fiscal decen tra lisa tio n  

has affec ted  the g round  rea litie s  i.e. hea lth  in frastru c tu ra l fac ilities  (hosp ital beds) and  the 

h ea lth  serv ices i.e. D octo rs av a ilab ility  to  pub lic . S im ilarly , the e ffects o f  fiscal 

decen tra lisa tio n  on  h ea lth  ou tcom e i.e. in fan t m orta lity  ra te  w ere  also  analysed . T herefo re, 

the  first pa rt o f  the  em pirica l an a lysis  is d ed ica ted  to  the analysis  at the  national level, 

w here  the e ffec ts  o f  fiscal decen tra lisa tio n  on  hea lth  secto r in  term s o f  hea lth  spend ing , 

hea lth  in frastructu re  and  hea lth  o u tcom es w ere  analysed .

F o llow ing  that, the  second  part o f  the  em pirica l an a lysis  repo rts  the  im pact o f  fiscal 

d ecen tra lisa tio n  on h ea lth  in frastructu ra l fac ilities  at the  p ro v inc ia l level. The p ro v inc ia l 

level analysis  w ou ld  iden tify , w h e th er fiscal d ecen tra lisa tio n  has im proved  the  serv ice

82 T h a t c o n s titu te  lio n  sh a re  o f  p ro v in c ia l b u d g e ts  in P a k is ta n
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delivery  and  w ere  p ro v in c ia l g overnm en ts ab le  to  transla te  g rea ter p ro v in c ia l reso u rces  in 

b e tte r hea lth  o p p o rtu n ities?  T hus, an a lysing  b o th  the n a tional and  p ro v in c ia l level data  

w ou ld  p ro v id e  us w ith  a co m p rehensive  b ro ad er p ictu re.

3.4.2 Data and Methodology for the Analysis at National level

T his section  e labo rates the  m eth o d o lo g y  used  fo r the  ana lysis  at the n a tional level. 

W e w ill d iscuss d iffe ren t hea lth  ind ica to rs and  the  im p o rtan t d e te rm in an ts  in each  case. 

D ata  av a ilab ility  and  sources o f  d a ta  are d iscussed  w h ile  the im p ortan t variab les are 

p resen ted  g raph ically .

3.4.2.a Theoretical model and determinants of public health expenditures

B ased  on  the  d iscu ssio n  in  R obalino  et al. (2001), J im én ez  and  Sm ith  (2005), 

K ha leg h ian  (2004), J im én ez-R u b io  (2011 a, b) and U ch im u ra  &  Jiitting  (2009), w e can
o i  # . . .  .  .  .

m odel the hea lth  secto r in d ica to rs  fo r its re la tio n sh ip  w ith  d ecen tra lisa tion . B asic 

hyp o th esis  in these  stud ies is th a t hea lth  ou tco m es are de te rm in ed  by  p o litica l, econom ic, 

social and  dem o g rap h ic  charac te ris tic s  o f  the  country . A s d iscussed , in  th is  s tudy  four 

hea lth  secto r ind ica to rs are u sed  to  quan tify  the  e ffec ts  o f  fiscal d ecen tra lisa tion . F irst 

in d ica to r can be  reg ard ed  as hea lth  secto r inpu t v a riab le , rep resen ted  by  to ta l health  

ex p en d itu res  in P ak istan . T he second  and  th ird  ind ica to rs rep resen t the  hea lth  secto r ou tpu t 

m easu res, in clud ing  h ea lth  in frastru ctu re  in the form  o f  hosp ita l beds av a ilab ility  and 

hea lth  serv ices i.e. n u m b er o f  doctors. L astly , fo u rth  in d ica to r w ill m easure  an  ou tcom e 

fac to r by  assessin g  in fan t m o rta lity  rate. A s all o f  these  in d ica to rs  are m ean t to  exp la in  

hea lth  sector, therefo re , there  is an overlap  in  the  ex p lan a to ry  variab les  that are used  to 

exp la in  each  hea lth  secto r ind icator. Sec tion  b e lo w  ex p la in s  each  eq u ation  in  g reater 

details.

(i) Health Input Equation

P ub ic  hea lth  care ex p en d itu re  is the  p rim e inpu t in  en su ring  basic  hea lth  facilities. 

It has im p o rtan t bearing  on  the ex isting  hea lth  fac ilities  w h ile  it also  d e term ines th e ir  fu ture 

availab ility . T herefo re , w e  w ill start w ith  p e r cap ita  to ta l h ea lth  ex p en d itu re  w h ich  can  be 

m o d elled  as Eq. (1). 83 84

83 In addition, we also benefited from the studies which had explicitly analysed the determinants of different 
health care indicators including Abbas and Hiemenz (2011), Toor and Butt, (2005), Di Matteo (2005), 
Freeman (2003), Di Matteo and Di Matteo (1998) and Siddiqui et al. (1995).
84 Including both the current expenditure and development expenditure
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E q .( l)

H e p c t =  a lx +  0 D t +  /?n r t + P 12 F D t + /?13 GEt +  p 14L f p t +  p 13P g r t + p i e A i d t + e1£

w here  Hepct is the  per cap ita  con so lid a ted  hea lth  ex p end itu re , deno ting  the  basic  

hea lth  input. E q .( l)  w ill iso la te  the im m ed ia te  e ffects o f  fiscal d ecen tra lisa tio n  on  hea lth  

sector. A lo n g  w ith  fiscal decen tra lisa tio n  o th er d e te rm in an ts  o f  h ea lth  expend itu res 

includes overa ll level o f  econom ic  p rosperity , general go v ern m en t ex p end itu re  po licy , 

p o p u la tio n  dem o g rap h ics  and  fo re ig n  aid. L astly , £t rep resen ts  the erro r term  in  each 

eq u a tio n  w h ile  the  subscrip t t deno tes tim e  i.e. t =  1 , .  . . ,  36.

H ealth  ex p en d itu re  at the national level can  be d iv id ed  into dev e lo p m en t and  n o n 

dev e lo p m en t (curren t) expend itu res. T he dev e lo p m en t ex p end itu re  h e lps in  the  p u rchase  o f  

n ew  equ ipm en t, tra in in g  o f  p erso n n el and  b u ild in g  n ew  m ed ical fac ilities , hence, im pact o f  

such  sp end ing  need  som e tim e  to  appear. O n  the o ther hand , the  im pact o f  n o n 

d ev e lo p m en t ex p en d itu re  can be  felt in  the  sam e p erio d  as it re la tes to  the  opera tiona l 

needs o f  the  ex isting  h ea lth  fac ilities. It is im p o rtan t to no te  th a t non-d ev e lo p m en t 

ex p en d itu re  has m o st o f  the tim e  do m in ated  the dev e lo p m en t expend itu re . H ow ever, 

k eep in g  our focus on fiscal decen tra lisa tio n , w e w ill n o t go in to  such  deep er deta ils  and 

w ill co ncen tra te  on  the  to ta l hea th  ex p en d itu re  at the  national level. D iscu ssio n  b e lo w  

sum m arise  each  o f  the  ex p lanato ry  v ariab le  fo r its effec t on  to ta l p e r cap ita  hea lth  

ex p end itu res (Hepc), as ind ica ted  in E q .( l) .

Per capita Gross Domestic Product (Y): A m ong  the  ex p lan ato ry  variab les  one o f  the 

im portan t d e te rm inan ts  o f  hea lth  sp end ing  is the  p e r cap ita  G ross D om estic  P roduct 

(G D P ). It is lead ing  d ev e lo p m en t in d ica to r in  the  social secto r stud ies that is used  to 

cap tu re  the p rev a ilin g  liv ing  standards in  the  country . It de te rm in es the  resou rce  

av a ilab ility  in the eco n o m y  and thus is assum ed  to  have positiv e  e ffec t on  pub lic  health  

expend itu re .

Fiscal decentralisation (FD): A s the  m ain  focus o f  the study  is to  analyse  the effec ts  o f  

fiscal decen tra lisa tio n , p ro v inc ia l au tonom y and  federal transfers  w ere  used  (as ratio  to 

to tal governm en t rev en u es) to  assess its effects. T h eo ry  o f  d ecen tra lisa tio n  suggests  that 

e ffic ien cy  gains can  be ach ieved  th ro u g h  lo ca lisa tio n  and it can help  in  the p ro v is io n  o f  

pub lic  goods in  acco rdance  w ith  local needs and  p refe ren ces b ecause  local setup  has be tte r 

channels  o f  in fo rm atio n  (as these  are located  n ear to  the  peop le) to  get in fo rm ed  abou t 

local dem ands. D ue to the  large n u m b er o f  in fluences on  hea lth  sector, one canno t ru le  out 

the  p o ssib ility  o f  e ither p o sitiv e  or n egative  e ffec ts  o f  fiscal d ecen tra lisa tio n  on to ta l health
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ex pend itu res. In  the  ab sence  o f  any  fu n d am en ta l change  in  the pub lic  h ea lth  in v estm en t in 

P ak istan , fiscal d ecen tra lisa tio n  cap tu res the  co m m itm en t o f  the  subnational levels to 

hea lth  sp end ing  and  there  are  p o ssib ilitie s  that overall spend ing  on  h ea lth  m ay  increase  i f  

local g o v ernm en ts s tart to  spare even  m ore m oney  on  the hea lth  p rov ision . H ow ever, i f  

decen tra lised  setup  is no t in te rested  in  h ig h er sp end ing  bu t instead  ach ieves better 

targe ting , av o id  unn ecessa ry  spend ing , e lim inate  d u p lica tio n  o f  serv ices and  is ab le  to  cap 

any  loopho les in the spend ing  chains, d ecen tra lisa tio n  can  have n egative  e ffec t on  the 

overall hea lth  spending . T herefo re, fiscal d ecen tra lisa tio n  con tains im p o rtan t in fo rm ation  

and  is expected  to sum m arise  the b eh av io u r o f  subnational go v ern m en ts , overtim e, w ith  

special refe ren ce  to  h ea lth  expend itu res.

General government expenditure (GE): S im ilarly , p o licy  reg ard in g  general governm ent 

ex p en d itu re  is a lso  v ery  im p o rtan t and  it is used  to  p ro x y  g o v e rn m en t’s co m m itm en t to  the 

hea lth  sector. G enerous go v ern m en t ex p en d itu re  p o licy  is ex p ected  to be seen  in  the hea lth  

spend ing  as w ell and  w e can ex p ect it to  have positive  sign. H ow ever, i f  g o v ernm en ts are 

inv o lv ed  in  ex trav ag an t n o n -d ev e lo p m en t spend ing , th is  can  d ivert funds from  the social 

secto r and  th u s can  ex ert n egative  e ffect on  h ea lth  spending . H ence, the  sign ificance  and 

sign  o f  th is  v a riab le  w ill p ro v ide  in te resting  in sigh ts  into the  m atter.

Labour-force participation rate (Lfp): A s d iscussed  earlier, p riva te  secto r is an  im portan t 

p ro v id er o f  h ea lth  serv ices in P ak istan . D ue to the un reg u la ted  p riva te  sector, it is d ifficu lt 

to  find  reliab le  d a ta  to  rep resen t the  e ffec ts  o f  p riva te  secto r on the  g o v ern m en t’s health  

spend ing  po licy . O ne p o ssib le  so lu tion  to  th is  s ituation , how ever, can  be  suggested  as the 

use o f  lab o ur-fo rce  p a rtic ip a tio n  rate  to  p roxy  the  a ffo rd ab ility  o f  the  peop le . B asica lly  w e 

assum e th a t i f  there  are m ore  peop le  ab le  to  w o rk  in the  econom y (that is opera ting  at the 

na tu ra l ra te  o f  u n em p lo y m en t85) th is  can  p ro b ab ly  increase  the ch ances to  affo rd  to  p ay  for 

the  priva te  h ea lth  fac ilities. T hus increased  lab o u r fo rce  p artic ip a tio n  is assum ed  to  reduce 

general d ep endence  on pub lic  h ea lth  fac ilities , lead ing  to  red u c tio n  in  pub lic  spend ing  and 

v ice  versa. H ow ever, it is c lear that labour fo rce  p artic ip a tio n  rate  is no t a p e rfec t p roxy  for 

cap tu rin g  the priva te  h ea lth  fac ilities  in  P akistan .

Population growth rate (Pgr): T he d em ograph ic  charac te ris tic s  o f  the coun try  also  p lay  an 

im portan t ro le  in  d e te rm in in g  to ta l hea lth  ex p en d itu re  at the  national level. It is believed  

th a t b en ev o len t g o v ernm en t has to  take  in to  acco u n t the  p o p u la tio n  g row th  rate  so as to 

m ain ta in /im p ro v e  p rev a ilin g  h ea lth  status in  the country . H ence, i f  p o p u la tio n  g ro w th  is on

85 D u rin g  th e  p e r io d  u n d e r  an a ly s is  (1 9 7 4 -2 0 0 9 )  th e  a v e ra g e  ra te  o f  u n e m p lo y m e n t w as  4 .8 8  p e rc e n t
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the  rise , go v ern m en t has to  increase  its unav o id ab le  spend ing  o therw ise , ava ilab ility  o f  

h ea lth  fac ilities , on  average, w ill deterio ra te .

Foreign aid (Aid): F o re ig n  aid  from  v arious d o n o r ag encies also  p lays an im p ortan t role, 

as these  are  in tended  to  su p p lem en t g o v ern m en ts ' g iven  efforts. F o re ign  aid  is expected  to 

increase  h ea lth  ex pend itu res, b ecau se  th ese  funds shou ld  lead  to the  in itia tio n  o f  new  

p ro jec ts , w h ich  needs ce rta in  effo rts  from  the  g ran t rece iv in g  cou n try  as w ell. F low ever, i f  

coun tries s tart to rep lace  g o v ernm en t spend ing  w ith  fo re ig n  aid  (in stead  o f  su pp lem en ting  

it) th en  it w o u ld  lead  to  negative  e ffects, and  it is im p o rtan t to k n o w  the  exact e ffects in 

P akistan .

Plaving d iscu ssed  E q .( l)  that e labo rated  m odel fo r the  e ffects o f  fiscal 

d ecen tra lisa tio n  on  h ea lth  ex pend itu res, the n ex t su b -sec tio n  d iscusses the  hea lth  ou tcom e 

variab les. H ealth  exp en d itu res  can  give us a h in t abou t the im m ed ia te  reac tio n  o f  

subnational go v ern m en ts  to hea lth  sector, b u t even  m ore im p ortan t is to  analyse  the effects 

o f  fiscal d ecen tra lisa tio n  on actua l hea lth  fac ilities  on  the  ground. T hus the  n ex t su b 

section  w ill enab le  us to  iden tify  the  serv ice  p ro v is io n  aspects o f  fiscal d ecen tra lisa tio n  in  a 

m ore  e labo rate  m anner.

(ii) Health Output Equations

In th is  study, tw o  o u tcom e v ariab les i.e. h ea lth  fac ilities  and  hea lth  serv ices, are 

con sid ered  to  determ ine  the  m ed ium  term  effects o f  fiscal d ecen tra lisa tio n  on  hea lth  sector. 

In E q .(2 ), bedtp rep resen ts  h osp ita l beds av a ilab ility  to  p o p u la tio n  and  is used  to p roxy  the 

hea lth  in frastru ctu re  fac ilitie s  av a ilab le  to the  pub lic . D ue to  the  n o n -av a ilab ility  o f  data  

from  the  p riva te  sector, on ly  d a ta  from  the  pub lic  hosp ita l are used. In add ition , E q .(3) 

rep resen ts  D octo rs av a ilab ility  to  p o pu lation , d en o ted  by  doctp, and  w o u ld  cap tu re  the 

e ffects o f  fiscal d ecen tra lisa tio n  on ava ilab le  h ea lth  serv ices in  P ak istan . T he g iven  hea lth  

o u tpu t ind ica to rs are m o d elled  as p resen ted  in E q .(2 ) and  Eq.(3):

86

Bedtpt = «2i + P2 1  Hepct + (322FDt + /32 3 GEt + /32 4Pgrt + (32 5 Urbt + e2t

E q.(2) 86

86 E x p e n d itu re  o n  lad y  h e a lth  w o rk e rs  p ro g ra m , m o th e r /c h ild  c a re  c e n tre s  an d  im m u n isa tio n  ca m p a ig n s
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D o c t p t =  a 31 +  P 31H e p c t +  /?32F D t +  P 33L f p t + p 34P g r t + P 35U r b t +  e 3 t

Eq.(3)

w here

Hepc: ind ica tes co n so lid a ted  p ub lic  hea lth  ex p end itu re  in  p e r cap ita  te rm s w h ich  con tains 

bo th  the d ev e lo p m en t as w ell as n o n -d ev e lo p m en t expend itu res. H ealth  ex p en d itu re  is an 

im p o rtan t de te rm in an t o f  hea lth  in frastru ctu ra l fac ilities  and  h ea lth  serv ices, w hich  is 

ex p ected  to y ie ld  p ositive  effects.

FD: rep resen ts  p ro v in c ia l au to n o m y  and  partia l federal d ecen tra lisa tio n  m easu res and  th ree  

p rox ies are used  to assess these  e ffects as d iscussed  earlier. C o n d itiona l u p o n  the 

e ffec tiv en ess o f  local g o vernm en ts, th is  v a riab le  is exp ected  to have po sitiv e  e ffec t on 

h ea lth  fac ilities  and serv ices.

Ge: rep resen ts  general go v ern m en t ex p en d itu re  (as ra tio  to G D P) and  is in c luded  in the 

m odel to  eva lua te  the  e ffects o f  go v ern m en t sp end ing  on hosp ita l beds availab ility . The 

sign and sig n ifican ce  o f  go v ern m en t ex p en d itu res  w ill ex h ib it the co m m itm en t o f  ru lers to 

p e o p le 's  social needs.

Pgr: rep resen ts  p o p u la tio n  g ro w th  rate  and  is v e ry  im p o rtan t variab le . W hile  p lann ing  

fu tu re  needs, i f  go v ern m en t fails to  take  p o p u la tio n  g ro w th  in to  accoun t, it w ill affec t the 

av a ilab ility  o f  hosp ita l beds and  hea lth  se rv ices to the  rest o f  the  peop le . T hus, th is 

m easu re  w ill gauge go v ern m en t p rep ared n ess  fo r the  fu tu re  needs.

Urbanisation (Urb): is used  to  p roxy  the  av a ilab ility  o f  im portan t u rban  fac ilities  to the 

people. In P ak istan , there  is steady  trend  o f  m ig ra tion  from  rural to  u rban  localities, hence, 

th is  m easu re  w ill show  the e ffec t o f  u rb an isa tio n  on hosp ita l beds and  d o c to r’s ava ilab ility  

to pub lic . T h is  m easu re  w ill a lso  ind icate  w h e th er or no t there  is u rban  b ias in the 

p ro v is io n  o f  hea lth  fac ilities , in Pak istan . U rb an isa tio n  is rep resen ted  by  the  ra tio  o f  u rban  

to to ta l popu lation .

Lfp: It is im p o rtan t to  find  ou t the  ro le  o f  p riva te  hea lth  care secto r and  to  see h o w  th is 

secto r a ffec ts  the av a ilab ility  o f  n ecessa ry  h ea lth  serv ices to general public . A s priva te  

h ea lth  fac ilities  p ro v id e  serv ices o f  docto rs and  m ed ical specia lists, therefo re , access to 

p riva te  fac ilities  is im p o rtan t to  analyse. F or th is  pu rpose , in the absence  o f  appropriate
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data, labour fo rce  p a rtic ip a tio n  is once ag a in  used  to  p ro x y  pub lic  a ffo rd ab ility  to  pay  for 

p riva te  hea lth  fac ilities , and  is ind ica ted  by Ifp.

H ence, E q .(2 ) and  E q .(3 ) w ill analyse  the e ffects o f  fiscal d ecen tra lisa tio n  on  hea lth  

o u tpu t m easu res, w h ich  d e term ines the  av a ilab ility  o f  h ea lth  fac ilities  to  general public . 

T he n ex t section  p resen ts  the final reg ressio n  eq u ation  to  ana lyse  hea lth  o u tcom e fac to r at 

the  n a tional level.

(iii) Health Outcome Equations

F inally , in fan t m o rta lity  rate  (imr) is u sed  to d e term ine  the long  run  effec t o f  fiscal 

d ecen tra lisa tio n  p o licy  on  hea lth  ou tcom es. T h is m easu re  w ill rep o rt the  u ltim ate  e ffect o f  

fiscal d ecen tra lisa tio n  p o licy  on  h ea lth  secto r in  P ak istan . E q .(4 ) su m m arise  the  s itua tion  as 

below .

imrt =  a41 +  fi41Hepct +  /342FDt +  p43Bedtpt +  /344L fp t +  ¡345A idt +  /346F en rlt 

+ £41

E q.(4)

w here  imr is the  dep en d en t variab le  and  rep resen ts  in fan t m o rta lity  rate  (per 1000 live 

b irths). T he im p o rtan t con tro l v a riab les are d iscu ssed  below .

Hepc: ind ica tes con so lid a ted  p u b lic  hea lth  ex p en d itu re  in  p er cap ita  term s w h ich  con tains 

bo th  the  dev e lo p m en t as w ell as n o n -d ev e lo p m en t ex p end itu res. In fan t m o rta lity  can  be 

e ffec tiv e ly  reduced  by  ensu ring  ap p ro p ria te  v acc in a tio n  and  ach iev ing  b e tte r food  and 

h y g ien e  fo r ch ild ren , w h ich  show s the im p ortance  o f  h ea lth  expend itu res. M oreover, as in 

P ak istan , federal g o v ern m en t has rem ain ed  en g ag ed  in ru n n in g  perio d ic  vaccin a tio n  

cam paigns; th erefo re  con so lid a ted  hea lth  spend ing  w ill iso la te  the  e ffects o f  federal 

go v ern m en t co n trib u tio n  in  reducing  imr.

FD: ind ica tes the  v ariab le  o f  in te rest w h ich  is rep resen ted  by  the th ree  p ro x ies  fo r fiscal 

d ecen tra lisa tion . A s ad v o cacy  for local go v ern m en ts  rests  on  the  assu m p tio n  o f  being  

peop le  focu ssed  there fo re , fiscal decen tra lisa tio n  is assu m ed  to have po sitiv e  effec t on 

hea lth  and is expected  to  reduce  in fan t m orta lity . F iscal decen tra lisa tio n  is a lso  expected  to 

resu lt in b e tte r coverage  and  g rea ter p a rtic ip a tio n  from  the  pub lic , w h ich  w ill resu lt in  the
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successfu l ex ecu tio n  o f  v acc in a tio n  cam paigns, w h ich  w ill u ltim ate ly  lead  to  red u c tio n  in 

imr.

Bedtp: is used  to  p ro x y  the  hea lth  in frastructu re  fac ilities  in  P ak istan  and  is rep resen ted  by 

the h osp ita l beds availab ility . B ette r h ea lth  fac ilities  are assum ed  to  he lp  in cu rb ing  hea lth  

issues and  w o u ld  he lp  in sav ing  h u m an  life, inc lu d in g  those  o f  in fan ts  as w ell.

Lfp■ M oreover, p riva te  hea lth  care serv ices are qu ite  im p o rtan t in P ak istan , b u t due to lake 

o f  data , the lab o u r fo rce  p artic ip a tio n  is u sed  as p ro x y  fo r a ffo rd in g  p riva te  hea lth  facilities.

Aid: In te rnational do n o rs  co n tribu te  to  vario u s p ro g ram s th a t are a im ed  at im p ro v em en t o f  

pub lic  hea lth , in  general and  ch ildcare , in  p a rticu la r  (e.g. im m u n isa tio n  and  po lio  reduction  

cam paigns). T herefo re , aid rep resen ts  fo re ign  a id  in  p er cap ita  term s from  U N IC E F  and  is 

in c luded  in  the m odel to  evalua te  its e ffects on imr.

Fenrl: L astly , fem ale  ed u catio n  p lays v ery  im p ortan t ro le  in  en su ring  be tte r food  and 

h y g ien e  s itua tion  fo r and  from  ‘to -be  m o th e rs ’ and  it has d irec t e ffec t on  in fa n t’s health . In 

the  absence  o f  d a ta  on  fem ale  literacy , w e h ave  used  F em ale  p rim ary  school en ro lm en t (in  

th o u sands) to  rep resen t fem ale  education . A lthough , th is  m igh t g ive  rise  to questio n s bu t 

there  is no  d a ta  av a ilab le  fo r the re la tiv e  age g roups o f  fem ale  p o p u la tio n  that are illitera te , 

w h ich  cou ld  be used  as d enom inato r. N ev erth e less , fenrl w ill p ro v id e  us w ith  app rox im ate  

d irec tions o f  fem ale  literacy  on  in fan t m o rta lity , in stead  o f  p u sh in g  th is  in fo rm atio n  

to w ard s e rro r term .

T o sum  up, the  g iven  fou r hea lth  secto r ind ica to rs w ill enab le  us to  find  out the 

e ffec ts  o f  fiscal d ecen tra lisa tio n  in P ak istan , overtim e. T his effo rt w ill p rov ide  a 

co m p rehensive  p ic tu re  o f  the h ea lth  specific  e ffec ts  o f  fiscal d ecen tra lisa tio n  in  P akistan . 

T he n ex t section  p ro v id es  deta ils  o f  the da ta  av a ilab ility  fo r the an a lysis  at the  national 

level, w h ile  the p ro v in c ia l analysis w ill be p resen ted  at section  3.7.2.

3.4.2.b Data availability

F or th is  study, national d a ta  set consists  o f  tim es series o b serv a tio n  fo r 36 years i.e. 

from  1974-2009. D a ta  w as co llec ted  from  a  n u m b er o f  sources inc lu d in g  W orld  B ank, 

P ak istan  E conom ic  Survey  (G .o .P .), S tate B ank  o f  P ak istan  (2005 , 2010) and  A nnual 

B udget S ta tem ents. A s d iscu ssed  earlier, the  set o f  in d ependen t va riab les  include; local 

au tonom y and  local cap ac ity  to  rep resen t fiscal decen tra lisa tio n  in  P ak istan , level o f  

econom ic  p rosperity , go v ern m en t co m m itm en t to  pub lic  needs, a ffo rd ab ility  o f  p riva te
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hea lth  sector, (access to ) im proved  in frastru c tu re  facilities , p o p u la tio n  needs and  lastly , 

fo re ig n  a id  in hea lth  sector. In o rder to  q uan tify  th e  effec ts  o f  these  im p o rtan t de term inan ts  

in  hea lth  sector, fo llo w in g  p ro x ies  w ere  used  i.e. m easu re  o f  fiscal d ecen tra lisa tion  

(revenue  co llected  at local level and  federal transfers  to  p ro v in ces), p er cap ita  G D P, 

con so lid a ted  general go v ern m en t ex p end itu re , labour fo rce  p artic ip a tio n  rate , u rban isa tion , 

p o p u la tio n  g ro w th  and  hea lth  specific  fo re ign  aid , respec tive ly . T ab le  3.7 sum m arise  the 

d efin itions and  sources o f  the sta ted  v ariab les at n a tional level. 87

Table 3.7: Variables names, definitions and sources of data
Variable Name Definition Source

Health Expenditures Hepc

Per capita real health spending 

(consolidated spending by federal and 

provincial governments)*

G.o.P. 1995, 2010, PSYB, 

2009

Provincial own 

source revenues Fdlax Provincial tax revenue ratio**

SBP, 2005; G.o.P. Various 

issues

Provincial local 

revenues Fdioc Provincial tax + non-tax revenue ratio** -do-

Federal transfers Fd1 u  tra n s Federal transfers to provinces ratio** -do-

Economic prosperity Y Per capita GDP (at constant prices) WDI, World Bank

Government

spending Ge

General government expenditures 

(expressed as ratio to GDP) -do-

Labour force 

participation LfP Labour force participation rate

WDI, World Bank, G.o.P. 

Various issues

Urbanisation Urb Ratio of urban to total population -do-

Population growth Pgr Population growth WDI, World Bank

Foreign Aid (by 

UNICEF) Aid Per capita Foreign Aid (by UNICEF) -do-

Health infrastructure Bedtp

Number of hospital beds available per 

(000) population -do-

Health services Doctp Number of Doctors per (000) population -do-

Infant mortality lmr Infant mortality rate per 1000 live births WDI, World Bank

Female literacy Fenrl
Female primary school enrolment (in 
thousands) SBP, 2005

Notel: * expressed in real terms using the GDP deflator

Note2: ** Fiscal decentralisation measures were expressed as ratio to total government revenues

87 GDP deflator (year 2000 as base) was used due to the non-availability of appropriate deflator for Medicare
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o  o

In  th is  section , im p ortan t v a riab les are  p resen ted  g rap h ica lly  to d iscuss their 

o vertim e beh av io u r du ring  the p erio d  un d er analysis. A s v ariab les are  p resen ted  in  real 

num erica l va lues (w ith o u t logs), these  are  show n in separate  figu res, m ain ly  due to 

d iffe rences in m easu rem en t u n ites and  bases. To start w ith , the d ep enden t variab le  i.e. per 

cap ita  to ta l hea lth  sp end ing  is p resen ted  as Fig. 3.4.1 at F igu re  3.4. It is c lear th a t to tal 

a llo catio n  for pub lic  h ea lth  spend ing  rem ain ed  a la rm in g ly  low  during  the  en tire  period . W e 

have a lread y  no ted  in  F igu re  3.2 that p ub lic  h ea lth  ex p end itu re  co n stitu ted  less th an  one 

percen t o f  G D P. O n ly  tw o  years w ere  excep tional, w hen  hea lth  exp en d itu res  c ro ssed  one 

p ercen t m ark  [1986 (1 .14% ), 1987(1 .25% )], therefo re , 1987 w as the  y ear w ith  h ig h est per 

cap ita  pub lic  hea lth  sp end ing  as show n  in  F igu re  3 .4.1. H ea lth  sp en d in g  rem ain ed  quite  

v o la tile  fo r m o st o f  the  p erio d  h o w ev er afte r y ear 2000  there  w as sligh t im p ro v em en t in  the 

situation .

F iscal d ecen tra lisa tio n  w as rep resen ted  v ia  th ree  m ajo r sources o f  p rov inc ia l 

revenues i.e. the  p ro v in c ia l tax  revenues, p ro v in c ia l local (tax  and n on-tax ) rev en u es and 

federal transfers . A ll the p ro x ies  o f  fiscal d ecen tra lisa tio n  w ere  exp ressed  as ratio  to  to tal 

go v ern m en t revenues. P rov inc ia l tax  revenues are  p resen ted  at Fig. 3 .4 .2 , w h ich  dep ic ts 

th a t revenue  from  do m estic  sources has re la tiv e ly  sh runk  overtim e. In 1974, p ro v inc ia l tax  

revenues co n stitu ted  ab o u t 8 p e rcen t o f  to ta l go v ern m en t rev en u es w h ich  red u ced  to 3 

p ercen t in  2009. T his situa tion  can  be a ttrib u ted  to  the stagnan t rev en u e  gen era tio n  by the 

p ro v in ces (charac te rised  by  lack  o f  incen tives) and  m ore  im p ortan tly  b ecause  o f  th e  ever 

increasing  federal reso u rces  . S im ilar b eh av io u r can  be o b served  in  F igu re  3.4.3 

p resen tin g  p ro v in c ia l local rev en u es* 89 90 bu t it show s so m ew h at im p ro v em en t afte r 1990’s, 

w h en  p ro v in ces sta rted  to  receive  d iffe ren t ro y alties  (o il, gas, e lec tric ity ) from  the centre. 

H ence, p ro v inc ia l ab ility  to genera te  rev en u es from  tax  and  non -tax  revenues, co llectively , 

accoun ted  fo r 7 p e rcen t o f  co n so lid a ted  go v ern m en t revenues in  2009.

F igure  3.4 .4  p resen ts  federal transfers  w h ich  ind ica te  tw o  p eriods o f  tro u g h  du ring  

1980-86 and  1997-2005. D uring  the  first p e rio d  i.e. 1980-86, federa l transfers  to  the 

p ro v inces rem ain ed  v ery  low  b ecause  o f  strong  federa l go v ern m en t at the  centre. U n d er the 

au tocratic  governm en t, p ro v in ces  w ere  ru led  by  the  u n e lec ted  governors, hence, p ro v inc ia l

3 .4 .2 .c G ra p h ic a l  a n a ly s is  o v e r  tim e

Separate figures represent variable in real numerical values (without logs)
89 Over the time, central governments kept control of buoyant taxes which left provinces with exhausted 
revenues sources and situation lead to transfer dependent behaviour on part of provinces
90 Which consists of domestic tax and non-tax revenues
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g o v ernm en ts had  lim ited  role. Im m ed ia te ly  afte r the  1985 e lec tions, p ro v inces sta rted  to  

rece ive  g rea ter transfers . W ith  the  con tin u ed  dem ocratic  p rocess, p ro v in ces  started  to 

rece ive  even  m ore reso u rces  due to the ex p an sio n  o f  the d iv isib le  po o l (fo llow ing  1991 

N atio n a l F in an ce  C o m m issio n 91 92 * (N FC ) aw ard) and  there  is no ticeab le  increase  in federal 

transfers  to  p ro v in ces  du ring  1991 to  1996. N o n e th e less , these  a rran g em en ts  cou ld  no t 

co n tinue  fo r long  and  the  su bsequen t N F C  aw ard  in y ear 1997 s ign ifican tly  reduced  

funds ava ilab ility  to  the  p rov inces, as is v isib le  in the  figure. L astly , afte r y ear 2004  federal 

transfers  to the  p ro v in ces  are  on  the  rise  again.

F igu re  3.4.5 sum m arise  p e r cap ita  G D P, w h ich  show s fairly  stab le  po sitiv e  trend  

overtim e. N ev erth e less , during  the  1990’s there  w as a phase  o f  re la tiv e ly  lo w  econom ic 

o u tpu t and  th is  can  be  a ttrib u ted  to  no n -stab le  p o litica l env ironm en t, the  w id esp read  

econom ic  sanctions afte r the  1998 a tom ic  tests  and  frequen t change  o f  pow er. S im ilarly , 

go v ern m en t ex p en d itu re  po licy  is show n  in  F igure  3 .4 .6  w h ich  ind ica tes general 

g o v ernm en t ex p en d itu re  re la tive  to G D P. G raph ical in sp ec tio n  ind ica tes g rea t v o la tility  

in go v ern m en t expend itu re . G o v ern m en t ex p en d itu re  in its re la tiv e  persp ec tiv e  peak ed  

during  1989 b u t th en  it show ed  do w n tu rn  du rin g  1990’s. H ow ever, afte r 2005 due to the 

de te rio ra tin g  peace s itu a tio n  and  ‘W ar on  T e rro r’, there is sharp  rise  in  the ex p end itu res 

incurred  on  law  en fo rc in g  agencies and  thus go v ern m en t ex p end itu res once ag a in  show  an 

upw ard  trend.

F igure  3 .4 .7  show s to ta l labour fo rce  as ra tio  to  to tal p o p u la tio n  and  ind ica tes that 

the  dem ograph ic  b o nus phase  fo r P ak istan  has sta rted  (A rif  and  N u sra t, 2008; H u ssa in  et 

al. 2009). F igu re  d ep ic ts  th a t du rin g  the  last d ecade , P ak istan  has s ta rted  to  exp erien ce  the 

g row ing  labour force, m ain ly  due to  the  h ig h er p o p u la tio n  g row th  rate  in  the  past b u t also 

b ecause  o f  in creased  fem ale  p artic ip a tio n  in  labour m arket. F igu re  3.4.8 ind icates 

p o p u la tio n  g row th  w h ich  show s n egative  tren d  afte r 1985. S im ilarly , there  is con tinues 

m ig ra tio n  from  ru ral to  u rban  loca lities  due to b e tte r econom ic  and  social o p portun ities  as 

show n  b y  u rb an isa tio n  in  F igu re  3.4 .9 , w here  u rb an  p o p u la tio n  w as sh o w n  rela tive  to  to tal 

p o p u lation . In  2009, 36 p ercen t o f  the p o p u la tio n  w as liv ing  in the u rban  areas (G .o .P .

91 National Finance Commission is the constitutional set up which is responsible for intergovernmental fiscal 
resource distribution
92 Which was decided by an interim government that had basically the mandate to conduct new elections
9j “General government final consumption expenditure includes all government current expenditures for 
purchases o f goods and services (including compensation of employees). It also includes most expenditure on 
national defence and security, but excludes government military expenditures that are part of government 
capital formation” (WDI-definition)
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2010). A s p o p u la tio n  census in  P ak istan  w as cond u c ted  w ith  u nequal tim e in tervals94 

therefo re , the  p o p u la tio n  figures are based  on  estim ates and  show s nearly  a linear trend.

F igu re  3 .4 .10  p resen ts  the vo la tile  natu re  o f  hea lth  specific  fo re ign  aid  (from  

U N IC E F ), in  per cap ita  term s. It can  be  n o ticed  that fo re ign  a id  rem ain ed  qu ie t low  as 

com p ared  to pub lic  sp end ing  at F ig u re  3 .4.1. M oreover, F igu re  3.4.11 rep resen ts  n u m b er 

o f  beds in  p ub lic  hosp ita l per th o u san d  peop le . Im p ro v em en t can  be n o ticed  in  hosp ita l 

beds ava ilab ility  till 1994 w hile  th ereafte r co n tin u o u s de te rio ra tio n  is c lear. F igure  3 .4 .12, 

on  the  con trary , su m m arise  the con sis ten t im p rovem en t in  hea lth  sta tus as the  Infant 

m o rta lity  rate has steep  n egative  slope. L astly , F igures 3 .4 .13 and  3 .4 .14  rep resen t the 

d o c to r’s ava ilab ility  to  p o p u la tio n  and  fem ale  schoo l en ro lm en t at p rim ary  level, w here  

bo th  p o st p ositive  trends.

94 During the period under analysis, two population census were conducted, one during 1981 while the 
second took place during 1998
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Figure3.4: Graphical representation of important variables (in respective accounting 
values-without logs) (cont...)
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3.4.2.d Unit root test

In general, the time series data is non-stationary and to get reliable empirical results 

it is very important to know the correct order of integration for each variable, so that we 

can select appropriate methodology for estimation. For this purpose, the Augmented 

Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test was undertaken for all the data series. The ADF test contains the 

short run dynamics and is based on the vector error correction form. To start with, two9" 

lags were allowed for each variable to whiten the error process. The procedure normally 

starts with the estimation of the more general form as presented in Eq. (5) that contains the 

deterministic terms including ‘constant’ and ‘trend’ factors. The null hypothesis is that the 

variable contains unit root i.e. it follows an integrated process. Hence, the null hypothesis 

Ho: 7r = 0, is tested against an alternative that variable is stationary i.e. Hi: n < 0. During 

the first stage of estimation, one can check for the significance of deterministic terms95 96, 

otherwise, model is estimated without it. Hence, if calculated value of the ADF test 

statistic is higher than the critical values, the null hypothesis of unit root is rejected and 

vice versa.

Ayt = «0 + S t +  71 y t_t

p - 1

+ ^  Yi^  y t - ii +
i=l Eq. (5)

95 As a rule of thumb, two lags are used for annual data to ensure a serially uncorrelated error term
96 Because the limiting distribution changes with the presence of either of the intercept and trend terms, 
consequently different critical values are required in each case
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The ADF test results are presented in Table 3.8 and it contains the set of variables 

that were used in this study. For each variable, final number of lags was selected with AIC 

criteria and is shown in parenthesis. The test results indicate that most of the variables were 

non-stationary at levels except doctp which was level stationary while the other four i.e. 

urb, pgr, aid and imr were trend stationary. Hence, following the results for variables at 

levels, ADF test was applied to variables in first differences and all were found to be 

stationary. In brief, results indicate that the data set contains mix of variables where some 

are level and trend stationary while the rest were integrated of order one.

Table 3.8: ADF results for variables considered during estimation
x - ADF with x - ADF with Constant x - ADF with

Variable Constant and Trend Variables Constant

he -2 .5 4 2 (1 )  -—  &he -3 .7 1 5 * *

f d ta x  -2 .8 5 0 (2 )  -—  A  f d ia x  -5 .2 5 4 * * (1 )

f d h c  -2 .7 6 7 (2 )  ........  k f d h c  -3 .9 4 6 * * (2 )

fd tr a n s  -0 .9 9 1 4  — "  h fd tr a n s  -4 .7 4 5 * *

ge -1 .8 6 5 (2 )  -—  A g e  -2 .9 8 8 * (1 )

y  -2 .0 1 1  ........  A y  -4 .3 6 7 * *

Ifp -1 .2 1 6  -—  A Ifp -5 .3 5 7 * *

urb —  -1 .9 1 5  A urb -2 .1 9 2

pgr ----- -3 .2 6 5  A pgr -5 .4 8 5 * * (1 )

aid —  -3 .041  A aid -6 .4 8 4 * *

bedtp -1 .8 5 6  —  A bedtp -5 .0 4 1 * *

doctp -3 .7 8 7 * * (1 )  —  A doctp —

imr -—  -3 .0 4 6  A imr -2 .9 6 6 * (2 )

fenrl -0 .7 2 0 8  — ~  A  fenrl -6 .5 5 8 * *

Note: All variables were expressed in log form, indicated by lower case letters

3.5 ESTIMATION TECHNIQUE AT THE NATIONAL LEVEL

Health sector intervention takes fairly long time to become visible and similar 

happens in the case of fiscal decentralisation, therefore, in this study, the main focus is to 

explore the long run relationship between public health indicators and fiscal 

decentralisation. The cointegration technique is used to investigate the long run
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relationship. As the data span is 36 annual observations only, therefore, in order to avoid 

spurious results and to investigate the long-run relationship among the variables, it is 

optimal to adopt the single equation approach to enquire long run cointegrating 

relationship. Furthermore, results for the unit root test suggests that equations (Eq.(l) - 

Eq.(4)) contain variables that are integrated of different orders i.e. 1(1) and 1(0), therefore, 

the ADL approach by Kiviet and Phillips (1992) was followed. Kiviet and Phillips (1992) 

suggested test for cointegration that uses the lagged level dependent variable as the error 

correction term to correspond to the existence of long run relationship. As the ADL models 

encompass all the nested models, including Error Correction Model (ECM), the 

unrestricted dynamic ECM model presented by Kiviet and Phillips (1992) can be written in 

general form as in Eq. (6):

Ayt = a  Axt +  £  y t^  +  9'x t_x +  et Eq.(6)

Where yt is the dependent and xt is the vector of independent variables. In the 

above equation a' represents the short run effect of changes in x on y. It is important to 

note that in ECM models, the long run effects are not readily available. The long run 

multiplier effects for the set of independent variables are calculated using the 0' 

estimates . Lastly, the coefficient of lagged dependent variable i.e. (3 indicates the error 

correction term and shows the extent of disequilibrium adjusted each period. In other 

words, (P~l) represents the rate, at which model achieves equilibrium in the long run. The 

value of the error correction term lies between zero and minus two (P e 0, -2), where zero 

mean no long run relationship among the variables, while value greater than minus one 

(P > -1) represents over shooting (Kiviet and Phillips, 1992, pp. 359; Banerjee et al. 1998, 

pp. 269). Hence, any value of P below “-1 ” (0 < P <  -1) indicates stability of the model.

Keeping in view the limited number of observations in this study, two-stage 
procedure was used for estimation. Firstly, for each of the health indicators, general ADL 

model was estimated (without the fiscal decentralisation variables) and test for 

cointegration was conducted to establish the basic relationship. Once evidence favours the 

existence of long run cointegrating relation, the fiscal decentralisation measures were 

incorporated in the ECM representation to deduce the short and long run effects. This 97

97 Long run elasticities are calculated by dividing the coefficient of lagged level explanatory variable over the 
lagged level dependent variable i.e. k =#'/-/?, in accordance with Eq.(6) specification
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procedure helps in mitigating chances of rejecting true cointegrating relationship, due to 

the large number of explanatory variables in limited data set. For each equation, time trend 

was also considered for inclusion to capture trend factor (if any). Moreover, following the 

rule of thumb for annual data, the general restricted ADL model was framed using two lags 

for all the variables. Lastly, it is important to mention that all the variables were expressed 

in log form (represented by the lower case letters) and the coefficient needs to be explained 

as elasticity.

In data scarce situation, it is very important to make best use of available data 

points. On the other hand, to get reliable results with autoregressive distributed lag (ADL) 

model, inclusion of appropriate lags is the most crucial step during estimation. Therefore, 

after finalising modelling procedure, for the empirical estimation of the stated relationship, 

the General-to-specific (Gets) model selection procedure was applied (Krolzig and Hendry, 

2001; Hendry and Krolzig, 2003 & 2005). The Gets approach analysis starts with the 

estimation of plausible general ADL model. This is an iterative procedure where the Gets 

approach removes the insignificant variables and lags (if any) and at each stage of 

reduction, diagnostic checks are consulted to validate the reduction. This process continues 

till the final specification is reached where all critical variables are significant and 

diagnostic tests are satisfied.

Hence, once the congruent parsimonious ‘specific’ model is obtained (for the given 

health indicator), the Kiviet and Phillips (1992) test for cointegration was conducted to 

examine the existence of long run relationship. Upon the confirmation of long run 

relationship, at the second stage, similar approach was followed for the ECM model98 

where the fiscal decentralisation measures were now incorporated one by one. The 

algebraic representation for the ADL model (along with the ECM equations, if the long run 

relationship was established) for each health indicators can be found at Appendix I. 

Drawing upon the earlier contribution [from Hoover and Perez (1999); Krolzig and Hendry 

(2001) and Hendry and Krolzig (2003, 2005)]; Doornik (2009) developed an improved 

version of PC automation for ‘Gets' approach called ‘Automatrics’, which is used for 

estimation in this study.

To summarise, Gets approach, in this study, improves the analysis by providing 

congruent parsimonious model. The given procedure and the use of Gets approach at both 

stages (i.e. ADL and ECM estimation), helps in removing the redundant regressors and

98 Which was based on the congruent parsimonious ADL model, obtained in first stage
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lags (if any), which provides better degrees of freedom for the rest of the analysis. The 

proxies for fiscal decentralisation are then incorporated turn by turn to obtain their short 

run and long run effects. All variables used in the regression were expressed in log form 

(represented by the lower case letters). Various misspecification tests including error 

autocorrelation (AR), heteroscedasticity (ARCH, hetero), non-normality and functional 

form misspecification test (RESET) were applied to get reliable results.

3.6 EMPIRICAL RESULTS

Following the discussion about the estimation technique, section below provides 

estimation results for each of the health indicators, at the national level. Main focus of the 

discussion remains on the signs and significance of the variables and we will not go into 

the numerical details of each coefficient. To summarise the steps, first of all general 

economic model was developed to find out the determinants of different health indicators 

in Pakistan. This initial model was estimated with Gets approach to get parsimonious 

specific model, which was then investigated for the existence of long run cointegrating 

relationship using ADL specification. Following that once it was established that 

cointegration exists among the variables in the final ‘specific’ model, the effects of fiscal 

decentralisation proxies were analysed using the ECM representation (associated with the 

each ADL model). Finally this section concludes with the results interpretation and 

conclusion.

3.6.1 Results for Total Health Expenditure Model

This section comprises of the two parts. As the first stage, the existence of long run 

relationship is investigated for the health expenditure model. Once the cointegration is 

established, the next sub-section elaborates the signs and significance of the variables.

3.6.1.a Evidence for the existence of LR relationship

To analyse the long run relationship, empirical results for health expenditure model 

(Eq.(l)) are presented at Table 3.9 and 3.10. The general and specific ADL model, along 

with the results for cointegration test, is shown at Table 3.9. It can be noticed that the Gets 

approach results in the exclusion of one explanatory variable namely government 

expenditures (ge). In addition, GDP per capita (_>-■) and population growth (pgr) lost their 

insignificant lags while in case of labour force participation rate (Ifp - proxing private 

health sector) and foreign aid (aid), only lags could achieve significance. Thus the final
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specific ADL model for health expenditures regression contains y, Ifp, pgr and aid along 

with the lagged levels of dependent variable i.e. hepc.

For given specific model, the cointegration test-statistic “-5.64” is highly 

significant and indicates the existence of long run relationship between health expenditure 

and given variables. The PcGive unit root test (representing cointegration test by Kiviet 

and Phillips, 1992) is highly significant at 1 percent level of significance. Hence, with the 

given data and analysis, there is strong evidence for the existence of long run relationship 

between per capita total public health expenditure and the given explanatory variables. 

Last column in Table 3.9 shows the static long run solution for the ‘specific’ model, where 

values are adjusted for the lagged level dependent variable. It is important to note here that 

all the variables were highly significant except Ifp, which corresponds to the opposite signs 

on near-equal lagged level values in the specific model. For this reason, Ifp could not 

achieve significance in the ECM model as well and was finally left out of the model". 

Once there is enough evidence about the long run relationship and the redundant regressors 

are eliminated, it is now possible to add the fiscal decentralisation measures into the ECM 

representation of the specific ADL model to disentangle the short run and long run effects 

of fiscal decentralisation.

Table 3.10 contains result for the ‘specific99 100’ ECM models for hepc, where results 

for each of the three fiscal decentralisation measures are presented in separate columns. 

The upper portion of the table shows the short run effects for the general determinants of 

health expenditures, followed by their lagged level effects in the second portion of the 

table, which implicitly contain the long run effects. Next are the short run and implicit long 

run effects for the variable of interest i.e. fiscal decentralisation measures. Whereas the 

lower part of the table homes the sample information and battery of diagnostic tests, that 

are satisfactory for all the three models. Furthermore, it is important to mention that 

although Gets approach was used, it was only allowed to select the general determinants 

from the model, making sure not to delete101 the coefficients for the variable of interest 
(which were handled manually following the Gets approach). This procedure provides the 

opportunity to comment upon the signs and significance of the coefficients for fiscal 

decentralisation measures.

99 without Ifp, PcGive Unit root test is still significant and yields -5.558***
100 Obtained with the Gets approach
101 Keeping the status for respective fiscal decentralisation measures as Ffixed in PcGive, so as to analyse 
their short run and long run effects
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As seen in Table 3.9, results for the respective ECM representation are also in 

conformity and validate the estimation procedure. The lagged level dependent variable i.e. 

hepc_ 1 represents the error correction term and is highly significant with comparable 

estimates for three models. The error correction terms rang from “0.66” to “0.69” which 

indicates speedy recovery. This also validates the existence of long run relationship for the 

given set of variables and shows that with each period following a shock, hepc will 

converge to its long run steady state at the speedy rate.

3.6.1.b Coefficient interpretation for the health expenditure model

Once the given long run relationship between fiscal decentralisation and health 

expenditure is validated, this section contains discussion about the signs and significance 

of different determinants of health expenditure in Pakistan. To start with, Model 1 in Table 

3.10 shows the effects of first fiscal decentralisation proxy i.e. provincial tax revenues 

(fdtax), on per capita public health expenditures. It is important to note that this variable 

only appears to have negative short run effect, whereas the lagged level effect is 

insignificant, despite being positive. Hence higher tax collections at the local level leads to 

reduction in per capita health spending in the short run but there is no evidence for the long 

run effects. In the case of the second measure of fiscal decentralisation i.e. provincial local 

revenues (fdioc), results are presented at Model 2. Despite producing comparing results for 

the other explanatory variables, the variable of interest i.e. fd ioc could not achieve 

significance for either short run or long run effects. These results are not unexpected as the 

local revenues at provincial level comprise of both the tax and non-tax revenues collected 

at the provincial level, and non-tax revenues can be considered as wind-fall gains/losses, 

hence unreliable. Therefore, local revenues could not capture the autonomy factor at local 

level. Lastly, the third measure of fiscal decentralisation was federal transfers to provinces 

(fdtrans) and Model 3 reports its effects on per capita health expenditures. Once again, fiscal 

decentralisation proxy has produced negative effect on dependent variable. Results suggest 

that as central governments in Pakistan started to transfer more resources to subnational 

levels, it has negatively affected health spending. The short run effects of f d tram are 

insignificant while the implicit long run effects, represented by the lagged level effects, has 

produced highly significant negative coefficient of “-0.38”.

Overall, fiscal decentralisation measures have negative relationship with the 

dependent variable i.e. per capita public health expenditures. Results suggest that greater 

level of fiscal decentralisation will have negative effects on the total consolidated health
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expenditures and it shrinks in its overall volume. In first instance, this is quite unexpected 

result and reflects that increased level of fiscal decentralisation will further reduce the 

already meagre health resources. The situation reflects that SNGs in Pakistan are not 

spending as much as the federal government and there is need to assess its ultimate effects 

on the provision of health facilities. Results potentially reflect two scenarios; one is that 

SNGs has different focus and hence allocate resources to other social sector needs like 

water schemes, street paving and lighting, which can become visible in shorter period of 

time. On the contrary, this can be related to the positive outcome of fiscal decentralisation, 

which suggests that although SNGs might not have increased total health spending but it 

could have reduced any misuse of funds. In addition, SNGs might have achieved better 

targeting and ‘cure before the breakout' strategy (for significant epidemic diseases102) 

which might have resulted in efficient allocation of the scarce resources under 

decentralised setup. However, there is no empirical evidence for it at this stage and the 

following sections of this study, which assess the effects of fiscal decentralisation on health 

outputs and health outcomes, will possibly make the situation clear.

Having discussed the fiscal decentralisation measures, other control variables are in 

accordance with the existing literature. Results for the lagged level effects indicate that the 

improvement in economic progress (y) will have positive impact on total health spending. 

This is according to expectation in developing country like Pakistan, which need more 

resources to achieve better quality of life. Similarly, in order to maintain/improve the 

existing health facilities, government has to take into consideration the population growth. 

Results suggest that population growth is positively related to the public health 

expenditures. This indicates effective planning on the part of the government because 

increased level of population has shown positive effect on the health expenditures. 

However, foreign aid will have negative effect upon public health spending in the long run. 

This is rather disappointing as governments seem to have substituted public funds with 

foreign funding instead of supplementing the existing resources (whenever these were 

available). Thus increase in foreign funding has negative effect on public health 

expenditure, which is obviously not a healthy trend. Within the given empirical setup, Ifp 

failed to achieve significance and was dropped out of the analysis. Finally, it can be 

concluded that fiscal decentralisation will not lead to higher health spending in Pakistan 

and discussion in the next sections will help us in correctly assessing the situation.

102 This response was noticed in Pakistan following floods and epidemic attacks such as Dengue fever
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Table 3.9: Results for ADL Representation of Public Health Expenditure Model
(Dependent Variable- Per capita Health Expenditures, hepc)

General ADL Specific Solved static long-run
Variables Model-1 Model equation for hepc

Constant Constant -23.29* -20.49*** -23  7 0 ***

Health hepc 1 0.31 0 .6 6 *** —
Expenditures 
per capita hepc 2

-0.62** -0.52*** —
Economic y 2 .6 6 *** 2 5 9 *** 3.00***
prosperity y j 0.01 — —
(GDP per 
capita) y _  2

0.43 — —

ge 0.42 — —
Government ge_  1 -0.08 — —
spending g e l -0.05 — —

l/P -1.48 — -0 .1 0

Labour force I fp J 0.51 -2.07** —
participation I f p l 0.65 1.99** —

p g r 3.14 0.37* 0.43*
Population p g r J -5.08 — —
growth p g r  2 2 .8 6 — —
Foreign Aid aid -0.15 — -0 29***
(by a id  1 -0.18 -0.25*** —
UNICEF) aid  2 -0.18* — —
Trend t -0.04 -0.04 -0.05***

Number of 
observations

34 34 —
Number of parameters 19 9 —

PcG ive Unit root test# — -5.644*** —
AR 1 -2 test 3.5397 [0.0593] 1.6733 [0.2097] —

ARCH 1-1 test: 0.1987 [0.6588] 0.5391 [0.4682]

Normality test: 4.0666 [0.1309] 2.2298 [0.3279]
not enough

hetero test: observations 0.5635 [0.8710] —
RESET test: 2.5774 [0.1308] 0.9936 [0.3856] —
Significant at 1%==***, 5%=**, 10%=*
Notel:u PcGive Unit root test represents the Kiviet and Phillips (1992) test for cointegration
Note2: All variables were expressed in log form
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Table 3.10: Results for ECM Representation of Public Health Expenditure Model
(Dependent Variable- Health Expenditures in 1st diff, Ahepc)

Specific Specific
Model-1 for Specific Model-3# for

Variables fdtax Model-2 for fdioc fdtrans
Constant Cons -15.17*** -8 48*** _9 4 9 ***
Health
Expenditures Ahepcl 0.37** 0.39** 0.19

Ay 1.32** — —
GDP per capita Ay_\ — — —
Labour force Alfp — — —
participation AlfpJ — — —

Apgr 6.15*** 4 77*** 3 3 4 ***

Population growth Apgr 1 -5 49*** -3 9 4 *** -2.48**
Foreign Aid A aid — — —
(UNICEF) A aid 1 0.13* 0.16* —

Health
Expenditures hepc 1

-0.67*** -0 69*** -0 .6 6 ***

GDP per capita y j 1 7 3 *** j 17*** 1 3 3 ***

Population growth P grJ 1 oi*** 0.59***
Foreign Aid 
(UNICEF) aid 1

-0.25*** -0.25*** -0.03

Provincial tax Afätax -0.45** — —
revenues fdtaxj- 0.21 — —

Provincial local Afd,ocJ — 0.17 —

revenues fdiocj — -0 .1 2 —

Federal transfers to Afdtrans — — -0.21

provinces fdtrans — — -0 38***
Trend t — — —

No. of observations 34 34 34
Number of parameters 12 11 11
PcG ive Unit root test 103 -5.58*** -4 92*** -5.18***
AR 1 -2 test 3.1739 [0.0635] 2.1106 [0.1461] 2.7692 [0.0856]
ARCH 1-1 test: 0.0691 [0.7943] 0.6230 [0.4357] 1.1618 [0.2891]
Normality test: 1.0978 [0.5776] 0.9153 [0.6328] 3.4957 [0.1741]
hetero test: 0.5718 [0.8726] 1.1130 [0.4315] 0.5345 [0.8945]
RESET test: 1.5234 [0.2422] 0.4363 [0.6522] 0.9405 [0.4063]
Significant at 1%=***, 5%=**, 10%=* ,
Notel: Model 3 includes an outlier dummy for year 1995
Note2: All variables were expressed in log form

103 As the PcGive unit root test provides the significance test for the lagged dependent variable only (which in 
the ECM representation is not the error correction term) therefore, the critical values and p-values used for 
the significance for the PcGive unit root test in Table 3.10 and 3.14 were obtained using the response 
surfaces in Ericsson and MacKinnon (1999), as implemented in the program ECMtest.xls (version 1.0) and 
discussed in Ericsson and MacKinnon (2002), pp. 316
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3.6 .2  R e su lts  f o r  P u b lic  H e a lth  F a c ilit ie s  M o d e l

Table 3.11 summarises the empirical results for the public health facilities model 

(Eq.(2)), discussing the effects of fiscal decentralisation on hospital beds availability to the 

public (bedtp). Table contains both the general and specific ADL model for bedtp and all 

the variables in general model are retained. Before analysing the results it is important to 

check for the existence of long run cointegrating relationship among the variables. Hence, 

the PcGive unit root t-test was conducted and the test-statistic (-2.29) was highly 

insignificant. This leaves us with no evidence for any long run relationship between the 

variables presented in Eq.(2) 104 and the empirical results may be spurious. As the basic 

assumption for the long run relationship is not fulfilled, therefore, the ECM model is not 

estimated and it is not possible to comment on the coefficients.

104 Model was also tested by including the fiscal decentralisation proxies but results did not change
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Table 3.11: Results for ADL Representation of Public Health Facilities Model 
(Dependent Variable- Hospital Beds to population ratio, bedtp)____________
Variables General Model-1 Specific Model#

Constant Constant -3.71 -0.87*

Hospital Beds to population bedtp 1 0.80*** q 9g***

ratio bedtp 2 0.16 —
hepc -0.03 —

Health Expenditures per hepc 1 0.01 —
capita hepc 2 0.07 q Oy***

ge -0.07 -0.06**

ge_ 1 0 .0 2 —
Government spending ge_ 2 0.03 —

pgr 0.72 0.81**

pgr_\ -1.44* -] 84***

Population growth PgrJ- 0.82* 0.83***

urb 9.80* 7.63**

urb 1 -11.45 -7.51**

Urbanisation urb 2 2.65 —
Trend t -0.01 —

Number of observations 34 34

Number of parameters 16 10

PcGive Unit root test — -2.29
AR 1 -4 test 4.3077 [0.0319]* 1.7573 [0.1959]

ARCH 1-4 test: 0.8647 [0.3594] 1.4029 [0.2450]

Normality test: 5.1019 [0.0780] 2.1963 [0.3335]

hetero test: 1.3847 [0.3876] 1.0491 [0.4624]

RESET test: 2.9720 [0.0602] 1.3144 [0.2889]
Significant at 1%=***, 5%=**, 10%=z *

J

Notel: * Specific Model includes an outlier dummy for year 1990
Note2: PcGive Unit root test represents the Kiviet and Phillips (1992) test for cointegration 
Note3: All variables were expressed in log form
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3.6 .3  R e su lts  f o r  P u b lic  H e a lth  S e rv ices  M o d e l

Next model to discuss relates to the effects of fiscal decentralisation on health 

services (Eq.(3)), measured as ‘Doctors per thousand people’ (doctp). Results are presented 

in Table 3.12 that contain estimation results for both the general and specific ADL model 

for doctp. Once again the Gets approach resulted in the removal of insignificant lags while 

all the variables were retained in the final specific model. However, model could not 

satisfy the Ramsey (1969) tests for the correct specification. Both the general and specific 

model suffers from the insignificant RESET test, raising concerns about the authenticity of 

linear regression for estimation. In both instances, null hypothesis for RESET test 

(Regression Specification Test) is rejected. The RESET test carries the null hypothesis of 

correct specification for the original model against the alternative that powers of yt (such as 

ÿt2, ÿt3-..) have been omitted. By adding powers of linear combinations of xs, this test 

reports whether the original functional form (i.e. linear) is incorrect. Hence, its rejection 

here suggests that Eq.(3) 105 cannot be explained with linear model. Therefore, once again 

it is not possible to proceed with this model and it is not possible to explain empirical 

results estimated with the given methodology.

Model was also tested by including the fiscal decentralisation proxies but results did not change
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Table 3.12: Results for ADL Representation of Public Health Services Model 
(Dependent Variable- Doctors to population ratio, doctp)

General ADL

Variables Model-1 Specific Model-1

Constant Constant -10.55 -1 1 .2 2 ***

doctp 1 j 23 *** 0.95***

Doctors to population ratio doctp 2 -0.26 —
hepc 0 .02 —
hepc_\ -0.01 -0.06*

Health Expenditures per capita hepc 2 -0 .0 2 —
IfP 0.37 0.49**

IfpJ -0.13 —
Labour force participation l f p 2 -0.17 —

urb -14.74* -18.89***

urb 1 20.70** 21 93***

Urbanisation urb 2 -2.87 —
Pgr 0.01 —
Pgr J -0.11 0.08

Population growth pgr 2 0 .2 2 —
Time Trend t -0 .0 2 -0 .0 2 ***

Number of observations 34 35

Number of parameters 16 8

AR 1-2 test 3.3265 [0.0619] 1.4728 [0.2493]

ARCH 1-1 test: 0.1831 [0.6715] 0.0009 [0.9757]

Normality test: 0.0261 [0.9870] 1.9518 [0.3769]

hetero test: — 0.7498 [0.7050]

RESET test: 3.2581 [0.0467]* 24.000 [0.0000] ***
Significant at 1%=***, 5%=**, I0%=:*

5

Note: All variables were expressed in log form
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3 .6 .4  R e su lts  f o r  H e a l th  O u tc o m e  M o d e l

For the health outcome model, estimation results are once again divided into two 

parts. Firstly, the existence of long run relationship is investigated for the health outcome 

model and upon the confirmation of the cointegration; the following sub-section elaborates 

the signs and significance of the variables.

3.6.1.a Evidence for the existence of LR relationship

Final analysis at the national level is for the health outcome model, where infant 

mortality rate {imr) was used to proxy health status in Pakistan. Before analysing the 

variable of interest i.e. fiscal decentralisation, the general model for imr was estimated (in 

accordance with Eq.(4)), to find out the long run cointegrating relationship between the 

variables. Results for the general model are presented in Table 3.13, the Gets approach 

results in the removal of labour force participation rate (Ifp), being insignificant. Hence, in 

the case of infant mortality rate, the proxy for private health care affordability once again 

has failed to measure the desired effects. This indicates that there are other important 

factors which matter more for child healthcare. In the specific ADL model, other 

explanatory variables are highly significant and appear with the right sign except aid. The 

PcGive unit root test (-3.52) is significant at 10 percent level of significance only but 

provides evidence of long run relationship for the given set of variables. Once an 

economical and improved model was obtained, the proxies for fiscal decentralisation were 

analysed turn by turn and model was re-estimated in ECM representation. Final results for 

infant mortality model including the fiscal decentralisation measures are presented next.

Table 3.14 reports ‘specific’ ECM models for the three proxies of fiscal 

decentralisation. The fiscal decentralisation proxies indicate provincial autonomy {(i) 

provincial tax revenues and (ii) provincial local revenues)} and fiscal capacity (i.e. federal 

transfers). The given specific models validate the existence of long run relationship in the 

ECM representation as well. The error correction terms represented by lagged level 

dependent variable (imr_ 1) is highly significant in all the three ECM models and appears 

within the range of “-0.21 to -0.14”. As the error correction terms are below “-1” thus 

exhibits the stability of the estimated model. However, with such low values for the error 

correction terms, model shows slow speed of adjustment, indicating that health 

interventions takes long time to take effect. In addition, all the diagnostic tests are satisfied 

and we can rely on the results.
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3 .6 .1 .b  C o e ffic ie n t in te r p r e ta t io n  fo r  th e  h e a lth  o u tc o m e  m o d e l

This section discusses the signs and significance of the explanatory variables in the 

health outcome model, once the cointegrating relationship is already confirmed. Table 3.13 

shows that out of the three proxies of fiscal decentralisation, only fd tax has produced 

significant short run effects in final specific Models 1. This indicates that if SNGs has 

more resources from the local resources, it will have significant short run negative effects 

on imr. However, this setting does not yield any long run effects, as the lagged level 

effects (fdtax_ 1) are insignificant. For the other two fiscal decentralisation measures, given 

empirical exercise could not suggest any significant results. Both the proxies for provincial 

local revenues (fd/oc) and SNGs capacity (fdtrans) remained insignificant both for the short 

run and long run effects. Thus, it can be concluded that fiscal decentralisation has failed to 

bring expected optimum outcome in health sector and hence, results are not very 

encouraging for Pakistan.

Analysing the model, the overall fit is good. Given misspecification tests are 

satisfied for all the models and other explanatory variables have produced expected signs 

for the implicit long run effects, represented by the lagged level effects. For all the three 

models, bedtp consistently retained negative sign, although it could not achieve 

significance in ECM model, despite being significant in ADL model. Another very 

important variable i.e. hepc retained statistically significant negative sign throughout and 

depicts that higher health spending results in improved health outcomes, as expected. 

Similarly, increased female literacy also helps in reducing infant mortality and fenrl 

appears with the right sign. Lastly, the coefficient of foreign aid per capita is problematic 

as it remained positive throughout the analysis. This, on one side, points towards the rent 

seeking behaviour on the part of the governments which seems to have replaced its public 

health spending with foreign aid. Generally foreign aid is advanced to supplement 

governments’ efforts but the coefficient here tells us that it was not the case. However, 

there is chance that this positive sign might be indicating towards the reverse causality. 
The possibility cannot be ruled out that foreign aid only pours in when the health indicators 

of the country are not very encouraging and this might be a cause of its positive sign. One 

possibility to cross check this situation can be suggested as the use simultaneous equation 

model (SEM), however, we know SEM is not plausible in the limited data set like ours and 

it can lead to biased estimates in small samples. Therefore, this query is left for future 

research.
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Table 3.13: Results for ADL Representation of Health Outcome Model 
(Dependent Variable- Infant mortality (per 1000 live births), imr)

Solved static 
long-run

General ADL Specific equation for
Variables Model-1 Model imr
Constant Constant 1.418** 0.735*** 6.077***

imr 1 0 0.879*** —
Infant mortality rate imr 2 -0.126 — —

bedtp 0.065 0.083** -0.374*
Hospital Beds to bedtp 1 -0.024 — —
population ratio bedtp 2 -0.081 -0.128*** —

hepc -0.0004 — -0.134**
Health Expenditures per hepc_l 0 .0 0 2 — —
capita hepc_ 2 -0.009 -0.016*** —

IfP 0.083 — —

IfpJ -0.072 — —
Labour force participation lfP 2 -0.030 — —

aid 0.009* 0.008*** 0.142***
aid 1 0.004 —

Foreign Aid (by UNICEF) aid 2 0.007 0.009*** —
fenrl -0.021 -0 .0 2 1 * -0.170***

Female primary school fenrl 1 -0.007 — —
enrolment fenrl 2 -0.024 —
Number of observations 34 34 —
Number of parameters 18 8 —

PcGive Unit root test — -3.52* —
0.1377 —

AR 1-2 test 0.4249 [0.6620] [0.8721]
1.3548

ARCH 1-1 test: 0.2468 [0.6270] [0.2530] —
7.4015 0.0929

Normality test: [0.0247]** [0.9546] —
2.1058

hetero test: [0.0657] —

RESET test: 0.19076 [0.6685]
0.4570
[0.6386]

Significant at 1%=***, 5%=**, 10%=*
Notel: PcGive Unit root test represents the Kiviet and Phillips (1992) test for cointegration
Note2: All variables were expressed in log form
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Table 3.14: Results for ECM Representation of Health Outcome Model
(Dependent Variable- Infant mortality (per 1000 live births) in 1st d iff, Aimr)

Specific 
Model-1 for

Specific 
Model-2 for

Specific 
Model-3 for

Variables fdtax fdioc fd trans
Constant Cons 1.390*** 1.246*** 0.901***
Infant mortality A imr 1 — — —
Hospital Beds to A bedtp — — —
population ratio Abedtp 1 — — 0.098**
Health Expenditures A hepc — — —
per capita Ahepc 1 — — —
Foreign Aid A aid 0.006** 0.007** 0.007**
(UNICEF) Aaid 1 -0.006* — -0.007*
Female primary Afenrl — — —
school enrolment Afenrl 1 0.029** 0.040*** —
Infant mortality imr 1 -0.215*** -0  191*** -0.145***
Hospital Beds to 
population ratio bedtp 1

-0.015 -0.013 -0.044

Health Expenditures 
per capita hepc 1

-0.005*** -0.005 -0 .0 1 2 ***

Foreign Aid 
(UNICEF) aid 1

0.019*** 0.015*** 0.018***

Female primary 
school enrolment fenrl 1

-0.054*** -0.049*** -0.029**

Provincial tax A fd ta x -0.014** — —
revenues fd ta x  1 0 .0 0 2 — —
Provincial local A f d loc 1 — 0.003 —
revenues fd io c  1 — 0.004 —
Federal transfers to A f d  tra n s_1 — — 0 .0 0 2
provinces f d  tra n s_1 — — -0.003
No. of observations 34 34 34
Number of parameters 11 10 11
PcGive Unit root test -5.06*** -4.36** -3.76*

AR 1 -2 test 0.0604 [0.9416] 0.1001 [0.9051] 0.6117 [0.55181

ARCH 1-1 test: 0.0066 [0.9356] 0.0320 [0.85901 0.0417 [0.8394]

Normality test: 4.8013 [0.0907] 0.8598 [0.6506] 5.8755 [0.0530]

hetero test: 1.0252 [0.4949] 0.5054 [0.9155] 1.3740 [0.28201
RESET test: 1.9975 [0.16061 2.4720 [0.1075] 0.4811 [0.6248]
Significant at 1%=***, 5%=**, 10%=*
Notel : PcGive Unit root test represents the Kiviet and Phillips (1992) test for cointegration 
Note2: All variables were expressed in log form
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3.7 D A T A  A N D  M E T H O D O L O G Y  F O R  T H E  A N A L Y S I S  A T  P R O V I N C I A L  L E V E L
This section contains analysis for the provincial data. Due to difference in the 

nature of the data, different estimations techniques were adopted for provincial analysis. 

Using the provincial panel data, this section would focus on the quantification of the 

effects of fiscal decentralisation on health facilities at the provincial level.

3.7.1 Theoretical model and determinants of provincial health services indicators
Based on the economic rationale advanced by the earlier researchers, analysis can 

be extended to the provincial level. At the provincial level, it is important to quantify the 

effects of decentralisation on the provision of local health facilities. Initially, two important 

health sector indicators were considered for analysis i.e. Hospital Beds per 1000 population 

and Doctors per 1000 population. However, observations on the number of doctors, at 

provincial level, were not available for two106 provinces hence it was not possible to assess 

health services. Therefore, hospital beds availability was used as the only dependent 

variable to provide evidence regarding the effects of fiscal decentralisation using the 

provincial data.

Keeping in view the data limitations, the model is kept simple and explicit. The set 

of most important explanatory variables included, the proxies for fiscal decentralisation 

(i.e. federal transfers and own source revenues- which were expressed as ratio to provincial 

total revenues), health expenditure (HE) at the provincial level and level of economic 

prosperity (provincial GDP). The provincial development spending were also considered 

during estimation, but was dropped later on due to insignificance. Provincial population 

was avoided in the empirical model for the reason that the dependent variable was 

expressed in per capita terms, hence this aspect was already taken into account. Finally, the 

general economic model for the relationship under consideration can be expressed as 

Eq.(7). Definitions of the variables are given in the table below while the subscripts t and / 
refers to time period and province, respectively, while j  represents the given fiscal 

decentralisation proxies.

hbedit = a + + a2hltexpit + a3pgdpit + st Eq.(7)

106 Sindh and Balochistan
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Table 3.15: Variable names, definitions and sources of data
Variable Name Definition

Hospital Beds relative to population hbed Number of Hospital Beds per 1000 population

Provincial own source revenues ptax Provincial tax revenue ratio*

Federal transfers ftrans Federal transfers to each province ratio*

Health Expenditures hit exp Health expenditures by provincial governments ratio**

Economic prosperity Pgdp Provincial GDP (at constant prices)

Provinces i

Prov: 1 = Punjab 

Prov:2 = Sindh

Prov: 3 = Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KPK) ***

All variables were expressed in log form indicated by lower case letters 

Note 1: * expressed as ratio to provincial total revenues 

Note 2: ** expressed as ratio to provincial total expenditures 

Note 3: *** formally known as North West Frontier Province-NWFP

3.7.2 Data and Methodology
This section summarises the data availability, its characteristics as well as the 

methodology adopted for the analysis at the provincial level.

3.7.2.a Data availability
For the provincial analysis, data set represents three out of four provinces of 

Pakistan. The three provinces include Punjab, Sindh and KPK, while Balochistan is left out 

of the analysis due to its troubled political history and unique demographic situation107. 

Data was collected from a number of sources including Provincial Development Statistics 

(various issues for Punjab, Sindh and KPK), State Bank of Pakistan (2005), World Bank 

Economic Reports (for Punjab and KPK), Pakistan Economic Survey (G.o.P., 2007), 

Provincial budget statements and Bengali and Mahpara (2006). Data covered the period 

consists of 22 annual observations, from 1980-2001. In fact, following the promulgation of 
‘Local government ordinance, 200E, the local government system for the third tier of 

government was implemented in Pakistan since 2002. The devolution plan allocated 

various spending responsibilities to the district levels (114 in total) and due to the 

ambiguity regarding data collection responsibilities, the data for provincial level spending 

is not systematically available thereafter. Elence, for the data we have, the time dimensions

107 This province represents only 5.1 percent of the total population while it constitutes 44 percent of whole 
area of Pakistan, hence it faces severe cost disabilities as compared to the other provinces
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‘T’ (22 years) was much longer than the cross-sectional dimension ‘N’ (3 provinces) of the 

panel. Therefore different econometric techniques were used to get reliable results.

3.7.2.b Estimation technique at the provincial level
Analysing provincial data for empirical estimation brought its own complications. 

Time series dimension of the data is very long as compared to the cross-sectional element 

that was only three provinces. With the small ‘N’ and long £T’ dimensions of the available 

data, it is not suitable to use the most popular techniques such as the IV estimator by 

Anderson and Hsiao(1982), the first difference GMM by Arellano and bond (1991) and the 

System GMM by Blundell and Bond (1998). These estimators hold its properties best for 

data sets which have large cross-sectional dimension ‘N’ then time series dimension i.e. 

‘T’ (Baum, 2006, Bruno, 2005).

The long panel data set with large ‘T’ and small "N‘ has different issues to focus 

on. Large ‘T’ inherently raises concern about the non-stationarity issues in the data that 

can lead to spurious regression. As a result, such panels need to be assessed for the 

cointegrating relationship among the variables, using the dynamic panel data analysis 

techniques. When the number of cross-sectional units is reasonably small than the time- 

series dimension, then the Seemingly Unrelated Regression (SUR) technique by Zellner 

(1962) is pointed out to be a good option (Pesaran, Shin and Smith, 1992). The SUR 

approach allows the contemporaneous error covariance to be freely estimated. When the 

error terms across different equations are contemporaneously correlated , the SUR 

estimator results in efficiency gains over the individual OLS estimation (Baum, 2006; 

Cameron and Trivedi, 2010). In this study, the SUR technique might be useful in gaining 

efficiency, because fiscal decentralisation occurs at the same time across provinces so there 

might be certain contemporaneous effects across provinces. Nevertheless, one serious issue 

is that when the cointegration technique is used, there should be no error autocorrelation. 

However, in the SUR estimation technique we have no clue about the nature of residual 
autocorrelation for the individual equations. Therefore, this method in its crude form was 

deemed not appropriate for estimating the cointegrating long run relationship between 

fiscal decentralisation and health facilities.

However, recently a number of new techniques emerged for the analysis of long 

panels e.g. the residual based cointegration models and the error correction mechanism 

(ECM) based models. The residual-based cointegration tests are however much criticised 108

108 But errors should be IID within the individual unit regression
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for the assumption of common factor restriction. As pointed out in Banerjee, Dolado and 

Mestre (1998) and Kremers, Ericsson and Dolado (1992), in the residual-based tests the 

long-run parameters for variables (in levels) are required to be equal to the short-run 

parameters (i.e. variables in differences). Once this assumption is not fulfilled, it can cause 

significant loss of power for residual-based cointegration tests. On the contrary, the ECM 

based cointegration tests are developed by using the structural, rather than residual, 

dynamics. Starting from the mid 1990’s, different tests were developed for panel 

cointegration including Pesaran, Shin and Smith (1999) and Westerlund (1997). One of the 

distinctive advantage of ECM based tests is that these can be applied to data irrespective of 

the fact that the variables are 1(1) or 1(0 ).

Pesaran, Shin and Smith (1999) proposed Pooled Mean Group (PMG) estimator, 

where both the pooling of the data as well as averaging of the coefficients, are offered. 

This estimator allows for intercept, short-run dynamic effects and error variances to differ 

among the groups, however, the long run coefficients are constrained to be the same across 

the groups109. The significance of the error correction terms is taken as evidence of the 

cointegration for the given panel unit. On the other hand, Westerlund (2007) devised four 

new tests for panel cointegration, which were inspired from the Banerjee, et al., (1998). 

These new tests were also based on ECM mechanism and the tests are so general that can 

accommodate unit-specific short-run dynamics, serially correlated errors, unit-specific 

“trend, intercept as well as slope parameters” and were reportedly able to tackle cross- 

sectional dependence (Westerlund, 2007). Under this technique, once the individual unit- 

specific regressions are estimated, the resulting information was used for the given four 

tests. Two group-specific tests are designed to test the alternative hypothesis that at least 

one individual unit is cointegrated, while the other two panel-specific tests deal with the 

alternative hypothesis that panel as a whole is cointegrated.

Given the nature of data, two estimation techniques namely Pooled Mean Group 

(PMG) estimator and Westerlund (2007) tests were used to investigate panel cointegration. 
Multiple estimation technique will help to overcome potential data issues and will be used 

for cross checking of the evidence.

109 The PMG estimation assumes the slope homogeneity, which if rejected would render it inconsistent. On 
the contrary, Pesaran and Smith (1995) proposed the Mean Group (MG) estimator where separate models are 
fitted to each group and the coefficients from different groups are averaged. The MG estimator allows the 
intercept, slope and error variances to differ across the groups. Thus, the MG estimator is consistent if slope 
homogeneity does not hold. In such a scenario, the Hausman test is performed to identify the better model 
(Blackbume and Frank, 2007). For this study, the PMG emerged as better estimator.
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3.7.2.c Unit root test for panel stationarity
As discussed, time dimension for the given provincial panel data set is quite long 

and it is important to find out about the data stationarity issue. To investigate panel unit 

root, a significant number of new methods were developed during 1990s. Earlier tests were 

restrictive in the sense that it imposed the slope homogeneity assumption for the pooled 

regression, nevertheless, tests that were developed later, has remained successful in 

relaxing these restrictive assumptions. In this respect, we adopt two well-known tests for 

stationarity developed by Pesaran (2007) and Maddala and Wu (1999). These tests are 

based on Augmented Dickey-Fuller estimation and are very flexible tests for panel unit 

root. The null hypothesis under these tests is that the panel has unit root while the 

alternative hypothesis is that some of the series are stationary. Flowever, these tests do not 

specify the proportion of series that are stationary. Results for the provincial data suggest 
that the panel is first difference stationary.

3.7.3 Empirical Results
The results for Eq.(7), representing the health outcome model for the provincial 

data, are given below. Table 3.16 and Table 3.18 represent the results for two proxies of 

fiscal decentralisation and estimates are based on the Westerlund's Estimation technique, 

which uses ECM specification for Eq.(7). Similarly, the Pooled Mean Group (PMG) 

estimation results are presented in Table 3.17 and Table 3.19, to represent the effects of 

federal transfers and provincial own source revenues, respectively. Estimations were 

performed in Stata 10.1.

This exercise has produced interesting results. The regression estimates has 

produced similar signs for almost all the regressors throughout the models estimated, 

although the outcome for cointegration differs among the different methodologies. Results 

are consistent with national level analysis, as there is no evidence for long run relationship 

between health facilities and provincial own source revenues. Both the estimation 

techniques failed to provide evidence for the long run cointegrating effects of fiscal 

decentralisation, when proxied with provincial autonomy measure. Table 3.18 presents 

results for the Westerlund’s panel cointegration test, where the all the four tests accepts the 

null hypothesis of no-cointegration for the model involving provincial tax revenues (as a 

measure of fiscal decentralisation). In addition, the error correction terms, represented by 

the lagged level dependent variable i.e. hbed_ 1, for Sindh and Punjab are insignificant or 

nearly insignificant (Table 3.18). Similarly, results were obtained for the PMG estimator at
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Table 3.19. The long run coefficient for ptax_1 is statistically insignificant (along with the 

short run dynamics i.e. Dl.ptax for each province) at the PMG estimation technique. 

Hence once again we could find no long run relationship between provincial autonomy and 

health facilities at the provincial level as well (Table 3.19).

On the contrary, outcome is different for the second measure of fiscal 

decentralisation i.e. ftrans. The Westerlund's estimator for the whole panel (Pt) rejects the 

null at 10 percent level of significance. Hence evidence exists for cointegrating 

relationship between provincial fiscal capacity and health facilities, as represented in Table 

3.16. In addition, the error correction terms, represented by the lagged level dependent 

variable i.e. hbed_ 1, are also significant for all the three provinces. Similar results were 

obtained in Table 3.17, where the PMG estimator shows evidence for long run 

cointegrating relationship, for the first two provinces (based on the significance of the error 

correction terms (_ec) for Punjab and Sindh).

Given the significant results for ftrans, Table 3.16 and 3.17 are discussed in more 

details. Across the two estimation techniques, estimates for the error correction terms are 

comparable in magnitude and remained significant for the first two provinces i.e. Punjab 

and Sindh as shown in Tables 3.16 and 3.17. This is not the case for third province 

(Khyber Pakhtunkhwa-KPK) where the magnitude and significance of error correction 

term is not uniform across estimation techniques. Results are evident of the fundamental 

differences in the economic set up of the first two provinces and the third one. KPK 

province remained heavily dependent on the federal grants for budgetary support110 and 

Rodden (2003) explains that when the lower tiers of government are transfers dependent, 

they might not adopt fiscal discipline. Rodden argues that local governments claim over 
and above the original spending requirements so as to secure higher transfers, which results 

in inefficiency. Similarly, Oates (1993) emphasised that although fiscal transfers are 

advocated for covering the regional inequalities, they carry certain risks as well. For 

example, too much reliance on grants leaves little incentive for the local governments to 

observe spending efficiency. And this seems to be true in the case of KPK province.

Having discussed the cointegration results, it is now possible to focus on the 

coefficient interpretation for explanatory variables. First of all, results for the Westerlund 

estimation technique are discussed (Table 3.16). Most interestingly, the variable of interest 

i.e. federal transfers ( f t ransl ) has consistently produced positive sign for the provinces of

110 In addition to its share in federal transfer
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Punjab and Sindh. It shows that higher federal transfers will result in the improvement of 

health facilities in the given provinces and will result in an increase in hospital beds 

availability. Similar results were obtained for the measure of economic prosperity i.e. 

provincial GDP (pgdp_ 1) which was positive and significant for the two provinces only. It 

is important note that pgdp_ 1 appears with the highest coefficient and thus presents its 

crucial role in the improvement of health infrastructure. Lastly, the provincial health 

expenditure has statistically insignificant long run effects on provincial health indicator in 

Punjab and Sindh province. Nevertheless, h ltexp l  has correct positive sign when it 

achieves significance in the case of KPK province; according to Westerlund estimation 

(Table 3.16).

After discussing the results for Westerlund’s estimation technique, the effects of 

federal transfers (ftrans) on public health facilities111 (hbed) are discussed next by 

analysing the results for the Pooled Mean Group estimation, as presented at Table 3.17. 

Once again, the behaviour of the first two provinces is found different from the third 

province i.e. KPK. The error correction terms (_ec) for Punjab (-0.60) and Sindh (-0.84) 

are highly statistically significant and hence indicates stability of the model. It is also 

evident for fast recovery following any shock in the two provinces. Having discussed the 

stability of the model, the long run coefficients are discussed next. First of all, the proxy 

for fiscal decentralisation i.e. federal transfers to provinces (ftrans_l) is highly statistically 

significant and has positive long run effects on the public health facilities (hbed). Similar 

results are obtained for provincial GDP which has a positive and significant long run 

effects. One again the coefficient for pgdp_ 1 is highest amongst all the coefficients, 

indicating its importance for better health facilities in the developing country like Pakistan. 

Lastly, the provincial health expenditures (hltexp l ) though is significant, it appears with 

the wrong sign.

Summary

Overall, what is the most crucial outcome of the overall analysis is that provinces 

are transfers dependent as only federal transfer (as measure of fiscal decentralisation) has 

come up with the significant long run effects, both at the national as well as the provincial 

level. It shows that provinces were not taping their revenue generation potential, either due 

to lack of incentive or due to limited constitutional authority. Results shows that provincial 

health outputs in the long run are affected only through federal transfers, indicating

111 The availability of Hospital Beds per 1000 population-
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provinces were transfer dependent for the provision of basic service like health. Whole 

process of decentralisation indicates towards the partial fiscal decentralisation in Pakistan. 

This situation might be resulting in efficiency loss because health sector is affected by the 

provincial capacity not the provincial autonomy; which should have been the case in the 

light of decentralisation theories. Brueckner (2009) showed that benefits of fiscal 

decentralisation would be lower under the partial fiscal decentralisation as compared to full 

fiscal decentralisation. Hence, more efforts are needed to avoid inefficiencies in resource 

allocation.

3.8 C O N C L U S I O N
Fiscal decentralisation brings efficiency gains, however, the success of 

decentralisation can be judged from the improvement in the quality of life. Access to better 

health and education opportunities plays fundamental role in building societies, which 

ultimately translates into better economic results (because of improved human capital). 

Although there are various matters which can be affected by decentralisation including 

governance, resource utilisation, poverty, budget deficits and so on, but to assess whether 

or not local set up was considerate of public needs, we have to first look at its effects on 

basic needs of better life, like health and education. If fiscal decentralisation has produced 

better results in these two crucial sectors, we can say that it is effective. Therefore, this 

study analysed fiscal decentralisation for its effects on health sector.

Health sector in Pakistan remained neglected overtime and it was expected that, 

improvement in health sector, would be among the main targets of the subnational 

governments. Therefore, it was deemed important to pin point the effects of fiscal 

decentralisation on health sector in Pakistan. However, several difficulties were faced 

during estimation, ranging from the limited data, estimated figures for population, non

availability of data for private health sector, inability to cure potential reverse causality and 

the failure of estimation techniques. This indicates the complexity, especially for the 

analysis in the case of Pakistan and leaves us with several unexplained questions. 

Nevertheless, there are positive aspects available and a number of queries were resolved. 

The surprising fact relates to the negative effect of fiscal decentralisation in the case of 

health sector indicators in Pakistan. In country where government spends less than one 

percent of GDP on health sector, it was hard to expect any overwhelming results but fiscal 

decentralisation appearing with negative effects really reflect the need for remedial 

measures.
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Results made it clear that health sector yet again is not in the basic focus even for 

SNGs. In both the cases, with higher tax revenues and federal transfers to provinces, funds 

availability to health sector seems to have suffered. We can think of efficiency gains and 
capping any loopholes in the systems, when funds are allocated through better informed 

local policy makers. Yet the negative effects of fiscal decentralisation on health spending, 

raises concerns about the overall commitment of SNGs. Unfortunately, due to the 

inconclusive estimates on health facilities as represented by hospital beds and doctors 

availability, it was not possible to confirm the earlier mentioned argument.

Lastly, although there are some positive effects in the case of health outcomes as 

shown at the national level analysis, however, these are neither too strong, due to potential 

econometric issues. Provincial analysis, despite its limitations, produces some encouraging 

results and indicates positive effect of fiscal decentralisation on the availability of hospitals 

facilities. In the case of two economically active provinces, decentralisation has resulted in 

better facilities. This indicates that the fundamental differences in the economic setup of 

provinces might be an impediment in gaining expected results. In brief, this study tried to 

analyse health sector in Pakistan to identify the effects of fiscal decentralisation on service 

provision. However, due to the complexities encountered during estimation, results cannot 

be termed very encouraging. There is some weaker evidence in the favour of partial fiscal 

decentralisation, provided that provinces are efficient (section 3.7.3). But to arrive at sound 

results there is need for more research and we leave the question of the effects of fiscal 

decentralisation on service provision to further research, when more data becomes 

available.
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R e su lts  f o r  F e d e ra l  t r a n s f e r  as  D e te rm in a n t  o f  P ro v in c ia l  H e a l th  F a c ilit ie sTable 3.16: Results for Westerlund E C M  panel cointegration tests (Dependent variable-Hospital Beds per 1000 population i.e. Dhbed)

Coefficient Standard Error z-stat P > z
ftrans_l 0.094 0.034 2.78 0.005
hltexp_l 0.061 0.126 0.48 0.628
PgdpJ 0.930 0.264 3.52 0.000
_cons 35.613 10.598 3.36 0.001
trend -0.022 0.006 -3.53 0.000

hbed_l -0.666 0.188 -3.55 0.000

Dl.ftrans 0.028 0.041 0.68 0.494
Dl.hltexp -0.059 0.080 -0.74 0.460
Dl.pgdp 0.660 0.322 2.05 0.040
SINDH

Coefficient Standard Error z-stat P > z
ftrans_l 0.088 0.041 2.15 0.032
hltexpl -0.100 0.077 -1.30 0.193
pgdp_l 0.589 0.205 2.88 0.004
cons 8.270 6.000 1.38 0.168

trend -0.007 0.004 -1.88 0.060

hbedl -0.968 0.333 -2.91 0.004

D1 .ftrans 0.070 0.039 1.80 0.072
Dl.hltexp -0.079 0.056 -1.41 0.158
Dl.pgdp 0.213 0.293 0.73 0.468
KPK

Coefficient Standard Error z-stat P > z
ftrans_l -0.023 0.040 -0.56 0.572
hltexp_l 0.398 0.132 3.02 0.002
pgdpJ 0.233 0.221 1.06 0.291
_cons 21.715 10.782 2.01 0.044
trend -0.012 0.006 -1.95 0.051

hbed l_l -0.839 0.288 -2.92 0.004

D1 .ftrans -0.094 0.041 -2.29 0.022
D1 .hltexp 0.275 0.086 3.20 0.001
Dl.pgdp 0.034 0.205 0.17 0.868
Note: All variables were expressed in log form
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Table 3.16: Results for Westerlund E C M  panel cointegration tests (cont...) Results for HO: no cointegration
With 3 series and 3 co variates
Statistic Value Z-value P-value Robust P-value

Gt -3.126 -0.838 0.201 0.150
Ga -10.536 1.076 0.859 0.190
Pt - 5.293 -1.090 0.138 0.090
Pa -9.554 0.594 0.724 0.210Table 3.17: Results for Pooled Mean Group Regression(Dependent variable-Hospital Beds per 1000 population i.e. Dhbed)
Panel Variable (i): prov Number of obs = 63
Time Variable (t): year Number of groups = 3

Obs per group: min = 21
avg 21
max = 21

Log Likelihood 155.2777
Coefficient Standard Error z-stat P > z [95% Conf. Interval]

LR-coefficients
ftrans_l 0.105 0.018 5.74 0.000 0.0694 0.1413
hltexp 1 -0.109 0.053 -2.05 0.040 -0.2137 -0.0049

PgdpJ 0.786 0.107 7.37 0.000 0.5768 0.9947
year - 0.011 0.003 -3.82 0.000 -0.0159 -0.0051
SR-coefficients
PUNJAB
_ec -0.602 0.176 -3.43 0.001 -0.9459 -0.2574
Dl.fitrans -0.052 0.033 -1.58 0.115 -0.1174 0.0127
Dl.hltexp -0.075 0.062 -1.21 0.226 -0.1954 0.0461
Dl.pgdp 0.046 0.337 0.14 0.891 -0.6146 0.7070
_cons 8.176 3.810 2.15 0.032 0.7086 15.6427

SINDH
__ec -0.839 0.215 -3.91 0.000 -1.2596 -0.4187
Dl.ftrans -0.033 0.035 -0.94 0.346 -0.1027 0.0360
Dl.hltexp 0.011 0.038 0.29 0.770 -0.0627 0.0847
Dl.pgdp -0.357 0.205 -1.74 0.082 -0.7589 0.0458
_cons 11.568 4.410 2.62 0.009 2.9240 20.2111

KPK
_ec -0.194 0.166 -1.17 0.243 -0.5203 0.1317
Dl .ftrans -0.083 0.041 -2.03 0.043 -0.1630 -0.0028
Dl .hltexp 0.157 0.062 2.53 0.011 0.0354 0.2782
Dl.pgdp -0.149 0.187 -0.8 0.425 -0.5151 0.2172
_cons 2.742 2.555 1.07 0.283 -2.2645 7.7492
Note: All variables were expressed in log form
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R e su lts  f o r  P ro v in c ia l  O w n  S o u rc e  R e v e n u e s  as D e te rm in a n t  o f  P ro v in c ia l  H e a lth

F a c ilitie sTable 3.18: Results for Westerlund E C M  panel cointegration tests (Dependent variable-Hospital Beds per 1000 population i.e. Dhbed)

Coefficient Standard Error z-stat P > z
ptax_l 0.022 0.042 0.51 0.608
hltexp 1 0.026 0.146 0.18 0.858
PgdpJ 0.683 0.313 2.18 0.029
cons 24.503 13.003 1.88 0.060

trend -0.015 0.008 -2.00 0.045

hbed 1 -0.322 0.194 -1.66 0.097

Dl.ptax 0.017 0.048 0.36 0.716
Dl. hltexp -0.035 0.103 -0.34 0.731
Dl.pgdp 0.877 0.403 2.18 0.030
SINDH

Coefficient Standard Error z-stat P > z
ptax 1 0.042 0.038 1.12 0.264
hltexp 1 -0.172 0.107 -1.61 0.107
pgdpj 0.624 0.258 2.42 0.016

cons 1.127 5.091 0.22 0.825
trend -0.003 0.003 -1.17 0.241

hbed_l -0.293 0.227 -1.29 0.196

Dl .ptax 0.012 0.027 0.46 0.647
Dl.hltexp -0.158 0.071 -2.22 0.027
Dl.pgdp 0.295 0.397 0.74 0.457
KPK

Coefficient Standard Error z-stat P > z
ptax 1 0.042 0.037 1.14 0.252
hltexp 1 0.418 0.153 2.74 0.006
pgdpj 0.385 0.258 1.49 0.135
cons 25.259 10.319 2.45 0.014

trend -0.015 0.006 -2.44 0.015

hbed 1 -0.832 0.291 -2.86 0.004

Dl.ptax -0.030 0.040 -0.75 0.456
Dl.hltexp 0.245 0.087 2.80 0.005
Dl.pgdp 0.264 0.219 1.21 0.228
Note: All variables were expressed in log form
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Table 3.18: Results for Westerlund E C M  panel cointegration tests (cont...)Results for HO: no cointegration
With 3 series and 3 covariates
Statistic Value Z-value P-value Robust P-value

Gt -1.939 1.522 0.936 0.800
Ga -5.236 2.218 0.987 0.920
Pt -2.886 1.467 0.929 0.780
Pa -4.249 1.801 0.964 0.920

Table 3.19: Results for Pooled Mean Group Regression (Dependent variable- Hospital Beds per 1000 population i.e. Dhbed)
Panel Variable (i): prov Number of obs = 63
Time Variable (t): year Number of groups = 3

Obs per group: min = 21
avg = 21
max = 21

Log Likelihood = 147.6054
Coefficient Standard Error z-stat P > z [95% Conf. Interval]

LR-coefficients
ptaxl 0.039 0.050 0.79 0.432 -0.0582 0.1362
hltexp_l -0.171 0.128 -1.34 0.181 -0.4218 0.0796
pgdp j 1.053 0.270 3.90 0.000 0.5231 1.5827
year -0.011 0.006 -1.66 0.097 -0.0232 0.0019
SR-coefficients
Punjab
_ec -0.305 0.151 -2.01 0.044 -0.6014 -0.0082
Dl.ptax -0.013 0.033 -0.38 0.705 -0.0777 0.0526
D1 .hltexp -0.043 0.070 -0.61 0.539 -0.1802 0.0942
Dl.pgdp 0.483 0.343 1.41 0.159 -0.1889 1.1548
_cons 3.655 3.806 0.96 0.337 -3.8057 11.1147

Sindh
_ec -0.390 0.136 -2.86 0.004 -0.6578 -0.1228
D1 .ptax -0.012 0.017 -0.68 0.498 -0.0451 0.0219
Dl.hltexp -0.026 0.046 -0.56 0.574 -0.1150 0.0637
Dl.pgdp -0.358 0.252 -1.42 0.156 -0.8525 0.1365
cons 4.733 3.693 1.28 0.200 -2.5054 11.9723

KPK
_ec -0.033 0.192 -0.17 0.865 -0.4100 0.3445
Dl .ptax 0.011 0.035 0.33 0.742 -0.0570 0.0799
Dl. hltexp 0.145 0.068 2.13 0.033 0.0115 0.2780
Dl.pgdp 0.033 0.193 0.17 0.864 -0.3443 0.4104

cons 0.412 2.446 0.17 0.866 -4.3827 5.2061
Note: All variables were expressed in log form
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A n n e x  I

Appendix II

i) Per capita health expenditure (Hepc) equation 

a. ADL representation

hepct =  a,
h=0 ¿=0 k = 0
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ii) Public health facilities (Bedtp) equation 

a. ADL representation
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iii)

doctpt

iv)

imrt =

A imrt

Public health services (Doctp) equation 

a. ADL representation
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Infant Mortality (Imr) equation 

a. ADL representation
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C H A P T E R  4 F I S C A L  D E C E N T R A L I S A T I O N  A N D  I T S  L I N K  T O  E D U C A T I O N  S E C T O R
4.1 INTRODUCTION

Millennium Development Goals highlighted the need for improved education and 

health sectors because of their enormous impact on the quality of human life. Better health 

and education facilities ensure greater economic opportunities for the individuals while 

state can also benefit from better quality of human capital. Due to the market imperfections 

and existence of externalities attached with social spending, involvement of public sector is 

considered mandatory for the provision of basic public goods. However, with the ever 

increasing human needs and scarce public sector resources, spending on social indicators 

are nowadays critically evaluated to pin point their effectiveness. Higher public spending 

on health and education is not, in itself, an effective instrument to remedy any imbalances. 

Setting proper goals, targeting right areas of focus and using the scarce resources 

efficiently are considered to increase the effectiveness of public resource utilisation. The 

reason is, poor budget management, especially in the developing countries, appears to be 

one of the major reasons for the sub-optimal outcomes in the case of public spending 

(World development report, 2003).

In this era, where nations are striving hard for growth and development, human 

capital is widely acknowledged as the engine of economic growth. In order to improve 

human capital, governments have to invest in the education and health sectors. In this 

scenario governments have two possible ways to achieve this, firstly, they can either invest 

more money or secondly they can look for policy appropriation. Constrained by resources, 

policy makers more often aim to optimise the utilisation of scarce resources and ideally 

endeavours for efficient use of public money. Among the competing social sectors, 

government spending on health and education by far remains the most important of all. 

Spending on health and education sector is believed to enhance economic growth, improve 
human capital, reduce poverty and helps in achieving better income equality (Romer, 1986; 

Lucas, 1988; Barro, 1991; Chu et al., 1995; Tanzi and Chu, 1998; Baldacci et al., 2008). 

Decentralisation, in this context becomes critical as it focuses on improved service 

provision and better resource utilisation. Advocacy for decentralisation is based on 

efficient allocation due to better awareness of local needs and preferences. In this context, 

decentralisation is relevant to the study of education because of the ever rising demand for 

learning and education in the current dynamic world, which is now predominantly based
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on knowledge and innovation. Therefore, education, as like the health sector, becomes the 

centre of attention for the decentralisation reforms. With drive for decentralisation, policy 

makers try to achieve better targeting with greater transparency and hence local authorities 

are increasingly entrusted with various decentralised tasks including the education 

services.

In this piece of research, our aim is to estimate the effects of fiscal 

decentralisation on different indicators related to education sector. We base the analysis 

on the literature which suggests that taking the policy making near to the people helps in 

spotting and executing what people need the most. Galiani et al. (2008) presented a good 

summary of the literature on the education decentralisation and summarise that various 

studies presented positive association between decentralisation and educational 

preferences. To discuss a few, Faguet (2004) concluded that local government has better 

information regarding the distinct preferences for education which leads to positive results. 

Behrman and King (2001) also reported harmonisation between household decisions and 

steps taken under decentralised set up. Similarly, studying the case of Argentina, Eskeland 

and Filmer (2007) found a positive association between school autonomy and pupil’s 

performance. Jimenez and Sawada (1999) summarised that decentralisation resulted in 

greater participation of parents in schools decision making in El Salvador. Similarly, 

Galiani and Schargrodsky (2002) found that decentralisation improved overall school 

performance. In a study on panel data of Swiss cantons, Barankay and Lockwood (2007) 

found that higher degree of decentralisation results in higher educational attainment. 

Moreover, Arze del Granado et al. (2005), found a positive association between fiscal 

decentralisation and education expenditures. Falch and Fischer (2012) conclude that 

decentralisation of government spending results in higher tests scores. Likewise, discussing 

the case of Chile, Parry (1997) reported that education decentralisation has led to the 

balancing of responsibilities between the central and local governments.

Nevertheless, not a single policy comes without preconditions and hence cannot 
bear fruits without the enabling environment. Galiani et al. (2008) pointed out that the 

positive effects of decentralisation rests on the preconditions such as bridging the 

information asymmetries over heterogeneous preferences, increased local participation, 

and greater accountability of service providers to their clients. Therefore, there are chances 

that decentralisation may not cause improvement or even deteriorate the situation if local 112

112 Fiscal decentralisation is being currently the most viable form to empirically measure and compare the 
theoretical concept of Decentralisation across the world
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communities lack ability to raise voice, faces elite capture (Bardhan and Mookherjee, 

2005) or if the local governments suffers from the capacity issues to efficiently carry out 

and administer public services (Smith, 1985). Hence, there are risks which can limit the 

positive effects of fiscal decentralisation and therefore rigorous empirical evidence is 

essential to be sure about the contribution of fiscal decentralisation in education sector.

As discussed, for a theory to prove worthwhile, it needs reliable empirical support 

from the data. Despite the available literature on the topic, there is need for further 

empirical evidence to quantify the effects of fiscal decentralisation on the education 

outcomes and the situation asks for rigorous empirical analysis (Hanushek, 2002). 

Predominantly, the available empirical evidence on education sector is based on the 

country specific studies using the primary survey or national level secondary data sources. 

Though there are studies that reported results for the cross-section and panel of different 

countries however, these are few in number. One of the basic reasons for limited research 

is often cited as the absence of comparable data across nations. Nevertheless, with the 

release of more consistent and improved data sets, it is now possible to assess the effects of 

fiscal decentralisation on basic education indicators using the cross country data from 

different regions of the world.

Hence, there is need to update research on the issue by using the cross country 

evidence, which is not great at the moment. In this study, we will analyse the impact of 

fiscal decentralisation on the education sector using a rich panel data from 78 countries 

which covers different regions of the world. Main focus of the research is to identify the 

effects of fiscal decentralisation on education indicators like the education expenditures, 

the student enrolment rate and the quality of education (proxied with teacher-pupil ratio). 

We are also interested to disaggregate the effects of different sources of subnational 

revenues and to investigate how these influence the effectiveness of local setup.

The study is organised as follows. Section 2 covers the major studies and summarises 

the available literature on the education and its determinants. Section 3 presents data and 

methodology which contains economic model along with hypothesis and discusses the 

theoretical linkages of education indicators with their determinants especially with its link 

to fiscal decentralisation. Sections 3 also summarises the data and explain the methodology 

adopted for estimation. Section 4 presents the empirical results while section 5 describes 

the results and discussion section. Section 6 finally concludes the study.
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4.2 LITERATURE REVIEW

As a starting point, it is always essential to consider available literature to learn in 

better way, identify the areas of focus and be aware of the potential issues. Following 

section presents brief review of literature on the determinants of education sector 

indicators.

4.2.1 Determinants of Education Expenditures/Enrolment

There are number of studies which have used different types of data sets to assess 

important determinants of education sector. We will broadly discuss the important 

variables that were used to explain various education indicators. In studies discussing 

social indicators, given relationship is normally expressed in various functional forms and 

estimated with different econometric techniques. This procedure sometimes results in 

different signs and significance therefore we will not discuss those details for the control 

variable. Basic aim of this section is to identify general determinants of different education 

indicators and be aware of the potential issues which can be experienced during estimation.

To start with, Baldacci et al. (2008) analysed the link between social spending, 

human capital and growth. They used rich panel data from 118 developing countries 

covering the period from 1971-2000 . Controlling for the governance and non-linearity,

paper reported positive and significant relationship between education spending and 

education capital. The education capital was denoted by a composite indicator of primary 

and secondary school enrolment rate. This study used fixed-effect model (LSDV) as the 

baseline model, while the FGTS, 2SLS and system GMM were used as alternative 

estimators to check the robustness of the results. Results suggested that a percentage point 

increase in education spending increase enrolment rate by 6 percentage points in the 

immediate five year period while it will add another 3 percentage point lagged effect 

thereafter. Authors also made an interesting note that in countries with poor governance, 

the impact of education spending is left half of those which have better governance.

Rajkumar and Swaroop (2008) focus on the link between public spending and 

governance to assess its impact on different outcomes. They used two proxies for 

governance i.e. level of corruption and the quality of bureaucracy to determine the efficacy 

of public spending on human development indicators in education and health sectors. This

llj Authors used five year averages for estimation but they indicated that education data was not available for 
all the years and they managed to use the available data for averages.
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study was based on annual data from 57 countries for years 1990, 1997 and 2003 while 

OLS and 2SLS techniques were used for the estimation. Authors pointed out the potential 

endogeneity issue between public spending and social outcomes and suspected that the two 

might be jointly determined. However, results for 2SLS114 115 broadly confirmed the OLS 

results indicating that public spending is determined exogenously. Authors used the inverse 

measure of education non-attainment as the dependent variable for the education sector1 15. 

The education non-attainment was indicated by the proportion of those who fail to 

complete an adequate level of primary school education. They found that in the absence of 

good governance, public spending loses its effectiveness. Study indicates that public 

spending on primary education increases primary education attainment in countries with 

good governance while it had virtually no impact on education outcomes in countries that 

suffer from poor governance.

Stasavage (2005) studied the determinants of two important education indicators 

i.e. total public spending on education and public spending on primary education. They 

used OLS and fixed effects model to estimate the relationship. Basic aim of the study was 

to analyse the effects of democratisation/multiparty system on education spending. Study 

used unbalanced panel data for 44 African countries and covered the period during 1980- 

1996. Author finds that multiparty competition had a positive and statistically significant 

effect on the education spending. Similar results were found for the per capita GDP which 

had positive relationship. It is however, important to note that foreign aid had negative and 

statistically significant impact on education spending which points towards the 

endogeneity issue. In brief, the results contained certain surprising signs which raise 

concern about the estimation results.

Gupta et al. (2002) produced an important study to analyse the effects of public 

spending on education attainment. The dependent variable i.e. education attainment was 

measured in four different ways i.e. gross enrolment rate in primary and secondary 

education, gross enrolment in secondary education, persistence to Grade 4 and drop-out 
rate at primary level. This study used cross-sectional data for 45 developing and 

transitional economies and estimation was carried out with OLS and 2SLS techniques. 

This study also discussed potential endogeneity between education spending and enrolment

114 Instruments for the public spending on education included the dummy variables for countries with British 
common law, French civil law, German civil law, Scandinavian civil law, Socialist law and Islamic law
115 to get consistent with the results for health measure i.e. child mortality; that was also explained in the 
study
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rate, therefore, 2SLS116 technique was adopted. Authors carried out several robustness 

checks with different specification and finally concluded that results did not suffer from 

endogeneity issues. Study concludes that higher public spending on education is associated 

with improvements in access and attainment of education. Finally results suggest that 5 

percentage point increase in government spending on primary and secondary education 

gives more than 1 percentage point rise in gross secondary enrolment. These estimates 

were much lower than what the author found later in a joint study i.e. Baldacci et al., 

(2008).

Fernandez and Rogerson (2001) analysed data from USA for 48 states over the 

period 1950-1990 with a special focus on the period 1970-1990. They used five years 

interval data in levels and in first differences while OLS was used for estimation. Real 

current expenditure on public primary and secondary education (per student) was defined 

as the dependent variable and it was concluded that the two major determinants of public 

education spending are personal income and number of students in average daily 

attendance.

In an important study on Pakistan, Holmes (2003) analysed the demand for child 

schooling in Pakistan. Based on the primary data for 1991, this study found evidence of 

censoring and sample selection bias in survey data analysis. This research shows that the 

sample selection procedure and methodology adopted for the analysis of schooling demand 

can significantly alter the results (by introducing significant bias). Based on the insights 

from this paper, Holmes infer that while analysing years of schooling (i) currently enrolled 

children should be treated differently from those who have completed their schooling and 

(2 ) student’s decision to leave home and to attend school must not always be assumed 

independent. As a remedy, this study opts for the censored ordered probit technique for the 

analysis whereas the dependent variable was years of schooling for children aged 5-25 

years (by gender). Within the set of independent variables both the age and age-squared 

were included to assess the nonlinear relationship between age and schooling. As expected, 
parental education came out to be an important determinant of schooling demand with 

boy’s education being more affected by father’s education while mother education 

increases the schooling demand for girls. Moreover, household wealth and average male 

wages also positively affected the education attainment. Deficiency of basic facilities like

116 Instruments included aid per capita, aid in percent of government expenditures, military spending in 
percent of government expenditures, share of unallocated education spending and total government spending 
to explain the share of public education spending
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sewage put negative effect on schooling demand. Finally this study finds that distance to 

middle and secondary school has a negative effect on schooling demand.

Miller (1996) presented an interesting insight in a study for determinants of public 

education spending. Fie considered an interesting model where both the parents and elderly 

were treated as the possible interest groups who can respectively affect public educational 

spending positively and negatively. The reason lies in the fact that the preferences of the 

two groups differs. Parents are usually more worried about their children’s education while 

elderly faces different challenges and they might have different focus as well like asking 

for increased public health services. Author analysed the education expenditures (at the 

state and local level) using data from 48 states in USA covering the period from 1960- 

1990. This study finds support for the interest group model as the public spending on 

education was found to be positively associated with the rise in number of parents in the 

electorate. The important determinants were identified as the number of adults with 

children, the number of citizen with age 65 and above, state’s median income, percentage 

of adults with high school qualification, public as well as private school enrolment and the 

number of people employed in public education. Total voting age population was used as 

the denominator for most of the indicators to evaluate the interest group hypothesis and to 

assess group’s ability to influence policy making. Study concludes that interest group 

model was at work and parents positively influenced the public education funding while 

the elderly population had a negative impact.

Schmidt and McCarty (2008) used more recent panel data from 48 states of USA 

for the period 1980-2000 but they analysed the state and local education spending from a 

different perspective. They tried to evaluate how past income and aid, as well as the future 

income expectations affect the education spending. Importantly, they argued that when the 

panel data contains long time dimension, it can normally result in non-stationary behaviour 

and thus the simple elasticity estimates are not robust to specification. Therefore, data in 

first differences was used to get consistent estimates. Apart from the above mentioned 
variables, the other important determinants of state and local education spending were 

found to be the; state’s per capita income; student fraction of the state's population (6-17); 

and demographic characteristics (including the fraction of the state's population i.e.; high- 

school educated; below the poverty line; elderly (over-64); living in urbanised areas; 

ethnically Asian, or ethnically Caucasian). Authors found that future income has an 

important bearing on the state’s current expenditures. However, it was found that the 

current education spending is not influenced by the present or past aid.
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To sum up, the discussion above makes us aware of the important variables and 

their inter-linkages in education sector. Here we had a mix of studies based on different 

data sets and thus identified the potential estimation problems that were attached with 

these. To explain different education indicators the most important variables can be 

summarised as per capita income, proportion of school age population, age distribution, 

demographic characteristics and governance. With this background we can now frame the 

discussion towards our matter of concern i.e. to study the effects of fiscal decentralisation 

on education sector.

4.2.2 Effects of Fiscal Decentralisation on Education

Previous section contains discussion about different education indicators and their 

determinants but we need to know more. It is important to find out which tier of 

government is more efficient and can effectively realise essential educational goals. Apart 

from few studies which looked into the matter there is not much research available on the 

effect of decentralisation on educational outcomes. Decentralisation is multifaceted 

phenomenon and its success depends upon a number of factors. Among others, these 

factors include the extent to which functions are allowed to decentralise, clarity in the 

guiding policies, capacity of the stakeholders and resource availability at the local level 

(Chikoko, 2009). Caillods (1999), asserts that ambiguity in decision making negatively 

affects educational planning.

Effects of decentralisation on education sector can be analysed in two ways 

depending on the nature of analysis. In fact, decentralisation is normally practiced in two 

ways in education sector; (a) by giving people more say in the schools management system 

and (b) by decentralising the education system to the lower level of government and 

empowering them with effective policy making. Former approach normally result in 

establishing teacher-parent boards, introducing school-based management by locally 

elected/nominated school boards and similar practices which increases local participation 

in deciding how schools should run. Hence, in order to analyse such kind of 

decentralisation, researchers normally need primary data and use surveys for both the 

quantitative and qualitative analysis. Whereas, the later concept focuses on the role of local 

government for its effects on the overall education spending and educational quality and in 

this study we will follow this strand of research. Analysis of such kind of decentralisation 

approach not only match the overall theme of the study but it also helps in assessing the 

effects of shifting policy making from upper tier of the government to the lower tier. The
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section below presents some of the studies that discussed the link between fiscal 

decentralisation and education indicators.

Falch and Fischer (2012) analysed the effects of decentralisation on student 

performance by studying the national average student test scores in Mathematics and 

Natural Science (the dependent variable). Authors try to examine the relationship between 

school quality and public sector decentralisation. They used unbalanced panel data from 25 

OECD countries over the period 1980-2000 and fixed effects model was adopted for 

empirical estimation. Authors reported that decentralisation of government spending has 

positively affected student performance. More interestingly they argued that these effects 

need not to be mediated through levels of educational spending and mere administrative 

effects of decentralisation can result in efficiency gains. They found robust positive effect 

of decentralisation on student performance.

In a paper by Galiani et al. (2008), authors analysed the effects of school 

decentralisation on quality of education in Argentina. Interestingly, this study claims that 

although decentralisation produced positive impact on student test scores yet poor were not 

among those who benefited. Main reason was shown as the poor’s inability to voice and 

defend their preferences. Thus positive effects of decentralisation were asymmetrically 

distributed and rich were the ones who benefited the most. Results for this study were 

based on the information from 3,456 public schools that was collected over the period 

1994-1999. The standardised Mathematics and Spanish tests scores (for the fifth-year 

secondary school students) were used to indicate student performance. The set of 

independent variables included the number of years since the school had been 

decentralised, per capita provincial GDP, fiscal deficit/surplus as a percentage of 

provincial GDP and provincial unemployment. Fixed effects model was used for 

estimation using the school, province and time fixed effects. Authors suggested that while 

decentralising, government should take measures to empower poor communities so as to 

make them able to benefit from the improved service delivery under decentralised setup.

Marlow (2000) examined the effects of school spending and school structure on the 

student’s performance. This study was based on data from 54 counties in California and 

found that greater competition among schools improve student performance. Flowever, 

study could not found any significant relationship between higher education spending and 

student performance. Similarly, effects of state spending were also not statistically 

significant. Dependent variables were defined as spending on education, measures of
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student performance (test scores for reading, maths and writing), and teacher-student ratio 

while important independent variables were; per capita income, student share of the 

population, state and federal share of education funding, Herfindahl index (to measure 

public school competition), and population density. Seemingly unrelated regression (SUR) 

estimation technique was adopted for estimation. As counties were situated in the same 

state and hence affected by the state’s policies and shocks in the similar fashion, hence, 

SUR was expected to result in efficiency gains by taking into account the 

contemporaneous correlation in errors. Empirical results indicated that higher 

concentration of public school led to monopoly and resultantly schools were able to get 

higher funding in California. However, it is important to note that rise in overall and state 

education funding were not translated into better student performance.

Busemeyer (2007) analysed the impact of fiscal decentralisation on various types of 

public spending including the education sector and argued that competition among local 

governments result in higher spending on education. Author provides a decent review on 

the promises and perils of fiscal decentralisation and uses data from the 21 OECD 

countries for the period 1991-2001. Study tests the hypothesis that whether higher level of 

fiscal decentralisation results in higher spending on regional public goods. For this purpose 

different types of educational spending were analysed including: total public education 

spending, spending on primary and secondary education and spending on tertiary 

education. ‘Own tax revenue’ for sub-national governments was used to represent fiscal 

decentralisation. In addition, other independent variables included per capita GDP, the 

ratio of population share of aged 65 (and above) to the population aged 5 to 29, the public 

social spending and veto dummy for federal government powers. Equations were 

expressed in two ways; a restricted ADL model while the second specification was the 

error correction mechanism (ECM) form to separate the long run effects from the short 

term influences of the independent variables. Study concludes that educational 

expenditures increases with higher level of fiscal decentralisation and local governments 

compete to provide better facilities to attract tax payers from other regions.

The study by Verbina and Chowdhury (2004) discussed the determinants of per 

capita education spending in the Russian Federation that was in its transition period at that 

time. Authors analysed data from only two years (1999-2000) but they covered 88 regions. 

Important determinants consisted of the regional revenue, student-population ratio, 

population density and regional dummies. It is important to note that although study did 

not reflect upon the effects of decentralisation but still by analysing the impact of regional
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revenues on educational expenditures, this study found a positive effect. Moreover, authors 

declared that education is a normal good in Russia. They also found positive effects for 

student-population ratio and results suggested that one percentage point increase in average 

student-population ratio increases the educational spending by a half percentage point. 

Population density was found to have negative effect on educational spending and authors 

associated it with developed infrastructure and/or economies of scale.

Stated above are few of the studies that discussed the effects of fiscal 

decentralisation on educational outcomes. To summarise, literature suggests that when 

people are equipped to benefit, fiscal decentralisation has a positive and significant effect 

on the education sector. However, effects were not uniform for the poor and non-poor 

which indicate the possibilities of elite capture. This reflects that while focusing on 

decentralisation it is also important to consider the pre-requisites of the policy and to cover 

its shortcomings. Table 4.1 below presents a brief summary for some of the important 

studies.
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Table 4.1: Summary of empirical studies on the determinants of education sector 
indicators

Countries Estimation Dependent Explanatory variablesResearch
Study

and period 
analysed technique variable(s)

Busemeyer OECD LSDV with Total public Significant Variables: Fiscal
(2007) 1991-2001 panel-

corrected
standard
errors

education 
Spending; 
Spending on 
primary and 
secondary edu.; 
and Spending 
on tertiary edu. 
(all in either 
percent of GDP 
or in per student 
terms)

decentralisation; Public social Spending; 
GDP per capita; the ratio of population 
share of aged 65 (and above) to the 
population share of aged 5 to 29; dummies

Broadly insignificant Variables: nil

Arze del Cross- OLS, Fixed Ratio of Significant Variables: Fiscal
Granado, country, 45 effects, education decentralisation ; population; population
Martinez- countries Random expenditures to density; GDP per capita; and budget
Vázquez and from effects and total public balance; dummy for industrialised
McNab (2005, 
WP#)

1973-2000 quasi
maximum
likelihood

expenditures countries

Broadly insignificant Variables: differs 
across models

Falch and OECD, Fixed Student test Significant Variables: Decentralisation
Fischer (2012) unbalanced effects scores (national lagged (1 period); GDP per capita; Social

panel data 
of 25 
countries 
over the 
period 
1980-2000

model average of the 
scores in 
Mathematics 
and Natural 
Science tests)

spending * Decentralisation; Dummy for 
the only OECD PISA test

Broadlv insignificant Variables:
Population size; Government consumption 
spending as percent of GDP ; Government 
consumption * Decentralisation; Social 
spending as percent of GDP ; Social 
spending * Decentralisation; Primary 
education spending per pupil as percent of 
GDP

Verbina and 88 regions GLS Per capita Significant Variables: Total regional
Chowdhury in the random expenditures on revenue; student-population ratio;
(2004) Russian 

Federation 
for years
1999 and
2000

effect
model

education Population density; regional and time 
dummies

Broadlv insignificant Variables: nil

Morekwa and Africa, OLS Public Significant Variables: Real GDP per
Schoeman , panel of 28 education capita; government spending to GDP;
(2006, 
Conf. P#)

countries 
for years 
1995-2004

spending Population less than 14 years; population 
density; Urbanisation; IMF dummy; 
Interaction term (IMF*Government 
spending to GDP)

Broadlv insignificant Variables: Political 
stability; Public debt
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Table 4.1: Summary of empirical studies on the determinants of education sector

indicators (cont...)
Stasavage Africa, OLS, Total public Significant Variables: Real GDP per
(2005) unbalanced Fixed spending on capita; multiparty competition; Foreign

panel of 44 effects overall Aid as percentage of GDP; percentage of
countries model education and rural population and percentage of
for the public spending population under 15
period on primary
1980-1996 education Broadlv insignificant Variables: Election 

years
Gupta et al. Cross OLS, Education Significant Variables: Public spending on
(2002) sectional 2SLS attainment i.e. education as a ratio to GDP; Allocations

data for 45 gross enrolment to primary and secondary education as a
developing rate in a) share of total education spending; Per
and primary and capita GDP (in PPP terms); Share of
transitional secondary population aged 0-14 years; Urbanisation;
countries education b) in Child nutrition (proxied by child
(1993-1994) secondary

education;
mortality), Dummy variables for regions

persistence to Broadlv insignificant Variables: differs
Grade 4 and 
drop-out rate at 
the primary 
level

across models and estimation techniques

Rajkumar and 57 OLS and Education Significant Variables: Per capita GDP (in
Swaroop countries. 2SLS failure/education PPP terms); Income inequality; Dummy
(2008) annual data (with non-attainment for East Asia; Interaction terms a) Index

for 1990, random as presented by of corruption x Share of public primary
1997 and effects) proportion of education spending in GDP; b) Quality of
2003 those who failed bureaucracy x Share of public primary

to complete an education spending in GDP
adequate level 
of primary Broadlv insignificant Variables: Share of
school education public primary education spending in 

GDP; Adult illiteracy rate; Independent 
measures of governance (index of 
corruption or quality of bureaucracy); 
Income inequality; Predominantly 
Muslim; Ethno-Iinguistic 
fractionalisation; Degree of urbanisation; 
Percentage of population aged 6 to 12; 
Dummy for years 1997 and 2003

Holmes (2003) Pakistan, Censored Years of Significant Variables: Age: Age squared:
primary ordered schooling for Mother’s education; Father’s education;
data from probit children aged 5- Value of land and property/100,000;
Pakistan analysis 25, by gender Muslim; Rural; sewage facilities; Distance
Integrated to middle and secondary schools; Average
Household female wage; Average male wage;
Survey- dummies for Balochistan and NWFP
1991

Broadlv insignificant Variables: Distance
to primary school; dummy for Sindh
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Table 4.1: Summary of empirical studies on the determinants of education sector 

indicators (cont...)
Schmidt and USA, 21 OLS, State and local Significant Variables: State’s per capita
McCarty years panel Fixed Education income; derived future income term;
(2008) data (1980- effects, spending per Student fraction of the state's population

2000) for 48 Random capita (6-17); and demographic characteristics
states effects, (including the fraction of the state's

Non-linear population that is; high-school educated,
least below the poverty line, elderly-over 64,
square living in urbanised areas and ethnically
technique Asian or Caucasian)

Broadly insignificant Variables: Federal 
aid for Education; General(unrestricted) 
federal aid; Reform dummy i.e. a court-
ordered reform of state’s education 
finance system; fraction of state’s 
population that is college educated

Fernandez and 
Rogerson 
(2001)

USA, panel 
of 48 states 
for years 
1950-1990

OLS with 
data in 
level and 
in first 
differences

Real per student 
current
expenditure on 
public primary 
and secondary 
education

Significant Variables: Real personal 
income; No. of Students in average daily 
attendance; Fraction of population over 65

Broadlv insignificant Variables: Fraction 
of population of school age (5-17)

Marlow, 
Michael (2000)

California, 
Cross- 
sectional 
data from

Seemingly
Unrelated
Regression
(SUR)

Education 
spending as 
percentage of 
personal income

Significant Variables: Per capita income. 
Student share of the population; Federal 
share of education funding; Herfindahl 
index score

54
counties, 
using data 
from 
different

Broadlv insignificant Variables: 
Population density; State share of 
education funding; Percentage of Black 
students; Percentage of Hispanic student; 
Percentage of Asian student

Teacher-Student 
ratio and 
reading, writing, 
and math scores

Significant Variables: Education spending 
per pupil; Per capita income; population 
density; Federal share of education 
funding; Percentage of Black students; 
Percentage of Hispanic student;
Herfindahl index score; Median education 
levels of county residents

Broadlv insignificant Variables: Student 
share of the population; State share of 
education funding; Percentage of Asian 
student

Miller (1996) USA,
48 states 
1960-1990 
(with 10 
years gap)

Fixed and 
random 
effects 
model

State and local 
spending for 
public
Education (per 
adult)

Significant Variables: Number of adults 
with children/total voting age population; 
No. of aged 65+/total voting age 
population; State median income; % 
adults who completed high school; 
Public enrlmt/voting age pop.; Private 
enrlmt/voting age pop.; No. of people 
employed in public education/voting age 
pop.

Broadlv insignificant Variables: % voted 
for Dem. President; % teachers in public 
schools who are members of the 
National Education Association

#WP: Working paper, #Conf. P: Conference paper
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4.3 DATA AND METHODOLOGY

Having discussed some of the recent literature on the topic, this section contains 

information about the variables and mechanism that relates fiscal decentralisation to 

education sector. The section below elaborates the hypothesis, empirical model, data 

coverage, data properties and the estimation techniques used for the empirical analysis in 

this study.

4.3.1 Background

This study aims to re-examine the link between fiscal decentralisation and 

education indicators by using up-to-date data evidence. We can observe that governments 

around the world are investing in education because of its long run social and economic 

returns. As described by O'Connor ( 1973117), government bear education and health 

expenses so as to increase productivity in the economy with better skilled and productive 

labour force. Baldacci et al (2008) smartly put together several studies which analysed the 

effects of education on economic growth and it is now well-established that education 

boosts economic growth (Barro, 1996a, 1996b; Barro & Sala-i-Martin, 1995; Levine & 

Renelt, 1992; Mankiw, Romer, & Weil, 1992; Sala-i-Martin, 1997). Coulombe et al. 

(2004), reports that a country with 1% higher than average literacy scores, experiences 1.5 

percentage points increase in per capita GDP growth. Hence, education sector really 

matters for economic output. Moreover, there are social implications attached to these 

spending as these affect the quality of life. We know that certain goods and services are 

allocated through public sector because of their non-divisibility and/or these are collective 

in consumption (Musgrave and Musgrave, 1973). In addition, public sector involvement is 

also advocated because free markets might not lead to equitable distribution of public 

goods. Hence, as education sector share these properties and fall in the same category, 

therefore, the role of government sector is very important.

In this perspective, fiscal decentralisation can play an important role as it aims 

toward the improved service provision and is theoretically believed to yield better results. 

With the decentralised administrative infrastructure, it is relatively easier to accommodate 

diverse local demands as against the centralised allocation, which might suffer from 

insufficient information, and for this reason decentralisation results in better allocation of 

scarce resources. There are various ways in which decentralisation affects the development

117 cited in Devine, 1985
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outcomes of a country i.e. by affecting its political, fiscal, and economic systems 

(Kalirajan and Otsuka, 2012). Fiscal decentralisation also makes the policy makers 

accountable through local elections which improves transparency. So, with 

decentralisation118, it is reasonable to assume that it will have positive effects on 

educational performance along with other sectors. Although, there is some empirical 

support available for this link, yet, further research is always desirable. Therefore, in this 

study we will analyse the hypothesis that fiscal decentralisation improves education 

indicators. Moreover, cross country panel data analysis will also help to discriminate 

among the effects of different decentralisation policies.

4.3.2 Hypothesis:

In this study the focus is to examine the hypothesis given below which rests on the 

assumption that fiscal decentralisation improves the allocation of resources and will 

achieve better results in education sector. Main hypothesis regarding the effects of Fiscal 

decentralisation in this study are given below:

1. Fiscal decentralisation positively affects the education sector: Increased level of 

fiscal decentralisation helps in efficient resource allocation and presumably 

translates public demand into required actions. The coefficients for fiscal 

decentralisation measures will identify whether or not fiscal decentralisation has 

produced significant effects and whether those effects improved educational 

facilities.

2. Different decentralisation policies results in distinct outcome: The analysis of 

rich cross country evidence will help us to analyse that whether it is only the 

resources at local level that matters or different sources of local revenues can in fact 

result in different outcome. During the analysis, the pattern of the two measures of 

fiscal decentralisation i.e. subnational tax revenues and federal transfers to 

subnational governments would be observed to examine whether these produce 

similar results or they differ in effects for education sector. This comparison will 

through light on the effectiveness of different sources of subnational revenues.

118 Provided that issues like regional inequalities, elite capture, leviathan government and capacity issues are 
taken care of
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The given hypotheses testing will not only help in examining the effects of fiscal 

decentralisation on education sector but it will also make a clear distinction among the 

available fiscal decentralisation policies, if any. The comparison of the effects of local tax 

revenues and federal transfers at the subnational level will potentially help us in comparing 

the effects of local autonomy versus that of partial fiscal decentralisation (Brueckner, 

2009).

4.3.3 Empirical Model

Unlike the health sector, where we could find comparable outcomes relatively 

easily (like infant/child mortality and immunisation), it is very difficult to get equivalent 

measures for the education sector. There are significant differences across countries in 

terms of; the starting age for education, duration at the primary and secondary schools and 

above all there are differences in the quality of education; therefore, it is very difficult to 

get an agreed-upon indicator for educational outcome in the literature. Nevertheless, by 

examining the most obvious indicators there is still possibility to analyse the link between 

fiscal decentralisation and education sector and to deduce reasonable results. Therefore, 

based on the availability of the data, two important indicators were used to analyse the 

education sector.

First of all, in order to examine the effects of fiscal decentralisation on education 

sector, the most obvious choice appears to be the education spending. Education spending 

is the basic input for improvement of education and its analysis will bring to light the 

immediate response of the local governments towards education sector in the short run. 

However, evidence from an input indicator alone would not be enough and it is important 

to analyse how a policy affects the output/outcome variable for a specific sector. For the 

given reason, in this study, school enrolment qualifies as a good proxy for an output 

variable. However, with the available data, it was not possible to analyse school enrolment. 

In fact, the sample we have for this study is dominated by countries (OECD) that are 

characterised with compulsory education policies. In addition, OECD countries have better 

social protection schemes in place as compared to the rest of the world therefore these 

countries have achieved almost 1 0 0% mark in school enrolment, leaving little variation for 

empirical analysis. Nevertheless, teacher-student ratio provides us with a reasonable 

outcome measure to proxy quality of education and hence it was analysed to figure out the 

effects of fiscal decentralisation.
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It is important to mention here that ‘test scores’ are regarded as the most obvious 

outcome measure for education sector; therefore, the availability of PISA tests scores 

presents its potential to be considered for examining the effects of fiscal decentralisation 

on education outcome. To provide some background, the Programme for International 

Student Assessment (PISA) assesses the 15-year-olds for competence in reading, 

mathematics and science. The positive aspects of PISA tests scores includes that these tests 

are carried out concurrently in all the countries and are based on the assessment of general 

competence instead of being the curriculum based exams. The PISA tests are conducted 

after every three years since 2 0 0 0 ; however the number of participating countries varied 

each time. The first PISA test was conducted for 43 countries in year 2000, followed by 41 

countries in 2003 while 57, 75 and 6 6  countries were assessed in years 2006, 2009 and 

2012, respectively (OECD, 2013). Nevertheless, despite it being a better indicator for 

measuring education output, data is mainly (consistently) available for the OECD- 

countries only and observations are only available with three year gaps. For these reasons 

we could not use this indicator for analysis in this study; where the emphasis is to 

investigate effects of fiscal decentralisation on education sector in both the OECD and 

Non-OECD countries.

Consequently, to analyse the effects of fiscal decentralisation, two measures were 

used to represent the developments in education sector; proxied with the Public Education 

Expenditure per student and Teacher-student ratio. Both of the education sector measures 

represent the primary level, because it is the primary education which provides basis for 

further intellectual development. Besides, it is important to note that within the different 

stages of education, the social rate of return is highest for the primary education 

(Psacharopoulos, 1994; World Bank, 1995). Following the insight from the literature on 

education related macro data studies, important control variables can be identified as per 

capita income, government spending policy, the population demographics and access to 

better infrastructure. In addition, we will obviously include the fiscal decentralisation 

measures to first identify its impact on education indicators and secondly to investigate 

whether the effects remain the same amongst the given decentralisation policies or it 

differs for distinct decentralisation measures.

Finally, to estimate the given relationship we use following two equations:
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Where i refers to country, t refers to time while in the case fiscal decentralisation j  

refers to the three fiscal decentralisation measures. The above equations provide basic 

models that would be used to assess the effects of fiscal decentralisation on the given 

education indicators. In Eq.(l), EE/St represents public education expenditure per student 

(at primary level) while in Eq.(2), the teacher-student ratio as indicated by T/St is used to 

proxy education quality. Here it is important to mention that the World Bank provides a 

more elaborate measure for education expenditure i.e. the “public education expenditure 

per student as ratio to GDP per capita {(EE/St)/Y}”, which provides better measure for 

international comparison. However, as we are investigating the important determinants of 

education spending, of which GDP per capita is one of the important determinant, 

therefore, education expenditure per student (in real terms) was used by factoring out the 

GDP per capita119. As the second equation does not suffer from the same issue therefore 

we used “education expenditure per student as ratio to GDP per capita” among the 

explanatory variables to explain the teacher-student ratio. Moreover, it is important to note 

that education expenditure depends upon such factors which simultaneously affect 

education quality as well therefore we end up with a recursive model120 for the second 

equation. Table 4.2 provides basic definitions for each variable along with the sources of

119 However, the results presented in this paper remain mostly consistent even for the education spending per 
student as ratio to GDP per capita. In that setting, we need to exclude the GDP per capita from the set of 
explanatory variables to avoid the endogeneity issue. The reason is that with the inclusion of GDP per capita 
as explanatory variable, there are chances that any shock affecting the per capita GDP will also affect the 
dependent variable, which contains the same as the denominator, and this can potentially lead to confusion 
and would raise specification issues
120 Where the Expenditure per student/ GDP per capita (primary) is instrumented with the same set of 
explanatory variables as given in Eq.(l) except the GDP per capita.
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data while the discussion below elaborates basic rationale for the inclusion of different 

explanatory variables.

Y: GDP per capita is the most important explanatory variable in the social sector studies in 

economics. It is commonly used to capture the level of development in countries and for 

this study GDP per capita is expected to yield a positive and significant effect on the 

education expenditures.

FD: Fiscal decentralisation is our main variable of interest. We expect that informed policy 

making will result in better resource allocation and it will positively affect social sector 

indicators like education. Three measures were used to proxy fiscal decentralisation i.e. 

share of subnational tax revenue, share of subnational total revenues and the vertical 

grants. These different measures will help to distinctly identify the effects of different 

sources of subnational government’s finance on their performance. Different sources of 

subnational government’s revenues are assumed to have distinct incentives for the local 

governments and the research question here is that whether it is the resources or the 

empowerment that enhances local government efficiency.

GE: Government expenditure is another important explanatory variable to explain the 

current education expenditure per student. Government expenditures are expressed as 

percentage of GDP and will capture the effect of government’s spending behaviour on 

education sector. This measure will identify the preferences of governments in power and 

will tell us that whether their policies are deviating from or enhancing funding for the 

education sector.

Pop (05-14): Percentage of population in age bracket 5 to 14 was used to proxy the school 

age population in the country. This measure will illustrate the educational needs in the 

society, which if not accurately assessed, will put pressure on the existing resources. Thus, 

Pop (05-14) is expected to appear either as insignificant or with a negative sign for the 

educational funding and quality.

Pop(65+): Percentage of population aged 65 and above was used to characterise the 

interest group hypothesis as proposed by Miller (1996). Higher proportion of elderly in a 

society is assumed to divert public spending towards other sector like health so this 

variable is expected to have negative effect on education spending.

Urb: Population at urban stations has access to better infrastructure facilities as compared

to the rural population. Thus it is expected to have positive effect on teaching quality as
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exhibited by teacher-student ratio however; its sign for public education spending depends 

on the available facilities at the urban stations. For the education spending, on one side, 

urbanisation can improve enrolment due to better access opportunities, which will result in 

higher funding demand. On the contrary, existence of economies of scale can result in 

lower per capita expenditures. Therefore, the sign and significance for urbanisation in this 

study is expected to produce good insight into the matter.

Pep: Dependency ratio is used to proxy affordability of the household in our sample of 

different countries. If there is higher proportion of dependent population in a country, it 

may result in lower education demand and people in the poor countries might not be able 

to send their children to schools. Quite the reverse, this can also result in increased 

dependence on public sector because those who cannot afford private education will switch 

to the public education institutes and this can increase demand for public education 

facilities. Once again, sign for this variable contains important information and will 

provide guidance towards the correct conclusion on the educational quality (in different 

economic settings).
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Table 4.2: Variable Names, Definitions and Sources of Data
Variable Name Definition
E x p e n d i tu r e  p e r  

s tu d e n t ,  p r im a r y  ( in  

r e a l  U S  $ , 2 0 0 0 )  *

E E /S t P u b l ic  e d u c a t io n  e x p e n d i tu r e  ( c u r r e n t )  p e r  s tu d e n t s  a t  

p r im a r y  le v e l ,  e x p r e s s e d  in  r e a l  U S  d o l l a r s  f o r  b a s e  y e a r  

2 0 0 0

E x p e n d i tu r e  p e r  

s tu d e n t ,  p r im a r y  ( %  o f  

G D P  p e r  c a p i ta )  *
( f ) A

P u b l ic  e d u c a t io n  e x p e n d i tu r e  ( c u r r e n t )  p e r  s tu d e n t s  a t  

p r im a r y  le v e l ,  e x p r e s s e d  a s  a  p e r c e n ta g e  o f  G D P  p e r  

c a p i t a

T e a c h e r - s tu d e n t  r a t io ,  

p r im a r y *

T / S t N u m b e r  o f  t e a c h e r s  a v a i l a b l e  r e l a t i v e  to  t h e  n u m b e r  o f  

s tu d e n t s  e n r o l l e d  ( a t  t h e  p r im a r y  l e v e l )

G D P  p e r  c a p i ta * Y G D P  p e r  c a p i t a  ( in  c o n s t a n t  U .S .  d o l l a r s )

G o v e r n m e n t  s p e n d in g  
*

G e G e n e r a l  g o v e r n m e n t  e x p e n d i tu r e s  

e x p r e s s e d  a s  p e r c e n ta g e  o f  G D P

U r b a n i s a t i o n  * U r b P e r c e n ta g e  o f  to t a l  p o p u la t i o n  l iv in g  in  t h e  u r b a n  a r e a s

D e p e n d e n c y  r a t i o  * D e p R a t io  o f  d e p e n d e n t s  ( i .e .  p e o p l e  y o u n g e r  t h a n  15 o r  o ld e r  

t h a n  6 4 )  t o  t h e  w o r k i n g - a g e  p o p u l a t i o n  ( i .e .  t h o s e  w i th  

a g e s  1 5 - 6 4 ) ,  s h o w n  a s  t h e  p r o p o r t i o n  o f  d e p e n d e n t s  p e r  

1 0 0  w o r k i n g - a g e  p o p u la t i o n

P o p u la t i o n  o f  

a g e  6 5  a n d  a b o v e  *

P o p ( 6 5 + ) P e r c e n ta g e  o f  to ta l  p o p u la t i o n  t h a t  a r e  o f  a g e s  6 5  a n d  

a b o v e

P o p u la t i o n  o f  

a g e  0 5 - 1 4  **

P o p ( 0 5 _ 1 4 ) P e r c e n ta g e  o f  to ta l  p o p u la t i o n  t h a t  a r e  o f  a g e s  0 5  to  14

S u b n a t io n a l  G o v t .  

S h a r e  o f  T a x  R e v e n u e  

( %  o f  T o ta l  G o v t .  T a x  

R e v e n u e ) *

F d tax S u b n a t io n a l  t a x  r e v e n u e s  a s  p e r c e n ta g e  o f  to ta l  

g o v e r n m e n t  t a x  r e v e n u e s  i.e .

(tax rev SG +  tax rev LG) 
d iv id e d  b y

(tax rev CG +  tax rev SG +  tax rev LG) #
S u b n a t io n a l  G o v t .  

S h a r e  o f  R e v e n u e  ( %  

o f  T o ta l  G o v t .  

R e v e n u e ) *

F d tpr T o ta l  S u b n a t io n a l  r e v e n u e s  a s  p e r c e n ta g e  o f  to ta l  

g o v e r n m e n t  r e v e n u e s  i.e .

(total rev SG +  total rev LG -  grants from SG to LG) 
d iv id e d  b y

(total rev CG +  total rev SG+total rev LG)
V e r t i c a l  G r a n t s  a s  

S h a r e  o f  S u b n a t io n a l  

G o v t .  R e v e n u e  *

F r i1 '-nrans T o ta l  s u b n a t io n a l  t r a n s f e r s  a s  p e r c e n ta g e  o f  s u b n a t io n a l  

to t a l  r e v e n u e s  i.e .

(grants SG +  grants LG -  grants from SG to LG) 
d iv id e d  b y

(total rev SG +  total rev LG)
S o u r c e s  o f  d a ta :

* W o r ld  D e v e lo p m e n t  I n d ic a to r s  ( W D I ) ,  W o r ld  B a n k

* *  H e a l th  N u t r i t i o n  a n d  P o p u la t i o n  ( H N P )  S ta t i s t i c s ,  W o r ld  B a n k

N o te :  # C G = C e n t r a l  g o v e r n m e n t ,  S G =  S ta te  G o v e r n m e n t ,  L G = L o c a l  g o v e r n m e n t
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4 .3 .4  D a ta

While dealing with the cross country panel data, concerns might arise about 

combining data from different countries that have great variation in economic and local 

government structure. Research studies with international data are often criticised for 

combining data from heterogeneous countries where response to different policies can be 

different. Even in this study, countries differ not only in education sector but also in 

decentralisation and its implementation. Nevertheless, these concerns are overshadowed by 

the advantages of panel data like; greater number of observation, making use of 

information from both the within and between variation and ease to generalise results. 

Analysis from single country studies obviously are country specific and results are difficult 

to generalise. Moreover, availability of improved econometric techniques has made it 

possible; to cover for the cross country heterogeneity and deduce reasonable results. The 

discussion below contains detailed information about the data availability and other 

relevant matters.

4.3.4.a A Note on the construction of Fiscal Decentralisation Measures

This study is based upon up-to-date panel data from 78 developed and developing 

countries, thus benefits from the newly released fiscal decentralisation indicator’s data. 

The updated version of the dataset was released by World Bank in October, 2012 and is 

derived from the International Monetary Fund’s Government Finance Statistics (GFS). 

GFS provides detailed elaboration of the revenues and expenditures for the three tiers of 

government and thus provides a good overview of the fiscal and administrative 

arrangements for different countries (World Bank. 2012).

The given data set for fiscal decentralisation indicators provides data for the period 

1972-2010 (although with gaps ) and covers all the important definitions of fiscal 

decentralisation that are currently suggested in the literature. In this study the revenue 

approach was adopted for the analysis and different fiscal decentralisation indicators 

related to subnational revenues are analysed. Before proceeding to empirical estimation it 

is important to discuss the variable of interest in detail. The World Bank dataset provided 

data in two different accounting methods i.e. ‘Accrual’ and ‘Cash’. Historically, data for 

Government Financial statistics were recorded in the Cash accounting method where time 121 122

121 Previously, the data set had limited coverage for countries while observations were only available till 2001
122 Although the data used for this study is unbalanced and has missing values issue however, we did not opt 
to create imputed values for the missing observations because it can lead to measurement errors
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assigned to flows is when cash is received or disbursed. However, since 2001 countries 

started to switch to the Accrual accounting method and started to report data on accrual 

basis, where the time assigned to the flow is when it is created (World Bank, 2012). 

Nevertheless, the shift from Cash to Accrual method can mostly be noticed in the 

developed world as the developing countries either still continues to report data on Cash 

basis or the shift from cash to accrual accounting method started in later years. Because of 

the difference in definition -  that how the money disbursed would be recorded in a certain 

year -  there is slight difference between the figures from the two reporting methods and 

the data cannot be readily combined as one series.

As is obvious, number of observations for the fiscal decentralisation data varies 

according to the two accounting methods. Figures for the accrual basis generally start from 

year 1999/2000 and continue to date while the historical figures are reported in cash 

accounting method. Though, overlapping years can be found around year 2000 where 

figures are reported in both series, it is however not always the case. Moreover, upon 

inspection, for some countries the figures reported in the two accounting methods are 

pretty close while, for others they seem to fall apart. So in order to combine the two series, 

the only way is to analyse the data for each country separately and accordingly decide on 

the consistency. To avoid any loss of data, we decided to combine the two data series 

which will not only increase the number of observations but it also mitigates chances for 

the potential sample selection bias. This was important because data reporting on accrual 

method presumably indicates the developed nature of the country and countries, which 

have better accounting system, shifted to accrual accounting method quickly. Hence, the 

two data series for each fiscal decentralisation measure were combined. In fact, we were 

faced with four different scenarios for each fiscal decentralisation measure to consider i.e.

a) Data is only reported on Cash basis. In this situation the same values were kept 

in the combined series without any treatment.

b) Data is only reported on Accrual basis. In this case, once again figures were 
included in the combined series without any treatment. The reason is that 

accounting method in itself cannot affect the resource availability to the 

subnational levels and the only difference two methods contain is difference in 

the recording time of transaction. Therefore, by default the two series should 

report similar trend over the long run.
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c) Data is reported in both the Cash and Accrual basis and there is an overlap. In 

this scenario, the two series were combined by converting the series to the cash 

base and we used data splicing technique for this purpose.

d) Data is reported on both the Cash and Accrual basis but there is no overlap and 

figures in the two methods lies next to each other in consecutive years. For 

example, data on subnational tax revenues for USA was reported on Cash basis 

till year 2001  while for year 2 0 0 2  and onwards data was only available on the 

Accrual basis. In such a case, accrual series was extended backwards by one 

year, assuming the same value for the previous year in order to create an 

overlap. Hence accordingly the two series were combined with each other with 

the data splicing method .

To provide an overview, Tables A4.1 -  A4.4 in Annex-I present the data 

availability situation for each region. It can be observed that data reported on cash basis 

has more data points. On the other hand, the accrual method provides the most recent data 

for the last 10 years and as stated earlier it is not optimal to lose either of the data points. 

Tables A4.1 and A4.2 also presents the summary statistics for the combined data series of 

fiscal decentralisation measures.

4.3.5 Data Characteristics and Availability across Countries

Until now there are a number of efforts made to assess the effects of fiscal 

decentralisation on service provision, mainly the health and education sector. Most of these 

studies, however, are either country specific or have discussed the developed/OECD 

countries due to better data availability. The cross country studies that used data from 

developing countries are few in number. For most of these studies, data availability played 

an important role in sample selection and thus generalisation of results is not straight 

forward. As discussed earlier, in 2012, the World Bank launched an updated version for 

the fiscal decentralisation indicators data with improved data coverage from 1972-2010; 123

123 In order to combine the two series, data splicing was carried out in manner similar to the 
‘change of base year’ for GDP series. As discussed above, once we obtain an overlap 
among the two series, the data splicing is carried out by finding the first available data 
point in the ‘accrual’ data series and dividing it by the last available ‘cash' figures for the 
same year-the year where we had an overlap. This step provides us with the unique 
multiply factor for each variable series which was then multiplied with the given ‘accrual’ 
data series for each country to convert these figures to the ‘cash’ accounting base. By this 
method, we bring the two series to the same base and produce a combined series for each 
fiscal decentralisation measure with the ‘cash' accounting base.
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though its coverage is not universal124. Nevertheless, these issues are not new to the panel 

data. On the positive side, while the availability of new enriched data set provides an 

opportunity to extend research on the topic and helps in re-examining the evidence with 

improved data.

Overall, the new fiscal decentralisation dataset provides information for 96 

countries while data for Pakistan was included from the national sources; due to the special 

interest and to achieve consistency with the whole theme of the study. However, due to the 

limited data availability for the education indicators we end up with 78 countries 

(including Pakistan); for which we had data for both the education sector and fiscal 

decentralisation. This situation leaves us with the unbalanced data set where for some 

countries there were gaps within the series as well. The main sources of gaps are the 

missing values in education indicators’ data followed by few gaps within the fiscal 

decentralisation measures. Hence, although data availability for the rest of the 

macroeconomic and social indicators is complete; missing values within the dependent 

variable and in the variable of interest leaves us with unbalanced panel data. Table 4.3 

presents the descriptive statistics for the variables considered for this study.

P4 It is important to note that data availability differs among countries, and even within countries the missing 
observations exaggerates the issue for different indicators
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T a b le  4 .3 : D e sc rip tiv e  s ta tis t ic s

Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min Max Observations
Subnational Govt. overall 18.03 13.86 0.16 58.74 N = 824
Share of Tax between 14.36 0.18 54.84 n = 69
Revenue within 2.82 1.00 33.36 T-bar = 11.94
Vertical Grants as overall 44.39 20 .11 1.39 92.72 N = 811
Share of between 20.73 4.04 87.51 n = 72
Subnational Govt. 
Revenue within 7.96 16.76 75.96 T-bar = 11.26

overall 25.68 13.91 0.82 98.27 N = 746
Subnational Govt. between 15.07 0.82 68.79 n = 66

Share of Revenue within 4.15 -13.19 55.16 T-bar = 11.30
Expenditure per overall 18.63 8 .20 0.60 61.64 N = 864
student, primary between 8.29 3.51 58.48 n = 78
(% of GDP per 
capita) within 4.75 -12.09 44.89 T-bar = 11.08
Expenditure per overall 29.88 27.87 0.19 136.66 N = 862
student, primary between 23.84 0.25 88.90 n = 77
(constant 2 0 0 0  

US $) within 10.90 -44.35 86.85 T-bar = 11.19
overall 19.70 8.71 8 .68 82.80 N = 630

Pupil-teacher between 12.18 8 .68 69.50 n = 70
ratio125, primary within 2.61 6.41 33.00 T-bar= 9

overall 14171.7 11 0 0 2 .8 292.09 55807.4 N = 864
between 10038.7 340.02 40100.6 n = 78

GDP per capita within 4239.7 1591.2 40493.9 T-bar = 11.08
overall 18.72 5.49 4.71 43.41 N = 862

Government between 5.28 4.71 36.34 n = 78
spending within 2.18 10 .10 30.32 T-bar = 11.05

overall 15.55 4.68 8.77 29.63 N = 864
Population of age between 5.91 9.23 29.23 n = 78
05-14 within 1.83 8.05 2 1 .1 2 T-bar = 11.08

overall 11.88 4.37 2.51 22.69 N = 864
Population of age between 5.07 2.52 21.06 n = 78
65 and above within 1.08 7.31 15.62 H 1 a- p II

1—
» O oo

overall 69.01 17.12 13.01 97.39 N = 864
between 18.73 14.06 96.27 n= 78

Urbanisation within 2.65 56.97 79.63 T-bar = 11.08
overall 54.57 10 .88 37.53 105.52 N = 864
between 15.44 38.90 104.79 n = 78

Dependency ratio within 4.70 34.66 81.55 T-bar = 11.08

125 Represented in reverse order to provide better understanding
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4.4 EMPIRICAL QUANTIFICATION

With such wide-ranging data sets both the benefits and risks are attached. Benefits 

can be counted as better coverage across countries and time, which provides rich 

information and allow for comparison among different economic blocks. On the other 

hand, issues can be outlined as difference in coverage which results in unbalanced panels, 

missing observations for available countries and non-stationarity caused by long panels. 

However, important of all is the persistence of differences that exists among the countries 

as these differ in level of; development, governance, endowments, basic infrastructure and 

public preferences; to name a few. Yet panel data approach is considered ideal to gather 

evidence related to policy analysis. Panel data analysis can take into account the 

unobserved individual country effects, which is not the case with cross sectional analysis 

(Islam, 1995). On the contrary, results from country specific studies cannot be generalised. 

Hence, panel studies are favoured for broad policy analysis because panel data methods 

can cover greater variation and thus provide a comprehensive picture.

Now there are number of estimation techniques available for the panel data sets 

which can take into account the cross country heterogeneity. But above all the first issue 

that arises is to decide whether the individual cross country effects are “fixed” or 

“random”. With the fixed effects model we assume that country specific effects influence 

the explanatory variables while the later approach takes these effects as uncorrelated and 

therefore considers them random. To an extent, it is always a very strong assumption to 

ignore the country effects, nevertheless, it depends on the research question which 

determines whether the individual effects can play a significant role or not. Data sets with 

large N (cross section) and small T (time) dimension is also considered not to have enough 

information to estimate the individual country effects. But luckily we have such statistical 

tools which can help us in deciding what is right. Furthermore, with the panels containing 

long data series there are greater chances of serial correlation within the error term. 

Therefore, looking at the nature of the available data, test for the existence of serial 
correlation were also conducted. Normally researchers resort to use the five years averages 

to solve the serial correlation issues and to avoid short run fluctuations in the data however, 

with the unbalanced panel data, characterised with incomplete coverage for the included 

countries, this is not what we could consider.

Before proceeding to estimation, it is important to examine the data characteristics 

so as to find out the appropriate estimation technique. First of all, looking at the available
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data it was important to test the serial correlation for the given equations and results 

confirmed that there is serial correlation within the errors. In addition, panel 

heteroscedasticity test was also conducted which established that errors were not having 

constant variance. Hence, we need an estimation technique that is suitable when errors 

exhibit autocorrelation as well as heteroscedasticity. Moreover, given this information 

Hausman Specification Test needs to be conducted for Eq.(l) and Eq.(2) in order to 

determine whether to use Fixed effects (FE) or Random effects (RE) model for estimation 

and evidence later suggested that results for Random effects model are efficient and 

consistent.

Based on the information from the two tests, we are interested in such an estimation 

technique which can not only handle the serial correction issues, cater with random effects 

for heterogeneous countries but can also yield better results with unbalanced panel data 

which has missing observation issues. As we know there are a number of panel data 

methods which can be used in different scenario but the one to fit best in our situation can 

be pointed out as the Baltagi and Wu (1999) method of estimation, which is programmed 

in Stata as “xtregar". This method can fit panel data models where the disturbance term is 

first order autoregressive and can provide results for both the fixed effects within estimator 

and the Generalised Least Squares (GLS) estimator for random effects model. As a 

robustness check, we will also use the general GLS estimator (programmed as “xtgls” in 

Stata). This estimator too takes into account the panel heteroskedasticity and account for 

the panel specific error autocorrelation. The only issue is that “xtgls” does not take into 

account the gaps (missing observation issue) while calculating the error autocorrelation.

Hence, the modelling strategy for Eq.(l) is to estimate it with Baltagi and Wu 

(1999) method and we will report both the Fixed and Random Effects results along with 

the results for “xtgls”. However, as Eq.(2) contains an endogenous variable i.e. education 

expenditure therefore, two Instrumental Variable (IV) methods were used to estimate it. 

Firstly, the two stage least square (2SLS) estimation technique was used where the 
endogenous variable was instrumented with the same set of explanatory variables as in 

Eq.(l), except the GDP per capita. Secondly, as we are using the panel data, to solve the 

endogeneity issue we can instrument education expenditure with its own lagged value. The 

lagged education expenditure values are assumed to be independent of the 

contemporaneous errors, therefore, such IV methodology would solve the endogeneity 

issue. Lastly, keeping intact the essence of panel data, countries with only one observation 

were dropped during estimation and data points ranges between a minimum of 2 to a
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maximum of 36 for different countries. Following the given estimation scheme, next 

section presents the estimation results. It is important to mention that all the variables used 

in the estimation were expressed in log form and the coefficients represent elasticity.

4.5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Empirical results for the analysis of different fiscal decentralisation measures on 

education expenditure and teacher-student ratio are presented in Tables 4.4 to 4.10. Overall 

results are in accordance with expectation and provide valuable insight. In addition to the 

evidence from the Hausman test, estimates for the fixed effects and random effects are 

quite close and further justifies the use of Random effects model. The Baltagi and Wu 

(1999) and 2SLS results are discussed in more detail being the baseline estimation while 

GLS estimates provide the robustness check for both the equations. Basic results mainly 

remained consistent across different estimation techniques which suggest that results are 

robust.

4.5.1 Education Expenditure Equation

Tables 4.4 to 4.6 report empirical result for the education expenditure and contains 

result for the overall sample as well as its decomposition into the OECD and Non-OECD 

countries. The effects of fiscal decentralisation were captured with three measures i.e. 

subnational tax revenues, subnational total revenues and federal transfers to the provinces. 

Empirical evidence makes it clear that different fiscal decentralisation stance has different 

implications for the decentralised set up. Table 4.4 presents results for the first measure of 

fiscal decentralisation and it shows that a rise in subnational tax revenues increases 

education spending per student and it has a positive and significant impact. We got 

comparable and consistent results across different estimation techniques. This finding was 

true for the total sample and for the OECD countries. The baseline regression suggests that 

a percentage increase in subnational tax revenues increases per pupil education spending 

by 0.08 percent in the case of total sample for 59 countries. The coefficient was almost 

double in the case of OECD countries where, according to the baseline regression, a 

percentage increase in subnational tax revenues are supposed to result in 0.16 percent 

increase in per pupil government spending. However, the subnational tax revenues were 

not significant for the Non-OECD countries sample despite having a positive sign.

Similarly, the second important measure of fiscal decentralisation i.e. subnational 

total revenues also posted similar results (Table 4.4). Result suggests that an increase in the
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total resources at the local level has a positive effect over the education expenditure per 

pupil. According to the baseline regression results, a percentage point increase in total 

revenues at the subnational government level causes 0.08 percent increase in per pupil 

education spending for the total sample while the effect was 0.22 percent for the OECD 

countries. It is important to note that despite having positive coefficient there was no 

evidence that the coefficients were statistically significantly different from zero in the case 

of Non-OECD countries. This suggests that local governments at the Non-OECD countries 

are not better equipped to take appropriate decision or they are lacking appropriate 

finances. This can also be related to the effectiveness and governance issues however we 

have no empirical evidence (due to data limitations) to suggest that. Once again results 

suggested that any increase in local revenues is not translated in to higher education 

spending per student in Non-OECD countries.

Finally the third measure of fiscal decentralisation i.e. federal transfer to 

subnational government has produced negative and weakly significant results (only in the 

GLS estimation) for the relationship between fiscal decentralisation and education 

spending per pupil (Table 4.5 and 4.6). However, results are insignificant in the baseline 

regression and federal transfers appear with significant coefficient only in the GLS 

estimation for all the three samples. Although it seems a bit surprising but it was not 

unexpected. Federal transfer to lower tiers of government indicates their cost disabilities 

and thus shows vertical imbalances. Vertical imbalance indicates the dependence of local 

governments over federal transfers and these can come with strings attached. By discussing 

federal transfers we are talking about the partial fiscal decentralisation where the central 

government collects revenues and subnational governments are entrusted with spending. 

Thus federal transfer from the centre may or may not go to the social sectors, if these are 

not sector specific. Again results were similar for the total sample and for OECD countries 

where the dependence of federal transfers has produced negative coefficients for education 

expenditure per pupil. Nevertheless, transfers in the case of Non-OECD countries has 

positive coefficient which points towards the resource starved subnational governments in 

the relatively poor Non-OECD countries. This supports the earlier argument that 

subnational governments lack appropriate resources to improve their essential spending for 

the social sectors. GLS results show that one percent increase in federal transfer to the 

subnational governments improves per student educational expenditure by 0.03 percent in 

the Non-OECD countries. Hence, results support the hypothesis that different fiscal 

decentralisation policies contain dissimilar effects for the local governments.
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In addition to the variable of interest, empirical estimation produced interesting 

results for the rest of the important explanatory variables as well. Per capita GDP has 

consistently posted positive and significant effects for all the three data sets and across 

different models containing the three fiscal decentralisation proxies. It is important to note 

that an increase in the country’s GDP has a greater impact on education spending in the 

case of Non-OECD countries as compared to the OECD countries. In the similar fashion, 

general government expenditure has a positive and significant impact on the per pupil 

education spending which indicates that governments are not deviating resources from this 

important social sector. This variable captures important information and shows 

government’s commitment that even when governments expand their general expenditures 

it does not affect the education spending. For the third important explanatory variable i.e. 

proportion of population aged 65 and above, results were not consistent across models. In 

this study we could not find significant support for the interest group hypothesis (as 

discussed by Miller, 1996) and the coefficient remained positive although mainly for the 

total sample as results were not robust across different subsets of data. In the case of the 

decomposed sample for OECD countries and Non-OECD countries, this proxy mainly 

failed to achieve significance except only one instance in each sample in three Tables.

In order to determine education spending population of school going age is also

very important. Proportion of school age population in the country affects per student

needs for education spending. Once again the decomposition of data set into different data

sample improves our understanding of results. According to the results from the OECD

countries, proportion of school age population (05-14) is statistically insignificant for all

the three models accommodating the three fiscal decentralisation proxies. This suggests

that governments in OECD countries are well prepared in advance and takes care of the

future educational needs of the country. As the total sample was dominated by OECD

countries in terms of data points, therefore we can see similar results there as well.

However, this is not the case for the Non-OECD countries where an increase in the

proportion of school age population negatively affects per pupil education spending. It

points out lack of in-time policy making which hints towards bad governance. On the other

hand, this might also be indicating scarcity of resources plus high proportion of school age

population due to higher unchecked birth rate. In addition, with a significant numbers of

children that are out of school, in fact any drive for enrolment can also potentially result in

a negative effect on available resources. However, results suggest that this variable matter

most for the Non-OECD countries. Lastly, urbanisation helps in reduction of per pupil

public educational spending needs which suggest that governments spending per student
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are higher at the rural stations as compared to the urban areas where governments enjoy 

economies of scale. Although the significance for urbanisation was not universal, it yields 

comparable coefficients whenever significant.

4.5.2 Education outcome Equation for Teacher-student ratio

Since, the educational quality is represented by a ratio between the number of 

teachers and students at the primary stage; hence, it can be affected by both the changes in 

numerator as well as the denominator. However, it is reasonable to assume that any shift in 

resources or policy making from the centre to the lower tiers will presumably not cause a 

reduction in the number of available teachers. This is strongly the case in Non-OECD 

countries where the teacher-student ratio needs to be improved instead. Therefore, in this 

study the major impetus for change in the ratio is sensed to be the variation in student 

enrolment. Hence, results should reflect the government preparedness to provide the newly 

enrolled student with the required number of teachers to avoid any negative effect . As in 

this study, we present the ratio where the number of teachers is divided by the number of 

students at primary level, therefore, a higher numerical value for the series will represent 

a better situation relative to the smaller value. Nevertheless, it is not very easy to explain 

the positive or negative effect because a negative effect might still reflect an increase in 

enrolment (which is a positive output for a policy reform). The concern is that if this rise in 

enrolment is not matched by required number of teachers, we can regard this as an adverse 

effect on quality of teaching. On the contrary, a positive coefficient would suggest higher 

number of teachers available for students that reflect an improvement in teaching quality.

As discussed for the education expenditure equation, similar empirical setting was 

used for the educational quality measure as well and three fiscal decentralisation indicators 

were used with three different subsets of data. Tables 4.7 presents the 2SLS results for the 

teacher-student ratio equation as presented in Eq.(2) and is explained as the baseline 

regression. As is already discussed, education expenditures per pupil and education quality 

are influenced by nearly the same set of independent variables; therefore, the 2SLS and IV 

methods were used to solve the endogeneity issue. In the 2SLS estimation, education 

expenditure was now presented with a relatively more comprehensive measure i.e. per 

pupil education spending as ratio to per capita GDP. This measure is assumed to proxy the 

extent of education spending in a more elaborate manner while we assume the similar set 

of explanatory variables to explain it as expressed in Eq.(l) except the GDP per capita and 126 127

126 Instead of reduction in number of available teachers
127 Which will indicate the availability of higher number of teachers per student
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the pop65(+), where pop65(+) was dropped due to the non-robustness in the earlier results.
Once again, the Hausman specification test suggests that random effects model should be

128used. In addition to the 2SLS baseline regression (with random effects), the GLS 

estimator was used to estimate the instrumental variable approach where the per pupil 

education expenditure (as ratio to per capita GDP) was lagged by one and two years to 

avoid endogeneity issue. Tables 4.8 to 4.10 present results for the GLS estimation while 

these also contain the 2SLS fixed effect results. By and large, results are comparable across 

the two estimation technique and comparison provides decent robustness check.

We will start the discussion by analysing the effects of local autonomy on 

educational quality. Results in Table 4.7 suggests that the increase in subnational tax 

revenues has a negative and significant effect on dependent variable, which means that 

local autonomy increases number of student per teacher. Results indicate that for the total 

sample a percentage increase in subnational tax revenues causes “-0.03” percentage points 

change in number of teacher per students. Despite having the lowest coefficients of all 

significant variables, apparently, in the first impression it is disappointing to know that 

local autonomy results in lower educational quality, but, we can also infer that local 

governments are relatively more focussed on the enrolment. It would be reasonable to say 

that local governments though focus on higher enrolment; they are not prepared to 

maintain or improve the education quality by providing appropriate number of teachers, 

subsequently. Results remained consistent for total sample and for Non-OECD countries. 

However, it is important that coefficient for subnational tax revenues turns insignificant for 

the OECD countries which is exactly according to the expectation. Due to the developed 

nature of the OECD countries, it is apparent that these countries have better planning 

capabilities and they successfully devise and execute long run plans, therefore the 

transition from centre to local governments has no significant effect on education quality. 

In addition, with the near 100 percent enrolment rate they are better positioned to estimate 

the future needs and finance it. The same is not true for Non-OECD countries which 
actually drive the results in the total sample as well.

For the second important measure of fiscal decentralisation i.e. subnational total 

revenues, similar results can be noticed causing an increase in the number of students per 

teacher as countries achieve higher degree of fiscal decentralisation (Table 4.7). However, 

this time results are insignificant in the baseline regression for total sample and for OECD 

countries. Estimates are statistically significant according to the relatively weaker GLS

taking care of heteroskedasticity and panel specific AR1
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estimator (Table 4.8, 4.9). Nevertheless, the Non-OECD countries posted a negative and 

significant coefficient in both the 2SLS and IV regression, suggesting that fiscal 

decentralisation results in more students per teacher, leaving the teacher-student ratio to 

suffer (Table 4.7, 4.10). Once again coefficients are quite small, showing that a percentage 

change in subnational total revenues causes 0.06 percent change in the teacher-student 

ratio in Non-OECD countries.

Table 4.7 also summarise results for the third indicator of fiscal decentralisation 

measuring vertical imbalances i.e. federal transfers to subnational level. Once again we 

obtained a negative and significant effect of fiscal decentralisation on educational output, 

leaving the educational outcome worse off. This time results are significant for all the three 

data sets which is a surprising for the OECD countries. One explanation however is that in 

the developed countries local governments receive sector specific targeted funds and for 

the education sector, local governments receive transfers per student. Therefore, proxy for 

federal transfers might be picking the effect of higher enrolment as local governments has 

an incentive for higher enrolment even in the developed countries.

After discussing the variable of interest, we can now discuss the other explanatory 

variables and results are quite encouraging. First of all the education expenditure proxy has 

a positive and statistically significant coefficient across different models for fiscal 

decentralisation indicators and in all the three data sets. According to the expectation, 

results suggest that higher education spending per pupil leads to improvement in education 

quality. Education expenditure appears with a universal significance across different 

estimation techniques as well. In all three data sets, education spending appears with 

significantly higher coefficients in 2SLS relative to the GLS regression (which contains the 

lagged effects for education spending, as instruments). However, it should not be ignored 

that the use of lagged values for per pupil education spending (as percentage to GDP per 

capita) causes loss of almost 100 data points in total sample.

Another important variable with almost universal significance across different 
models is the urbanisation. Urban stations provide better education quality with more 

teachers per student as compared to the remote areas of the country and it is true for both 

the OECD and Non-OECD countries. It is important to note that the effects are much 

prominent in the Non-OECD countries which indicate that urban stations in the less 

developed countries provides relatively much better facilities than the rural areas as 

compared to the developed countries where the difference is not as great. Moreover, in the
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regression containing federal transfers, inference for urbanisation were driven by Non- 

OECD countries as its coefficient remains insignificant for the total sample and the OECD 

countries sample.

Another important determinant of educational quality includes the proportion of 

school age population. It is expected that as the proportion of population aged between OS- 

14 increases, it will put a stress on the existing infrastructure and the empirical results 

predict the similar pattern. Most importantly this variable also captures school enrolment; 

suggesting that with the increase in school age population whether or not these kids finally 

end up going to school. This variable is difficult to explain for its effects on educational 

quality because of the greater disparity in the coefficient estimates from 2SLS and IV 

method. Coefficients are much higher in the GLS estimation for IV technique as compared 

to 2SLS and it can be observed for all of the three data sets. Therefore, instead of focusing 

on its coefficient we would just explain the negative coefficient which suggests that rise in 

number of school age population probably leads to higher enrolment and thus cause lower 

teaching quality, which is however not very convenient result for the OECD countries 

sample.

Lastly, the dependency ratio was represented by proportion of dependent 

population (elderly and children) to the total working age population. This variable 

captures important effects especially for the Non-OECD countries. Main reason for the 

inclusion of this variable was somehow to capture the effect of poverty which is more 

relevant to Non-OECD countries as most of the OECD countries have the social security 

system in place. And therefore, this explanatory variable creates disturbing situation in the 

total sample and for OECD countries sample where despite being significant, it switches 

sign between the 2SLS and IV-GLS method (Table 4.7, 4.8, 4.9). However, in the case of 

Non-OECD countries, where this variable matters the most, it remains consistent in sign, 

although achieve significance in the IV-GLS method only. Tables 4.8 to 4.10 indicates the 

IV-GLS estimation which exhibits that an increase in the proportion of dependent 
population have a negative relationship with school enrolment and therefore results in less 

children going to school. Hence, with the increased poverty/limited resources, enrolment 

goes down which improves the teacher-student ratio as we can see from the positive 

coefficient. This suggests that higher dependency ratio encourages avoidance of school 

instead of shifting from private to public sector schools, which would have an opposite 

effect as can be seen for the OECD sample results (Table 4.7).
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4.6 C O N C L U S I O N
For every government it is of paramount importance to envisage the short run and 

long run effects of its policies. The short run efforts are normally focused on appropriation 

of the funding needs and to carryout administrative reforms while the long run motivation 

is towards the ultimate outcome of the policy reform. In this kind of situation, education 

expenditure would ideally capture the short run effect of fiscal decentralisation policy on 

education input, the enrolment rate should provide a good measure for assessing the 

educational output of decentralisation reforms while the educational quality, proxied with 

teacher-student ratio here, would ultimately provide a better outcome measure. 

Unfortunately, we could not use enrolment rate as the dependent variable because of the 

near 100 percent enrolments in the OECD countries which is the dominant part of the 

sample. Nevertheless, we do not face similar issues for teacher-student ratio, which is a 

comprehensive measure for the education outcome. Teacher-student ratio illustrates the 

preparedness of the government to ensure educational quality i.e. by providing appropriate 

resources that are in line with enrolment needs.

This study provides empirical evidence on the distinct effects of different fiscal 

decentralisation policies. The subject for discussion in this study was the education sector 

and we found that different sources of subnational revenues have different effects for 

education expenditures and education quality. The most important finding is that when 

subnational governments are financed through own tax revenues, they are more efficient 

and they increase the education funding and enhances enrolment. Thus we found stronger 

support for localisation when it is financed through own revenues. As far as the total 

revenues of subnational governments are concerned they also has a positive effect but the 

sources of financing matters as we got different results for the effects of federal transfers 

especially in education spending. Hence lower tiers of the government are not spending as 

much as the federal government when they start to receive a greater share from the centre.

Another important finding was that different results were produced for the OECD 

and Non-OECD countries and it highlights the fundamental differences in the economic 

and political structures of the two. The most important distinction appeared to be the 

difference in the composition of subnational revenues. Disaggregated results provide a clue 

that local governments might have more own source resources in the OECD countries, 

whereas for the Non-OECD countries, only the increase in federal transfers warrants a rise 

in education spending. The situation is reverse in the case of OECD countries where 

federal transfers appear with a negative effect for education spending.
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In the case of education quality in the form of teacher-student ratio, emphasis of the 

local government appears to be tilted towards the student enrolment and they lag behind in 

maintaining the appropriate numbers of teachers intact. The effects are more prominent for 

the Non-OECD countries where most of the countries are still trying to achieve universal 

enrolment. Thus when using large international panel, it is advisable to search for the 

distinct drivers in different regions by disaggregating the data sets. In brief, this study 

provides evidence that decentralised set up reflects upon and cater with the social needs. 

Moreover, while curing the regional cost disabilities, government should also workout 

appropriate checks and balances so that the federal transfers do not cause inefficiency.

Hence, in order to achieve Millennium Development Goals (MDG), government 

can use different policy instruments and fiscal decentralisation is one of the important 

policies. Especially, fiscal decentralisation is of importance to the relatively less developed 

countries which are still lagging behind on major MDG goals. Analysis of education sector 

provides us with required evidence that local governments are able to assess local demands 

and needs in a correct manner and has a positive effect on the education sector, which is 

encouraging. Education spending and enrolment appears as important goals for the local 

governments while they need to improve the quality as well. Federal transfers although 

bridges the resource gaps however, it does not contain the required incentives as does the 

local resource generation that makes the local governments responsible and answerable to 

the tax payers. Hence to achieve better results, local governments should be encouraged 

and motivated towards higher local resource generation while improved governance, better 

institutions and local election can help reduce the corruption and inefficiency as it makes 

the local representative capable and answerable.

To sum up, expenditure on education provides a crude indication of the focus of 

decentralised set up for the short run. Results suggest that effects of different fiscal 

decentralisation indicators are not uniform. Use of different fiscal decentralisation proxies 

has helped us understand that these can affect the local government effectiveness. In 

addition, the effects of fiscal decentralisation differ among the OECD and non-OECD 

countries.

Shortcomings

One of the major shortcomings for this study is the inability to take into account the 

effect of governance as discussed by Baldacci et al., (2008) and Rajkumar and Swaroop 

(2008). Governance and institutions play an important role in the effectiveness of
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government’s policies and it has even greater importance when we discuss effectiveness of 

local governments. Although we got differing results for OECD countries and for Non- 

OECD countries, which we relate to the difference in development, nevertheless, it can 

well be related to the difference in the level of governance. Institutions in developed 

countries are capable of better implementation and have superior coordination. Data for 

governance indicators, though, was available from the World Bank but it was available 

only from 1996, which had severe implication for kind of data we were dealing with. It 

would have limited the sample size and we might have been subject to sample selection 

bias, as data was not available for all the years and all the countries. Similarly, data on the 

governance indicators from International Country Risk Guide is available only from 

1984 which will also limit the sample size. Thus, its absence will remain a weak point for 

the analysis. Future research can look into the possibilities to cover this shortcoming and 

enrich the analysis. Furthermore, due to lack of data we could not look into the role played 

by the private sector in education as well. Lastly, as test scores are considered a true 

outcome variable for education sector, with the updated fiscal decentralisation indicators 

data, the availability of PISA test scores for OECD countries invites future research. 129

129 Plus it is also not available free of charge
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Results for the effects of Fiscal Decentralisation on Education Expenditure (All variables are in log form)
Table 4.4: Baseline Regression Results for Education Expenditure (Dependent Variable-Education expenditure per student)#
Sample Total Sample OECD countries Non-OECD countries

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
GDP per capita 0.850*** 0.840*** 0 .8 8 6 *** 0.723*** 0.701*** 0 731*** 1.051*** 1.005*** 1.036***

(20.45) (21.79) (19.94) (10.59) (10.40) (8.65) (15.53) (15.94) (15.47)
Government 0.509*** 0.478*** 0.416*** 0.648*** 0.532*** 0.393** 0.536*** 0.511*** 0.507***
spending (5.72) (5.31) (4.50) (3.80) (2.96) (2.03) (5.59) (5.74) (5.53)
Population of age 0.574*** 0.590*** 0.51 1*** 0.312 0.581** 0.316 0.174 0.063 0.190
65+ (4.26) (4.76) (3.71) ( 1.11) (2 .12) (1.03) (0 .8 8 ) (0.35) (1.04)
Population of age -0.050 -0.004 -0.095 -0.084 0.046 -0.016 -0.673** -0.747*** -0.625**
05-14 (-0.33) (-0 .0 2 ) (-0.54) (-0.40) (0 .2 1 ) (-0.07) (-2.47) (-2.83) (-2.40)
Urbanisation -0.042 0.141 -0.070 0.160 0.242 0.228 -0.334* -0 .021 -0.302

(-0.26) (1.04) (-0.42) (0.54) (0.81) (0.65) (-1-69) (-0.14) (-1.59)
SNG Share of Tax 0.080*** 0.159*** 0.023
Revenue (2.69) (3.89) (0.62)
Federal transfers -0.014 -0.098 0.029
to SNG (-0.36) (-1.42) (0.73)
SNG Share of 0.083* 0 .2 2 1 *** 0.060
Revenue (1.95) (2 .8 6 ) (1.38)
Constant -7.741*** -8.239*** -7.455*** -7 218*** -7 257*** -7.278*** -5.492*** -5.952*** -5 710***

(-9.82) (-10.90) (-8.81) (-4.85) (-4.54) (-4.37) (-4.70) (-5.31) (-5.04)
Total Obs. 
Countries 
Avg Obs. 
Max Obs.

811
59
13.746
36

799
62
12.887
35

736
58
12.690
35

538
27
19.926
36

503
27
18.630
35

451
26
17.346
35

273
32
8.531
32

296
35
8.457
30

285
32
8.906
30

Autocorrelation
coefficient 0.43 0.42 0.41 0.32 0.31 0.30 0.73 0.71 0.31
Wooldridge 
F- test for 9.915 10.265 7.659 2.761 2.258 1.638 14.162 15.034 10.828
autocorrelation [0.00281 [0.0023] [0.00791 [0.1096] [0.14601 [0.21331 [0.00091 [0.00061 [0.0029]
Likelihood-ratio 
test for 719.98 746.87 668.18 527.60 567.33 431.79 268.45 271.83 280.08
Heteroscedasticity [0 .0 0 0 0 ] [0.00001 [0 .00001 [0 .0 0 0 0 ] [0.00001 [0.00001 [0 .0 0 0 0 ] [ 0.00001 [0.00001
Hausman test
chi2(6) (P-value) 
wn— ;------ —:—

3.42
[0.99871

9.01
[0.1731]

11.40
11.0001

Random effects model estimated with Baltagi and Wu (1999), Min Obs.=2, legend: b/t (Cluster robust standard errors were used along with AR1 errors), * p<0.1; ** p<0.05; *** p<0.01
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T a b le  4 .5 : R o b u s tn e s s  c h e c k  fo r  th e  E d u c a tio n  E x p e n d i tu r e  in  T o ta l  S a m p le  (D e p e n d e n t  V a r ia b le -E d u c a tio n  e x p e n d itu re  p e r  s tu d e n t)
Sample Total Sample
Estimation GLS with Panel GLS with Panel GLS with Panel
Technique Fixed Effects* Specific AR(1) Fixed Effects* Specific AR(1) Fixed Effects * Specific AR(1)

1 2 3 4 5 6

GDP per capita 0.597*** 1.029*** 0.482*** 1.014*** 0.646*** 1. 010* * *
(7.51) (53.75) (6.40) (53.34) (7.07) (47.16)

Government spending 0.175 0.591*** 0.089 0.567*** 0.046 0.550***
(1.51) (13.37) (0.71) (11.84) (0.36) (10.40)

Population of age 65 + 0.413* 0.325*** 0.698*** 0.369*** 0.481* 0.422***
(1.74) (5.09) (3.29) (5.33) (1.87) (5.79)

Population of age -0.853*** -0.025 -0  911*** -0.043 -0.836*** 0.041
05-14 (-5.70) (-0.28) (-5.50) (-0.39) (-4.22) (0.36)
Urbanisation -0.512* -0.270*** -0.253 -0 .2 2 1 *** -0.557* -0.264***

(-1.76) (-3.95) (-0.87) (-4.93) (-1.69) (-3.37)

SNG Share of Tax 0 153*** 0.056***
Revenue (3.03) (4.02)

0.004 -0.034*
Federal transfers to SNG (0.07) (-1.84)

0 .1 1 2 0.086***
SNG Share of Revenue (1.56) (5.81)
Constant -0.065 -8.050*** -0.039 -7.824*** -0.118 -8.293***

(-0.99) (-20.05) (-0.58) (-17.19) (-1.58) (-16.37)
Total Obs. 752 811 737 799 678 736
Countries 59 59 62 62 58 58
Avg Obs. 12.746 13.746 11.887 12.887 11.690 12.690
Max Obs.

n
35 36 34 35 34 35

# Estimated with Baltagi and Wu (1999), Min Obs.=2, legend: b/t (Cluster robust standard errors were used along with AR1 errors), * p<0.1; ** p<0.05; *** p<0.0l
Note: All variables were expressed in log form
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T a b le  4 .6 : R o b u s tn e s s  c h e c k  fo r  th e  E d u c a tio n  E x p e n d i tu r e  in  S p lit  S a m p le  (D e p e n d e n t  V a r ia b le -E d u c a tio n  e x p e n d itu re  p e r  s tu d e n t)
Sample OECD countries Non-OECD countries

GLS with GLS with GLS with GLS with GLS with GLS with
Panel Panel Panel Panel Panel Panel

Estimation Fixed Specific Fixed Specific Fixed Specific Fixed Specific Fixed Specific Fixed Specific
Technique Effects # AR( 1) Effects # AR(1) Effects # AR(1) Effects # AR(1) Effects # AR(1) Effects# AR(1)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
GDP per 0.535*** 1.056*** 0.436*** 1.024*** 0.513*** 1.056*** 0.994*** 1.105*** 0.882*** 1.078*** 0.956*** 1.105***
capita (5.32) (22.97) (4.74) (20.54) (4.61) (19.55) (6.74) (56.66) (6.23) (52.85) (6.80) (52.29)
Government 0.741 *** 0.633*** 0.831*** 0.597*** 0.593** 0.532*** 0.378*** 0.582*** 0.297** 0.572*** 0.304** 0.585***
spending (3.31) (7.18) (3.28) (6.13) (2 .0 2 ) (5.52) (3.08) (15.97) (2.33) (12.03) (2.52) (14.30)
Population of 0.038 -0.092 0.329 0.079 0.192 0.119 -0.492 0.136* -0.315 -0.029 -0.360 0.044
age 65 + (0 . 10) (-0.59) (0.85) (0.43) (0.43) (0 .8 6 ) (-1.29) (1.94) (-0.96) (-0.40) (-1.06) (0.65)
Population of -0.853*** -0.025 -0.871*** -0.043 -0.818*** 0.169 -1.184*** -0.600*** -1 4 3 9 *** -0.767*** -1 235*** -0.662***
age 05-14 (-4.69) (-0.15) (-4.16) (-0 .2 1 ) (-3.23) (0.93) (-3.38) (-5.81) (-4.87) (-6.65) (-3.84) (-6.43)
Urbanisation -0.490 -0.335* -0.395 -0.227 -0.461 -0.397* -0.839* -0.440*** -0.456 -0.209*** -0.714* -0.388***

(-1.10) (-1.92) (-0.84) (-1.14) (-0 .8 8 ) (-1.91) (-1.85) (-8.63) (-1.2 0 ) (-5.47) (-1.6 8 ) (-6.73)
SNG Share of 0.151** 0.140*** 0.103 -0 .0 2 0
Tax Revenue (2 .12) (5.49) (1.60) (-1.46)
Federal -0 .0 1 2 -0.075** 0.033 0.034*
transfers to
SNG (-0 .12) (-2.38) (0.55) (1.71)
SNG Share of 0.155 0  2 2 1 *** 0.049 0 .0 0 2
Revenue (1.14) (8.17) (0.70) (0.15)
Constant -0.090 -7.326*** -0.064 -7 073*** -0 .1 2 0 -8 . 102*** 0.180*** -5.679*** 0.145*** -5.724*** 0.098** -5.580***

(-0.78) (-7.64) (-0.49) (-5.87) (-0.81) (-8 . 11) (3.80) (-13.77) (3.21) (-14.18) (2 .0 2 ) (-13.51)
Total Obs. 511 538 476 503 425 451 241 273 261 296 253 285
Countries 27 27 27 27 26 26 32 32 35 35 32 32
Avg Obs. 18.926 19.926 17.630 18.630 16.346 17.346 7.531 8.531 7.457 8.457 7.906 8.906
Max Obs. 35 36 34 35 34 35 31 32 29 30 29 30

* Estimated with Baltagi and Wu (1999), Min Obs.=2, legend: b/t(Cluster robust standard errors were used along with AR1 errors), * p < 0  i; ** p<0.05; *** p<0.01
Note: All variables were expressed in log form
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R e su lts  f o r  th e  e ffec ts  o f  F isc a l D e c e n tra lis a t io n  on E d u c a tio n  Q u a lity  (A ll v a r ia b le s  a r e  in  log  fo rm )

Table 4.7: Baseline Regression Results for Education Quality (Dependent Variable-Teacher-student ratio)#
Sample Total Sample OECD countries Non-OECD countries

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Exp. per pupil (% of 0.255*** 0.366*** 0.318*** 0.257** 0.409** 0.444* 0.108** 0.253*** 0.168***
GDPpc) (4.27) (4.27) (4.34) (2.42) (2.35) ( 1.8 8 ) (2 .2 1 ) (3.16) (3.70)
Population of age 05-14 -0.664*** -0.583*** -0.627*** -0.651*** -0.451* -0.409 -0  4 4 3 *** -0.391*** -0.459***

(-8.29) (-6.15) (-7.01) (-4.14) (-1.82) (-1.40) (-4.99) (-4.09) (-5.06)
Dependency ratio -0.099 -0.167 0.050 -0.405** -0.716*** -0.524* -0.060 0.033 0.058

(-1.08) (-1.64) (0.42) (-2.43) (-2.96) (-1.75) (-0.52) (0.26) (0.49)
Urbanisation 0.205** 0.118 0.275*** 0.106 0.273 0.784* 0.337** 0.272** 0.258*

(2.56) (1.57) (2.89) (0.65) (0.89) (1.79) (2.50) (2.29) (1.92)

SNG Share of Tax Revenue -0.029** -0.008 -0.055***
(-2 .12) (-0.37) (-3.30)

Federal transfers to SNG -0.080*** -0.154*** -0.045*
(-3.23) (-3.14) (-1.67)

SNG Share of Revenue -0.029 -0.030 -0.058***
(-1 . 12) (-0.39) (-2 .6 8 )

Constant -2.233*** -1 912*** -3.378*** -0.702 -0.612 -4.222* -3.114*** -3.732*** -3.358***
(-4.13) (-3.39) (-4.66) (-0.77) (-0.35) (-1.69) (-3.89) (-5.05) (-4.25)

Total Obs. 588 585 529 366 344 297 2 2 2 241 232
Countries 58 59 55 26 25 24 32 34 31
Avg Obs. 10.138 9.915 9.618 14.077 13.760 12.375 6.938 7.088 7.484
Max Obs. 32 32 32 32 32 32 31 30 30
Hausman test chi2(5) 3.71 2.31 62.37
(P-value) [0.5925] [0.8053] [0.9989]

--------------- B----------------------------------------------------------------------------;-------- ;------2SLS results for Random effects estimation 
Min Obs.=2, legend: b/t(Cluster robust standard errors were used), * p<0.1; ** p<0.05; *** p<0.01

Note: All variables were expressed in log form
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T a b le  4 .8 : R o b u s tn e s s  c h e c k  fo r  th e  E d u c a tio n  Q u a lity  in  T o ta l  S a m p le  (D e p e n d e n t  V a r ia b le -T e a c h e r - s tu d e n t  r a t io )

Estimation
Technique

2SLS with 
Fixed 
Effects 
1

GLS with 
Panel
Specific AR(1)
2

GLS with 
Panel
Specific AR(1)
3

2SLS with 
Fixed Effects 
4

Total Sample
GLS with 
Panel
Specific AR(1)
5

GLS with 
Panel
Specific AR(1) 
6

2SLS with 
Fixed Effects 
7

GLS with 
Panel
Specific AR(1) 
8

GLS with Panel 
Specific AR(1)
9

Exp. per pupil (% 0.278*** 0.383*** 0.330***
of GDPpc) (4.21) (4.02) (4.12)
Exp. per pupil (% 0.080*** 0.093*** 0.070***
of GDPpc), Ll.# (5.10) (5.59) (4.52)
Exp. per pupil (% 0 .1 1 1*** 0.142*** 0.103***
GDPpc), L2.m (6.98) (8 .0 2 ) (6.90)
Population of age -0.664*** -0.758*** -0.904*** -0.589*** -0.941 *** -0 .8 6 6 *** -0.624*** -0.938*** -1 019***
05-14 (-7.47) (-23.52) (-17.00) (-5.45) (-23.02) (-15.91) (-6.26) (-22.93) (-21.17)
Dependency ratio -0 .1 0 0 0.237*** 0.401*** -0.175 0419*** 0.455*** 0.078 0 3 3 7 *** 0.512***

(-0.98) (3.94) (4.96) (-1.53) (7.61) (4.95) (0.60) (5.78) (6.56)
Urbanisation 0 .1 2 0 0 .1 0 1** 0 .1 2 2*** -0.015 0.040 0 291*** 0.279 Q 0 .1 2 1***

(0 .8 6 ) (2.43) (2.80) (-0.09) (1.23) (7.14) (1.41) (2.58) (2.69)

SNG Share of Tax -0.045*** -0.030*** -0.013
Revenue (-2.73) (-3.14) (-1.2 0 )
Federal transfers to -0.098*** -0.003 0.015
SNG (-3.37) (-0.34) (1.37)
SNG Share of -0.067** -0.040*** -0.051***
Revenue (-1.96) (-3.72) (-4.05)
Constant -1.861** -2.363*** -2.801*** -1.250 -2.438*** -4.038*** -3 398*** -2.252*** -2.801***

(-2.51) (-9.24) (-12.04) (-1.32) (-10.36) (-15.55) (-2.95) (-8.89) (-10.57)
Total Obs. 588 475 422 585 467 418 529 428 381
Countries 58 49 43 59 49 44 55 48 44
Avg Obs. 10.138 9.694 9.814 9.915 9.531 9.500 9.618 8.917 8.659
Max Obs. 32 30 29 32 29 29 32

— ;------- rr
29

------------- —T"
28

— ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- g----------------------------------- -------------------------------------
LI =Lagged by one year, L2 =Lagged by two years

Min Obs.=2, legend: b/t(Cluster robust standard errors were used along with AR1 errors), * p<0.1; ** p<0.05; *** p<0.01, Note: All variables were expressed in log form
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T a b le  4 .9: R o b u s tn e ss  c h e c k  fo r  th e  E d u c a tio n  Q u a lity  in  S a m p le  o f  O E C D  c o u n tr ie s  (D e p e n d e n t  V a r ia b le -T e a c h e r - s tu d e n t  ra t io )

Estimation
Technique

2SLS with 
Fixed 
Effects 
1

GLS with 
Panel
Specific AR(1) 
2

GLS with 
Panel
Specific AR(1)
3

2SLS with 
Fixed Effects 
4

OECD countries
GLS with 
Panel
Specific AR(1)
5

GLS with 
Panel
Specific AR(1) 
6

2SLS with 
Fixed Effects 
7

GLS with 
Panel
Specific AR(1) 
8

GLS with Panel 
Specific AR(1)
9

Exp. per pupil (% 0.244** 0.373** 0.308**
of GDPpc) (2.47) (2.45) (2.31)
Exp. per pupil (% 0.045* 0.064*** 0.064***
of GDPpc), LI # (1.85) (2.69) (2 .6 8 )
Exp. per pupil (% 0.111*** 0 .1 1 2*** 0.115***
GDPpc), L2. m (4.55) (4.14) (3.93)
Population of age -0.645*** -1.187*** -1 138*** -0.434* -1.260*** -1.233*** -0.354 -1.257*** -1.2 1 1 ***
05-14 (-4.09) (-22.28) (-21.07) (-1.74) (-25.25) (-24.10) (-1.47) (-23.34) (-18.15)
Dependency ratio -0.422** 0 539*** 0 517*** -0.750*** 0.302*** 0  3 7 3 *** -0.684** 0.351*** 0.328***

(-2.47) (5.28) (5.46) (-3.09) (2 .6 8 ) (3.54) (-2.54) (3.15) (3.00)
Urbanisation 0.135 -0.105* -0 .1 0 0 0.390 -0.051 0 .0 0 2 1.178** 0.204*** 0.303***

(0.76) (-1.67) (-1.61) (1.07) (-0.65) (0.04) (2.47) (2.87) (4.70)

SNG Share of Tax -0.008 0 .0 1 2 0 .021

Revenue (-0.33) (0.70) ( 1.2 0 )
Federal transfers to -0.156*** -0.068*** -0.081***
SNG (-3.17) (-3.68) (-4.39)
SNG Share of 0.043 -0.046** -0.055***
Revenue (0.52) (-2.08) (-2 .6 6 )
Constant -0.723 -1.545*** -1 833*** -0.894 -0.448 -1 1 2 2 *** -5.277** -1.844*** -2.425***

(-0.76) (-3.76) (-5.48) (-0.47) (-0.83) (-2.72) (-2 .2 1 ) (-3.83) (-5.60)
Total Obs. 366 306 276 344 291 264 297 250 223
Countries 26 23 21 25 23 21 24 22 20
Avg Obs. 14.077 13.304 13.143 13.760 12.652 12.571 12.375 11.364 11.150
Max Obs. 32 29 29 32 29 29 32

„ ;------- rr
29 28

Min Obs.=2, L I .=Lagged by one year, L2.=Lagged by two years
legend: b/t(Cluster robust standard errors were used along with AR1 errors), * p<0.1; ** p<0.05; *** p<0.01, Note: All variables were expressed in log form
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T a b le  4 .10 : R o b u s tn e ss  c h e c k  fo r  th e  E d u c a tio n  Q u a lity  in  S a m p le  o f  N o n -O E C D  c o u n tr ie s  (D e p e n d e n t  V a r ia b le -T e a c h e r - s tu d e n t  ra tio )

Estimation
Technique

2SLS with 
Fixed 
Effects 
1

GLS with 
Panel
Specific AR(1)
2

GLS with 
Panel
Specific AR(1)
3

2SLS with 
Fixed Effects 
4

Non-OECD countries
GLS with GLS with 
Panel Panel 
Specific AR(1) Specific AR(1) 
5 6

2SLS with 
Fixed Effects 
7

GLS with 
Panel
Specific AR(1) 
8

GLS with 
Panel
Specific AR( 1) 
9

Exp. per pupil (% 0.067 0.225** 0.151***
of GDPpc) (1.30) (2.52) (3.10)
Exp. per pupil (% 0.089*** 0.048** 0 131***
of GDPpc), Ll.# (4.63) (2.29) (5.91)
Exp. per pupil (% 0.087*** 0.070*** 0.117***
GDPpc), L2.m (3.76) (3.02) (4.82)
Population of age -0.431*** -0.933*** -0 .8 8 8 *** -0.383*** -0.880*** -0.852*** -0.440*** - 1.000* * * -0.836***
05-14 (-4.47) (-15.74) (-15.16) (-3.73) (-11.31) (-1 1 .2 0 ) (-4.53) (-13.28) (-13.02)
Dependency ratio -0.084 0 3 7 7 *** 0.299*** 0.031 0.303** 0.149 0.023 0.588*** 0.337***

(-0.59) (4.52) (2.95) (0 .2 1 ) (2.46) (1.28) (0.17) (4.95) (2.79)
Urbanisation 0.365 0.234*** 0.382*** 0.271 0.334*** 0.384*** 0.154 0.329*** 0.498***

(1.47) (5.38) (5.63) (1.14) (4.74) (5.47) (0.64) (4.94) (7.25)

SNG Share of Tax -0.070*** -0.029*** -0.042***
Revenue (-3.92) (-3.15) (-3.04)
Federal transfers to -0.040 0.035** 0.066***
SNG (-1.34) (2.18) (4.18)
SNG Share of -0.077*** -0.050*** -0.041**
Revenue (-3.23) (-2.73) (-2.08)
Constant -2.944** -2.957*** -3 3 3 9 *** -3 619*** -3 331*** -3 133*** -2.676** -4.084*** -4.183***

(-2.24) (-12.28) (-9.05) (-3.03) (-7.87) (-8.42) (-2 .12) (-11.39) (-9.86)
Total Obs. 2 2 2 169 146 241 176 154 232 178 158
Countries 32 26 22 34 26 23 31 26 24
Avg Obs. 6.938 6.500 6.636 7.088 6.769 6.696 7.484 6.846 6.583
Max Obs. 31 30 28 30 29 28 30

~ ,— ; r r
29

------------- m — t
28

Min Obs.=2, ’ Ll =Lagged by one year, ##L2 ,=Lagged by two years,
legend: b/t(Cluster robust standard errors were used along with AR1 errors), * p<0.1; ** p<0.05; *** p<0.01, Note: All variables were expressed in log form
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Annex I

Table A 4.1: Descriptive statistics for fiscal decentralisation measures, 
OECD countries
Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min Max Observations

Accrual Method
S u b n a t io n a l  G o v t . o v e r a l l 3 0 .4 8 1 2 .2 3 1 .3 7 5 7 .7 6 N  =  2 4 7

S h a r e  o f  T a x b e t w e e n 1 4 .6 9 1 .5 2 5 6 .3 5 n  =  2 5

R e v e n u e w i th in 2 .2 0 2 1 .9 2 4 0 .0 4 T - b a r  =  9 .8 8

V e r t i c a l  G r a n t s  a s o v e r a l l 4 1 .1 7 1 8 .8 8 8 .5 1 7 9 .6 7 N  =  2 4 7

S h a r e  o f b e t w e e n 1 8 .6 4 9 .3 3 7 5 .0 2 n  =  2 5

S u b n a t io n a l  G o v t . 4 .8 5 2 6 .2 2 5 8 .7 9 T - b a r  =  9 .8 8

R e v e n u e w i th in

o v e r a l l 3 1 .5 6 1 1 .9 5 1 .3 7 5 7 .7 6 N =  2 0 1

S u b n a t io n a l  G o v t . b e t w e e n 1 4 .6 9 1 .5 2 5 4 .2 8 n  =  2 3

S h a r e  o f  R e v e n u e w i th in 1 .4 8 2 7 .4 5 3 8 .3 7 T - b a r  =  8 .7 4

Cash Method
S u b n a t io n a l  G o v t . o v e r a l l 2 0 .8 2 1 4 .4 5 1 .2 9 5 8 .7 4 N  =  3 2 6

S h a r e  o f  T a x b e t w e e n 1 5 .3 0 4 .2 1 5 4 .8 4 n =  2 2

R e v e n u e w i th in 2 .4 2 1 2 .5 1 2 8 .1 3 T - b a r  =  1 4 .8 2

V e r t i c a l  G r a n t s  a s o v e r a l l 4 3 .9 4 1 8 .3 3 9 .5 4 8 6 .6 6 N  =  2 9 8

S h a r e  o f b e tw e e n 1 8 .4 3 1 0 .9 4 7 9 .4 9 n  =  2 3

S u b n a t io n a l  G o v t .  

R e v e n u e w i th in

5 .8 6 1 8 .0 5 7 4 .7 1 T - b a r  =  1 2 .9 6

o v e r a l l 2 9 .3 9 1 2 .1 4 1 .7 0 5 7 .2 1 N  =  2 9 5

S u b n a t io n a l  G o v t . b e t w e e n 1 3 .9 1 1 .8 0 5 1 .9 9 n  =  2 4

S h a r e  o f  R e v e n u e w i th in 2 .6 5 1 2 .4 7 3 7 .9 9 T - b a r  =  1 2 .2 9

Combined series
S u b n a t io n a l  G o v t . o v e r a l l 2 0 .6 7 1 4 .3 7 0 .8 0 5 8 .7 4 N  =  5 3 8

S h a r e  o f  T a x b e t w e e n 1 6 .1 4 1.61 5 4 .8 4 n  =  2 7

R e v e n u e w i th in 3 .0 9 5 .6 9 3 6 .0 0 T - b a r  =  1 9 .9 2

V e r t i c a l  G r a n t s  a s o v e r a l l 4 3 .5 7 1 8 .9 4 8 .5 1 9 0 .5 6 N  =  5 0 3

S h a r e  o f b e t w e e n 1 7 .7 5 9 .8 3 7 7 .5 1 n  =  2 7

S u b n a t io n a l  G o v t .  

R e v e n u e w i th in

6 .4 9 2 0 .3 2 7 0 .4 1 T - b a r  =  1 8 .6 3

o v e r a l l 2 9 .4 8 1 2 .0 8 5 .4 0 5 7 .7 6 N  =  4 5 1

S u b n a t io n a l  G o v t . b e t w e e n 1 3 .9 1 5 .5 3 5 4 .2 8 n  =  2 6

S h a r e  o f  R e v e n u e w i th in 2 .5 2 1 2 .5 6 3 8 .0 8 T - b a r  =  1 7 .3 5
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Table A 4.2: Descriptive statistics for fiscal decentralisation measures,
Non-OECD countries

Variable Mean Std. Min Max Observations
Dev.

Accrual Method
Subnational overall 20.22 11.75 1.03 47.11 N = 97
Govt. Share of between 13.74 1.08 45.82 n = 17
Tax Revenue within 1.65 14.90 24.60 T-bar = 5.71
Vertical Grants overall 46.64 14.88 8.26 78.00 N = 95
as Share of between 16.96 9.56 78.00 n = 15
Subnational 4.31 31.19 57.78 T-bar = 6.33
Govt. Revenue within
Subnational overall 24.07 18.71 1.57 98.27 N = 96
Govt. Share of between 17.72 1.70 68.79 n = 15
Revenue within 9.21 -14.80 53.55 T-bar = 6.4

Cash Method
Subnational overall 11.38 10.60 0.16 48.13 N = 213
Govt. Share of between 11.98 0.18 47.55 n = 37
Tax Revenue within 1.90 5.48 19.39 T-bar = 5.76
Vertical Grants overall 46.22 23.09 1.39 92.72 N = 232
as Share of between 23.34 4.04 87.51 n = 40
Subnational 
Govt. Revenue within

10.60 18.59 76.31 T-bar = 5.8

Subnational overall 17.93 11.35 0.82 48.96 N = 216
Govt. Share of between 13.07 0.82 47.83 n = 36
Revenue within 2.86 8.90 31.13 T-bar = 6

Combined series
Subnational overall 13.05 11.32 0.16 48.13 N = 286
Govt. Share of between 12.13 0.18 46.75 n = 42
Tax Revenue within 2.25 -3.97 22.29 T-bar = 6.81
Vertical Grants overall 45.72 21.85 1.39 92.72 N = 308
as Share of between 22.49 4.04 87.51 n = 45
Subnational 
Govt. Revenue within

9.92 18.09 77.30 T-bar = 6.84

Subnational overall 19.86 14.51 0.82 98.27 N = 295
Govt. Share of between 14.72 0.82 68.79 n = 40
Revenue within 5.82 -19.00 49.35 T-bar = 7.37
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T a b le  A  4 .3 : L is t  o f  c o u n tr ie s  a lo n g  w ith  th e  m a x im u m  d a ta  p o in ts  f o r  a n y  e s tim a tio n
OECD countries (observations) Non-OECD countries
Australia(l 6) Japan(5) Argentina(7) Georgia(l) Nicaragua(l)
Austria(35) Luxembourg(20) Armenia(3) Guatemala( 1) Pakistan(16)
Belgium(23) Malta(4) Azerbaijan(2) Honduras(l) Panama( 1)
Denmark(29) Netherlands(32) Belarus(l) Hungary(27) Paraguay(l)
Finland(34) New Zealand(14) Bolivia(7) India(8) Peru(ll)

France(36) Norway (3 3) Botswana(l) Iran, Islamic Poland(8)

Germany(5) Portugal(29) Brazil(3) Rep.(9) Roman ia(5)

Greece(2) Spain(28) Bulgaria(9) Jamaica(2) Senegal(2)

Iceland(16) Sweden(21) Cape Verde(2) Jordan(l) Serbia(3)

Ireland(35) Switzerland(18) Chile( 19) Kenya( 1) Slovak

Israel(32) United China(3) Korea, Rep.(4) Republic(13)

ltaly(14) Kingdom(31) Colombia(7) Latvia( 11) Slovenia(7)

United States(17) Congo, Rep.(2) Lesotho(3) South

Costa Rica(4) Lithuania(7) Africa(l 1)

Cyprus(3) Malaysia(8) Swaziland(3)

Czech Republic(16) Mauritius(9) Thailand(28)

Dominican Republic(l) Mexico(9) Tunisia(l)

El Salvador(6) Moldova(4) Uganda(3)

Estonia(lO) Morocco(7) Zambia(2)
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Table A 4.4: List of countries that joined OECD later
S.No. Name Data start Data Maximum Joined

year Available till Observations OECD
1* Czech Rep. 1993 2009 16 1995
2 * Korea 2006 2009 4 1996
3* Poland 2002 2009 8 1996

4* * Chile 1974 2009 19 2010

5** Estonia 1997 2008 10 2010

6 ** Slovenia 1992 2003 7 2010

y** Israel 1974 2009 32 2010

Ö Hungary 1981 2009 27 1996

9* Mexico 1989 2000 9 1994

"TF Slovak Rep. 1996 2009 13 2000

N o t e l : * T h e s e  c o u n t r i e s  w e r e  d e c l a r e d  a s  O E C D  c o u n t r i e s  b e c a u s e  th e  d o m in a n t  p o r t io n  o f  d a t a  

w a s  c o l l e c t e d  w h e n  t h e y  w e r e  a l r e a d y  a t  t h e  O E C D  f o r u m

N o t e 2 :  * *  T h e s e  c o u n t r i e s  w e r e  d e c l a r e d  a s  N o n - O E C D  c o u n t r i e s  b e c a u s e  o f  t h e i r  j o i n i n g  d a t e s  in  

t h e  O E C D  a n d  d a t a  w a s  c o l l e c t e d  w h e n  th e y  w e r e  n o t  th e  m e m b e r s  o f  O E C D

N o t e 3 :  # L a s t l y ,  t h e s e  c o u n t r i e s  w e r e  k e p t  a s  N o n - O E C D  c o u n t r i e s  b e c a u s e  o f  t h e i r  a c c e s s io n  to  

O E C D  o r g a n i s a t i o n  f a l l s  in - b e t w e e n  th e  d a t a  c o l l e c t i o n  p e r io d  a n d  o n  a v e r a g e  th e y  h a d  th e  s im i la r  

n u m b e r  o f  o b s e r v a t io n  b e f o r e  a n d  a f t e r  j o i n i n g  th e  O E C D  f o r u m .  I t w a s  c o n s id e r e d  s u b o p t i m a l  to  

d iv id e  a  s in g l e  c o u n t r y  d a t a  in to  tw o  p a r t s  a n d  it w i l l  a l s o  l e a d  to  d o u b le  c o u n t in g
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CHAPTER 5 CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 CONCLUSION

Pakistan is a developing country with sixth largest population in the world. With 

more that 180 million people to feed, Pakistan faces serious challenges to keep its 

economic and social indicators on track. As a developing country, Pakistan needs to catch 

the development path faster so as to provide jobs to those who are entering labour market. 

In other words, higher economic growth is needed to offset the population explosion and to 

improve living standards. On another important front, Pakistan is ranked 146th out of 187 

countries in human development by the UNDP’s Human Development Report, 2013. This 

exhibits that country is lagging behind on basic necessities of human life i.e. health and 

education. We know that economic growth provide the macroeconomic assessment of 

country’s progress while the basic services of health and education determine the quality of 

life. In this context, one of the important policies that might relieve the country and 

improve the situation in Pakistan is Fiscal Decentralisation and therefore this topic was 

chosen for the discussion.

In this study, we mainly discussed the effects of fiscal decentralisation on three 

important dimensions of development including the economic growth, the health sector 

and the education sector. Main objective of the study was to analyse the overall effects of 

fiscal decentralisation and to distinctly identify policy instruments which can enhance 

SNG’s effectiveness in serving the local people. The issue of resource distribution among 

federal and provincial governments is not straightforward and has always proved to be a 

complex issue, which need dynamic deliberation. There is vast literature available on the 

topic and researchers have now broadly agreed upon its positive returns.

Over the period, policy makers are trying to benefit from the positive effects of 

fiscal decentralisation while minimising the potential hazards. The main question that 

arises is “what is the best way to decentralise?” The simple answer can be, by empowering 

the lower tiers of the government regarding local decision making, capacitate these to carry 

out their assigned functions and make local politicians responsible so as to efficiently lead 

the country in the future. However, the counter argument is that delegating revenue raising 

powers to the lower levels result in efficiency loss as central government has better 

capacity to levy and collect taxes, and centralised provision also yields economies of scale. 

Therefore, the corresponding argument is that revenue collection assignments should not
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be delegated, instead what local government needs are the funds and fiscal capability to 

serve local people. Hence, the second concept leads to the partial fiscal decentralisation 

where central government takes the revenues raising responsibilities and resources are then 

reallocated among the federal and provincial governments. This approach is also advocated 

for ensuring equity and making it possible to cover cost disabilities among the federating 

units. The question worth asking is whether any one of the two policies would be enough 

to achieve and ensure better standard of living in the country over the long run. The answer 

certainly lies in the effects of the two policies on the economic and social indicators. In this 

context this piece of research provides an opportunity to revisit this important topic and 

assess evidence from both the single country case and by looking at the newly available, 

unexplored international cross-country data.

In this study we analysed the effects of different sources of SNGs autonomy and 

their fiscal capacity and assessed their distinct effects on the economic growth, health and 

education indicators. This study further bifurcate the immediate consequences of fiscal 

decentralisation policies from their long run implications. This procedure improves our 

understanding about policies, which are assumed to bring change in the long run. The use 

of cointegration technique identified policies which, in fact, were only having the short run 

effects, without resulting in any lasting returns. This information will help the policy 

makers to create a balance among different approaches of decentralisation, while devising 

policies.

Moreover, it is worth mentioning that this study used different kinds of data 

evidence and tried to gather and verify evidence with the use of appropriate econometric 

techniques. We have used annual observations at the national level as well as gathered and 

analysed provincial data. Finally, analysing the recently available international panel data 

and disaggregating the sample into OECD and Non-OECD countries provided better 

understanding of the results and uncover the fact that similar policy can result in dissimilar 

effects in different economic regions. Thus this study brings together evidence from 
different kinds of national, provincial and cross-country data and used appropriate 

econometric methodologies to fit each instance properly. This effort finally resulted in 

highlighting the importance of different policy instruments for fiscal decentralisation and 

highlighted their effectiveness in different economic settings.

For the first essay, results lets us know that in order to get higher economic growth, 

the channel through which fiscal decentralisation can have an effect, is the provincial
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autonomy. The SNGs tax revenues posed positive long run effect on the economic growth 

in Pakistan. Federal transfers, although had a positive effect, were only significant in the 

short run. Hence, first essay tells us that for higher economic growth, SNGs should be 

capacitated, incentivised and driven towards higher domestic tax collection. This will make 

the SNGs efficient, innovative and responsible which will ultimately be translated into 
higher economic growth.

Second essay highlights the need for the guiding role of central government. 

Results suggests that both the fiscal decentralisation instruments i.e. higher SNG’s revenue 

autonomy and greater flows of federal transfers are not improving the allocation to health 

sector, which after all is a basic necessity for improvement in the sector. This might be due 

to the continuity of ignoring this important sector throughout the history of Pakistan, as 

average health spending in Pakistan during the study period remained only at 0.78 percent 

of GDP; which is miserable for a country with huge population. Results stressed the need 

for sector specific transfers in health so as to ensure adequate supply of basic health 

services to the people. The lower health spending at local level can be explained by 

looking at the socio-political environment in Pakistan. As health reforms takes long time to 

be felt therefore local politicians, looking for their re-election, instead deviate funds to 

projects like roads, street paving, sanitary lining and other infrastructure facilities which 

become readily visible and are easy to use for exploiting the less educated voters. Thus, 

federal government should provide broad policy guidelines and ensure in transfers formula 

that provinces are spending at least as much as central government did before and do not 

decrease the already meagre health sector resources. However, it is encouraging to note 

that provincial autonomy helps in achieving lower infant mortality. Although, only the 

coefficient for provincial autonomy is significant in the short run out of the three fiscal 

decentralisation proxies, we still found evidence for the desired role of SNGs in creating 

awareness by using their local standing in the people.

The role discussed for federal government is further supported by the provincial 

data analysis in the second essay. Although, we could not achieve encouraging results for 

federal transfers at the national level, provincial analysis highlighted the fundamental 

differences within the country. It can be noted that, at provincial level federal transfers 

helped in the provision of better health facilities i.e. more hospital beds to population in the
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economically active provinces of Punjab and Sindh130. In the two provinces, higher federal 

transfers actually indicated to have positive implications for the hospital beds availability 

to the local people. We found opposite results for the fiscally dependent province i.e. KPK. 

Analysis of disaggregated data set along with the analysis of different fiscal 

decentralisation policies helped us in finding better policy implications. Thus, inclusion of 
sector specific transfers should be given due weight while deciding federal transfers so as 

to suit the specific political economy conditions of Pakistan.

Lastly, the third essay looks at another important sector i.e. education, that has 

important implications in determining the quality of life and has its effects on the economic 

growth in this globalised world of learning and innovation. Though unavailability of the 

desired data for education sector in Pakistan added to the data issues that we had for this 

study, the availability of newly released World Bank’s Fiscal Decentralisation Indicators 

dataset turned this into an opportunity to incorporate international evidence into this study. 

Availability of comparable fiscal decentralisation estimates from a single source helped us 

in identifying the effects of our variable of interest in different economic setting and added 

diversity to this study.

Analysing a huge unbalanced panel dataset for 59 countries though brought certain 

issues, nevertheless, thanks to the growing research in panel data econometrics, we were 

able to find adequate estimation techniques to cover for the potential issues and benefit 

from new data evidence. Thus, the effects of fiscal decentralisation were analysed for the 

education sector using a rich cross-country panel data for different economic regions of the 

world. The sample was analysed in full, for OECD countries and for Non-OECD countries, 

separately. This setting helped us in finding out that same policies can have differing 

effects, broadly depending upon the extent of enabling environment.

It was noted that the proxy for provincial autonomy had a positive and significant 

effect on education spending in OECD countries while federal transfers had a negative 
effect. On the contrary, it was only the federal transfers which had a weakly significant but 

positive effect in Non-OECD countries that can also be interpreted as resource starved 

local governments in the less developed countries. Moreover, as education quality was 

proxied with teacher-pupil ratio, which is more a problem in the less developed countries, 

therefore, empirical results were more consistent for the Non-OECD countries.

130 The two provinces collectively contributed to 84.5 percent to the country’s GDP in 2009 (Wikipedia 
accessed on 08-04-2013-
http ://en.wikipedia. org/wiki/List_of_Pakistanij>rovinces_by_gross_domestic_product)
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Interestingly, we have found that in less developed countries fiscal decentralisation results 

in lower teaching quality. This can be explained by the fact that while focusing on higher 

enrolment (as less developed countries have yet to achieve the universal primary 

enrolment), local governments fails to keep intact the required number of teachers. This 

results in more students per teacher, putting pressure on the existing resources. Thus we 

can say that targeted fund transfers are necessary to ensure better utilisation of scare 

resources and to achieve the major targets. In addition, SNGs should be entrusted with 

higher own tax collection because as soon as the optimal level is achieved, it can have the 

desired effect on education sector indicators as happened in the case of OECD countries.

In brief, this study identified several issues in fiscal resource distribution 

mechanism of Pakistan. The most important issue was that the National Finance 

Commissions adopted single criterion (population) resource redistribution formula which 

could not prove worthy; the reason is that federal transfers failed to achieve its desired 

effects i.e. to enhance SNG’s efficiency. Despite inadequate local autonomy, it is the SNGs 

autonomy that can result in positive effects for economic growth. Hence, while deciding 

the federal transfers, important targets for economic and human development as well as the 

long run societal needs were ignored and the overall results has summarised the 

consequences.

In this study, not only the short run effects of fiscal decentralisation were separated 

from its long run implications but we also identified the effectiveness of local autonomy 

versus that of federal transfers, as sources of SNG’s revenues. It is now clear that fiscal 

decentralisation is a long run phenomenon and it needs reasonable time before its positive 

effects can be noticed, provided that enabling environment is available. The empirical 

analysis provided evidence that the effects of fiscal decentralisation can be different in the 

short and long run time. Identification of the short run effects will help the policy makes to 

mitigate any immediate consequences of the policy change while they expect the long run 

positive economic contribution of fiscal decentralisation. In addition, this study also 

identified that there are certain fiscal decentralisation instruments which could only have a 

short run effect. To our knowledge, this is among the very few studies that differentiated 

and discussed this dimension in greater detail.

Furthermore, this study analysed different sources of SNGs revenues and assessed 

the effectiveness of available fiscal decentralisation policies. It was noted that only the 

increase in provincial autonomy has had a long run positive association with economic
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growth. The other sources of provincial revenues either remained insignificant or they only 

had short run (yet positive) effect on economic growth. Thus, empirical results made it 

clear that it is the channel of efficiency enhancement which can bring positive long run 

economic gains in Pakistan. Hence, in order to ensure higher economic output, it is the 

efficiency, not the higher resources alone that can bring change in the long run. Moreover, 

we can say that the provincial domestic revenue generation has not yet achieved its growth 

consistent optimum level and an increase in revenue raising capabilities of SNGs will 
stimulate economic growth.

On the other hand, we found no evidence for federal transfers to cause any long run 

positive implications for the economic growth. This reflects that the adoption of single 

resource distribution criterion with no consideration for efficiency, has failed to influence 

economic performance of the country in the desired way. The proportion of federal 

transfers in SNGs revenues also makes it clear that in Pakistan the focus remained on the 

partial fiscal decentralisation mechanism while little consideration was given to capacitate 

the SNGs. Thus, the required attention to incorporate the efficiency aspects in the resource 

distribution formula was lacking. Brueckner (2009) advocated that inappropriate SNG’s 

autonomy would result in suboptimal outcomes of fiscal decentralisation. The fact remains 

that federal transfers led to provincial dependence in Pakistan as it did not contain the 

required incentives for gaining higher efficiency.

5.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

After having a detailed discussion regarding different aspects and attached 

consequences of fiscal decentralisation policy, it can be concluded that fiscal 

decentralisation should have both the elements of competition as well as cooperation. 

Though the given aspects are somewhat contrary but if we are eyeing towards a balanced 

growth, where government assumes the responsibility for providing an acceptable level of 

basic services to the people, a balance should be brought between the two sides of 

federalism. On one side, decent revenue raising responsibilities should be given to the 

SNGs to enhance efficiency, productivity and to make them answerable to the people. 

While on the other hand, cooperation should be extended to the people living in 

disadvantaged areas to achieve equity. It is however of utter importance that those federal 

transfers should not turn the SNGs into rent seekers. Transfer from the centre should 

represent a well-conceived blend of criteria, which does not develop complete dependence 

and always has the element of efficiency and competition involved.
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Moreover, empirical result has made it clear that associated benefits of fiscal 

decentralisation depends upon the unique political, social and economic conditions of the 

country. One policy can not only differ in its effects among different countries but it can 

also have dissimilar short run and long run implications. Thus, if there are chances for 

abuse of power at the local level, targeted funds allocation can be a good idea. We know 

that in less-developed countries, SNGs are relatively more prone to elite capture; these are 

the places where poor might not be heard and in addition, people are also less educated on 

average to envision their real long run needs. In this scenario, federal government and 

international development partners should provide the broad policy guidelines by ensuring 

a resource transfers mechanism where, though, lower tiers of the government are still 

responsible for service provision but the real needs of the people are not ignored.

Another important dimension of the discussion is that lower tier of government 

should be elected through popular voting system. This will have at least two benefits. First 

aspect is related to the increase in efficiency; by providing better choice to people due to 

competition among politician for their (re)election, which will ultimately result in better 

services and economic opportunities for the local community. The second aspects relates to 

the increased transparency which will lead to the efficient allocation of federal transfers 

and own source revenues as elections will make the local politicians answerable to local 

people. It is relatively easy for the local people to scrutinise small local spending as 

compared to the huge development funds that national or provincial politicians receive for 

allocation in large geographical areas. Similarly, local politicians are accessible to the local 

people to get comments, suggestions and critique about certain projects and their 

performance; the aspect which is difficult to imagine in the case of appointed public 

servants or national and provincial politicians. Strengthening the local government system 

will also help by providing basic political training to the people to assume future 

responsibilities at the national level. This will also provide the country with new generation 

of emerging politicians from the disadvantaged class to control for and mitigate chances of 

elite capture at any level of the government.

In brief, a well-designed fiscal decentralisation mechanism can help in achieving 

better economic and social returns through the increased participation of economically 

active, productive and innovative economic agents. We can conclude the discussion with 

certain key policy recommendation.
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5.2.1 General Recommendations

1. The whole discussion implies that fiscal decentralisation should be considered as an 

important policy option for its potential to influence economic and social 

indicators.

2. Section 3.7.3, 4.5.1 and 4.5.2 elaborates that distinct fiscal decentralisation policies 

are effective in different settings. Therefore, to ensure balanced growth in a welfare 

maximising society, both instruments of fiscal decentralisation i.e. the provincial 

autonomy and federal transfers should be used simultaneously.

3. Sections 2.4.3 and 3.7.3 also hints that SNGs should be capacitated and given 

required incentives to encourage local revenue generation, which results in greater 

efficiency and is assumed to help in avoiding rent seeking behaviour.

4. In the less-developed countries, as societies are characterised with lower education, 

they might not be able to accurately identify their long run requirements. Therefore, 

until local people are ready to lead, sector specific targeted funds should be 

transferred to the lower tiers for the interim periods (sections 3.6.1).

5. Federal transfers might not be helpful in enhancing efficiency but these help in 

achieving equity and providing people with basic needs (Section 3.7.3). Therefore, 

these are important but while focusing on social side of federal transfers, 

government should also try to mitigate chances of rent seeking behaviour.

5.2.2 Specific Recommendations for Pakistan

1. Provincial governments should be made responsible by clearly defining the roles of 

each tier of the government and extending the required human and financial 

resources to ensure planning and development autonomy and to enable SNGs to 

devise indigenous development plans (section 1.4).

2. Provincial governments should be encouraged for higher local revenue collections 

to make the lower tiers of the government responsible and to lessen the instances of 

externalising their costs to others. Once capacitated, rent seeking behaviour on the 

part of provincial governments should be discouraged, where they ask for readily 

available funds without exploiting their own potential; hence SNGs should be made 

accountable (section 1.4).
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3. Targeted funds should be transferred for the neglected sectors like health and 

education, which has a lasting effect on the quality of life and also play an 

important role in determining future income flows for the country and individuals.

4. An elected local government system is of absolute importance in the context of 

Pakistan. Elected third tier of the government is necessary to ensure allocative 

efficiency and it would help in better allocation of federal transfers (which has 

currently shown limited impact in the first two essays).

5. The general review of relevant literature on fiscal federalism suggests that resource 

distribution formula should be designed in a way that not only cover the cost 

disabilities (to achieve equity) but also contain incentives to remain productive. To 

assess the development needs of SNGs, different measures should be considered 

while devising the resource transfer formula e.g. level of; infrastructure, poverty, 

backwardness, inappropriate revenue raising opportunities and inverse population 

density . One the other hand, to encourage efficiency certain portion of the 

divisible pool should be allocated according to revenue generation efficiency 

(matching grants should be given for achieving revenue growth targets or 

generating extra revenue from own resources) and observing hard budget 

constraints. Hence, federal transfer formula should be broadened in a calculated 

manner and steps should be taken to solve the discrepancies at provincial level 

while resolving the cost disabilities.

6 . A permanent and specialised body for the National Finance Commission should be 

established which resume the responsibility for smooth and judicious 

Intergovernmental resource distribution. This body should be responsible to analyse 

the social needs and economic potential of different regions in the country and to 

give recommendations accordingly. This set up should also be responsible to 

evaluate the effects of different fiscal decentralisation policies and come up with 

appropriate resource distribution criteria. Collection and compilation of timely and 

good quality data should also fall in the domain of this body. This will enable 

researchers to analyse the effects of related policies and it will also facilitate well- 

informed policy making.

This should include both the densely populated and sparsely populated areas
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